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Editor's Introduction

2 For the protagonists of Post-Modernism or for the ever present bureaucrats
of our social welfare, Le corbusier has evolved into the pathologically
sinister figure. He is to be seen as the founding father of the white
architecture; as the demiurge of the International Style, as the reductive
functionalist incarnate; as the creator of a hermetic and cryptically
inaccessible architecture, at times calvinist, at times traumatically
Mannerist; the provider of sepulchral disquiet, as opposed to the present
historicism which merely plays at the disjunctive. And yet despite the
megalomania of his large scale urbanism, Le corbusier remains the
architectural touchstone of our age, the prime mentor of modern method,
and for many the only architect of our century to merit recognition as a
genius in his own time. since his death in 1g6b, his work has either been
admired as a triumph or disnrissed as a farce. The result has been that our
judgment has remained ineffectively suspended between the extremes of
eulogy and ridicule, while the broader and deeper significance of his
achievement has escaped our attention. Forged as much by his epoch as by
the idiosyncrasies of his nature, Le Corbusier occupies a singular and classic
place in the on-going evolution of our discipline, a body of work which
despite its recession into a lost history will undoubtedly be re-evaluated by
each successive generation.

It is our intent with this double issue of oppositions to initiate a re-
examination of this figure and to pinpoint certain aspects of his ideological
development within the framework of the twentieth century. Le corbusier,
at first heir and then saltimbanque to the Enlightenment, strove to
synthesize, in what was almost certainly the first and the last global
architectural project of our century, not only the future form of the
bourgeois city but also the cultural status of the industrial objects it would
necessarily contain. The transformation of the early nineteenth century city
into the sprawling metropolis of the second half of the century was the
rupture in which modernism first saw the light of day. As Anthony vidler
has remarked in oppositions 8, this urban culture was already divided by
the time of Baudelaire into a curious dichotomy between positiue projection
on the one hand andformal subversion on the other. The culture of the
Grosstadt was largely the creation of two antagonistic but reciprocally
related classes: the technocrats who projected the city as a progressive
program of development, welfare, and reform and the intellectuals whose
overu'rought and alienated sensibility reacted in an ambiguous way to the
phenomenon of the industrial metropolis.

The technocratic ideal of the bourgeois city suffered a major setback with
the First World War when the relentless expansion and triumph of its
form--driven by speculative growth and accelerated locomotion-were

The preparatory work for this and,
th,e followtng afiicle was carried out
as a partial fulfi,llment of a
fellowship grant made by the John
Simon Guggenheim M emorial
Foundation to the author for tlte
year 197/1-1975.



abruptly and definitively checked by the outbreak of universal hostility: that
moment when, to paraphrase sir Edward Grey, the light was extinguished
all over Europe. The fact that Beaux-Arts urban idealism enjoyed a
fragmentary period of fulfillment in America between the mid-1890's and the

Great Crash of 1929 only serves to underline the economic and cultural
lethargy which swept over Europe with the armistice of 1918. For a variety
of reasons, in part economic, in part a matter of cultural volition, Europe
came to abandon the bourgeois city to its fate. This neglect flnds its proof in
the fact that while London and Berlin were destructively transformed by
bombing, the Paris of 1945 was to all intents and purposes the Paris of the
turn of the century.

For the European liberal architectural avant-garde of the twenties and

thirties, the Futurist image of a city of towers remained the unattainable
goal for a new or renewed bourgeois city. This vision stalked through the
early history of the Modern Movement like an unfulfilled Promethean
desire, until it was finally realized in a totally corrupt form by the real
estate interests of the neo-capitalist state which emerged in full force

shortly after the end of the Second World War. Le Corbusier's failure to
build his crystalline metropolis is at least partly due to the persistent crisis
of capital which lasted in Europe from 1914 to 1945, and we cannot begin to
situate his career-or for that matter, to understand the true nature of
modernism in architecture without recognizing the way in which his own

ideological concerns reflected (but at the same time failed to engage) the
rapidly changing interests of capitalism. The contrast here with the career

of Mies van der Rohe is as striking as it is paradoxical, for it was Mies-the
man who refrained from envisioning a city-who eventually, in the fifties,
came to be commissioned by speculative capital to reformulate and realize
the Futurist city on a reduced but nonetheless normative and technically
rational basis.

The way in which Le corbusier perceived and yet also misunderstood the
true interests of industrial capital in the interwar years (who does not recall
his appeal to the captains of industry at the end ofVers une architecture ot
his Appet aux industriels of 7925?) is a result of messianic misreading of the
trajectory of the Enlightenment. He no doubt believed, like Tony Garnier
before him whose Cit6 Industrielle was formulated prior to 1914, that the
unprecedented urban instrumentality which had been placed in the hands of
Haussmann would somehow be replicated at a totally new scale by the
industrial capitalism of the early twentieth century.

Privileged by the radical socialist patronage of Edouard Herriot, who was

mayor of Lyons throughout his term as city architect, Garnier seems to

1 (frontispiece) The opening image 3

for tlte sequence dealing witlt th,e

Socibtb des Nations Com,petition in
Le Corbusier's text Une Maison, Un
Palais of 1928.



4 have found it equally hard to imagine that the future society, even when of
welfare socialist persuasion, would fail to give top priority to extending the
scope of public amenities already provided by the nineteenth century
regional capital. Garnier, like Le Corbusier after him, envisioned a
millenialistic freezing of history, in which an advanced technorogical
civilization-groundecl in steel, reinforced concrete, automobiles, ships,
aviation, and hydro-electricity-would soon attain some static clatum of
perfection as the ultimate fulfillment of a rational and socialist destiny; the
closing of the circle of history-the return of civilization to its cradle in the
Mediterranean.

Although Garnier and the early Le Corbusier both projected utopian
socialist cities, the difference in their vision turns on the degree to which
they each chose to reflect the split running through the socialist movement,
where Garnier emphasized the Fourierist libertarian aspect of socialism-his
open-ended city being designed without any repressive institutions
whatever-Le corbusier envisioned the city of saint simonian control. In
1922 he projected his uille contemporaine pour trois millions personnes as a
bounded capital city, removed from the satellite garden cities by which it
was necessarily surrounded. Separated from the city of capital by a green
belt (in effect a reinterpretation of the seventeenth century glacis), these
satellite communities were depicted as open-ended gridded structures
which, like the Cite Industrielle, would have accommodated workers in
reasonably close proximity to the centers of industrial production. Le
corbusier was in fact to achieve such an ideal "workers" community in 1926
when, under the patronage of the industrialist Henri Fruges, he managecl to
build a garden suburb at Pessac in the neighborhood of Bordeaux. ThJcity
of towers, on the other hand, was to remain a mirage.

The desirable form of the modern city was a conceptual dilemma for the left
and the right alike, and Bruno Taut's Die Stadtlrone (the city crown) of
1919 did little more than add a touch of mysticism to the general state of
uncertainty. Taut unequivocally maintained that a city withopf, 2 ('g1.s1ryn"-

that is to say, without the physical manifestation of a spiritual and
communal center-was not a city at all. It is evident from both the cit6
Industrielle and the ville Contemporaine that Garnier and Le Corbusier
shared this view ancl the case can be made that the forrn of the ville
contemporaine was directly influenced by Taut's ideal garden city. In any
event, Le corbusierJs crystalline caftesian skyscrapers served as the
secular crowning element, comparable in their situation and in their soaring
reticulated elevations to the crown of the medieval cathedral.

In favor of the appearance of the city, but against the constricted urban



form of the street (the influence of Ebenezer Howard's garden city of 1898

is evident even here), Le Corbusier abandoned his wall-less, but delimited

Ville Contemporaine of Lg22 for the continuous urbanized region, that is to

say, for the banded layout of the Spanish and later Soviet linear city which

was already latent as a model in the layered organization of his otherwise

anthropomorphically structured and axially aligned Ville Radieuse of 1934.

From now on, in all of Le Corbusie/s urban projections for specific sites,

the metropolis would increasingly dissipate into the open fragmented form

of the city-1egion, initially in his linear plan for Zlin, published in the book

La Vilte Radi.euse of 1935, and then more generally during the second

World War with his linear city planning thesis Sur Les Quatres Routes of

1941 and his virtual adoption of the Kristaller-Loesch central place location

planning theory in his book Les Trois Etablissements Humnins of 1944.lL

is as though the technocratic aspect of his persona was constantly
attempting to absorb and compensate for the fact that Western
instrumeniality no longer had any interest in maintaining the dense

bourgeois city. Certainly, neo-capitalist development showed no desire to

pery;tuate such a city; par"ticularly in the form in which it had emerged in

and around the city of Paris aft,er the liberal revolution of 1848. After 1945

what capital needed was above all else the expansion of its market area over

u, -r"h territory as possible, and Le corbusier attempted to respond with
an urban model which would directly reflect the infrastructural
consequences of such an expansion. with absolutely sound intuition, he

opted ior the theoretically limitless canal, rail, road, and air network of his

idealistic system, flrst published as the "four routes" in 1941'

Yet the idea of a planned society, parbicularly as it had been derived from

the triumph of Taylorism in the united states, meant a domain that was

much larger than that which was prescribed by urbanism alone'

For Le Corbusier it meant the entire world of objects first brought
succinctly into theoretical focus with the texL Le Purtsme, written with
Amed6e ozenfant in 1920, but more fully elaborated as a polemic against

consumer goods in his book L'Art Decoratif d'Aujourd'hui of 1925' An
extract frim Le purisme establishes in a succinct passage not only the

thematic of Purist painting but also the everyday constituent elements of
the normative civilization which it supposedly celebrated. Thus in 1920 they

wrote: "In all ages and with all people, man has created for his use objects

of prime ,e""ssity which responded to his imperative needs; these objects

weie associated with his organism and helped complete it. In all ages, for
example, man has created containers: vases, glasses, bottles, plates, which

were-built to suit the needs of maximum capacity, maximum strength,

maximum economy of materials, maximum economy of effort. In all ages,

5



6 2 Le Corbusier and Josephine Baker
at a "crossing of the line"
celebration while retmning on the
Lrtetiafrom Latin America in
1937.
3 Pierre Jeanneret and Le Corbusier
standing before the model of their
entry for the Palais des Soaiets
competition of 1931.
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man has created objects of pleasure: musical instruments, etc., all of which
have always obeyed the law of selection: economy."

It was from this standpoint that Le Corbusier went on in 1925 to formulate
his typological theory of objects as determined and refined by need-his
anti-consumerist notion of the causal chain connectingbesoin types to objet
types, a reciprocal linkage by virtue of which (following the optimum
satisfaction of the former by the latter) no further invention or production
would be necessary or even desirable. This moralistic and millenialistic
argument, close to the thesis first advanced by Adolf Loos in his essay

"Ornament and Crime" of 1908, could hardly have been further removed
from the true interests of capital. It presupposed a totally controlled
subsistence economy in which economic surplus would be expended solely
upon the transformation of the large scale physical environment.

Such a planned economy would have required reforms as draconian and
rigorous as any of those which had at that date been enacted by the
fledgling Bolshevik state, and once again we see how the progressive and
positivistic elements of Le Corbusie/s formation led him paradoxically into
conflict with the interests of capital. Time and again, he tried to
accommodate himself to the realities of the situatio4, for example, the
abandoning of his strict Purist, Loosian principles in 1929 in order to design
a suite of furniture in collaboration with Charlotte Perriand.

Perennially expectant, Iike Charles Fourier, of the eminent arrival of the
Enlightened prince, or rather the technocrat tycoon-the support of
industrialists such as Citroen and Voisin, whom from time to time he
assiduously cultivated-Le Corbusier sought a scope of idealistic patronage
which could not possibly exist under late capitalism. Reactionary in one
aspect and genuinely progressive in another, avant-gardism bestowed upon
his persona the status of the acrobat, a destiny of which he was well aware
when he wrote toward the end of his life,

"An acrobat is no puppet.
He devotes his life to activities
in which, in perpetual danger of death,
he performs extraordinary movements
of infinite difEculty, with disciplined
exactitude and precision . . . free
to break his neck and his bones and
be crushed.
Nobody asked him to do this.
Nobody owes him any thanks.

7



8 I Le Corbusier, c. 19/17
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9He lives in an extraordinary world' of the acrobat.

Result: most certainly! He does things
which others cannot.
Result: why does he do them?
others ask. He is showing off;
he's a freak; he scares us; we PitY him;
he's a bore."

With these words he dissolves the omnipotence of the master architect, and

we find ourselves confronted by a deprecating self-consciousness, whose

sense of restriction and limit disarms our critical posture. The apparent
megalomania of his early career is strangely tempered by this text and by

ourrealization that in the last analysis the Ville Radieuse was postulated

against the concerns of the captains of industry. The Plan Voisin of 1925

was a matter of publicity rather than a global project which was seen as an

essential precondition for the successful marketing of automobiles. Thus,

with the unique exception of Henri Fruges and the Czech shoe

manufacturer Bata, not a single industrialist of note ever commissioned Le

Corbusie/s services. His clients were restricted either to the aesthetes of
the upper bourgeoisie such as De Monzie, or to fashionable speculators such

as wanner-who, with the exception of the Maison clarte, built in Geneva

in 1936, invariably withdrew at the last moment-or finally to the patronage

of classic charities such as the Salvation Army. And while the Radiant City
was to eventually serve the establishment as a sufficiently persuasive open

city model with which to argue for the wholesale demolition of traditional
urban fabric and for its reconstruction as a parkscape of slabs and high rise
towers inundatecl by freeways, the sensuous formal poetry of his original
vision, the generous space standards and the heroic scale which, in another
political context, may have justified such ruthless erasure of the built
culture were always to be vitiated. Whether in the cause of social welfare or
speculation, the later bureaucratic adaptations of his urban type forms were
invariably mediocre, the spatial and structural standards minimum, and the
original lyricism totally absent.

Long before the aftermath of the Second World War and the subsequent
wholesale misappropriation and reduction of his principles, he seems to have
sensed the limits of progress and the necessity of returning to the archaic.
Immediately after the debacle over the Soci6t6 des Nations competition of
1927 (the fundamental crisis of his life, after which he abandoned the naive
optimism of his youth), he seems to have begun to question whether the
rational promise of the machine would ever be fulfilled and even to have
doubts--evident in his partial return to primitive iconography and

technique-as to whether such afatidique was ultimately desirable. His



10 house for Errazuris of 1931 and his Maison week-End of l9B4 respectively
suggest that both primitive shelter and industrial prod,uktforrn might be 

-

reciprocally mediated, enriched, and tempered by a brutai confrontation
with the earthy realities of preindustrial craftwork. After lg26 aparallel
shift can be felt in his painting, with the gradual withdrawal from the
geometric rigors of Purism and his introduction thereafter of objets d,e ta
rAaction poAil4ue along with the figuration of the human form.

This brutalism aaant la lettre returns us to the latent critical dimensions in
his earlier work; to the disturbing displacements in scale evident in the
small hous€ and garden that he built for his parents at vevey, Switzerland
in 7925 and to the metaphysical element so obviously in evidlnce in his
Beistegui penthouse of 1g30, where the lawn to the roof terrace, the false
flreplace in the perimeter wall, and the wrought iron park chairs (objets
types) jointly articulate the surface ofa piled carpet apparently transformed
into grass (cf. Meret oppenheim's Fur coaered cup, sou"nr, ind, spoon of
1936). These elements, together with the illusion of an elevated horizon-
the distant silhouette of the Arc de Triomphe hovering above the wall-
provoke the sense of an absent presence. Beistegui ."em. to have been a
unique work even for him, one which engendered a peculiar anxiety for the
remotely distant or lost instant-for the aisible linuisible which seems to
have been the phenomenological touchstone of his metaphysical sensibility.

The presence of such absences aisibles are like ghosts in the classical shots
of Le corbusie/s villas-a draped coat here, a trilby hat there, or a salmon
made manifest as a stilled life on the kitchen tabre. Like the animated
crumpled clothes that sometimes appear in Le corbusier's sketches, such
forms either suggest the presence of bodies who have just fled or the aura
of eminences that are about to arrive. A comparable feeling is to be sensed
in the Salon d'Automne furniture pieces of rg2g designed with charlotte
Perriand where the material and detailing evoke the latent
anthropomorphism of the machine-in the chaise longue, for example,
where, aside from the machinist references to the bicycle and the ai. f"ame,
the tapering plan and irregular curve of the seat and the purist circle of the
sub-frame aggregate themselves into an image that suggests the absent
female body, which is the only sex ever shown as occupying the piece.
other metaphors abound within thismachine d, s'asseoir of lgzg, such as
that of the chrome of technique versus the fur of nature; the leather roll of
the head versus the pony skin ofthe body; or finally, when compared to the
girand confort-that is to the frontal, masculine/outeuil as the iymbol of
patriarchal control-the feminine, sectional chaise rongue-type as the
procreative cradle of nature.



The incantatory aspects of Le Corbusier's oeuure, the constantly reiterated
slogans in a fixecl typographical form, the continual recourse to Pythagorean
mathematics, the emblematic opposition of Apollo and Medusa, the
omnipresent shadorv of Ubu ancl the classic and apotropaic myths that
permeate his r,r'ork, above all, the Albigensian obsession with the interaction
of contradictory forces-all these compel us to see his work as a vast and
magical panorama. The positivism of his early vision is thus subtly
infiltrated by a discourse that borclers on the alchemic, and it is this more
than anything else that establishes a link between the Manichaeanism of his
world-view and the subversive intentions of Surrealism.

Our decision to dedicate two double issues of Oppositions to a study of Le
Corbusier will not, we hope, be read as evidence of nostalgia for a lost
heroic past, nor have we adopted this apparently partisan stance in the hope

of reviving some naturally selected culture in the tradition of the trn'entieth
century. Nor do we wish to assume and continue the polemics of L'Esprtt
Nouueau or to reimpose a linear, progressive view of history free from the
necessary and inevitable divagations of reversal, loss, and reparation. Aside
from the intrinsic interest of the material, we have focused on this complex
and in many ways intractable figure in order to explicitly repudiate the
current reactionary impulse to reduce architecture to a commodity. We have
in mind, of course, the Post-Modernist fetishization of the historicist image.
In this respect, we draw a line against the glib reference and the vulgar
fantasy, those manifestations which seem to have found such a sympathetic
response of late at the hands of the media and the curatorial elite. Thus rn'e

enter the lists with Le Corbusier not to minimize the difficulties of the
present with a battery of arguments drawn from a millenialistic era, but
rather to re-densify our mutual perception of the problematic of culture ancl

to insist that the universal alienation of our age can no more be assuaged by
the stoic cynicism of Candide than it can be dispelled through the evocations
of Zarathntstra. The modernist predicament, if not the modern style,
remains as the nemesis of our time----one might say that it is the sign and

even the hope of our epoch, in as much as its rule is determined by
historical forces that are ultimately immune to the imaginative exerLions of
any single individual, notwithstanding of the magnitude of his vision or the
poetry of his style.

Figure Credits
7-, O S.P.A.D.E.M., Pcnis I V.A.G.A.,
Il/ett: York, 1980.
1 From Le Corbusier, Un,e Maisort , Un
Palais (Paris: Les Editions G. Crbs et
Cie., n.cl.).
2 From Sophie Daria, Le Corbusier:
soc iol ootte de l' u rba tt istrrr' (Paris:
Editions Seghers, 1964).
3 From Le Corbusier, Neut llr67k1 o.1

Spoce (Neu'York: Reynal and
Hitchcock, 1948).
4 From Stamo Papadaki, Le Corbusier:
Architect, Painter, Writer (New York:
Macmillan, 1948).
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Le Corbusier and 'l'Esprit Nouveau'

Kenneth Frampton

"You emploA stone, wood and concrete, and with tltese

matertals you buiLd h,ouses and palaces; that is const'tuc-
tion. Ingenuity is at work.
"But suddenlg you touclt my heart, you do me good, I am
happa and I say: 'This is beautiful'. That is Architecture.
Art enters in.
"My house is practical. I thank Aou, as I migltt tlmnk
railway engineers or the telephone seraice. You haue not
touclted my heart.
"Bu,t suppose tha,t walls rtse toward heauen in such a waA

that I am moued. I perceiue gour intentions. Your mood

has been gentLe, brutal, char"ming, or noble. The stones

you haue erected tell me so. You fi,x me to the p\ace and
mA eAes regard it. Thny behnld something which expresses

a thought. A thought which reueals itself without word or
sound, but soleLy bg means oJ' shapes which stand in a
certain relationship to one another. These shnpes are suclt

that they are clearly reuea\ed in ligltt. Tlrc relationsltips
between them haae not necessarily ang reference to what
is practical or d,escriptiae. They are a mathcmatical cre-

ation of your m,incl. Theg are the language of Arcltitec-
ture. By tlte use of inert materials and starting from
conditions more or Less utilitarian, Aou haue established
certain relationships which haue aroused my emottons.
This is Arch,itecture."
Le Corbusier, Vers Une Architecfwe,7923.

The absoiutely central and seminal role played by Le
Corbusier in the development of twentieth century archi-

tecture is sufficient cause for us to examine his early
development in detail; for the fundamental significance of
his achievement only becomes apparent when it is seen

against the extremely varied and intense influences to
which he was subject between his flrst house built in La
Chaux-de-Fonds in 1905, when he was eighteen, and his

Iast works realized there in 1916, one year before he

moved definitively to Paris. Above all it seems necessary

to remark on the Albigensian heritage of his otherwise
Calvinist family: on that unconsciously assimilated Mani-

chean view of the world which may have been the origin
of his dialectical habit of mind, the ever present play with
opposites which permeates his entire work-that opposi-
tion between light and dark, between Apollo and Medusa

rvhich was manifest in all of his thought.

Le Corbusier was born to the family Jeanneret in 1887,

in the watchmaking town of La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switz-
erland, which is situated in the Jura region, close to the
French frontier (fiS.  ). One of the most influential images
of his adolescence must have been this gridded industrial
town that had been methodically rebuilt after its destruc-
tion by fire some twenty years before his birbh. In his late
teens while he was being trained as a designer-engraver
at the local school of arts and crafts, Charles-Edouard
Jeanneret became involved in the penultimate phase of
the Arts and Crafts movement. The Jugendstil manner of
his first house, the Villa Fallet of 1905 (fig. 3a), was a
crystallization of all that he had been taught by his master,
Charles L'Eplattenier, who became director of the school

of applied art in La Chaux-de-Fonds in 1903.

L'Eplattenie/s own point of departure had been Owen
Jones, whose book Th,e Grammar of Om,ament, of 1856,

was a definitive compendium of decorative art.
L'Eplattenier aimed to create a native school of applied
art and building for the Jura region and, after Jones, he

taught his students to derive all ornament from their
immediate environment. The type-form and decor of the
Villa Fallet were exemplary in this respect, its overall
form being essentially a variation on the wood and stone
farmhouses of the Jura (fig. 2), while its decorative ele-

ments were derived from the flora and fauna of the Jura
region. Despite his admiration for Owen Jones,

L'Eplattenier (who had been educated in Budapest) be-

lieved that Vienna remained the cultural center of Eu-
rope, and his one ambition was that his prize pupil should
be apprenticed there to Josef Hoffmann. Accordingly, in
the autumn of 1907, Le Corbusier traveled to Vienna in
the company of the sculptor L6on Perrin, where despite
a cordial reception, he seems to have rejected Hoffmann's
offer of work and with it, by implication, the late elegance

of the classicized Jugendstil. Certainly the designs that he

made in Vienna for further houses, to be completed in La
Chaux-de-Fonds in 1909, show little trace of Hoffmann's
influence. This apparent disaffection with the Jugendstil
in its decline was encouraged by his going to Paris in
February 1908, where he eventually gained employment

13



1 (frontispiece) Pauilion Bata, 1957.
2 Typical residential building of the
Jura Highlands, c. 1500.
3 Le Corbusier's buildings in La
Chaur-de-Fonds: a) Villa Fattet,
1905; b) VilLa Stotzer, 1908; c) Villa
Jaquemet, 1905; d) Villa Jeanneret,
1912; e) CinAma La Scala, 1916.
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I
in the atelier of Auguste Perret (fig. 5) whose reputation
had been made by the apartment block that the perret
firm had built in the Rue Franklin, Paris, in 1g04. The
foufteen months that Le Corbusier spent in paris working
for Perret gave him a totally new outlook on both work
and life. Much to the disapproval of his master
L'Eplattenier, he began to follow Perret's commitment to
the use of bAton armb. Aside from its virtues as the most
rational technique of the epoch, with its evident durability
and its unprecedented capacity for the enclosure and ma-
nipulation of space, Perret also sarn, the concrete frame as
the sole agent which was capable of resolving that one
hundred and fifty year old conflict between the structural
authenticity of the Gothic and the immutable values of
classical form. Perret was also responsible for introducing
Le Corbusier to Tony Garnier and at the time when the
two first met in Lyons in 1908, Garnier was in the process
of amplifying his 1904 project for the Cit6 Industrielle. Le
Corbusierrs Utopian Socialist sympathies and his suscep-
tibility to a typological not to say classical approach to
design seem to have been reinforced by this meeting,
about which he wrote: "This man knevg that the imminent
birth ofa new architecture depended on social phenomena.
His plans displayed a great facility. They were the con-
sequence of one hundred years of architectural evolution
in France."

While working for Perret, Jeanneret spent much of his
spare time in the libraries of the city, and his reading
during this period seems to have included Viollet-le-Duc,s
Dictionnaire raissonnb de L'architecture frangaise and,
Edouard CorroyerJs L'arcltitecture romane of 1888. At
the same time he became familiar with the writings of
Rousseau, Baudelaire, Flaubert, Claudel, Laforgue,
Huysmans, and Nietzsche. Nietzsche,s Tltus Spake Zar-
atllnlstra would surely have confirmed his own Manichean
view of the world-the opposition of Apollo and Dionysius.
His own prophetic writing style is similar to Nietzche,s
Zarathrustra.

1908 may also be regarded as a turning point of his life,
for apart from the contact with Garnier and perret, he
visited in the same year the Charterhouse of Ema, in
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I Plan of La Chaur-de-Fonds. La
C haucc-de-F onds means literally the
last mcad,ow on tlte frontier slope of
the Jura facing the West.
5 Auguste Pemet in the Palais du
Bois, Parts. Caricature by Le
Corbusier, 192/1.

Tuscany (fig. 11). At Ema he first experienced the mo-
nastic model of a community which was to serve as a
direct vehicle for his Utopian Socialist aspirations-a vi-
sion of an ideal society-which he inherited from both
L'Eplattenier and Garnier. He was later to describe this
Carthusian monastery as an institution in which "an au-
thentic human aspiration was fulfilled: silence, solitude,
but also daily contact with men."

The impact of these experiences may be gauged from the
project that he made for the bcole supArieure in La Chaux-
de-Fonds on his return there in 1909 (fig. 10). This collec-
tive atelier comprised three stepped tiers of artist's stu-
dios, each with its own enclosed garden, arranged around
a communal space, covered by a pyramidal glass roof.
This free adaptation of the Carthusian monastic type was
the first occasion on which Le Corbusier was to reinter-
pret a received type for the express purpose of accom-
modating an entirely different program. Such typological
transformations with their ideological overtones were to
become an intrinsic part of his working method, and since
this procedure was synthetic by definition, it was inevi-
table that his works became charged with references to
a variety of different cultural antecedents. Thus Le Cor-
busierrs art school project of 1910 was as much indebted
to Godin's Familistbre of 1856 as it was to the inspiration
of Ema. Nonetheless, Ema remained embedded in Le
Corbusie/s imagination as the ultimate image of harmony
in his life-long effort to evolve residential forms appro-
priate to an industrial age. It was first reformulated by
him on a large scale in his Immeubles Villas project of
1922.

Le Corbusier went to Germany in April 1910 not only to
further his knowledge of reinforced concrete technique
but also to study German developments in decorative art.
This undertaking (which eventually terminated in a book)
brought him into contact with the major figures of the
Deutsche Werkbund, above all with Peter Behrens and
Heinrich Tessenow, two artists who were to exercise a
strong influence on his later works in La Chaux-de-Fonds,
particularly on the Villa Jeanneret Pbre of l9l2 (fig. 3d)
and the Cin6ma La Scala of 1916 (fig. 3e). Aside from this,

5

the Werkbund made him aware of the achievements of 15

modern production engineering; that is to say, of the ships
(fig. 12), automobiles, and aircraft that were to form the
substance of his polemical essay "Eyes which do not see."
In May 1911 after at least six months in the offrce of
Behrens, where he must have met Mies van der Rohe, he
left Germany in the company of the antiquarian Auguste
Klipstein for a seven month study tour through Bohemia,
Serbia, Rumania, Bulgaria, Constantinople, Mount Athos,
Athens, and then back via Italy and Switzerland (figs. 6,

8, 9). From this time on, references to Ottoman architec-
ture began to appear in his work. One of the most striking
things about Le Corbusie/s account of this journey (writ-
ten as theVoyage d'Orient in 1913, but not published until
1962) is its reverent attitude to vemacular culture (fig. 7).
As Paul Turner has written of this journal, "With the
exception of the Parthenon and the mosques in Constan-
tinople, everything he admires is anonymous folk-art or
'architecture without architects'. . . . A large part of his
account is devoted to descriptions ofpeasant villages (both
in Eastern Europe and Turkey), their houses, their arti-
facts (pottery, silver-work, costumes, etc.), their rituals
and celebrations, and their life in general. In many pas-
sages, Jeanneret expresses the feeling that this peasant-
culture is somehow superior to'civilized' culture, because
it is universal and fundamental. ."1

It is clear from this text and fromVers une architecture
that Le Corbusier was equally overwhelmed at this time
by the purity of the Parbhenon, which he first saw under
the influence of Ernst Renan's Lext Pribre sur l'Acropole.
All these influences were to find expression in the crypto-
classical houses that Jeanneret built in La Chaux-de-
Fonds after his return from the Orient, above all the Villa
Favre-Jacot, realized in Le Locle in 1912. This definitive
shift toward the Mediterranean and classical culture, ir-
respective of the precise references involved, was decid-
edly reinforced by his reading of the classical ideology
advanced in Alexandre Cingria-Vaneyre's book Entre-
tiens d,e la Vi.lla Rouet. In this text the Swiss-Romand
critic Cingria-Vaneyre attacked Germanic culture for its
degenerate romanticism and for its tendency toward
Americanization. He no doubt had in mind not only the
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16 The Years 1911-1915

The Journey to tlrc Orient made
with Auguste Klipstein in 1911 was
key to the forrnation of Le
Corbusier's artist;ic personality. On
nunlerous o c casions tltrou ghout his
life he was to testify to being
ouernh,elmed by his erperience of th,e

Atheruian Acropolis. Prior to tltis h,e

had exploited the m,onastic mod,el of
the Chafierhnuse of Ema, as a
aehicle for the creation of new
institutions.
6 Tlte itinerary of the Voyage
d'Orient.
7 Turkish wooden house on the
Bospltoru,s.
8 Project for Klipstein uilla in La
Chaur-d,e-Fond,s.
9 Caricature of Le Corbusier on th,e

Acropolis by Auguste Klipstein.
10 Project for the Schnol of Applied
4rt, La Chaux-de-Fonds, 1910 (cf.

fig.tt).
11 Charterhouse of Ema, Florence.
l[tlt, century.
12 Aircraft carrier from Aircraft.
Caption reads "and, Neptune rtses
from the sea, coltered with strange
garland,s, the weapons of Mars."
13 Villes Pi\otis, 1915.
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1lr. Le Corbusier's uisiting cu,rd
pt'oclaiming his abiLity to practice
as both an "interior designer" and
as an architect speciaLizing in
r ein-fbt" c e d c onc r et. e.

15 Couer of Vers une architecture,
1923.
16 Couer o/ L'Esprit Nouveau, no.7

18 late Jugendstil but also the incipient "industrial" culture
of the Deutsche Werkbund.

The three years that followed Le Corbusier's return to La
Chaux-de-Fonds shaped the orientation of his future ca-
reer in Paris. His finai break with L'Eplattenier and his
simultaneous rejection of Wright (whose work he would
have known through the Wasmuth volumes of 1911) ena-
bled him to remain open to the full possibilities of rein-
forced concrete as a rational means of production, and in
1913 he established his own offrce in La Chaux-de-Fonds,
ostensibly specializing in bAton armb (fig. 14). Over the
next two years he began, with the aid of the engineer
Max Du Bois, to synthesize two ideas which were to in-
form the development of his work throughout the 1920's:
these were his reworking, with Du Bois, of the Henn6-
bique frame as the patent'Maison Dom-ino'which was to
be the structural basis of most of his houses up to 1935,
and the Ville Pilotis (fig. 13), or city on piles, derived from
Eugdne H6nard's Rue Future of 1910.

In 1916, he culminated his career in La Chaux-de-Fonds
lr,ith the building of the Villa Schr,r,ob, which was an ex-
traordinary synthesis of all that he had experienced so
far. It was above all else a stylistic assimilation of the
spatial potential of the concrete frame, its author express-
ing its form in terms of eiements drawn from Hoffmann,
Perret, and Tessenow. It was also the first occasion on
which Le Corbusier was to conceive of a house in honorific
terms, that is to say, as a classical villa. The alternately
wicle and narrow bay system and the symmetrical organ-
ization of the plan bestowed upon the house a structure
that was undeniably Palladian. These connotations were
emphasized in the text that accompanied its publication in
L'Esprtt ]tlouueau in 1921. On that occasion Julien Caron
wrote: "Le Corbusier had to resolve a delicate problem
which was contingent upon making a pure work of archi-
tecture, as postulated by a design in which the masses
were of a primary geometry, the square and the circle.
Such speculation in building a house has rarely been at-
tempted except cluring the Renaissance."

Clr-E. J"^"rreret - arcLitecte

Clr.-E. Jeannt'ret - "r.liir".,.BEToN ARME

1l
on which Le Corbusier employed "regulating lines," that
traditional device used to maintain proportional control
over a facade.

From this time on the "house-palace" theme came to be
cleveloped in Le Corbusie/s work at two different scales,
each with related but separate socio-cultural connotations.
The first was the free-standing, individual bourgeois villa
of Pailadian precedent, as exempiified in Le Corbusier's
masterly houses of the late 1920's; the second was the
collective dwelling, conceived as a baroque palace that
was capable of evoking, through the set-back formation of
its plan, the ideological connotations of the Utopian So-

cialist palace or phalanstery (fig. 19).

Soon after he moved to Paris in 1917, Le Corbusier had
the fortune to meet (again through Perret) the painter
Am6d6e Ozenfant (fig. 17) and the two men began to
collaborate immediately, elaborating the machine aes-
thetic of Purism in less than a year (flg. 18). Neo-Platonic
in its philosophic stamp, Purism extended its discourse to
cover all forms of plastic expression from salon painting
to product design and architecture. In advocating the me-
thodical refinement of "spontaneous" type-forms, it laid
claim to being a comprehensive theory of civilization. It
was as much against what Le Corbusier and Ozenfant
regarded as the unwarranted distortions of Cubism in
painting (see their first polemic entitled Aprbs le Cubisme
of 1918) as it was in favor of acknowledging the received
per{ection of the bentwood chair or standard cafe table-
ware. Their first complete formulation of this aesthetic
came with the essay "Le Purisme," which appeared in
1920 in the fourth number of the magazine L'Esyrit Nou-
uea,ll, a literary and artistic journal which they had started
with the poet Paul Derm6e in that year. Without doubt
the most influential product of their collaboration as po-
lemicists came with Vers une arcluitecture (fiS. 15) which,
prior to its publication in book form in 1923, was serialized
in L'E syrit Nouueau (fig. 16) under the double authorship
of Le Corbusier-Saugnier, these being the respective
pseudonyms of Jeanneret and Ozenfant.

It also needs to be noted that this was the first occasion This text (which Le Corbusier appropriated for himself
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17 Ozenfant and Le Corbusier at the
EiffeL Tol,uer, 26 June 1923.
18 Le Corbusier, Composition a la
guitare et i la lanterne, 1920, Note
tlrc regu\ating Lines.
19 Mass produced houses using the
Dom-ino system. Irlote tfu Baroque
palace plan form.
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20 Garden City Project, La Chaux-
de-Fonds, 191/t.. This Layout is
obuiouslg influ,enced by Raymond
Unwin's garden city concepts.
21 Les Rues d, Redents, 1920. This is
C orbusier' s fi.rst " anti- street"
yroposition.

20
20 when it was published as a book) articulated the concep-

tual duality around which the rest of his work was to
revolve: on the one hand the imperative of satisfiiing func-
tional requirements through empiricai form; on the other
a Neoplatonic impulse toward abstract elements whose
purpose was to arouse the senses and nourish the intellect.
The empirical aspect of this thesis, introduced under the
heading "The Enginee/s Aesthetic and Architecture,"
was illustrated with the most advanced engineering struc-
tures of the epoch, that is to say, by Eiffel's Pont Garabit
and Matt6 T?ucco's Fiat works and by the ships, auto-
mobiles, and aircraft which were featured in the second
section entitled "Eyes Which Do Not See." The third
section returned the reader to the anti-thesis; that is, to
classical architecture, to the lucid poetry of the Athenian
Acropolis, which was appraised in the penultimate chapter
under the title "Architecture, Pure Creation of the Mind."
Such was Le Corbusie/s admiration of engineering ex-
actitude that the profiles of the Parthenon were seen as
being analogous to machine tool production. He wrote:
"All this plastic machinery is realized in marble with the
rigor that we have learnt to apply in the machine. The
impression is of naked polished steel."

Over the first five years of his intense activity in Paris,
during which he painted and wrote in his spare time, Le
Corbusier earned his living as the manager of a brickwork
and building materials plant at Alfortville (fig. 22). In
1922, he relinquished this position to enter into practice
with his cousin Pierre Jeanneret, the partnership lasting
until the outbreak of the Second World War. One of the
earliest undertakings of this office was to develop further
the generic ideas of the prewar period, namely the Maison
Dom-ino and the Villes Pilotis.

The Dom-ino prototype was evidently open to different
levels of interpretation. On the one hand, it was simply a

device for rational production and a patent industrial
name; that is to say, a house as standardized as a domino!
This word play acquired the status of an unconscious pun
where the free-standing columns in a series of Dom-ino
houses would resemble the pattern assumed by domino
dots during the course of play. On the other hand, a

symmetrical arrangement of the very same units rn'ould
produce a baroque plan, thereby evoking a whole set of
associations ranging from Fourier's phalanstbre to Ett-
gbne Henard's bou\euard d redans of 1903.

In his own Rue d, Redents of 1920 (fig. 21), Le Corbusier
managed to combine the image of the phalanx with an

'anti-corridor street' polemic. At the same time he saw
the Dom-ino as a piece of equipment, analogous in its form
and assembly to a typical piece of product design. Such
prototypes were regarded by Le Corbusier as objets-
types, whose forms had already emerged in the society in
response to typical needs. In Vers une architecture he
wrote: "If we eliminate from our hearts and minds all
dead concepts in regard to houses and look at the question
from a critical and objective point of view, we shall arrive
at the'house machine', the mass production house, healthy
(and morally so too) and beautiful in the same way that
the working tools and instrrrments which accompany our
existence are beautiful" (fig. 26).

The postwar attempt by the Voisin airplane company to
break into the French housing market with an assembly
line production of timber houses was enthusiastically ac-

claimed by Le Corbusier in L'Esprit Nouueau No. 2 (fig.
24). At the same time, he realized that such production
could only be obtained through the exercise of high-grade
skills under factory conditions, a combination of circum-
stances which was rarely present in the building industry.
Le Corbusier acknowledged these limitations in his Mai-
son Dom-ino proposal; which was designed to be built by
semi-skilled labor. As early as 1919 he had already
adopted a similar'collagist' approach to construction when
he proposed to use corrugated asbestos sheets as perma-
nent shuttering for the concrete vaulted roof of his Mai-
sons Monol (fig. 25).

The year 1922 saw further developments to both the Mai-
son Dom-ino and the Villes Pilotis; the former was trans-
lated into the Maison Citrohan and the latter emerged as

the Ville Contemporaine, both projects being exhibited in
the Salon d'Automne of that year. Yet where the latter
stemmed directly from the section of Henard's Rue Fu-
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tur"e, the former usecl the concrete frame solely to rein-
force a iong rectilinear volume which, open at one end,
amounted to a traditional megaron. Within this basic Med-
iterranean type Le Corbusier first projected his charac-
teristic double height living space, complete with a sleep-
ing mezzanine and children's bedrooms on the roof. Aside
from its roots in the Greek vernacular, this type seems to
have derived in cletail from a workers' cafe in Paris, Io-
cated in the Rue Babylone where he lunched each day
with Pierre Jeanneret.

From this small restaurant they took the section and the
basic arrangement of the Citrohan house. They wrote,
"Simplification of the light source; one single bay at each
end; two lateral bearing walls; a flat roof over; a veritable
box which could be used as a house."

While the 1922 version of this house elevated on piLotis
came close to anticipating the "Five Principles of a New
Architecture" (which Le Corbusier was to formulate in
1926), the Citrohan House was primarily suited to sub-
urban development and Le Corbusier employed variations
on this type in the garden city estates he built at Lbge
and Pessac in 1926 (figs. 23, 27-33, 35-41). Among the
one hundred and thirty reinforced concrete frame houses
at Pessac for the industrialist Henri Frugbs (fig. 34) was
a prominent type known as the 'skyscraper' unit which
effectively combined the Citrohan House with the back-
to-back units that he had designed for Audincourt in the
same year. However, a full version of the Citrohan House
rvas not realized until his contribution to the Stuttgart
Weissenhofsiedlung in 1927. All the same, Pessac, as its
mixture of types would suggest, was the first realization
of his efforts to develop standardized house forms for the
purposes of "rationalized" if not industrial production. The
name Citrohan was itself a play on that of the Citroen
automobile; that is to say, a house as standardized as a
car. And yet the cloctrine of production notwithstanding,
Pessac also represented the first use of Purist color in
architecture. As the architect observed at the time: "The
site at Pessac is very dry. The gray concrete houses pro-
duce an insupportable compressed mass, lacking in air.
Color is able to bring us space. Here's how we have

established certain invariable points. Some facades are 2l
painted in burrrt sienna. We have made the lines of other
houses recede, through clear ultramarine blue. Again we
have confused certain sections with the foliage of gardens
and trees, through pale green facades."

Unlike his German contemporaries-Walter Gropius and
Mies van der Rohe-Le Corbusier r,l as alu,ays anxious to
demonstrate the urban implications of his architecture.
Thus other than the demonstration achieved at Pessac,
the Ville Contemporaine rvas to remain his most compre-
hensive urban statement throughout the first half of the
twenties (figs. 42, 43). Influenced by the skyscraper cities
of the United States and by the image of the 'city-crown'
as put for"ward in Bruno Taut's Die Stadtkrone of 1979
(fig. 45), Le Corbusier projected the Ville Contemporaine
as a wall-less but limited capitalist city of three million
people. Here the rvorkers' garden cities-planned after
the model of Pessac-were banished to the suburbs along
with the industry they served, isolated from the elitist
center of administration and control.

The center of the Ville Contemporaine, textured like an
Orienlal carpet ancl some four times the surface area of
Manhattan, consisted of residential blocks, some ten to
twelve stories in height, plus twenty-four sixty-story of-
fice towers in the center. These cruciform towers-the so-
called Cartesian skyscrapers-\'ere reminiscent in their
serratecl plan profiles of stepped kh,mer or Indian temple
forms, ancl as such they u,ere evidently intended to be the
secular surrogate of the traclitional religious structure (cf.
Die Stcldtkrotte). That such an authority was attributed to
them is confirmed by their proportional relation to the
format of the city-their occupying a golden section within
the clouble square of the u,hole.

None of this was lost on the Communist newspaper
L'Huttt(Lrtit4 which regardecl the entire project as reac-
tionary. In the Ville Contemporaine, the Left could aI-
ready sense Le Corbusier's commitment to Saint Simonian
methocls of management and control and they hacl no rea-
son to cloubt his commitment to the reason of the estab-
lishment u,,hen he closed his book (.Irbanism,e of 1925 u'ith
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22 Patents a,pparentlA applied for by
Le Corbusier during his early years
in Parts (around 1919). Note the
mtu,sh,room column fl,at slab
const?"tlction and asbestos ceTtlent
pclne| houses.
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23 Ecouen housing, 1920 (cf.lig. Z).
2l Prefabricated housing by tlte
Voisin AircraJt companA, 7920.
25 Maisons "MonoL," 7979.

Reinforced concrete sh,ell
construction plus concrete block infi.ll,
26 Mctss produ,ced hottses. TitLe page
in Vers une architecture.
27 St. Gobain housing, 1920. Type B.
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24 Housing Schemes: Lbge and
Pessac
These ltousing schernes were both
caryied out for Henri Frugbs wlrc
was a sugar reJiner from Bordeaur.
Commissioned by Fm4bs at tlle end
of 1923, Le Corbusier and Piet"re
Jeanneret persuaded their client to
itruest in a canon i ciment. Fru"gbs
created a depafiment of toorks
within his own organization for the
purposes of constru,cting tlrcse
settlements. Tlt e so-called Maison
du Tonkin of lszl (thp nam,e taken

from tlte colony from wltich, tlrc
sugar came) and tlte seuen hnuses
built near a sawmill at Lbge were
prototypes for tlte constru.ction of a
muclt larger scheme at Pessac wlticlt,
eaentually comprised some 130

houses.
28, 29 ScLintes housing, 1917. Note
th.e class dffirentiation between the
"j"LLStic" worker's intertor on the Lefi
and the more urban "Viennese"

foreman's enaironment on tlte right.
30 H ousing P essac-Bordeaux.
Aronometnc, 1925.
31, 32 Lbge housing. Eleaations of
prototypes, 192/1.

33 Pessac-Bordeaux hnusing, 1925.

Street aiew at the time of its
opening.
3L Le Corbusier and his client Henrt
Frugbs, P essac-Bordeaur, 19%t.

35 Li.ge housing, 192[. Prefabricated
concrete Jloor elements and frame.
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36 ory

36 Pessac housing, 1925. ELeuation
of so-called "skyscraper" tApe.
37 Pessac housing, 1925. Typical
section.
38 Pessac housing (type A), 1925.
Typical section.
39 Pessac housing, 1925. View of
"skyscraper" types from roof
garden.
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lt1

L0 Pessac temace housing with
canopies. Eleuation.
.11 Pessac housing, 1925. General
aiew.
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Ville Contemporaine 12, lts LaVil\e Contemporaine.
Perspectiue of towers plus general
plan, 1922.

ll Perimeter blocks of duellings on
the "cellu\ar" prtncip\e.
/t5 Stadtkrone project, sketch, by
Bruno Taut. It is clear that Taut's
concept of the "city crou)n"
infiuenced the form of the Ville
Contemporaine.
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l5
an image of Louis XIV supervising the erection of the
Invalicles. Even Le Corbusier was sufflciently troublecl by
this as to place under the image a sub-caption aclvising
that it should not be understood as support for the Fascist
organization Action Franqaise.

The Ville Contemporaine was no less ideological in the
detailed organization of its residential districts, which
were made up of tu,o different prototypes: the perimeter
block and the set-back or red,ents formation, each postu-
lating a different conception of the city. The former was
still committed to the idea of the walled city made up of
streets, while the latter presupposed the wall-less "ra-
diant city," the prototypical open city elevated on piles
within a continuous park. The implicit anti-street polemic
of this vision was finally made explicit in an essay on the
street that Le Corbusier wrote for the sy'ndicalist news-
paper L'Intransigeant in 1929, but by then he had long
since eliminated the perimeter block from his repertoire.

Aside from providing the essential joys of sunlight and
green, the open city was supposed to facilitate locomotion,
to accorcl with Le CorbusierJs entrepreneurial aphorism
that "A city made for speed is a city made for success."
This was part of the rhetoric that accompanied his 1925
Plan Voisin proposal for Paris (see fig. 24); the fact that
the automobile had effectively destroyed the great city
could now, paradoxically, be exploited as an instrument
for its salvation. Notu,ithstanding the financial support
that Le Corbusier had received from the aircraft manu-
facturer Voisin, there is little reason to doubt that such
industrialists were sufficiently aware of the economic and
political impossibilities of building twenty-four sixty-story
cruciform towers adjacent to the Ile de Ia Cite.

The most enduring contribution of the Ville Contempo-
raine was the Immeubles Villas block (figs. 46-48), incor-
porating a version ofthe Citrohan house as a general type
for high density, high-rise living. The stacking of these
two-story units for tw,elve floors into the air involved the
elevation of garden terraces, one for each duplex, a pro-
vision which even today seems to be an impossibly utopian
standard to achieve in high-rise .family living. In the so-

called 'cellula/ residential perimeter block of the Ville 29
Contemporaine (fig. 44), these terraced duplexes opened
at ground level onto a bounded rectangular green space,
equipped with recreational facilities for communal use.
The marginal provision of adclitional communal space
within the block and around the periphery of this area
and the intended provision of hotel service throughout
gave this project a peculiarly hybrid character-sociolog-
ically suspended between the bourgeois apartment block
and the socialist collective dwelling (cf. Ginzburg's Dom-
Kommuna). The Immeuble Villa living unit was finally
worked out in detail and realized as a prototype in the
form of the Pavillon de l'Esprit Nouveau built for the
Exposition des Arts Decoratifs held in Paris in 1925 (figs.
49, 51-53). Unforlunately, subsequent attempts to market
this unit, both as an urban maisonette in the city and as
a suburban villa in the suburbs, met with littie success.
Nonetheless, it was a condensation of the Purist sensibil-
ity, designed for mass production and urban agglomera-
tion. Not only was it furnished with the canonical objets-
types-trith English club armchairs, Thonet bentwood
furniture, and standard Parisian cast-iron park seats-but
its walls and floors were enriched with objects of Purist
origin, with the objets tableaur of Leger and Le Corbusier
and with Oriental rugs and South American pottery (fig.
50). This finely balanced assembly of folk, craft, and ma-
chine-made objects, influenced directly by the interiors of
Adolf Loos, u,as exhibited here under the patronage of
Minister de Monzie as a polemical gesture against the
theme of the whole exhibition.

In 1925 Le Corbusier returned to the theme of the bour-
geois villa (fig. 62), first in his Maison Cook (fig. 54),
completed in the following year as a demonstration of the
"Five Points of a New Architecture" which was published
at the same time (fig. 55), and then in the Villa Meyer
(figs. 60, 61), which as a project was to anticipate the
Villas Garches (figs. 63-79,83-85) and Savoye built out-
side Paris in lg27 and 1930. All of these houses depenrled
equally for their expression on the syntax of the 'five
points', comprising: 1) the pilotis elevating the mass off
the ground; 2) the free plan, achieved through the sepa-
ration of the load-bearing columns from the walls subdi-
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30 Immeubles Villas and the Pavillon
de I'Esprit Nouveau, 1922-1925
The Pauillon ?t)as in effect a fuLL size
mock-ttp of an Immeub\e Villa-
that is to say, a typical unit from a
perimeter block organized accordin'g
to the "cellular" prtncipLe.
.46 Im,trr,eubles Villas, 1922.

Perspectiue.
/+7 Imnteubles Villas. InitiaL plan oJ'

ground Jloor a'nd basement.
/t8 Immeubles Villas, 1992. Initial
plan of liuing units; main and
mezz&nine leuels.

4.9 PauilLon de L'Esprit Nouueau,,
1925. Tlrc ImmeubleViLla adapted
as a unit for suburban deuelopmen,t.
50 The Purist ittterior: Thonet chait',
Lbger, etc.
51 Re-constntction of the Paui\lon
in Bologna, 1979. JosO Auberie,
architect.
52 Paui\lon, interior stah'ruay.
53 Sketch of an Immeub\e Villa
furuished in the Viennese manner.
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The Five Points of a New Architecture, 1926
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5/t Mo"ison Cook, 1926. Cut-aruay
atorrcmetric.
55 "Tlr.e Fiae Points o.l'a New
Arclitecture" from L'Architecture
Vivante. Note the comparatiue
Itistorical ana|ysis of the

fac ade I fr ame r e\ation s hip
demonstrating the uit'tues of
fen6tres en longueur.

5 6 Mie stsclzaninoff uiLlct,, P aris,
192.0. Site pLan.
57 Mie stschaninoJf uilLa, e\euations
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The Evolution of the Yilla, 1922-1929
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59
58 Ozenfant h,ouse, 1922. Street
e\euation.
59 Maison Plainex, Paris, 1927.
F\oor plans and, aronometric of the
house as built: a) lower ground
floor; b) ground,fl,oor;r) second

fl.oor ; d) mezzanine I atelier.
60 Letter to Mme. Meyer, 1925. Tltis
document illustrating tlrc Jirst
proiect for the Meyer house

su,mlnartzes the scope of Le
Corbu,sier's "1)oetics" in the mid-
1920's. He wrote: "This project,
Madame, has not been done by the
h"asty penciL of o,n ffice designer
between two telephone calls. It ltas
been sloutly ripened, caressed,
during days of perfect calm before a
highly classic site."
6l Villa Meyer, 1925. Znd project.
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36 Villa at Garches, 1927
This theme, fi,rst essayed in the villa
au bord de la mer/or the couturter
Paul Poiret and then in the uartous
projects for Mme. Meyer, waE to
reach fruition with this hnuse for the
Minister de Monzie usho had been Le
Corbusier's patron for the Pauilton
de l'Esprit Nouueau of 192i. A rifi
in the d,e Monzie family led to the
purchase of the house by Gertrude
Stein's brother, Leo.
62 Villa Poiret, 1921. Tlrc initial
image from which the uilla at
Garch,es wa,s deaeloped -

63 Villa at Garch,es, 1922. One of
?ru?nerous eleuational stud,ies
catried out for this pro.ject;
uartously titled as the "Villa de
Monzie" and, "Stein de Monzie."
6L Villa at Garches, 1927. An early
uersion in which the idea of
" ar c luit e ctur al pr omenade"
completelg dominates the forrn.
65 Villa at Garch.es, 1927. Driue
with porter's lodge.
66 Villa at Garches. Formal
analysis of the axial stru,cture of the
site plan.
67 Villa at Garch.es. Garage interior.
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38 68, 69 Villa at Garches, 1922.
Constm,ction of the entry and
garden eleuations. Nothing could
contrast more strongly to the
"machine finish" of the completed
house than the brutality of th,e

concrete constnrctional teclmiques
emp\oyed,.
70 Vil\a at Garclrcs, 1922. Generctl
aieto of the house from the garden.
Tl Villa at Garches, 1922. Plan of
first fl.oor entry leuel.
72 Villa at Garches, 1927. Plan of
second floor liuing leuel.
73 Vi\la at Garches, 1922. Plan of
th,e third, f.oor bedroom leuel.
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78
7l Bemh,ard Hoesli's analysis of thn 47

impLied layering of space in Nature
morte a Ia pile d'assiettes, 7920,

aJler the tlrcsis aduanced by Rotoe
and, S\utzky in tlrcir essaA on
phenomenal transparency which
was publislrcd under the titLe
Transparenzin 1970.

75 ViLla at Garches, 1927. Entry
facade soon after compLetion.
76 Hoesli's analysis of the layering
of space in tlrc uilla at Garch.es (cf.

|ig.7t+).
77, 78 Villas Ma\contenta and
Garch,es. Compartson of ground

fioor pLans.
79 Vil\a MaLcontenta (VilLa
Foscari). Andrea Palladio, c. 1550-
1560. Garden eleaation.
80, Sl Villas Malcon,tenta and
Garches. Proportional grid of the
respectiae plans compared according
to the same module.
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82 Villa at Garclrcs, 1927. DetaiL of
the cano'py ouer the main entrance.
It is obuious that this element makes
a direct reference to auiation
tech,nology botlt in its profi.Le and in
th,e ouoid cross-section of the
suspension members. A similar
section uas u,sed for tlrc table en
tube d'avion (see fi,g. 11/).

83 Villa at Garclrcs. Interior uieta
showing the intetnal attach,ment of
suspension members.
S/t. Villa at Garches. Entrance ha\l.
S5 Vi\la at Garches. General uiew of
the liaing rootn.
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Villa Savoye 86 ViLLa Sauoye, Poissy, 1929.
Ax onometrtc o.f penultimate aer sion.
87 ViLl,a Meyer, 1925. This sketch
i\Lustrates part of tlte second project.
Thts uiew of a Virgilian Landscape
applied toith equal force to the poetic
siting of tlte Villa Saaoge.
88 Villa Saaoye. Aerial uiew soon,
afi,er completion.

s9 Villa Sauoye. DetaiLed uiew o.f
kitc hen with P urist element s ---<.offee

pot and bread.
90 Villct Sauoye. Two cross sections
and an eleuation of the scheme as
reaLized. These uary in detailfrom
the plans pubLished by Le Corbusier
in the Oeuvre Complbte 1910-1929
and in L'Architecture d'aujourd'hui,
SpringlSummer, 1929.
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97
League of Nations Competition:
SdN project,7927
Le Corbusier's disqua|ifi.cation in
tltis competition was to be the
greatest disiLlusion of ltis life.
91 SdN project, 1927. Section
through the main, assembly hall and
eLeuation of tlte secretariat.
92 SdN project. Section through
assembly hall.
93 Cartcature of Le Corbusier
throtoin,g Piey're Vago into tlte water.
Vago was part of tlte team which
was awarded the commission.
9/1 Coruparison by Le Corbusier of
the respectiue estimates for the
academic and functionalist
proposals.
95 SdN project, site pLan. Note
alternatiue layout in the right hand
conler.
96 SdN project. Axonometric
sltowing the layering of the
secretariat winq witll the tree
pLantation.
97 SdN project. Sketch of assembly
haLl roof garden.
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48 Le Corbusier in the Soviet Union
From JuLy 1926 wlten he was inaited
by the Central Union of Consumers
Cooperatiues to enter the
competition for the Centrosctyus (a
commission wh,ich he gained at the
end, of the year imespectiue of the

fficial resuLts) to his entry for the
Palace of the Souiets competition of
1931, Le Corbusier is in contact with
the Souiet Union. This fiaitful
exchange is often colored by political
embal'ras sment. Asid,e from
realizing the Centrctsoyus, Le
Corbusier also updates his uieuts on
urbanism in the 17 pLates of th,e

Villa Radieuse; Itis "Reponse d,

Moscoxu," made in answer to an
enquiry as to the urban strategy to
be o"dopted, by the Aoung socialist
state.
98 Le Corbusier in Moscoto, 1928.
99 Centrosoyus, Moscow, 1928.
Assembly ha\l: section, second and
third fl.oor p\ans.
100 Centrosoyus, Moscow, 1928.
Entry foyer of thn initial project.
101 Centrosoyus, 1928. Model of
fina| scheme.
102 Centrosoyus, 1928. Completed
stntcture.
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Palais des Soviets Competition,
1931
Like tlrc Centrosoyus, this
contpetitiort tlas h,eld in stages, one

for Souiet architects on,l,y and one
opert to itiernutionctL competitors.
The SociaL ReaList uerdict on Le
C orbusier' s exceedingly
constrttctiuist scheme was that it
was too "rnachin,ist."

103 Po,lais des Souiets, 1931.
Perspectiue of the main assembly
building during the May Day
celebratiotts. The Library bookstack
belind the speaker's rosttttm aspired
to being atL'architecture padante'.
10/t Plan shouin,g principa\ parade
rotdes feeding both the auditorium
stuge and the plaza for 50,000
peop\e.

105 SymboLic proJile of the PaLais
des Souiets seen against the skyline
of the Kremlin.
1 06 V anous " elementarist"
altentatiaes.
107 Mod,eL.
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52 Furniture Designs 1927-1929
Le Corbusier's entry into the fi.e\d of
futniture artses out of lds contact
wi.th Cltarlotte Peryiand dating from
his meeting with this designer when
her "bar sous le toit" was emhibited
in tlte Sa\on d'Automne of 1927.
From this point on they began to
collaborate on a range of tubular
steel funtiture. Their initial attempt
to get thc bicyc\e manufacturer
Peugeot to make th,e prototypes was
rejected. Some time later Thonet put
most of the range into short ran
prod,uction, including le petit
fauteuil basculante, le grand confort,
la chaise longue, le taboret, andla
table en tube d'avion. These utere all
exhibited, togetlter in the Salon
d'Automne of 1929.
108 Perrtand's mansard apartment
in the Bouleuard, Raspail furni.shed
witlt an early reclirdng aersion of 7e

grand confort otherwise knoum as
the chissis porte coussins.
109 Salon d'Automne, 1929. Mock-
up bedroom interior by Perriand, Le
C orbusi,er, and Jeanneret-
110 Chaise longue 1928. Perriand,,
Le Corbusier, and Jeanrrcret. The
interaction of platonic and,
em,pirical for"rn.
111 Salon d'Automne, 1929. Mock-
up liuing room intertor.
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112 Thonet enperimental chaise
longue in bentwood and, cane.
Pet"riand, 1938.
113 Le petit fauteuil basculante.
Perriand and Le Corbusier, 1929.
11/t La table en tube d'avion.
Periand and, Le Corbusier, 1929.

l1

115 Le grand confort (chAssis porte
coussins), eleuation. P erriand and
Le Corbusier, 1929.
116 Maximl.Lm-car. Le Corbusier
and, Jeanneret, 1928. The
quintessential piece of equipment for
a machine-a ge ciuilization.
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56 viding the space; 3) the free facade-the corollary of the
free plan in the vertical plane; 4) the long sliding window
or fenAtre en longueur; and finally, 5) the roof garden
supposedly recovering as green space the area of ground
occupied by the house.

The frame of the Dom-ino and the solid lateral walls of
the Maison Citrohan determine to an equal degree the
basic pafii of all these houses-their liberal use of free-
standing columns, their free facades, and cantilevered
floor slabs. The frame of the Maison Dom-ino, as initially
projected (comprising two wide bays and a narrow stair
bay to one side), constitutes the rhythmic formula linking
the overt Palladianism of the Villa Schwob to the sup-
pressed Palladianism of the villa at Garches; both struc-
tures are organized about the classic Palladian ABABA
rhy.bhm of 2:l:2:l:2. However, as Colin Rowe has pointed
out, a similar syncopation also obtains in the other dimen-
sion. In both houses, the basic grid rhythmically alter-
nates across the plan as a sequence of single and double
bays. In fact the basic difference between the two works
arises from Le Corbusie/s use of the cantilever. Thus in
the villa at Garches, the back to front rhythm is
lz:lYz:lYz:7Yz:Yz (flg. 80), while at Malcontenta it is
lYz:2:Z:lr/z (fig. 81) and the corresponding compression of
the central bay of the villa at Garches displaces configu-
ration to the outer bays, which are augmented by the
extra half-unit of the cantilever. Palladio, on the other
hand, secures a dominance for the central division and a
fixed progression toward the portico. In both cases the
projecting element, terrace or porlico, occupies one and
a half units in depth. Rowe specifically contrasts the cen-
trality of Malcontenta to the centrifugality of Garches
(figs. 79-81). "At Garches the central focus has been con-
sistently broken up, concentration at one point is disin-
tegrated,, and replaced by a peripheral dispersion of inci-
dent. The dismembered fragments of the central focus
become, in fact, a sort of serial installation of interest
round the extremities of the plan" (figs. 77-79).

Aside from its Purist layering of frontalized planes in
space and its play with transparency, remarked on by
Rowe and Robert Slutzky (fig. 76), Garches was signifi-

cant for its resolution of a problem that had been first
posed by Loos, namely how to combine the comfort and
informality of the Arts and Crafts plan with the asperities
of geometrical, if not neoclassical, forms or, to put it
another way, how to reconcile the private realm of modern
convenience with the public facade of architectural order.
As Le Corbusier's Four Compositions of 1929 would in-
dicate, Garches was able to achieve this, with an elegance
unavailable to Loos, through the displacements afforded
by the concrete frame and the invention of the free plan.
In Garches, this disjunction was established by cantilev-
ering the public facade clear of the structure and the
subdivided interior.

If Garches is to be associated with Malcontenta, then the
Villa Savoye (figs. 86-90), as Rowe points out, may well
be compared to Palladio's Villa Rotunda. The almost
square plan of Savoye, with its elliptical ground floor and
centralized ramp, may be read as a reinterpretation of the
centralized and biaxial form of the Rotunda. In his book
Prbcisions of 1929, Le Corbusier made the latent Palla-
dianism of the Villa Savoye abundantly clear. He wrote,
"The inhabitants come here because this rustic landscape
goes well with country life. They survey their whole do-
main from the height of their jardin suspendu or from the
four aspects of their fenAtres en longueur. Their domestic
life is inserted into a Virgilian dream."

With Savoye, one arrives at the last of Le Corbusierrs
Four Compositions. The first was the Maison La Roche of
1923, which he presented in 1929 as a Purist version of
the typical Arts and Crafts plan; that is, as a genre plutbt
facile, pittoresque, mowuementA. The second was shown
as an unattainable ideal. The third and fourth (in effect
the Villas Garches and Savoye) were alternative strate-
gies for reconciling the flrst two, the former depending on
a subtle integration of the First and Second Compositions
and the latter on the simple encompassing of the First
Composition by the Fourth.

With their 1927 entry to the international competition for
the League of Nations headquarters in Geneva (figs. 91-
97), Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret produced their



first design for a large and complex public structure. Their
attention had hitherto been focused on the'house'and on
the concomitant simplicity of the basic prism. Now they
addressed themselves to the necessary complexity of the
'palace' form. The competition's conditions stipulated two
separate structures, one for the secretariat and one for
the assembly, and this led the architects to take an 'ele-
mentarist' approach to the design; that is to say, they
adopted a polytechnical procedure (cf. the work of
J. N. L. Durand) by which the constituent architectural
elements of a program are first established and then ma-
nipulated in order to generate a variety of alternatives.
Such an approach, which was an extension of the 'elemen-
tarism'professed at the turn ofthe century by the Beaux-
Arts master Julien Guadet, would no doubt have come to
Le Corbusier via Guadet's principal pupils, Tony Garnier
and Auguste Perret. That this soon became his usual
method for dealing with large complexes is shown by his
preliminary studies for the Palace of the Soviets project
of 1931 (figs. 103-107). In this instance, under the pub-
lished alternatives we read the caption, "The various
stages of the project, wherein one sees the organs already
independently established, the one from the other, take
up little by little their reciprocal places to culminate in a
synthetic solution." A comparable remark is appended to
an alternative scheme for the Soci6t6 des Nations project,
published in his book Une Maison, Un Palais of 1928.

Under a symmetrical and evidently more rational layout
from an operational point of view, we read, ". . alter-
native proposition employing the same elements of com-
position. The assymetrical organization finally adopted
suggests a conflict between the circulatory logic of the
symmetrical layout and a classical preference for display-
ing the representative facade of the assembly building on
the axis of entry."

After the League of Nations competition of 1927, the
Engineer's Aesthetic and Architecture seemed to refer
increasingly to a schism within Le Corbusier's own ide-
ology, rather than to an opposition that was capable of
synthesis. By 1928, this split was most evident in the
contrast between the undeniable monumentality of the
Cite Mondiale and those delicate pieces of lightweight

tubular steel furniture (figs. 108-115) that he desigrred at 57
the same time with Charlotte Perriand-Je fauteuil a dos-
sier basculant, Le grand confort, La chaise longue, latable
'tube d'aaion' and le sibge tout'nant-all of which were
exhibited at the Salon d'Automne of 1929. A certain ra-
tionalization ofthis difference in approach had been antic-
ipated already in Purist aesthetic theory which had argued
that the more intimate the relation between the man and
the object, the more the latter must reflect the contours
of his form, that is, the more it must approximate to being
the ergonomic equivalent of the Engineer's Aesthetic-
and that conversely the more distant the relation, the
more the object will tend toward abstraction; that is,
toward architecture.
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From the time of Brian Brace
Taylor's thesis Le Corbusier at
Pessac (Hartard, 1972) the genesis
of the Dom-ino system has remained
something of a mystery for not only
did, Taylor's research, reueal an
ertraordinarily perplexing range of
extant arcltiae material on tlte
subject of low-cost ltousing in the
period 1912 to 1925, but the actual
specifics of the procedure as a patent
building system were lefi somewltat
unclear. Since then the challenge of
the Fondation archiue and the
curtous fact (presumably unknown
to Taylor) that one of the main
protagonists of this sirty-fiue year
old story still happens to be aliae-
name|y Mar Du Bois--haae led to
two subsequent studies based on
almost identtcal material, first
Joyce Lowman's doctoral thesis
presented in th,e essay form as "Corb
as Sttactural Ratiormlist: The
Formatiae Influence of the Engineer
Max Du Bois," published in The
Architectural Review, in October
1976, and now the follouing essay
by Eleanor Gregh dedicated
specifically to the genesis of the
Dom-ino system and to tlte utay this
systemluas seen by Jeanneret as the
manifest instrument of an
indu strializ e d M e diterr ane an
culture and a force which lte
conceiued as bringing about a
classic, Latin reuitalization of
E uro p e an ar chite ctur e .

To a greater degtree than any other
structural inuention at the turn of
the century, reinforced, concrete
proffered, the possibility of resoluing

The Dom-ino Syndrome

into a single architectonic paradigm
the disparate forces of technical
progress and classical cu\ture. The
tectonic and cultural opportunitie s

presented by this inaention had
alreadg been fully elaborated, by
Tony Garnier and Auguste Perret
by the time Jeanneret began to work
on the Dom-ino system in 1913.
What Jeanneret attem,pted to add to
their rational-classical uision was
his own quasi-socialist aspiration
stimulated by Alfred d,e Fouille's
Enqubte into the state of housing in
France of 189l1he deuelopment of
a genertc ind,u strialized buildin g
system, whose trabeated for"m would
be capable of transcending the age
old split betueen high and low
culture. On numerous occasions Le
C orbusier proj ected small
settlements made up of Dom-ino
units whose plan fortn was supposed
to simulate the uernacular street-
house formation of French
prouincial uillages. In the Dom-ino
sy stem-supposedly rendered ch,eap
and rapid through prefabrtcation
and the use of temporary, reusable
steel formzoork -Le C orbu sier
posited a modern typological
equiualent of tlte pure, prtsmatic,
popular uernacular of the
Med;iterranean.

Tlte following documentation and
analysis of the uicissitudes through
which this tectonic and technical
idea passed betuteen 1913 and 1916
reaeal a great d,eal about the
dubious feasibility of the Dom-ino
as a system. At the same time it
fails to account fully for th,e current

state of reinforced" concrete
engineering at the time that tlte idea
was Jirst broached. Unfortunately
we still do not know the enact form
of the structural system adopted by
Le Corbusier in ltis Villa Sch,utob of
1916, which in the few ertant
construction pltotographs seems
curiously close to the sgstem now
known as flat plate (broad fl,ange)
ho\low pot reinforced consttuction.
Similarly while Morsch,'s classic tert
of 1908-Le Beton Arm6 (translated
by Du Bois)--aaue no space
uhatsoeaer to the subject of beamless
slabs, we do know thnt Jeanneret
possessed,, soon afier its publication,
tlte American Portland Cement
Association's pamphlet of 1912,
which d,escribed a system of ltollow
tile concrete f,oor constru,ction
similar to th,at posited in the Dom-
ino. Tltus despite this important and
exhaustiae study of its genesis, tlte
mystery of the Dom-ino remains as
a strangely recalcitrant theme on
which the last word presumably lms
yet to be ruritten.
K.F.
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7 Pessac, Le Corbusier 1926. The
basic sttttcture of the Dom-ino
system is refiected in the latticework
ouer the ten'ace.
2 Perspectiue of Dom-ino system.
Origina| ca,ption reads "tnonolitlt ic
stt'ucture in reinforced concrete cast
without formu)ork. ."

The Dom-ino Ideal

Eleanor Gregh

It is generally agreed that the Dom-ino system of 1914 61
provided Jeanneret-Le Corbusier with a point of depar-
ture for realizing an ideal and personal vision of a new
architecture in new materials. In this way, it holds the
key to Le CorbusierJs architecture of the 1920's and her-
alds the famous Five Points of Architecture, which sum
up the aesthetic of that period.

Dom-ino is a frame system of reinforced concrete con-
struction invented in response to the urgent problem of
rapid rehousing, which arose as a result ofthe destruction
of whole villages and towns at the beginning of the war
in 1914. The frame is rectangular, slightly raised from the
ground on six equidistant footings. From these rise six
reinforced concrete columns of standardized measure-
ments, which support the floor slabs and the stair element.
The floor slabs, likewise of reinforced concrete and com-
pletely smooth, without supporting beams, overlap the
columns on the short sides and cantilever slightly on the
long sides. As a result, the columns are on the perimeter
of the structure, but do not appear on the facade. The
simplicity of the frame means that any number of individ-
ual units may be combined in a variety of ways (fig. 2).

The architectural potential generally attributed to Dom-
ino may be summarized as follows. The reduction of the
building to a few standardized elements provides the basis
for systems of modular proportion.2 Since the columns
alone bear the fuIl structural load, the architect can enjoy
a maximum freedom in organizing the interior space of his
construction. The overlapping of the floor slabs on the
short sides and the slight cantilever on the long sides
mean that the columns do not appear on the facade, leav-
ing a clear surface for the architect to manipulate at will.
The complete smoothness of the structural elements
means that, when exposed, a column presents a free-
standing volume and a floor slab a clear planar surface. In
short, the Dom-ino system so liberates the elements of
architecture from the exigencies of structural necessity as
to reduce to a minimum the limits on the architect's free-
dom to design both functionally and aesthetically.

This widely accepted view of the Dom-ino idea, though



62 true, is, in histortcal terms, but a partial one. Seeing the
idea simply as a beginning, it takes account of future
developments in Le Corbusier's architecture and ignores
the past.3 To have a more complete historical picture, it
is necessary to consider Dom-ino as both a beginning and
an end, to relate the idea to Le Corbusier's past as well
as to his future thinking. The Dom-ino idea was a moment
of synthesis, when Jeanneret-Le Corbusier succeeded in
focusing a welter of ideas, attitudes, and aspirations that
had preoccupied him over many years. In gathering up
the past, Dom-ino oriented him toward the future.

This article is an attempt to further develop our already
existing view of the Dom-ino idea (see note 1), but to
approach this objective by means of two preparatory
stages: first, to give as full an account as possible of the
idea itself (as we shall see, the account is not complete
and compiling it poses certain problems); and second, to
establish as full a chronology as possible of the project
(1913-1916) as a framework for investigation. Once the
idea has been clarified in these ways, an attempt can be
made to relate it to the rest ofJeanneret's preoccupations
until that time (1907-1916), with a view to defining its
place in the development of his thought.

Perhaps because it was never put into practice as such,
the Dom-ino system, as a system, has rarely been exam-
ined, despite the fact that Le Corbusier himself does say
that the idea set off fifteen years of experiment and re-
search, culminating in the system which he and Pierre
Jeanneret conceived in response to the passing of the
Loucheur law on housing of 1928-1929. Le CorbusierJs
text on Dom-ino, inhis Oeuure Comltlbte, 1910-1929, Vol.
I, leaves questions unanswered, notably concerning the
technical method for erecting the structure, but it throws
some light on the more complex significance we must give
the idea, and therefore provides us with a good point of
departure for our investigation.

Le Corbusier makes six points about the Dom-ino system.
1) It is purely structural, being quite independent of the
interior plan of the house; whatever the plan, the struc-
ture remains the same. 2) The constituent elements are

standardized and may be assembled in a variety of ways,
this flexibility being a source of diversity in designing
groups of houses. 3) The reinforced concrete columns are
poured in situ. Once they have set, metal spigots are
attached to each column, their function being to hold in
suspension a grid of steel I-beams, formwork for the pour-
ing of the floor slabs, which must be completely smooth
on both sides. This new technique does away with tradi-
tional, costly, wooden formwork, replacing it with a metal
system which may be reused any number of times. 4) An
engineering firm is responsible for delivering the Dom-ino
frames to the site, grouped in accordance with the archi-
tect-townplanner's particular design. 5) As regards the
design of the house itself, the particular position of the
concrete columns on the perimeter of the structure (there-
fore not in any way impeding the interior space) and yet
just inside the outer edge of the floor slabs means that the
architect has complete freedom in the disposition of the
interior walls, doors, cupboards, and other fitments, as

well as complete freedom in the organization of the facade.
6) Another firm, sister to the first, is responsible for the
manufacture of all possible fitments, inside and out, ac-

cording to standardized measurements. The building pro-
cedure is then as follows: the structure is erected; the
fltments are placed; finally the interior dividing walls and
exterior walls are constructed.

There are two important implications in Le Corbusier's
statement. First, the economic advantages of such a sys-
tem as Dom-ino are manifold. The simplicity of the struc-
ture and its adaptability to any kind of plan, the stand-
ardization of the parts and the invention of re-usable
formwork, all make it possible to envisage a simplification
and rationalization of the building process and its organi-
zation on a national, even international, scale. Once the
frame and fitments have been designed, production can go
on uninterrupted and it becomes possible to plan and cal-
culate precisely the requirements of any particular
scheme. The economy in time and materials that this rep-
resents is clear. The second, more important implication
is that, far from limiting an architect's freedom to design,
as we might have supposed, this rationalization of the
building process can increase it. The reason for this is that



3 Dom-ino, longitudinal section.
)a Dom-ino, cross-section.

q

it is an architect who takes the initiative and designs a
frame which a priort will give him maximum freedom in
the design of both the interior space and the facade (the
reinforced concrete columns on the perimeter of the str-uc-
ture yet just inside the outer edge of the floor slabs and
the complete smoothness of all the structural elements
are the essential architectural requirements). Further,
the standardized fitments designed by the architect give
him unprecedented control over the expression of the in-
terior space. Once the frame and fitments have been de-
signed, the constmctional problems may be Ieft to the
technicians and engineers to solve. And once the frame
and fitments are being producecl by specialized industrial
firrns, the architect's task, once more, becomes purely one
of organization of the elements so as to satisfy both the
functional and aesthetic neecls of his clients.

These two implications, taken together, give the Dom-ino
idea in 1914 the character of a vision. For sheer economic
reasons, it was inevitable that the new buiiding materials
and industrial processes of construction would triumph. If
architects continued to ignore the neu, tendency (as in
1914 they were still doing), if the rationalization of the
building industry was Ieft entirely in the hands of the
engineers, who could not be expected to understand the
special requirements of the architect, then architects
would surely lose their creative freedom and become
slaves to the building process. For a new architecture to
be born of the new materials and techniques, architects
would have to take the lead, posit their requirements, and
enlist the aid of the engineers to realize them. The stand-
ardized elements designed by architects and engineers
together could then become the formal vocabulary of mod-
ern architecture.

So much can be deduced from Le Corbusier's text on
Dom-ino. What remains obscure is precisely the technique
he envisaged for making the frame. First, the text is
misleading in its suggestion that the frame was, at least
in part, prefabricated (cf. references to standardizecl ele-
ments and to an industrial firm responsible for the deliv-
ery of the frame) since both columns and slabs were, in
fact, to be poured in situ and the only elements to be
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prefabricated were the reusable metal formwork and the
various fittings inside and out. No text has yet been found
giving a final description of the constructional technique
(it has been impossible to find trace of the Dom-ino patent
among the archives of the Institut National de la Propriet6
Industrielle in Paris, where all patents in France are
kept), so that it is only possible to conjecture (as Brian
Brace Taylor has done in his thesis, see note 1), using the
drawings intheOeuure Cornplbte, Vol. I (sections through
the frame and floor slab, figs. 3, 4, 6); an undated sketch
(fis. 7); and a few very rough sketches (fiS. 8) in Jean-
neret's 1915-1916 sketchbook (see note 1), as to what the
constmctional system was intended to be.

Our conjecture runs as follows. The footings are equally
spaced upon the ground (fig. 10), and the first floor slab
placed directly on them.a The six reinforced concrete col-
umns are then poured as far as flrst floor level, presum-
ably using traditional wooden formrn ork. Once they have
set, metal spigots are attached to the upper part of the
columns. Their purpose is to support temporary steel
beams a little below the level of the top of the columns,
in such a way as to form the perimeter of a rectangular
frame (figs. 9, 11, 12). Then, smaller steel I-beams are
laicl breadthrvise across this stout frame (overlapping it to
form the cantilever on the long sides) at regular and fre-
quent intervals, in order to serve as supports for rows of
hollow tiles (figs. 6,7,9, 11, 12). Steel reinforcement is
introduced along the small I-beams between the rows of
tiles, and concrete poured to give concrete joists between
the tiles. In this way, the lower surface of the floor slab,
alternately tile and concrete joist, is coincident with the
top of the smaller I-beams. Once the concrete has set, all
the steel beams are removed, leaving a slab with smooth
surfaces on either side. The columns are continued as far
as roof-level, and the same process repeated for the finai
slab.

This conjecture leaves certain questions unanswered. 1)

Would not extra formwork be needed to support the floor
slab on the short sides during pouring? 2) Figure 6 shows
the rows of hollow tiles interrupted at just two points, so

that reinforced concrete may also be pourecl lengthwise,
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5 Vil,La Schwob. Le Corbusier, 1916
It is euident that this ruork already
uti|ized a systent of constrac:tion
similar to that o.f the Dom-ino.
6 Dom-ino. Typical.floor pLan with
hotizontal section through the
sttttct'tu"e.

7 Dom-ino. 191511916 sketch
showing temporary su,pport to
hol\out.fl,oor units.
8 Dom-ino. 191511916 sketch of
ouero,Ll dimen,sionaL sy stern,.
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66 across the small I-beams ancl betrveen the concrete col-
umns, linking them. Again would not this need extra form-
work? 3) Would steel formwork, unless used on a massive
scale be more economical than the traclitional u,'ooden
formwork? 4) Would not the steel formwork require time
and skill to set up and dismantle? All these considerations
together-the expense of producing the formwork, the
time and expertise needed to put it in place raise queries
as to the greater cheapness and rapidity of the Dom-ino
system compared with other systems, ancl migltt suggest
reasons why the idea was not implemented.5

But are these reasons valid? First, it must be emphasized,
our description of the system is conjecture. Lack of evi-
dence and especially of a final description of the system6
make it impossible to ascertain how the technique for
producing Dom-ino evolved or what the flnal solution ex-
actly was. Our criticisms may therefore be misplaced.
Second, the principle ofholiow tile and concrete joist con-
struction for producing smooth floor slabs was perfectly
orthodox in 1914. The system, using u.ooden formu'ork,
is described in a 1912 handbook on concrete published by
the American Association of Portlancl Cement Manufac-
turers.T Third, two engineers, Max Du Bois8 and Juste
Schneider,e and not Jeanneret himself, were responsible
for finding the methocl of construction and making the
necessary calculations. Schneider was himself the inven-
tor of the floor slab.10 Finally, Jeanneret shorved the Dom-
ino project to Auguste Perret, master of reinforced con-
crete construction, in June 1915, and received fi'om him,
apart from a few slight criticisms, approval ancl encour-
agement.rr These facts surely force us to conclude that,
if Dom-ino at some stage in its development displayed
technical disadvantages, there were none that couid not
have been overcome, and that convincing reasons that the
Dom-ino project was not realized at the time r,r,ill have to
be found elsewhere. The chronology ofthe project, as far
as we are able to establish it, may suggest the reasons.
More important for our purpose, however, the chronology
enables us to develop further the more complex signifi-
cance we must give the Dom-ino iclea.

he workecl with Auguste Perret, see note 11), Jeanneret
returns to his native La Chaux-de-Fonds. There he re-
news contact with his childhood friend Max Du Bois (see

note 8), who gives him a copy of his recently published
translation of E. Morsch's book on reinforced concrete, Le
Bbton Armb. According to Du Bois, in the course of their
discussions about reinforcecl concrete construction, he
suggests to Jeanneret that building methods would be
greatly simplified if elements were pre-manufacturecl and
assembled on site. If this is true, then this suggestion
must be the seed of the Dom-ino idea.

In 1912, after a second journey, this time to Gerrnany and
the Orient, Jeanneret returns to La Chaux-de-Fonds for
good and takes up his career as an architect. In the air is
a proposal (frequently alluded to by Jeanneret in his let-
ters to Du Bois during 1912) for building a factory on Du
Bois family land. Jeanneret hopes that he and Du Bois
will be able to coilaborate on the project and so demon-
strate how industrial building may be endowed with ar-
chitectural qualities.

In 1913, a building slump in La Chaux-de-Fonds causes
Jeanneret seriously to consider finding work elsewhere on
a Iarger scale. He turns his attention away from the fac-
tory project to a more general and far-reaching problem:
housing. In a letter to Du Bois of 17th January 1913,

Jeanneret sketches what must be the first outline of the
Dom-ino idea. Here, Jeanneret goes beyond the notion of
applying architectural procedures to industrial building.
He norn, wants to use industrial building procedures in
architecture, realizing that that same alliance between the
engineer (master of the new economic constructional tech-
niques) and the architect (master of proportion) can be
the means of effecting a transformation in domestic build-
ing. He proposes such an alliance to Du Bois and suggests
he exert his influence in order to turn this new idea into
a reality.l2

No further allusion is made to the proposal for two years,
but there are signs to suggest that it remains in Jean-
neret's mind as he works toward a definition of the central
problem in modern architecture and of his orvn role as anIn 1909, after a journey to Italy, Vienna, and Paris (where



architect. Between 20th and 23rd December 1913, Jean-
neret visits the Salon d'Automne to see an exhibit of forty
modern interiors. 13 He becomes aware of the pressing
need "to determine the house appropriate to the times" 1a

and for architects to do so by adopting the attitude of
engineers, "who work for what is useful, sound, and
strong" and "understand the solemn seriousness of their
task."1i' The experience anticipates Jeanneret's article Le
Renouueau en Architect'ure, mentioned in a letter to Du
Bois, 29th January 1914, at the same time as an interest
in the nerv developments in German town-planning the-
ory.16 The house and the city become Jeanneret's main
preoccupations at this time. Since, in defining a problem
one inevitably clefines the context in which it will be
solved, so, in defining the central problem of modern ar-
chitecture as that of the house, on the one hand, and
urban design, on the other, Jeanneret seems to come to
a greater awareness of the modern architectural context.
So a letter to Du Bois of July 1914, written on his return
from the Cologne Werkbund Exhibition and a visit to
Lyon,17 would seem to suggest: "I have prepared a tract
on ultra-modern architecture: concrete, iron, American
houses, the Perrets, Tony Garnier-Lyon,18 reinforced con-
crete bridges, Ne$, York tramways (sic), etc. . . . I feel
I have it in me to be someone one day. I am obsessed with
building on a large scale, useful and noble, for that is what
architecture is about."'e The context, which Jeanneret
here defines, is the European avant-garde.

The invasion and devastation of Belgium foilows almost
immediately the declaration of war in the first days of
August 1914. At once, Jeanneret recognizes that the war
rnill precipitate the revolution in modern architecture.20
During October and November, Du Bois is back in Switz-
erland. He agrees to collaborate with Jeanneret on the
Pont Butin project for Geneva2l and discusses his proposal
of 17th January 1913 in the light of Belgium's plans for
rapid reconstruction.22 The form and character of the
Dom-ino frame must have been conceived at this time.23

In December, Du Bois returns to Paris and Jeanneret
begins work on the two projects, producing a first series
of sketch plans using the Dom-ino system by the third of

the month.2a During the Christmas break, Jeanneret looks 67
through his files on the subject, discusses his ideas with
"certain reliable persons" 25 and convinces himself of the
viability and originality of the Dom-ino idea. He decides
to make it his first priority, planning to complete the
scheme in ali its details by the spring. Acutely aware of
the likely competition in this field, Jeanneret emphasizes
the need for speed and thoroughness in planning, so that
they may be ready to put up whole viliages at a moment's
notice. In Paris, however, Du Bois does not seem to attach
great importance to the idea: "if it fails, it will still have
been an interesting study."26 During the months follow-
ing, he seems to keep a studied silence on the subject.2T

In June 1915, news reaches Jeanneret of laws being
passed in France covering the reconstruction of destroyed
towns and villages and of plans published by Reims and
other cities. The adcied stimulus of a visit to Auguste
Perret in the South of France leads Jeanneret to raise
once more the question of the Dom-ino project, in a letter
to Du Bois dated 15th June 1915. Perret gives the idea
his wholehearted approval and even points out the sys-
tem's suitability for all building types, a remark which
causes Jeanneret to perceive the obvious Iink between the
Dom-ino idea and his own long-standing research on town
planning.28 Perret also indicates the areas requiring more
study: the floor slabs, which neecl to be strongly rein-
forced; the formwork; the marketing of the product (see
note 11). Perret's approval gives the idea an air ofreality;
the news from France confirms that the context is appro-
priate; a final boost comes from Jeanneret's friend William
Ritter, who promises to arrange a meeting with a member
of the Belgian Goverrrment, Cadon de Wiart.2e

Shortly after his visit to Perret, Jeanneret arrives in Paris
for a protracted stay (probably 28th July until 16th Sep-
tember 1915),30 with the intention of conducting extensive
research into the various subjects preoccupying him. As
well as reading widely at the Bibliothbque Nationale on
town planning past and present, and preparing a book on
L'Allem,agne-Fra,nce,3' he fills a sketchbook with notes
and drawings on the various aspects of the Dom-ino proj-
ect.32 The sketchbook contains notes on house types and



68 plans based on his reading of Foville33 and Janet.3a There
are also a feu, general statements about the kind of ar-
chitecture he envisages: "in broad, organic lines," "Ro-
man," and based on the multiples and divisions of a geo-
metric module, like all great architecture of the past (see

note 2). Most important for us, however, are the notes
which indicate a development, even slight, in Jeanneret's
concept of the constructional system and the degree of his
reiiance on the advice and invention of his engineering
friends Du Bois, Schneider, and even Perret, as well as

his plans for the practical organization of the scheme and
the marketing of the product.

According to the sketchbook 1p. 67), Jeanneret designs
the frame and Du Bois is to devise the formwork. Yet it
is Schneider who answers Jeanneret's query (p. 64) as to
how the reinforcing rods and formwork for the columns
are to be carried up from the footings, and it is also he
who invents the floor slab (see note 10). At the same time,
the sketch book seems to reveal Jeanneret's own tenuous
grasp of the constructional technique. One sketch (p. 25)

shows a concrete column with the first steel beam lying
on top of it and the smaller I-beam resting on top of that,
such as to create three different levels. A note alongside
reminds Jeanneret to consult Auguste Perret about this
problem. A later sketch (p. 63) corrects the picture by
showing the concrete column fitted with a round iron rod
to hold the metal spigot, such that the first steel beam is
flush with the top of the column.

Most of all, the sketchbook investigates the commercial
aspects of the Dom-ino iciea. An association is planned
between Du Bois, who is to assume administrative con-
trol, Jeanneret, who is to act as consultant architect, and
a third collaborator (p. 32). But before the new flrm can
be launched, Du Bois must register the patent by Septem-
ber, and Jeanneret must complete the drawings for a sales
brochure by October, to be printed during November-
December, and then, in January 1916, move definitively
to Paris (p. 33).

In trying to define the aims of the new firm, Jeanneret
asks two questions. Will it be an expanding enterprise,

ready to branch out into other kinds of architectural ac-
tivity, or rvill it simply supply the requirements of the
national reconstruction program and fold up after 1920 (p.

93)? Jeanneret's notes for a sales brochure show that his
interest lies in an expanding firm concerned r,l'ith produc-
ing whole houses. The brochure is to include: (1) a brief
but complete description of the frame, with a page on the
details of the constructional process; (2) a commentary on
the aesthetic virtues of the frame, on the traditionai ar-
chitectural values of the North, and on materials; (3) a
description of the consultant architect's role; (4) illustra-
tions of the standardized elements (windows, doors, cup-
boards, etc.) and the different ways of combining them;
(5) a description of the various sales procedures open to
the client (p. 30).

With this concept of the association in mind, Jeanneret
notes in detail its practical organization: the division of
tasks, the sources of revenue, the payment of fees and
commission, and the distribution of profits. The firm's
resources are dues on the patents for the frame, the roof
design, the cornice design, and the various standardized
elements used in constructing a Dom-ino house. The fees

and commission due to each partner are calculated as

precise rates ancl percentages.3s AII three partners share
in the task of attracting business: B. (third partner) by
issuing brochures,s6 Du Bois by exploiting his contacts,
Jeanneret by advertisement. Then, Jeanneret and B.
Craw up the estimates, negotiate the sales, and make the
final agreements. Once the sales agreement is signed,
Jeanneret executes the final drau'ings and makes super-
visory visits to the site, while B. monitors the cleal.

The sketchbook alone, with its explorations of the socio-
Iogical (Foville and Janet), architectural, technical, and
practical (economic ancl administrative) aspects of the
Dom-ino project, adds greatly to our first assessment of
the idea's significance. It also bears u,itness to Jeanneret's
initiative. As if he were aware of others'coolness, it shows
him preparing to take on the greatest share of work, so

determined is he to realize the scheme and establish him-
self as an architect in Paris. He clesigrrs the frame in all
its detail, makes plans, elevations, and interior arrange-
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70 ments; he writes, illustrates, and prints the sales bro-
chure; he participates in the sales, as well as discharging
his particular function as consultant architect. The re-
sponsibilities of his partners are relatively light. ,,Is it
then a crime if the common destiny enables Jeanneret
more easily to establish himself in Paris? And for Du Bois,
eventually, there will be the benefits of partnership and
the returns of his shares" (p. 93).37

By lst October 1915, Jeanneret has mailed five batches of
drawings to Du Bois so that he may assess the quality of
the project and take the necessary steps toward patenting
the idea. But, unluckily for Jeanneret, the invasion ofthe
Balkans soon after dashes of all hope of an early end to
the war and an earlv start to reconstruction. Jeanneret
accepts that now is perhaps not the time for patenting
Dom-ino, although he inveighs against Du Bois for at-
tempting to withclraw completely from the scheme, ac-
cusing him of blindness to Dom-ino's potential and of not
keeping his part of their bargain, namely finding the cap-
ital resources and clients to back the idea. In working on
the drawings for the sales brochure, Jeanneret has been
enlarging and clarifying the Dom-ino concept, making ex-
citing discoveries. The system, he tells Du Bois, will make
it possible to design villas on a grand scale at the current
price of workers' housing, and will. become the basis of an
architecture that can be expanded into urban design.
Standardized elements (including windows, doors, gates,
etc.) are the key to order and diversity in modern design:
"Order, rhythm, and unity reign in our invention.,,38

In spite of Du Bois's recalcitrance, preparations to take
out a patent move ahead slowly. By 17th November 1915,
Jeanneret has completed all the drawings for the patent
and is waiting impatiently for news from Du Bois.3e He
wants to know how to sign the drawings and when to send
them, to see Du Bois's text for the patent in order to sign
it, and to complete the formalities making Du Bois his
mandatory in Paris. The knowledge that American con-
sortiums are already making overtures to North Euro-
pean industrialists for contracts to rebuild destroyed vil-
lages and factories heightens Jeanneret's sense of
urgency. By 26th November, Jeanneret knows at last that

Du Bois is taking action. A French D6put6, interested in
Dom-ino, requires a complete dossier of drawings. Before
this is possible the patent must be registered. Jeanneret
expects this to be done by 10th December, but on lbth he
is still filling in forms and again suspecting Du Bois of
trying to opt out of the scheme altogether.ao It is only on
l1th January that Du Bois at last files the application for
a patent of the Dom-ino idea.al

On completing the drawings for both patent and sales
brochure in November 1915, Jeanneret turns his attention
to promoting the project. Between November and March
1916, besides the French Deput6, the Italian, Polish and
Belgian Governments show interest. Jeanneret tries first
to exploit his contacts in Parisian journalistic and arbistic
circles and prepares to publish his two tracts on the con-
struction of towns and L'Allemagne-France (see note 81).
Most crucial, however, to the realization of Dom-ino is
founding the firm to manufacture and sell the frame on a
Iarge scale, for the scheme remains unviable so long as no
factory is committed to producing the frame. Jeanneret's
hopes that some arrangement will be made with S.A.B.A.
depend wholly on Du Bois, whose continuing coolness over
the Dom-ino idea causes Jeanneret to tread carefully.a2 A
letter from Rupert Carabin,aB telling him that the time is
ripe for giving Dom-ino full publicity and that an exhibi-
tion, La CitA Reconstitube,aa is to come to the Jeu de
Paume, at last moves him, in March 1916, to suggest to
Du Bois that S.A.B.A. construct a model Dom-ino house
for the exhibition in order to promote the idea. He prom-
ises "for our project critical views of a high caliber, such
that the press may be of service to us. I have important
connections in this respect."a5 Subsequently, Jeanneret
abandons this idea because of Perret's negative opinion of
it. Perret suspects that the exhibition, being in the hands
of a clique, will achieve nothing and favors more direct
action through private enterprise: "it will be better for
S.A.B.A. to take it on. But let her get on with it!"a6
Without the publicity of a national exhibition, it becomes
even more imperative to convince Du Bois and S.A.B.A.
quickly of the viability and importance of the Dom-ino
idea, and Jeanneret continues to press Du Bois for an
agreement by the summer.aT



But Du Bois does not move for several months and, iron-
ically, when he does, early in September 1916,18 and the
way for Jeanneret to go to Paris is clear at last, it is
Jeanneret, who, suddenly over"whelmed with work,ae has
to postpone his arrival for the finalization ofthe agreement
beyond the assigned date 15th September.s0 He does not
manage the jourrrey before the end of October,5l but at
last an agreement between Du Bois, Bornand (see note
36), and Jeanneret is signed on 17th November 1916.5'z

Jeanneret's pact r,l,ith Paris, center of the new architec-
ture, is sealed, and the first assignment, the PIan
d'Imphy,s3 reaches him in La Chaux-de-Fonds in Decem-
ber.5a

"And all this, simply in order to give an idea, born and
set down on ephemeral paper, the durability of stone.
Thus man is not content merely to invent; he must expe-
rience the realization of his idea, feel its weight, its body,
the reality of it."55

From the beginning, Du Bois not only failed to do the
research Jeanneret asked him to do (see note22), but also
delayed in answering letters and tried several times to
opt out of the scheme altogether. Our impression is that
Schneider, rather than Du Bois, solved the key construc-
tional problems, while Jeanneret made the most strenuous
efforts to find a clientele. It has even been suggested that
the association to set up Jeanneret's architectural practice
in Paris was Bornand's idea.s6 Now, Du Bois maintained
that the Dom-ino idea was not suitable for a patent and,
in one sense, he may have been right (see note 41). Prob-
ably, as an engineer, he considered the idea from a con-
structional point of view and saw nothing extraordinary;
hundreds of flrms and individuals were having similar
ideas (see note 44). For him, it was "a simplistic idea,
which I had without bothering to develop it, but which
Jeanneret, in his youthful enthusiasm, thought could be
the basis of a revolution."sT This is the crucial irony. It

would seem that because he was an engineer, who could 7l
not be expected to understand the special requirements
of the architect, Du Bois was blind to the fact that as well
as exploiting all the advantages of moder-n materials and
techniques (economy, rapidity, and flexibility), the Dom-
ino frame gave the architect greater artistic freedom than
he had ever before enjoyed. Architecturally, the ideawas
revolutionary: a clarion call to other architects to embrace
the new building revolution and make it theirs. Perhaps
for this reason also, Du Bois u,as right: the idea was not
material for a patent.

Jeanneret accepted Perret's opinion of Lo CitA Reconsti-
tube becarse it favored action instead of show.58 But to
be effective, the action had to be immediate. It was a
question of launching a private organization for recon-
struction as an example to override the efforts of the
Establishment in the exhibition (see note 46). Action was
not immediate. Perhaps it was too late?

The rvar turned out to be a long war and perhaps Du Bois
understood this better than Jeanneret. His firm S.A.B.A.
was mainly concerned with industrial, not domestic, build-
ing and from 1914-1918 must have been given over en-
tirely to the war effort. Jeanneret, rendered idle by the
building slump at the beginning of the war, had time to
consider the implications of the aftermath when it came.
These circumstances may also, to some extent, explain
Du Bois's coolness toward the Dom-ino scheme (it seemed
premature) and why an agreement with S.A.B.A. was not
immediately forthcoming. The prolongation of the war
until 1918 meant too that Jeanneret had time to transform
his ideas. By 1918, he had met the painter Amedee Ozen-
fant, become familiar with the Parisian avant-garde and
begun to paint himself. The transformation manifests it-
self in the Citrohan idea of 1920 and then in Le CorbusieCs
subsequent architectural development.se

We defined Dom-ino as the synthesis of many ideas held
over a long period. The chronology helps us to separate
the elements of that synthesis. 1) For economic reasons,
modern architects would be forced, eventually, to use the
neu' materials and building technique. It was a matter of

Why then was Dom-ino dropped after 1916? The chronol-
ogy suggests three possibilities: Du Bois's lack of enthu-
siasm; the missed opportunity of La Cift Reconstitube;
the prolongation of the u,ar until 1918.



72 urgency that architects and engineers cooperate in order
to develop the formal vocabulary ofthe new architecture.
2) The revolution in the building industry, where one
process could now be used for all building types, would
lead to an increase inthe scale ofoperations. Ifthe central
problem of modern architecture was the house, then it
would have to be considered in terms of the whole urban
environment. In this way, modern architecture would ex-
tend into town planning and assume a new social dimen-
sion, involving study of the socioiogical aspects of design.
3) The new law of economy governing decisions to build
and the inevitable increase in the size of projects would
Iead to the commercial organization of architecture. In his
sketchbook, Jeanneret visualizes the ideal situation: a
profitable and expanding architectural firm concerned
with the design and manafacture of standardized elements
and the erection of whole buildings, even towns. The up-
shot, of course, would be a streamlining of the architec-
tural process, since the architect would be involved at
every stage. 4) The increase in the scale of operations
would cause new patrons to emerge: industrialists, busi-
nessmen, and public institutions, including governments.
To persuade them, the modern architect would have to
master the economic arguments in favor of his design,
exploit press publicity, and play the political maneuvering
games of judicious timing and string-pulling.60 5) Finally,
in spite of all this, architecture, "both useful and noble,"
would have to continue to express both functional and
spiritual values, and the modern architect, like all his
predecessors, would remain first and foremost an aftist.
In modern architecture, proportion would be of the es-
sence: standardized elements would guarantee a con-
trolled expression of diversity, giving rhythm, order, and
unity to the total design.

To sum up, the position was that a new, modern architec-
ture was possible if architects accepted without delay the
challenge ancl implications of the revolution in the con-
struction industry. Their grasp of the technical, sociolog-
ical, commercial, and administrative repercussions for ar-
chitecture would be the only means of guaranteeing, and
even extending, their creative freedom of action and au-
thentic self-expression: "Palaces, embankments, bridges,

great Gothic churches an epic in stone, epic of the
individual, his age and his ideas, his likes and dislikes! I,
my Self, here in stone!"6r

The notion of an alliance between art and industry was
with Jeanneret from the outset, for La Chaux-de-Fonds
founded its art schooi to train designers for the local watch
and watch-engraving industry, and it was with this career
in view that he became a pupil there.62 Competition from
Europe's inclustrializing countries, threatening the indus-
try since the turn of the century, led L'Eplattenier, Jean-
neret's art master, in 1906-1907, to launch the Cours
Superieur in an effort to extend the range of artistic and
industrial production in the region. Thus Jeanneret turned
from s,atch-engraving to architecture and espoused the
dream which grew out ofthe change, that a generation of
young artists (painters, sculptors, architects, and deco-
rators) should found a new popular art, an authentic and
consistent expression of the Swiss Jura civilization. Since
such a popular art is, by definition, democratic,
L'Eplattenier's ideal has an obvious sociai dimension: its
realization would depencl on the people of La Chaux-de-
Fonds identifying rnith the new art, showing solidarity
with the artists and uniting with them in transforming
the town, its aspect, and its industry.G'r

In the absence of a living, regional, artistic tradition (bro-
ken off since the eighteenth century),{ia L'Eplattenier's
stuclents, following the precepts of Ruskin and Owen
Jones, returned to nature, studied local flora and fauna
for an understanding of the character and structure of
form, and synthesized their findings by creating ornamen-
tal designs. Though, as a result, Jeanneret's conception of
form must have been an essentially two dimensional one,
this study of nature trained him to think both anaiytically
and synthetically, especially about his environment, and
also gave him his first inkling of the mathematical or
proportiotrul relations suggestive of an order in the nat-
ural world.65 Then ideas, derived from his early reading,
must incleed have reinforced Jeanneret's idealism. They
were ideas about an imminent architectural revolution
using new materials ancl a purer architecture destined to
bring about an amelioration of society.66 Holvever, so far,



Jeanneret's direct personal experience had been limited
to daily contact rn'ith provincial, Szrriss architectural tra-
ditions and to the practice of Owen Jones's principle, that
the artistic merit of good architecture lay in good orna-
ment. It seems realistic to assume, therefore, that there
existed, at this time, a gulf between Jeanneret's first-hand
experience and the very abstract ideas he had gained from
books, since these were expressed in terms of a wider
context, that of the Europeaz tradition, which he had yet
to discover for himself. The beginning of this discovery,
of the widening of Jeanneret's horizons and the gradual
metamorphosis of his ideas, was in 1907, when

L'Eplattenier, their formal training now complete, sent
his students abroad to study the contemporary artistic
context and to ascertain the true character of the times
(see note 64). On their return, they and their master
together would lay the foundations of the new Swiss Jura
aft.

Vienna, where Jeanneret passed the winter of 1907-1908

after his visit to Italy, was a disappointment. He came to
the conclusion that its modern art, because it was not
based on nature or the honest use of materials, could not
provide a valid model for the La Chaux-de-Fonds move-

ment, and that he and his colleagues would not have to
seek their artistic inspiration away from the Teutonic
countries.6T At the same time, however, Jeanneret real-

ized that his understanding of modern Viennese architec-
ture was hampered by his own lack of technical education,

which was to the architect what knowledge of grammar
ancl syntax is to the writer: it left him free to practice his

art.68 Because of his difficulties in German, Jeanneret first
sought this education in Paris.

Paris proved to be the technical and artistic center he was

seeking.Gs In Auguste Perret's office (see note 11), he

learned the first principles ofreinforced concrete construc-
tion and design, while at the same time studying mathe-

matics, Viollet-le-Duc's dictionary (which he acquired),

and the arb of Paris's monuments and museums. The

drawings of this period, as Dr. Sekler's thesis shows (see

note 1), reveal a new awareness of three-dimensionality:
structures are considered from several points of view;

form is treated as a solution to a problem; the architectural 73

object begins to be related to its environment. This grad-

ual awakening to the real nature of architecture brings
with it a growing interest in the unity and continuity of
the city, in the sequential experience ofarchitectural form
and urban space.To

Thus Jeanneret's reunion with Du Bois in La Chaux-de-

Fonds at the end of 1909 came in the wake of these radi-
cally new experiences and was opportune, for he could be

receptive both to Du Bois's newly published translation of
Mijrsch's book on reinforced concrete and to any sugges-

tions for a prefabricated system of reinforced concrete
construction.?r But, on his return, Jeanneret did not
swerve from his master's ideal of a new regional art.
During the period of assimiiation from December 1909

until April 1910, when he set off again, this time for
Germany, the Jura landscape, "an environment conducive
to the blossoming of a healthy art," inspired Jeanneret
ancl his master to "cherish sublime thoughts of purely
ideal schemes"'72 "dreams and . . faith in their
realization." 73

From April to November 1910, Jeanneret was based in
Munich, where he met Theodor Fischer and, probably

through him, became acquainted with the organization of
the Werkbund and many of its leaders. Awaiting a va-

cancy in an architect's office where he might continue his

technical education, Jeanneret followed up his new and

growing interest in urbanism, undertaking, with La
Chaux-de-Fonds as his focus, a research project into the
problems of town planning, which undoubtedly oriented
his analysis of modern German developments. He also

made journeys, notably to Berlin in June for the Stadtbau
Austellung, where he was impressed by the German plan-

ners, especially Jansen with his plans for Gross Berlin,
and met, among others, Behrens, Muthesius, and Bruno
Paul.?a At last in November he gained admission to Beh-

rens's office and stayed until March 1911.7s Then' until
mid-May, before leaving for his journey to the Orient,
Jeanneret toured the remaining German towns in order
to complete his research for the commissioned report on

Lhe Mouuement d'Art Dbcoratif en Allentagne.T6



74 Jeanneret was impressed with the organization of the
Werkbund ancl its large conceptions; he could ,,feel how
badly organizecl lr,e Are, . how little modern, how little
architects. What u,e clo is too small, too Gothic.,,77 This
statement might sum up Jeanneret's lesson in Germany:
that, contrary to the principles of Owen Jones, ornament
could not be "the very soul of an architectural monu-
ment,"78 being itself essentially non-architectonic; that it
was small-scaie, indiviclualistic, and provincial, and there-
fore not in tune with the spirit of an emerging industrial
society.

Jeanneret identified the secret of German success as hav-
ing created a "milieu" (in his rvord) in u,hich industrial art
could flourish. It reflected a national ability-to grasp the
whoie and not merely the details of any situation-which
expressed itself not only in industrial organization, but
also in art: "What I have seen here has taught me one
excellent principle: that it is only the beauty of the whole
which counts." Tt' La Chaux-de-Fonds completely lackecl
such a coherent environment, u,ithin which the individual
artist could produce his works. The result u,'as that the
artist continually failed to communicate with his public,
which, having lost its natural instinct for beauty, coulcl
only respond to the strong impact of an overall design and
no longer to the beauty of an isolated object.80 However,
Germany had created the right milieu, thanks to govern-
ment backing. La Chaux-de-Fonds, whose movement had
affinities with the German one, might do the sameS' if it
were not that in doing so she would negate the ideal of a
popular art: "We dream of a popular art . . . to be able to
realize it depends on the people's agreement; we shall
have their approval and encouragement only when we
have learned to seize hold of it, or at least to inspire it,'
(see note 63). The brochure in which Jeanneret intencled
to publish the fruits of his research on towns was his first
exercise in the aft of public persuasion.

In his plan for the brochure,s2 Jeanneret defined the ideal
city as the expression of man's clream to improve his
condition by living in society. The security it offeretl him,
based on a high standard of civic order, both physical
(health) and moral (cliscipline), left him free for the higher

pleasures and the pursuit of a common ideal. Modern
movements toward reform in tou,ns were reactions to the
abuses of the nineteenth century. The twentieth century
would be an age of public institutions, in which each in-
dividual would play his part: "Hence our need to widen
considerably all our activities."83 An analysis of the bad
planning and extreme ugliness of La Chaux-de-Fonds (a
"leprous spot," see note 64), followed by an exposition of
past Swiss traditions "showing the beauty we have within
ourselves, inherited from the past,"8'1 was to provoke in
the reader first disgust for the present and then hope for
the future. (Jeanneret's alternative plans would undoubt-
edly have followed the recent German models of the Berlin
Stadtbau Aussteilung, described by him as "art brought
back into the streets ancl so into daily life.")tu The replan-
ning of the town and the re-education of the people in new
kinds of schools, which would lay the "emphasis on beauty
and a greater contact with nature," 86 would together cre-
ate a milieu favorable to "large-scale popular movements
towards an ideal goal" and restore "to its former excel-
lence the people's natural instinct destroyed by a
wretched education."87 In other words, the reformed
town, expression of the new popular arL, embodiment of
the common aspiration to a better state, would be a re-
flection of nature,88 itself "an environment conducive to
the blossoming of a healthy art, of happiness and seren-
ity." as

Certain metaphysical and aesthetic notions had begun to
crystallize around these newly developed concepts with-
out the relationship between the two becoming clear: such
adjectives as "calm, serene, healthy, and strong,"e0 and
such ideas as "it is only the beauty of the whole which
counts and this beauty depends on proportion and on the
vitality of the main planar relationships; on strong con-
trasts in tone and the use of strong materials; finally on
the contrast brought by introducing with discernment a
touch of richness into a design of overall simplicity" (see
note 79). In Behrens's office, however, "the impact was
violent"'sr there, Jeanneret suddertly realized the signif-
icance of the fact that Germany's leading architects-Beh-
rens, Paul, Messel, and Schmitz-were all basing their
designs on classical principles. He took a fresh look at



recent history and everl'thing seemed to fall into place,

giving him a total picture of Germany's role in the devel-

opment of amodent, Duropean tendency in art.e2

Writing to L'Eplattenier, 16th January 1911, Jeanneret
exposed his views.e3 The creation of a Federal Germany
had assurecl her economic rise. Art had been made just
"one of the stones in the economic edifice." Accordingly,
the useful arts had flourished, but "the metaphysical na-

ture of the creative act, which constitutes the sublime
quality of art, is not even suspected here: in Germany,
painting and sculpture, the sole outward expressions of
the spirit of our age, are stupid and always behind the
times." So fuIl-scale economic and political "autocratic"
organization had not been a guarantee of spiritual devel-
opment. Modern German architects, servants and indus-
try, used classical principles in order to express the func-
tional unity of the State, which had been achieved by
industrial organization, but remained blind to their spir-
itual implications. Thus, in Germany, the new tendency
had tenuous roots in tradition-in Schinkel's architecture
and the criticism of the nineteenth century-and none at
all in contemporary feeling. In France, however, Ger-
many's economic inferior, individual painters and sculp-
tors had for long been pioneering the new classical ten-
dency, "which confines itself to creating volumes that
respond to the play of light in what are essentially geo-

metrical rhythms, and is the rediscovery, at last, of the
joy of folrn," expressing "that simplicity and joy, that
need for unity and retut'n to health" (my italics).ea Once
France organized herself to take up the German economic

challenge, and once her people, "who worked change

solely by revolution," recognized this new expression of
its own genius, then, being the traditional home of modern
classicism, she would take Europe by surprise and out-
strip the German achievement. "Having set herself up as

minister and congregation of a new religion, Germany will
realize with amazement that heri new God, still unre-
vealed, is the spirit of Mediterranean culture" (see note
e3).

In Vienna 1907-1908, Jeanneret had declared that the La
Chaux-de-Fonds movement would have to seek its inspi-

ration away from the Teutonic countries, whose art was 75

"essentially a product of the will and reason and not of
intuition."es In Paris 1908-1909, he had discovered (as

well as the principles of modert construction, the third
dimension, and the unity and continuity of the city)
French classical architecture, "those wonderdul styles, so

closelu related to our own" (my italics). The grandeur of
Versailles had brought about "the crumbling of my ob-

scure and archaic beliefs" and the reign of"classical lucid-
ity." For Jeanneret, Germany in 1910 seemed to confirm
his initial, instinctive responses.e6 He saw that France
possessed what Germany lacked and that it, alone, could
provide a valid model for a future popular art movement
at La Chaux-de-Fonds.e7

Since leaving La Chaux-de-Fonds in 1907, Jeanneret's
observation and analysis ofhis environment had caused a

revolution in his thought. In four years, he had succeeded

in clarifying three important issues: first, the massive
scale of the modern industrial development (inducing in
every sphere of activity large, bold conceptions); second,

the kind of context necessary for a popular art to flourish;
third, the most appropriate direction to follow in devel-
oping a modern style. Translated in terms of architecture
and the modern architect's role in society, this meant
responding to the expansion of the construction industry
and planning for whole environments instead of individual
buildings; and evolving in the new materials an architec-
tural style, inspired of classical sources, which would ex-
press the unity of a society, where all productive activity
was to be coordinated and directed toward a common goal.
Translated in terms of the La Chaux-de-Fonds art move-
ment, it meant rejecting provincialism in favor of becom-
ing an integral part of the wider European context; ac-

cepting voluntarily to coordinate the various branches of
local industrial and artistic activity; and developing a re-
gional, modern style in harmony with both past Swiss
classical traditions and the spirit of an emerging, Euro-
pean indrstrial civilization. So now, having completed his
technical education in Behrens's office and his study of the
German industrial and artistic context for the commis-
sioned report Etude sur un Mouaement d'Art DAcoratif
en Allemagne (see note 76), and with these ideas now



76 clear in his mind, "to conclude my life of study,"ea j"rr-
neret set off in May 1911 for the Mediterranean, to steep
himself in the ancient classical sources.

The journey was also undertaken as a kind of escape.
Jeanneret was by now acutely aware that he had out-
grown L'Eplattenie/s plans. He knew that his new ideas
would be unacceptable not just to the town but also to his
art master. He knew too that a popular art movement in
a hostile town was bound to fail. Yet feeling under a moral
obligation to returrr, he made the journey east in the naive
hope that it would calm his heretical ideas.ee

Events forced Jeanneret to confront his dilemma. In Con-
stantinople in July 1911, his post in the Nouvelle Section
of the La Chaux-de-Fonds Art School, and so the inevit-
ability of his return, was confirmed.r00 At the same time,
a chance meeting with Auguste Peruet offered him the
opportunity of sharing in the design of the Th6itre des
Champs Elys6es in Paris. This renewed contact with Per-
ret filled him with the "dread of a petty, provincial life,
for he brought with him all Paris, with her modern poets,
musicians, and paintersr"tot ,nO yet, despite this, Jean-
neret refused Perret's offer and decided to return to La
Chaux-de-Fonds. There were several reasons for this de-
cision. There was his sense of loyalty to L'Eplattenier:
"I am disposed to care deeply for things; I often catch
myself thinking heretical thoughts, that would give the
'pope'back there grounds for fear. But would you have
me leave him all alone, the 'pope', my most devoted
friend? After all he has done, I must go back, even though
my faith has left me, because I know success is impossi-
ble." 102 There was his love of the Jura and the persistent
dream of a Jura art: "Then should we leave behind us
Coliseums and Baths, an Acropolis and mosques, and our
Jura mountains would provide as beautiful a setting for
these as the sea."103 There was his fear of the loneliness
and pain of a rupture with the past: "I have been made
particularly aware, during this Iong journey, of the true
nature of friendship . . . the more support one has, the
more one feels stable, secure, and serene. I feel the im-
mensity of Europe and how one man alone is lost in it." 104

And finally, there was his longing to share in a group

effort, "to live integrated with one's environment,"ros ",o
be a source of support, not conflict . . to be one small
unit in a large crowd." 106 So Jeanneret decided to continue
to supporb L'Eplattenier in trying to found a popular art
movement at La Chaux-de-Fonds, and to hope that his
ideas might be influenced to change.

But conflict was inevitable, for Italy brought Jeanneret
again "under the harsh, tyrannical sway of an autocratic
tendency, which I feel within me,"107 and from which, on
this journey, he had been trying to escape.108 The dra-
matic contrast between Italy and the Orient so crystal-
Iized his thought that now, for the first time, he could
visualize the new architecture: "Italy is a graveyard,
where the dogma of my religion now lies rotting. All the
bric-b-brac that was my delight now fills me with horror.
I gabble elementary geometry; I am possessed of the color
white, the cube, the sphere, the cylinder, and the pyra-
mid. Prisms rise and balance each other, setting up
rhythms . . . in the midday sun the cubes open out into a
surface, at nightfall a rainbow seems to rise from the
forms. In the morning, they are real, casting light and
shadow and sharply outlined as a drawing. . . . Straight
roads, no ornament. A single color and material for the
whole town roads on rooftops midst the trees and
flowers . . . and wide open spaces, where one can breathe.
We should no longer be artists, but rather penetrate the
age, fuse with it until we are indistinguishable. Then,
should we leave behind us Coliseums and Baths, an Ac-
ropolis and mosques, and our Jura mountains would pro-
vide as beautiful a setting for these as the sea. We too
are distinguished, great and worthy of past ages. We shall
even do better still, that is mv belief. . . . But we need
dogma, renewal, a harsh, bracing climate, and to take the
whip to those who dissent. I shall return, cut my friends,
call insults down upon me . . . and create a void all around
me.t' 1og

In November 1911, Jeanneret returned to La Chaux-de-
Fonds with "the sense of something bitter and tragic
within me." 110

Jeanneret's contact with European tradition, past and



present, had transforrned the simple notion of founding a

popular, regional, industrial art into a sophisticated con-

cept, which gave deeper purpose to his study of architec-
ture/urbanism and modern constmctional techniques, and

eventually led to the crystallization of the Dom-ino idea.

The organization and presentation of the project and the
determination with which Jeanneret sought and won real
support for it, while owing something to the German ex-

perience, was mainly due to the lessons learned at La
Chaux-de-Fonds 1912-1916, the milieu u'here he began

the stmggle to earn his living as an architect. Through
bitter experience, he had learned his mistake in not going

to Paris; he had learned too the role of business and

political maneuvering in architecture and the true nature
of patronage.

Jeanneret came home to an ugly town hemmed in by
mountains, "a harsh country," "incredibly dark," "the firs
about as frienclly as a saw ready to cut you in two," the

horizon right up under your nose."rlr Seemingly cut off
from the outside world, community life appeared to Jean-

neret narrow, provincial, and governed by petty politics;

the people materialistic, mercenary, and philistine' Build-
ing was small-scale and architects' fees low, making
professional rivalry intense and shady dealings the norm.

In La Chaux-de-Fonds the architect was like a "traveling
salesman," o,rt being "the gorgonian mask, which makes

opportunity vanish from sight." t tz

From the first, the Nouvelle Section was under attack
and it was clear that L'Eplattenier, "too caught up in
politics,"rl3 would be unable to pursue his own artistic
evolution and come abreast of Jeanneret's ideas. Jean-

neret's own efforts to communicate with the people failed;

his articles on the Orient, published in the local Feuille
d,'Auis during 1911, met with ridicule' and his report on

Germany, published in 1912 (see note 76), a stony si-

lence.lla The hostility and philistinism severely eroded his
faith in the ideal of a popular art; his isolation intensified
his nostalgia for Paris.

The town authorities lacked an overall planning policy:

"there are no large-scale works in this town . . . and there

will be no building in 1913' My ambition prompted me to 77

such work. This profession drives one to support autoc-

racy." 115 From 1913 until mid-1916, the building sector
stagnated and, despite his title of "architecte en b6ton-

arm6," most of Jeanneret's work was interior design. His

discouragement became deep depression, almost morbid-
ity, as he felt his best years slip by: "The weeks and

months pass by and I feel as though my energy were
frittering away." 116

The worst trial was his enforced self-prostitution. To sub-

sist, Jeanneret had to seek success and success meant

compromise: "Business! What a dilemma! If you try to
please people, you become corrupt and sell yourself; if you

do what you feel you must do, you cause displeasure and

create a void around yourself."1" Once the commission
was won ancl his rivals outwitted by fair means or foul,

"it is then that purgatory sets in"1r8-the actual loss of
artistic integrity by designing to please the client; the
invasion of more important speculative thought by busi-

ness and money matters; the horrors of "machinations" 11e

"which have to be covered up with a veil of chaste decency:

to call it a lysol dressing covering a syphilis would be more

to the point." 120 Active or inactive, Jeanneret felt his

stagnation and moral degeneration. And when, eventu-
ally, success came (albeit in interior design), he lived in
constant dread of recuperation by the Establishment and

so of the total loss of his personal vision. By 1916, he was

almost cynical: "I shall write . . 'The Book of a Pupil,
who thought he could trust his Master'. Several of us

these days believe in the baseness of the world and in the
clead end, where one is done for."121

1912-16, then, was a period of intense frustration and

depression. Paradoxically, for it accentuated these feel-

ings, only the growing triumph of a modern art movement
in Paris, confirming his ideas and with which he could
identify, saved Jeanneret from complete despair: "Hope
fills my heart anew when I hear the glorious notes of
Paris. Today's art is great and how I long to be but a

small brick in the great wall it will raise." 122 This aspi-
ration was nourished by his friend and confidant William
Ritter (see note 29), who, from the first had realized the



78 disaster of a return to La Chaux-de-Fonds and tried to
dissuade Jeanneret from his decision.l28 And Jeanneret,
in his turn, more and more pinned his hopes for salvation
on an alliance with his friend the engineer Max Du Bois
(see note 8).

involves a profound understanding of our forebears.,,12s

The new 6lan died in the demoralizing climate of La
Chaux-de-Fonds, but in May 1918 the foundation of
L'Oeuare, the Swiss Werkbund, revived "the hope of ac-
tion" and brought opportunities for journalism and
travel.130 In Paris in October, Jeanneret saw the suclden
explosion of literary and dramatic activity and the triumph
of Perret's Th6Atre des Champs Elys6es as the beginning
of the "era of realization." 131 As well as hope, it provoked
a new crisis: "Du Bois, at all costs help me get out of this
town. If once I have a pied-i-terre in Paris, I am another
man. Here, there is too much to choke down. I have to
hide my clenched fist in my pocket and almost bite off my
tongug." raz

The depression continued into 7gl4: "I could do work out
of the common run, but I don't know where to start.,'r33
The lack of direction perhaps seems strange. The Salon
d'Automne 1913, as we saw above, had confirmed the
intuition underlying Jeanneret's proposal to Du Bois that
the crucial problem in modern design was the house con-
ceived as an urban unit. Jeanneret's aesthetic ideas had
been maturing since his stay in Germany in 1911. With
both design and aesthetic problems now so clearly defined,
an exact aim might surely already have been formulated:
to design a house-type (urban unit) expressive of func-
tional and modern spiritual values. But it required a par-
ticular circumstance, the destruction of Belgian towns
and villages at the start of the war, to bring about the
necessary crystallization of thought. However, as 1g14
wore on, Jeanneret gained in confidence, increasing his
journalistic activities, extending his contacts abroad and
deepening his knowledge of modern architects' work.r34
When, finally, the war broke out, Jeanneret realized that
it would precipitate architectural change: ,,I see that the
propitious moment is at hand. . . . My dream of going
where I can play my part, be useful, work in a milieu
which sustains me, and realize or at Ieast try to realize
my ideal as constructor and designer."r3s He was not
wrong. The long awaited opportunity of an alliance with
Du Bois materialized and, with it, the prospect of a move
to Paris. In the Belgian plans for reconstruction, Jean-

The electrical factory, to be sited on Du Bois family land
in the Doubs Valley,l2a seemed a unique chance forJean-
neret to try out his new aesthetic of ,,endowing 

[Du Bois,s]
work as engineer with architectonic proportions ,, ru by
"grouping geometric prisms" and by creating rhythmical
relations in such a way as to guarantee the grandeur
rather than the degradation of the site.126 As we have
seen, Jeanneret had pestered Du Bois for the commission
until November 1912, but by January 1918 he had changed
tack and was proposing an alternative scheme, on a larger
scale, for their collaboration: the Dom-ino idea in embryo,
which was clearly only realizable away from La Chaux-
de-Fonds (see note 12).

The final rupture with L'Eplattenier came in September
1912, after "ten months of suffering,",2z freeingJeanneret
from his obligation to stay in La Chaux-de-Fonds and
changing the direction of his thought. Looking again to
Europe, Jeanneret saw the triumph of the classical ten-
dency that he had discerned in German architecture, but
also saw that the slowness of architectural evolution in
Paris was increasing the danger of a modern architecture
that would be expressive only of functional values, which
would bring industrial and economic might and yet remain
inexpressive of the spiritual values on which the modern
citizen might found a more civilized society: ,,Greece will
triumph . . . And Asia, repository of all that is poetic, will
lose her sway over us, the inactive, who shall merely
mourn her. The skyscraper will triumph, path6 and the
phonograph and German glassware . . . and the straight
roads . . . and the businessmen and the construction firms
of Germany." 128 Recognition of this danger gave urgency
to Jeanneret's desire to join in the European movement
and inspired the enlarged vision outlined in his proposal
to Du Bois, January 1913 (see note 12). It also gave new
impetus to his aesthetic thought: ',Reinforced concrete
and the Orient dominate my thought-and the new, which



Notes

nereL recognized at Iast the embodiment of his aim as a
modern architect and "the springboard for the ascent."136

The Dom-ino idea was the synthesis of Jeanneret's reflec-
tions 1907-1916 on the nature of architecture and the role
of the architect in modern industrial society; it stated the
central problem and defined the context in which it had to
be solved. It did not proaide a solution and indeed the
house plans, based on the Dom-ino system and drawn to
illustrate the idea, have often been deemed disappointing
for this reason.r37 In defining the problem, however, it
Iaid down the principles for a solution: namely a rein-
forced concrete frame, which, as well as exploiting the
advantages of modern materials and techniques, would
give the architect maximum freedom in design and aes-

thetic expression. In this way Dom-ino looked forward to
Le CorbusierJs Five Points of Architecture and to his
pioneering work of the 1920's.
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1. This spelling of "Dom-ino" occurs in Jeanneret's sketchbook 79
of 1915-1916 (property of Fondation Le Corbusier).
It is possible to treat Dom-ino as an idea (an idea for a_ system
of reinforced concrete construction that could become the basis
of a coherent architectural aesthetic) and also as a project, for
Jeanneret drew a series of plan-types connected with the Belgian
reconstruction problem and which illustrated the idea. A com-
plete historical-picture would require a consideration of these
irlans and a comparison between them and Jeanneret's design
work of the same time. Brian Brace Taylor in his thesis (see
beiow) makes a start on this aspect of theproblem. This article,
however, concentrates on Dom-ino as an idea and attempts to
develop the already generally existing view of the significance
of the project.
Primary iources are'. Conespondence Jeanneret to Max Du
Bois, quoted with kind permission of Mr. Du Bois; Cor"resport-
dence ieanneret to Witiiam Ritter, Berne, Swiss National Li-
brary, Fonds Ritter, quoted with kind permission of Mr. Josef
Ritter Tcherv; Correspondence Jeanneret to L'Eplatteruter,
quoted with permission of the Fondation Le Corbusier. The
sketchbook of tgts-tgt6, property of the Fondation Le Corbu-
sier, Paris, is referred to but is not to be reproduced.
Secondary sources are M. P. M. Sekler, The Early Drawings of
Charles Edouard Le Corbusier 1902-1908, Harvard Ph.D., April
1973; P. V. Turner, The Education of Le Corbusier 1900-1920,
Ph.D. Harvard, April 1971; Brian Brace Taylor, Le Corbusier's
Mass Housing 191!-1928, Ph.D. Harvard, June t974; J. Low-
man, "Corb as Structural Rationalist," Architectural Reaiew,
October 1976; P. V. Turner, "Romanticism, Rationalism and the
Dom-ino System," in The Open Haryd, ed. Russell Walden
(M.I.T. 1977).
2. The first advantage noted by Jeanneret in his notes for the
patent, in Sketchbook 1915-16, p. 58 (note 1).
3. This view has been encouraged by Le Corbusier himself, who
places Dom-ino at the beginning of the Oeuure Complbte, YoL
I., 1910-1929.
4. It is not clear whether the metal formwork could be used for
pouring this floor slab, since there was nothing to which the
metal spigots could be attached (see below in text).
5. This conjectural description of the Dom-ino system as well as
the criticisms of it owe much to my discussions on the subject
with M. Bourlier, architect and director of the Fondation Le
Corbusier in Paris. The basis of the conjecture is in Brian Brace
Taylor's thesis, Le Corbusier's Mass Housing 1914-1928.
6. I have already noted that I was unable to flnd trace of a
patent at the Institut National de la Propriete Industrielle. The
ilrawings for the Dom-ino project at the Fondation Le Corbusier
are very incomplete. It is possible, going from Jeanneret's let-
ters to Max Du Bois, that some key drawings are still in Du
Bois's possession. Perhaps J. Lowman, who has been given
access to many Du Bois papers, will shed light on the Dom-ino
question in her thesis.
7. The Concrete House and its Constttr,ction, Association of
American Portland Cement Manufacturers, Philadelphia 1912.
According to Brian Brace Taylor, this book was in Le Corbu-
sier's perional library, but it does not appear in Paul Turne/s
catalogue of Jeanneret's library until 1920. This suggests that



80 we cannot be certain that Jeanneret knew of the book in 1914.
We shoulcl assume however that the principle rz,ns generally
known, at least to engineers (here Juste Schneider, see below).
"Concrete Joist Constrttction for buildings where the floor loacls
are comparatively light. The main supports of the floor are
concrete joists, reinforced with steel rods, and the intervening
space between the joists is filled in with hollow terra-cotta tile.
Where the load is very light and the rectangular joists are strong
enough to carry their portion of the load from center to center
of the adjacent tiles, the surface of the floor slab coincides rvith
the surface of the tiles. Where the construction neecls to be
stronger, several inches of concrete are placed upon the top of
the tiles and being monolithic u,ith the concrete joists.,.a.dditi^onal
compressive area is provided, thus ensuring the capability ofthe
floor for carrying greater loads. The purpose of the hollou' tile
in this floor construction is purely to flli in the space between
the joists and to form sides into which the concrete can be
poured. The tile also provides a plastering surface to form a flat
ceiling."
8. Max Du Bois (1884- ), Swiss engineer of Le Locle, near
La Chaux-de-Fonds, closely connected with the Jeanneret family
through the friendship of his aunt with Jeanneret's mother,
quaiifled at Zurich Polytechnic and from 1907 worked in Paris
for Gros and Loucheur. In 1909 he publishecl his translation of
E. Morsch's ilisenbetort Bau (Le BAfun ArmA, Beranger, 1909),
of u,hich he gave a copy to Jeanneret. c. 1910. He foundecl the
Sociele d'Appiication de Beton Arm6 (S.A.B.A.) to promote the
use of reinforced concrete in industrial buikling and certainly
Jeanneret saw from the flrst the possible usefulness of Du Bois
as head of S.A.B.A. in flnding a way of moving to Paris. See
Lou'man's article, "Corb as Structural Rationalist" for more
details (note 1).
9. Juste Schneider, Swiss engineer from Geneva, joined Du Bois
in S.A.B.A.
10. Letter to Du Bois, 26 November 1915. "Vous m'avez mal
compris avec question plancher Schneider. Il est entendu que ga
n'entre pas dans le brevet. Mais c'est par eremple dessin6 sur
mes h6liographes bleues et comme Schneider qui est I'inventeur
m'a montie ga amicalement et confldentiellement, je ne voudrais
pas que sa trouvaille lui soit pillee i cause de moi. Avertissez-
iu." it" author has not been able to trace a patent in Schneider's
name for this invention.
11. Letter to Du Bois, 15 June 1915. Auguste Perret (1874-
1954), pioneer architect in the struggle to have reinforced con-
crete adopted as a suitable material in architecture, was Jean-
neret's teacher 1908-1909 (see belou'in text), instructing him in
the flrst orincioles of the material. In this l)articular letter to
Du Bois, Perret's remarks are repotted in some detail: "J'ai ete
voir Auguste Perret tlans Ie Midi. Je lui ai soumis mes dossiers
de reconstruction. Il trouve trbs bien. Et il n'a pas eu a faire
une objection, sauf qu'il trouve que notre procecle avec le m6me
moule pourra faire la fablique. I'ecole, les Etablissements Pu-
blics etc. Auguste Perret trouve qu'ii nous faut des dalles un
peu fortes et"il dit: 'votre carcasse,^c'est juste une plusvalue; si
on peut faire supporter par la societ6 de prets hypothecaires et
faire que la municipalite ou Ie particulier ne le paient pas? voila
le problbme. De meme, il faut s'occuper clu coffrage'."

12. Letter to Du Bois, 17 January 1913. The text of this letter
is misquoted in English translation in Lowman's "Corb as Struc-
tural Rationalist" (note 1). Here is the original text. It does not
ahvays make syntactical sense, but since Du Bois sholvs only the
tlanscripts of his letters to researchers, this may be due to an
error in transcription. "J'en reviens donc i ma proposition'Mon-
olythe' et au lieu d'attendre que me soit remise Ia fabrique en
question, que tout le monde s'arrache maintenant en jouant des
coudes, .j'aimerais etre mis a l'essai avec ou sans cette fabrique-
]a (je connaitrai du reste la decision d'ici 8 i 10 jours) sui' un
probleme qui puisse s'y preter. Je repdte ce que j'entencls i ce
sujet. Les-ingenieurs n'etudient pas Ia proportion qui est une
chbse innee et qui fait partie du domaine de I'architecture. C'est
hors la construction, dans la construction. Et je me sens tout
prepar6 pour cela: r,otre maison monolythe, faire des usines
parfaitement agencees, bien caiculees, au prix le plus juste. Elle
he s'occupe pai de faire une usine qui ait botttte /agorr. Aussi
faire couler des maisons sembiables a 'monolythe', faire autre-
ment serait se completer d'une specialit6 trds int6ressante pour
le client et extremement utile pout' la reclame illustree. Et
comme un homme ne vit dans cette sale societ6 que par les
points d'appui qu'il trouve autour de lui (et non helas par lui-
mime), soyez mon appui pour cette fois et je me tiens ici pret
a la r6ciproque avec Ie meilleur entrain et la plus d6vouee bonne
volonte."
13. Among those exhibiting in the Architecture and Art Deco-
ratif section of the Salon cl'Automne 1913 were: Maurice Duf-
rene; Paul tr'allot; Andr6 Groult; Leon-Albert Jallot; Gustave
Jaulmes; Francis Jourdain; Robert Mallet-Stevens; Charles Mar-
tin; Jacques Ruhlmann; Henri Sauvage; Tony Seimersheim;
Louis Sui:. Henri Sauvage shou.ecl the principle of his rnai.sons
u. qradhrc adapted on thi one hand to the problem of workers'
ho"using, on th^e othel to blocks of flats (illultrated by the block
in the iue Vavin). There were also drawings of Sauvage's con-
cept of the mociern street.
14. Letter to Ritter, 19-23 December 1913: "rle resoudre pour
ceux cle son 6poque i'habitat conforme."
15. Ibid.: "qui oeuvrent pour I'utile, le fort, le sain, en
concevant la'tache si solennelle, si serieuse. . . ."
16. Letter to Du Bois, 29 January 1914. "Le Renouveau en
Architecture" rvas published tn L'Oeu,-re (organ of the Swiss
Werkbund, also of this name), no. 2., 1914. The ietter does not
specify what the new clevelopments in German town planning
theory were which had caught Jeanneret's attention.
17. Jeanneret would surelv have visited the Exposition Inter-
nationale Urbaine, May-November 1914. Tony Garnier (see be-
lorv) rvas architect-in-chief ancl played a dominant role in the
organization of the exhibition. His "Abattoirs de la Mouche,"
then in the course of construction, provided the cadre. The 42nd
Congress of F'rench Architects took place at the same time as
the Exhibition,22-27 June, shortlv before Jeanneret's visit in
July. It is quite possible that he met Tonl' Garnier at this time;
we knorv foi certain that he did in 1915 (letter to Garnier 14 May
1919, quoted by Taylor in his thesis) and there are many simi-
larities between Garnier's Cite Industrielle and Jeanneret's
Dom-ino clesigns for workers' villages. There is a claim for a
meeting in 1907, but it has never been substantiatecl.



18. Tony Garnier (1869-1948), a Lyonnais, won the Grand Prix
de Rome 1899. In Rome 1901-1904 he rn'orked on his ideas for
a Cit6 Industrielle. He returned to Lyon where he stayed until
the end of his career, becoming the town's main architect, re-
sponsible for the design of many of its nen' public buildings and
districts. In 1917 he published his Cite Industrielle, u'hich won
him wide acclaim. The relationship between his vision and Le
Corbusier's leouires sturlv. Links can be found in their concet'n
for hygiene and the sociological aspeets of an architectural prob-
lem; in their concern to separate different functions, for examlle
the vehicle from the pedestrian in the torn'n, abandoning the
street-corridor ancl creating green spaces; in their sensitivity to
to the site and landscape; in their interpretation of the character
of reinforced concrete; in their notions of pilotis, roof terrace,
simplicity of form u,ithout decoration, continuous windows, the
use-of stanclardized elements to create an impression of diver-
sity. They are also linked aesthetically, by their recognition.of
classical antiquity as a course of inspiration for modern archi-
tecture (see belou'in text).
19. Undatecl ietter. Jeanneret had been invited to attend the
Werkbund Congress in Cologne 3-5 July (letter to Ritter, 17

June 1914). The letter must have been written after this event,
but before the outbreak of war on August 1, 1914. "J'ai prepare
un decisif sur I'ultra-moderne architecture: le beton, le fer, mai-
sons americaines, Perret-frbres, Tony Garnier-Lyon, des ponts
en beton-arme, cles tramways Neu- Yorkais etc. . . . Je me sens
Ies forces pour 6tre une fois quelqu'un. . . J'ai la hantise de Ia
grande batisse, utile et noble par la: voila l'architecture."
20. Letter to Du Bois, 15 September 1914 (misdated by Lowman
as 24 June). "Nous sommes i un tournant de l'architecture. Les
ingenieurs ont tout fait . . . mais le coup d'epaule est donne en
1914 et Paris modenre va eclore et naitre."
21. Letter to Du Bois, 5 January 1915, written after Du Bois's
return to Paris. The Pont Butin project was prepared for a
competition in Geneva. Jeanneret's entry, a stone bridge u'ith
thre-e arches (concrete and iron 

"l'ere 
not allowed), u'as unplaced.

The project is important for having been Jeanneret's first col-
laboration as an architect u,ith engineers (Du Bois and Schnei-
der): "Concernant l'adaptation au milieu, c'est ma tache. Vous
atrezla partie calculs et graphiques." He also expressed partic-
ular satisfaction u.ith the design (Ietter to Ritter, 25 January).
Little is known about the project: there are no archives or
drawings at the Fonclation Le Corbusier, Paris. The only source
known to the author is the brief paragraph in the Oeuure Com-
plbte, Yol. I. In this letter to Du Bois, Jeanneret proposes to go
and visit the site (not identifled) and asks Du Bois, in the mean-
time, to prepare certain documents: "calques de ponts interes-
sants," with- "cotes ou echelles pour voir les normes et distri-
butions." Then Jeanneret will come to Paris and they will pool
their ideas.
22. Ibicl. Taylor and Lowman both claim that Jeanneret visited
Paris in autumn 1914 to research the sociological aspects of the
Dom-ino project at the Bibliothdque Nationale. I have not been
able to find any evidence of this. Given the uncertain war situ-
ation at that time, the trip seems unlikely. Most Swiss seem to
have returned to their native country, as Du Bois did. No men-
tion of the trip is made in the abundant Ritter correspondence.

Dates occurring in the notes Jeanneret took at the B.N. (Fon- 81
dation Le Corbusier, Paris) woulcl seem to indicate August 1915
as the most likely date (see also note 30). In this letter, Jeanneret
asks Du Bois to'contluct specific research into the Dom-ino proj-
ect, similar to the kind he himself clicl Iater on Foville. It is
unlikely Du Bois ever obliged and Jeanneret, in the end, prob-
ably had to do it himself, during his summer visit in 1915 (note
30).
23. Undated letter, written to Du Bois soon after the Balkan
invasion in October 1915. "Ensemble nous avons par discussion
trouve la piste 1'an dernier."
24. These clrau,ings are at the Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris,
and reproducecl in Taylor's thesis.
25. Letter to Du Bois, 5 January 1915: "a quelques personnes
cle conflance"; these persons are not identifled.
26. Ibid. "Si ga ne reussit pas, ce sera toujours une etude int6-
ressante que nous aurons faite."
27. Le|lei to Du Bois, 9 March 1915. Jeanneret renews his
appeal to Du Bois to consicler seriously the Dom-ino project. Du
Eois is clearly keeping silence on the subject.
28. Letter to Du Boia, 15 June 1915. "Une chose se greffe lI-
dessus. Le moment me parait juclicieux cle pubiier mon 6tude,
cle.ja toute ecrite, sut' la construction des villes." Jeanneret's
study of urbanism dates from April 1910, when he began to
prepare a brochure (never publisheci) on the construction of
tou'ns, using La Chaux-cle-Fonds as his focus (see below in text).
The notion that the Dom-ino system might be adapted to all
buikling types and so become the key to unity in urban design
must have led Jeanneret to think on an even larger scale than
that of worker villages.
29. William Ritter (1867-1955), Swiss u'ater-colorist, art critic,
'uvriter, ancl musician. As a rn'ell-to-do young man, he had bene-
fited from the privileged education of the Jin-du-sibcle, which
took him to Vienna u'here he studied painting, art history, and
also music under Bruckner; to Paris, where helived as a noveiist;
and finaily to Munich, u,here he became established as an art
critic of celebrity. Here, he frequented brilliant international
society, artists, intellectuals, ancl members of the nobility. It is
probably in this way that he made the acquaintance of Carton
cle Wiaft. Jeanneret met Ritter in spring 1910 soon after his
arrival in Germany and from then on Ritter gradually became
the young artist's most intimate confldant, sharing in and en-
couraging his artistic development.
30. Dates derived from the Ritter correspondence. Lowman
assigns a letter to Du Bois to this period, dating it as 28 July
1915. It concerns the negotiations for Jeanneret's appointment
as "architect-Conseil" and should be dated 28 July 1916, since
the projects mentioned in it belong to that year.
31. Thinking on a larger scale than before (note 28), Jeanneret's
research in the B.N. is not merely concerned with worker hous-
ing, but with the design of large cities, notably Paris, through
the ages. Among the many books consulted u,ere H6nard'sEtud,e
sur les Transformations de Paris 1908-1909 and his Rapport d,

la, Com,mission des Perspectlues Monuntentales de Paris, l9ll.
The notes covering Jeanneret's reading are at the Fondation Le
Corbusier, Paris. In the 1915-16 sketchbook are notes (pp. 35-
36) for the idea of "Les Villes Pilotis," illustrated later in Ters



82 utte Architecture, p. 45, with a text indicating that Perret was
also a powerful stimulus at this time.
First notes on L'Alletnagne-France occur in the sketchbook, pp.
4246. The tract is als6 mentioned in Letter to Du Bois,'i5
December 1915. There does exist an unsigned convention forthe
publication of the book (with the title Fronce ou Allemaone\.
although it was never,in fact published. It was certainly inte"nded
as a development of his id-eas expressed first in a letter to
L'Eplattenier, 16 January 1911 (see below in text) and then
again in Etude sur un Mouaement d'Art DAcoratif en Alle-
maqne, 1912. His aim was "un Album qui soit la svnthbse de
toute l'activite des deux peuples pendant cette peiiode histo-
{que. Lgq arts sont f image iles peuples. Mais d-ans l'anarchie
d'aujourd'hui, les peuples ignorenl ce qu'ils sont. Que cet ouv-
rage soit un miroir oi I'on se voit et bu I'on tnesure son rival.,,
32. The sketchbook is undated. The contents being largely con-
cerned with plans for launching Dom-ino, contemporary corre-
spondence enables us to situate it in 1915. When Jeanneiet olans
the economic life of the new firm for Dom-ino, he calculates'sales
from 1916 onward. There is a draft for the patent, which was
eventually requested in January 1916 (note -41). 

L,e Corbusier
claimed that the Ville-Pilotis idea was conceived in 1915; the
sketches for it are in this book (note 31). At the end, a sketch
of a woman's head made at the exhibition of Reims and dated 19
September 1915. Finally there are one or two extraneous ele-
ments: notes made in Switzerland dated 21 June 1916 and a
sketch for the 1919 painting Le Bol Blanc.
33. Alfred de Foville, a statistician by profession and founder
of the Institut Frangais de Statistiques. He participated in the
research ofthe Section des Sciences Economiques e[ Socia]es du
Comite des Travaux Historiques et Scientifiques of the Mus6e
Social, which produced in 1894 L'EnquAtu sur'les Conditions de
l'Habitation en France, Les Maisons Types. The book is an
early example of what we would call social engineering. The
engineers, economists, business men, and politiiians wh-o pro-
moted the enquiry hoped that by examining and defining the
characteristics of a universal house-type, that of the Fiench
peasant, they would be able to arrive at a rational explanation
of the relationship between the utilization of space and social,
economic, and moral behavior. The assumptiori was that, if it
were possible to control all aspects of house design-social, eco-
norylc,, biological, and technical-then the progress of society
could be directed along desired lines. This new scientiflc and
statistical approach to design had inescapabie political implica-
tions.
34. Janet was author of Les Habitations d Bon Marchb, which
Jeanneret read and noted.
35. Sketchbook, p. 71. "Mensuel. Benefices. U tous frais 2/
appointements dts Jt. heure 4f. journ6e 30f. mois 500f. sur
beneflce avec effet r6troactif; 3/ appointements D.B. 4/ Solde a/
3 ir Jt. pour compl6ter les appointements echus d 1000f. b/ + n
D.B. 5/ Soide moitie-moiti6.
Eventualite St6. Anonyme. U remboursement de tous frais; 2l
Jt. Directeur-administrateur, appointement; 3i int6rdt (?) 5 n
6Vo; 4l r6ser:ve conseil; 5/ (?) fondateurs. "36. B. stands for E. L. Bornand, who was the third party in the
affair. He remained one of Jeanneret's business asiociates

through the early twenties.
37. "Y a-t-il mal si i'avenir commun . . . permet ir Jt. de s'6tablir
plus. 

^facilement a Paris? Pour Du Bois-dans la suite: parts et
b6n6fices d'actions."
38. Undated letter to Du Bois, probably mid- or late October
1915, written in reply to Du Bois's decision to put the Dom-ino
project into cold storage as a result ofthe Balkan invasion. which
took piace 3-11 October 1915. "L'ordre regne dans notre trou-
vaille. le rythme, I'unite."
39. Letter to Du Bois, 24 November 1915. This letter is the
recapitulation of a ietter sent 17 November to which Du Bois
never replied.
40. Letter to Du Bois, 26 November 1915.
41. See note 6. On flnding no trace of a patent at the Institut
National cle la Propri6te Industrielle, the author wrote to Max
Du Bois and received the following reply (16 August lg78):,,La
demande de breuet (my italics) a ete debosee a Paiis ie I I ianvier
1916 par moi. mandataire de Jeanneret demandeur. Il s'igissait
d'une demande, mais non pas de l'attribution du brevet. Comme
le paiement des droits n'intervenait qu'aprds la delivrance du
brevet (a process which took c. 12 monfhs)-n'importe qui pouvait
deposer une demande sans frais, mais la demande constiluait le
dr-oit d'ant6riorite .et prot6geait contre des concurrants ayant
m6me id6e. Tout cela ressort d'ailleurs de la hantise de Jeanneret
de se voir souffler l'idee. Je suppose que le brevet n'a jamais 6t6
attribu6 car f idee n'6tait pas brevetable" (mv italics). We should
note Du Bois's uncertainfy as to the outcome of th6 application
for a breuet and the fact that he himself has a low opinion of the
importance of the project. In engineering terms of course, it was
not specially significant; its importance was and isarchitectural.
41. Letter to Du Bois, 25 January 1916. Jeanneret's tentative-
ness is conveyed by the conditional tense. It is clear from the
wording that he more than expects a negative answer: "A propos
de notre affaire de b6ton, vous ne veriiez pas a deja voir avec
S.A.B.A. comment nous pourrions nous unir utilem-ent; ou bien
faut-il laisser dormir jusqu'au moment utile? "
43.- Frangois_Rupert Carabin (1862-1932), trained as sculptor
and gclldsmith, pupil of Perrin, he was one of the founders of
the Societe des Independants, in 1884 and exhibited until 1891,
when he became member of the Soci6te Nationale des Beaux
Arts. His main struggle was toward a renewal of industrialized
sculpture (see B6n6zit). As one of the leaders of Parisian Design,
Jeanneret had called on him as a witness, when writing fhe
book: Un Mouaement d'Art d, La Chaur-d,e-Fonds, 1914. -
44. La Citb Reconstitube, MayJuly 1916 in the Tuileries gar-
dens and at the Jeu de Paume in Paris. was orsanized bvlhe
Association Generale des Hygienistes et Technicie"ns Municipaux
de France et des Pays de Langue Frangaise, in conjunction with
the large national architectural and artistic organizations, the
civil engineers, the Musee Social and organizations concerned
with health and hygiene. The exhibition's main aims were to
create a climate of favorable opinion which would facilitate the
reconstruction ofvillages and towns, destroyed in the war, along
rational lines using the new industrial buildins methods: "de
repandre les principes feconds de I'association.-de la co-opera-
tion, des remembrements, qui faciliteront singulidrement la-r6al-
isation des plans d'am6nagement, s'ils entrent dans les



moeurs. ." The exhibits covered the problems of the recon-
struction of towns and villages; public buildings; housing and
flats; the difference betu,een rural and industrial architecture;
building materials ancl methods; interior installations, including
ventilation, lighting, sanitaly fittings; building legislation. The
exhibition also ran?ompetitiilns: the reconstruction of an indus-
trial village in the North, of a rural village in L'Aisne, and of a
mountain village in the Meuse, as well as the reconstruction of
Belgian villages. The organizing committee included Bonnier,
Frantz Blondel, Agache, Jaussely, Jourdain, Plumet. Of these,
only Agache exhibited apparently. Of the many, many exhibi-
tors, there u,ere as many private enterprises as individuals, with
a heavy emphasis on industrialized building methods, new ma-
terials, prefabrication etc. One well known name was Henard,
who exhibited plans. The exhibition is a good indicator of the
general context into which Dom-ino was born and also of the
project's appropriateness. It should also be seen as a continua-
tion of the tradition set up by Foville and others of the Musee
Social (note 33), whose u,ork Jeanneret had already studied so
carefully. The exhibition's stress on winning public favor for and
even partieipation in the new ideas, so that reconstmction could
become a national activity undertaken speedily, harmoniously,
and on a large scaie, is strangely in keeping with Jeanneret's
own analysis in 1910-1911 of the kind of context required for a
modern, popular, industrial art to flourish and his prophecy that
the model for it would be found in France (see below in text).
45. Letter to Du Bois, 20 March 1916: "pour nos projets des
critiques de haute competence, de maniere que la Presse nous
soit utile. J'ai de s6rieuses relations pour cela."
46. Letter to Du Bois, 17 Aprii 1916: "mieux vaut que S.A.B.A.
s'en occupe, mais qu'elle s'en occupe! " Jeanneret quotes Perret's
own lr,,ords about the proposed exhibition: "C'esl I'organisation
d'une petite c6terie Plumet, Frantz Jourdain et Cie..Pour. ce qui
me concerne, je ne marche pasl . . . Ce sera gentillet. J'ai une
maladive horreur de ces manifestations."
47. Ibid. Jeanneret proposes the month of the exhibition, June
1916, as the time for signing a final agreement.
48. Letter to Du Bois, 8 September 1916. "Je suis ravi que vous
arriviez i constituer les rouages utiles d l'emploi de nos id6es.
Merci." Du Bois has just sent a set of proposals (29 August 1916)
which Jeanneret intended to study in five days' time (13 Septem-
ber 1916) when a little less under the pressure of work.
49. The main projects were the Villa Schwob and the Cinema
La Scala. The "Variety Theater" mentioned in Letter to Du
Bois, 28 July 1916 (misdated by Lowman as 28 Juiy 1915, note
30) is identical with the Cinema mentioned in a later letter to
Du Bois the same month. The Cin6ma was commissioned in late
June or early July; the Villa Schwob in mid-July (dates from
Ritter correspondence). The Villa Schwob was constructed on
a reinforced concrete frame system, which is described in gen-
eral terms in L'Esprit Noutteau, no. 6, Julien Caron (actually
Am6dee Ozenfant), "Une Villa de Le Corbusier 1916." It has
been suggested that, the system used bears some resemblance
to the Dom-ino system and the illustration inL'Esprit Nouueau,
showing the villa in construction, certainly appeirs to indicate
a hollow tile and concrete joist system for the floor slabs.
Whether a metal formwork was used is doubtful, considering

the costs. The author has no further evidence as to the construc- 83
tion of the villa.
50. Letter to Du Bois, 8 September 1916. Instead of arriving in
Paris on 15 September, Jeanneret plans to study Du Bois's
proposais on the 13th and to arrive in 15 to 20 days'time, that
is on the 23rd or 28th of September 1916.
In her article, Lowman says that Jeanneret visited La CitA
Recottstitube (note 44) in summer 1916 and at the same time
finalized the agreement with Du Bois and Bornand. This mistake
is largely due to her misdating of the letter 28 July 1916 (notes
30, 49), though not entirely. Jeanneret intended to visit the
exhibition in June and at the same time to finalize an agreement
with S.A.B.A. (note 47, Letter to Du Bois, 17 April 1916). There
is no reference in the correspondence of Du Bois or Ritter to
that June visit. There is, however, a break in the Ritter corre-
spondence of two weeks in June, so that it is possible that
Jeanneret made the exhibition. It is not possible, however, that
an agreement was even drawn up at that time. In the letter of
28 July 1916, Jeanneret answers an initial set of proposals from
Du Bois. He stipulates that his r6ie must remain solely that of
consultant-architect and that his salary must be more ihan the
offered 250f. a month. Jeanneret awaits a visit from Schneider
in order to discuss matters further. Another letter, undated,
but evidently written soon after, reveals that Schneider has not
come and that Jeanneret is without news. On 29 August 1916,
Du Bois sends Jeanneret a new set of proposals, which he ac-
knowledges in the letter of 8 September, and promises to study
by 13 September. He evidently finds them promising, for in a
letter to Ritter, 17 September 1916, he says: "Ia soci6t6 se
constitue i Paris." Jeanneret still does not come to Paris for the
end of September and the conclusive proof that the agreement
is still not finally drawn up is a letter to Du Bois, 5 October
1916: ". . j'ai commence les demarches pour mon passeport.
J'espbre que je n'arriverai tout de m6me pas trop tard. Peut-
6tre meme cette lettre arrivera-t-elle aprbs moi. Nous pourrons
alors facilement mettre au point la convention relative i notre
societe et aux diverses affaires envisagees."
51. A letter to Ritter, 14 October 1916, makes clear that Jean-
neret was flnalizing his travel arrangements. He traveled via
Zttrich and Bern. The first letter from Paris is dated 31 October
1916. Jeanneret returned to La Chaux-de-Fonds after signing
the agreement on 17 November 1916.
52. Although Jeanneret opens his practice in Paris in the New
Year 1917, he does not stay there permanently until October
1917. Affairs, notably the Villa Schwob, still involve him in
Switzerland. He first leaves for Paris 13 January 1917 (letter to
Ritter) and again 9 February 1917. He makes at least five more
visits to La Chaux-de-Fonds in March and April, June, July,
and September. He leaves for the Iast time on 4 October 1917:
"Je pars. Et abreuv6 d'amertume et impuissant devant les rouer-
ies et les saletes. . . . Je pleure le pays. Je plaque les gens. Le
cycle se referme" (letter to Ritter. Jeanneret is referring to the
Villa Schwob scandal and other intrigues). In her article, Low-
man suggests that Jeanneret was to move into his first Paris
office, 13 rue de Belzunce, by 1 October 1916. But a letter to Du
Bois, 9 December 1916, asks whether office premises have yet
been found. A letter to Ritter, 26 January 1917, announces both



U the find ("un sale trou") and the address.
53. Letter to Du Bois, 9 December 1916. There are no archives
or drawings for the project at the Fondation Le Corbusier in
Paris. It is not certain it was ever realized. A sketchbook 1916-
22, p. 73, does offer a small sketch of the exterior of a tall narrow
house, with an exterior staircase in wood forming a diagonal
across the entire long side of the house up to the flrst floor. The
sketch is accompanied by the note: "type des maisons ouvridres
construites i Imphy, escalier de bois." There are other sketches
on the same page of lower pitched dwellings, also two stories,
but with an exterior stair in stone, placed on the short side of
the house 1p. 75).
54. The most curious thing in the whole story is that from this
date onward there is no further mention of the Dom-ino idea,
even though the period is covered in detail by Jeanneret's cor-
respondence with Ritter.
55. Letter to Ritter, 17 September 1916. "Tout qa i seule fln de
muer en pierres durables une idee couch6e et accouch6e sur
papier 6ph6mbre: donc, il ne suffit pas i l'homme d'inventer; il
lui faut la sensation de Ia realisation, le poids, le corps, le r6e1."
56. Lowman, "Corb as Structural Rationalist," October 1976, p.
231. "In the summer of 1916 Jeanneret visited Du Bois to see
the 'Reconstructed City' Exhibition, staying in the small flat
that Du Bois had rented in the Avenue Trocadero. Though the
job with S.A.B.A. did not seem to offer enough financial in-
ducement to Jeanneret and no promoter had appeared for'Dom-
ino', he was still very keen to settle in Paris. The manager of
S.A.B.A., a builder called E. L. Bornand, u,as willing, with Du
Bois, to back him in forming a Paris practice. While in Paris
Jeanneret discussed this with Du Bois, who was agreeable to
the idea and, in consequence, a partnership agreement was
drawn up between Jeanneret, Du Bois, and Bornand."
57. Letter to the author from Du Bois, 16 August 1978 (note
41). "Id6e simpliste que j'avais eue sans I'approfondir mais avec
son enthousiasme juv6nile, Jeanneret avait decide que ce serait
une r6volution."
58. Letter to Du Bois, 17 April 1916. "Voili une opinion que je
fais volontiers mienne; elle consiste ) remplacer ie spectacle, la
comedie par les actes."
59. The author is preparing a Ph.D. thesis at the Courtauld
Institute of Art, London, on the relationship between Le Cor-
busier's painting and architecture.
60. Undated letter to Du Bois (note 38). Jeanneret actually calls
Du Bois a "string-puller" to his face. The text is quoted in
English in Lowm"ai's article: "Vous etes Ie tireur de ficelles
. . . Notre combinaison vous attribue ce r6le. Jouez-le donc."
61. Letter to Ritter, 3 May 1917. The letter continues: "Le
pass6 demeure sous forme de sibcles; ces objets de pierre ne
sont plus qu'admirables abstractions. Les hommes de ce jour se
detestent et s'assemblent par petits paquets, pour se mettre
ensemble contre d'autres qui s'assemblent. Il y en a qui ne
s'assemblent que pour voler de l'argent aux autres; mais il y en
a qui s'assemblent parce qu'ils voudraient exprimer leur ime et
qu'au moins trois ou quatre entendent. Ce present est gro-
t'esque." Jeanneret here expresses the classical'conception of'the
Self, the self which the individual shares with his fellows. These
ancient buildings, in expressing that generai Self, become the

embodiment of their age. By implication, modern architecture
does not yet, but must, perform the same function for modern
man. Being able to flnd in contemporary architecture the same
authentic expression of Self as he finds in older monuments is
essential to contemporary man's sense of being part of a contin-
uous and living tradition.
62. Sekler, Ch. 1., where we flnd quoted from the 1887 Report
ofthe Classe de Grauure: "D'aucuns pr6tendent encore qu'on ne
peut concilier la perfection artistique et le bon marche, c'est une
erreur qu'il faut combattre." Oeuure Comp\bte, Vol. I. 1910-29
(Introduction): "C'est par le rayonnement spirituel, par le sou-
rire et Ia grAce que l'architecte doit apporter aux hommes de Ia
nouvelle civilisation machiniste la joie et non la stricte utilit6!"
The same notion being entertained, though in different form,
over a span of some 45 years.
63. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 1 October 1910 (cf. note 80). "Nous
rAvons d'art populaire. . pour que nous puissions le r6aliser,
il faudra que ce peuple soit d'accord; et son approbation et son
encouragement, nous l'aurons quand nous aurons su l'empoigner
ou du moins lui en imposer."
64. Letter to Ritter, 6 September 1910.
65. Sekler, Ch.2.
66. See Turne/s thesis.
67. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 26 February 1908, quoted by Sekler
in Ch. 7. of her thesis: ". un mouvement d'art, qui aura un
r6sultat valable parce qu'il est essentiellement bas6 sur la nature
d'une part, sur Ia probit6 dans les moyens d'ex6cution d'autre
part. Une logique fondamentale le regit, Ia Iogique de la vie, qui
se d6veloppe a partir de l'embryon par les racines, la tige et les
feuilles pour arriver i la fleur." L'Eplattenier and his students
had expected, from their thorough reading of contemporary art
journals, that, on the contrary, modern Viennese art would give
them the key to a modenz Jura art. In his letters, Jeanneret
gives detailed analyses of certain articles and journals and of
their visual material, to show how far they had falsified the
reality.
68. Letter to L'Eplattenier:, 2 March 1908, quoted by Sekler,
Ch. 7. The text is a paraphrase ofJeanneret's own words at this
point.
69. Letter to Du Bois, early 1910. "Paris 6tait beau et
I'empreinte qu'il a laiss6e en moi est ineffagable . . . la noblesse
est dans son ciel."
70. Sekier, Ch.8.
71. See note 8 and above in text.
72. Letter to Du Bois, early 1910 (see note 69): "milieu propice
a i'eclosion d'art sain . . . v6ritables apotheoses de projets pure-
ment id6aux caress6s avec insistance."
73. Letter to Du Bois, undated, but the phrase: "des pi.que-
rettes en plein mois de f6vrier" places it in February 1910. "Les
r6ves . . . et nous avons foi en leur realisation."
74. Letter to L'Eplattenier,2T J:une 1910, and Letterto Ritter,
21 June 1910. See also below in text and note 85. In his letter
to Ritter, Jeanneret is very speciflc about what held his attention
at the Stadtbau Ausstellung: "Pour cela, de nouveaux trac6s,
radicalement oppos6s i ceux'am6ricains'. Mouvement vraiment
general: L'Allemagne surtout donne beaucoup, puis I'Autriche
et l'Angleterre avec ses cit6s-jardins (Hampstead et Bournviile



et Port Suniight, toutes deja connues), la Suede, la Hollalde-
Belsique-Ziiriih et des villes americaines qui persistent dans
leur"s traces geometriques. Vienne donne des resultats du con-
cours pour I'amenagement clu Karlplatz avec la Schrn'arze_nberg-
platz; puis l'interessant projet cl'une trou6e i travers Innere-
stadt. Cela par le moyen d'une rue trbs bien trqqee, allant.pa-
rallelement i la Kartnerstr. et Ia 'soulageant'. Si Vienne s'est
developp6 en roues conceri fiques,Berlin adopte le parti meilleur,
rayctniati, laissant des forett entieres penetrer jusqu'au coeur
de la ville. C'est ce que montre l'exposition des projets de Gross
Berlin, avec projet essentiellement pratique cle Jansen et celui
d'un caractbib rjlus utopique de Bruno Schmitz, qui a comme
motto 'Wo ein Will, rla ein'Weg'. mais avec tles solutions archi-
tectoniques tendant au grandiose. A remarquer l'exposition du
concours pour 1a ville de-Gothenberg tSubde), I'amenagement du
parc de Hambourg (par Schumacher de Dresde), l'amena-gement
de cimetibres. Diverses propositions de Fischer, cite de Hellerau
(Riemerschmied), Darmstadt. Stuttgarl etc."
75. Letter to Ritter, 1 March 1911.
76. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 16 May 1911. Jeanneret's Etude
sltr un Mouuemen[ d'Ar"t Dbcoratif en Allemag?ze \vas published
in La Chaux-de-Fonds, 1912 (see note 31).
71. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 16 April 1910. "Je sens combien
nous sommes . .- mal organis6s et peu modernes, peu archi-
tectes. Ce que nous faisona est trop petit, trop ggthi^qqe.."
78. Ou'en Jones, Gloirzirz ar o.f'Ornanteizi, quoted by Sekler, Ch.
o

79. Letter to L'Eplattenier, spring 1910. The quotation is giv-en
in full below in the text: "Moi, je tire une excellente legon des
choses que je vois ici. C'est qu'il n'y a que la beaute de I'ensemble
tout enfier"qui compte et que cette beaut6 tient a la proportion
et a la vigu-eur des grandi plans et des fortes oppositions de
valeurs. A l'emploi des materiaux foits, au contraste de beau-
coup de simpliciie avec de la richesse judicieusement amenee."
80. 

-Letter 
to L'Eplattenier, 1 October 1910. The letter concerns

Jeanneret's thoug}ts arising from the recent manifestations of
the unpopularity of L'Epiattenier's new monument, The Repu,b-
Iic, erict'ed in "one of the squares at La Chaux-de-Fonds' The
last two sentences of text iummarize his view: "Je penserais
meme ou'il est beaucoup des arlmirateurs eux-memes, qui doiv-
ent savbil tres peu a Quoi de reel et d'objectif se rattachent
vraiment leurs sentiments." "De cela, j'ai pense que le grand
mal de notre epoque etait non de ne savoir, m,ais de n-e Ttouuoir
mettre a nos cieaiions d'art un cadre, une ambiance de beaute.
Et devant les 6checs successifs que tout artiste doit subir devant
le peuple chaque fois qu'il produit une oeuvre dans de telles
cori lition.. p"ti a p", recule son enthousiasme et se plecipite la
retraite de l'homme devenu fort, Ioin de cette trop avilissante
lutte ou lui donne 1'or et of il regoit la boue."
81. Letter to L'Eplattenier:,_27 June.1910. "Il nous faudrait un
prince ou un roi pour epauler pecunibrement et autocratique-
meri" (mv italics).
82. Inclufred with Letter to L'Eplattenier, 16 April 1910 (cf.
note 77). The brochure itself was never published.
83. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 16 April 1910 (cf. note 77). "D'or)
I'6largissement consid6rable ) effectuer dans tout ce que nous
faisons maintenant."

84. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 1 October 1910 (cf. notes 80 and 85
63): "montrant la^beaute de ce que nous avons en nous de
1'heritage ancestral."
85. Let"ter to Ritter, 21 June 1910 (see note 74): "l'att ramen6
clans la rue et par la dans Ia vie quotidienne."
86. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 16 April 1910 (cf. note 77): "Nou-
velle conception des ecoles: beaut6 et contacte plus grand avec
la nature."
87. Ibicl.: "de grands mouvements populaires vers un but id6a1."
88. Cf. note 67.
89. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 16 April 1910 (cf. note 

-- 
77):

"l'excellence de l'instinct populaire . . . detruite par une malheu-
reuse eclucation."
90. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 16 April 1910 (cf. notes 77, 83, 86,
8?, 89): "tranquille, serein, sain, fort et sobre."
g1. Letter to^L'Eplattenier, 16 January 1911. "Le choc a 6t6
brutal."
92. This realization is the watershed, the point where the grad-
ual metamorphosis in Jeanneret's thought becomes apparent.
Understanding lvhat constitutes'modern' gquals understanding
the history of modern European art, which in turn brings about
an appreciation of what contribution the small Swiss Jura-prov-
ince-iould usefully make to the larger movement (see below in
text).
93. This paragraph is based on a reading and reorganization of
the contents oT tlie letter, r,l'hich, being over twenty pages long,
is more of a pamphlet than a letter. It is an exposition of the
situation in G-ermany and its historical roots, in order to explain
u'hv France must norl' be seen as the future leader of a European
moiement in art and architecture. It is impossible to quote a
section short enough to include all the ideas summarized. In-
stead, I quote in full a number of sholt sections in the order of
occurrence. It will be seen how rambling Jeanneret's argument
is at this stage when the ideas are still being formulated. They
will achieve greater clarity in the Etude sur u'tl Mouuement
d'Afi D\coralif en Allemagne of 1912. I have italicized those
sentences used clirectly in tle text (see note 31).
(a) "la nouvelle tendance d'aujourd'hui . s'en tient d. crAer Les

uolurnes qtri iorrcnt sotrs la lrt miere en rgthtnes o bose giome-
triqtre, io'ie de la.forme enJttt retrotruie....Cette tendance,

"olir*e 
"ceile cle torite la pens6e d'aujourci'hui vient de Paris. La

ville que le commun pense bien d'appeler fatigu6e. Paris va de
nouu"iu eclater un jour et c'est l{llemagne orgueilleuse qui
tirera Ie voile."
(b) "Cependant l'orgueil n6 des victoires economiques s'est iden-
tifl6 av6c l'orgueil que celles-ci provoquerent par leur effet dans
le domaine esthetique. Et cet orgueil des artistes aveugle
I'Allemagne d'aujourd'hui, ce pendant que le fond m6me de ce
mouvem"ent de I"a pensee moderne se ineut et 6vo1ue de telle
facon que d'ici peude temps nous allons assister a un coup de
theatre fabuleux, deconcertant et de haut comique pour
l'Allemagne, qui, s'btant faite prAtre et troupeau d'un Dieu nou-
ueau, uo[LA encore, reconnaitra auec stupeur, que ce Dieu, posA

sur l'autel de son adoration, c'est le gbnie latin."
(c) Amidst the chaos of the nineteenth century, .Gelmany with
her sense of discipiine and scientific logic developed steadily,
even in art. Goin! beyond the reigning fashion for the style



86 Louis XV, she responded to the neu, itleas of the flrst Empire.
"Mais cle nouveau 1a foule frangaise reagit sur la foule allemande
et seuls les savants poursuivent I'etude vers le classicisme. Un
de leurs plus grands g6nies, l'architecte Scltirtkel explima con-
crbtement en splendides edifices cet app6tit scientiflque cles
chose helleniques. Puis l'Europe dormit, hormis Paris qui tra-
vaillait: Courbet, Ma'n,et et ieur suite furent de grands devasta-
teurs: tels cles mineurs, ils rongerent 1'6difice lentement i sa
base et provoqubrent la tempete actuelle.
"L'Allemagne economiquement triomphait en 1870 et apres, son
patriotisme fouette cl'orgueil et son organisation en confeclera-
tion . . . favorisa tout 1e cleveloppement economique. L'aft ici ne
.fitt-qu'utte pafiie, une des pien'es de l'OdiJice 1cononiq.ue. En
effet, les arts, qui, ici, triomphent, ce sont ceux objecti-fs, utili-
taires, i'architecture deriv6e des arts industriels. Ce qu). .fait
l,'abstraction sublitn,e de L'art, le .fibre, Lct criation, la ni'taphu-
siEte n'est mAme'prt.s sotlpQonn1e ici. La peinture et la scrtlpf ure,
ptdsque seu,Les et:tAriofisat[otts metaphysiqu,es de notrc Apoqu,e
sotrt sttrpides en AlLetnagtte et tou.jours retardotcrit'es; a moins
qu'au contraile elle ne se lance aveugl6ment sous l'egide pari-
sienne, a la conquete cle ce que devine et montre a toute
I'Eulope, le mouvement moderne parisien. Il y a meme ceci
d'extraordinaire. C'est que ia France, rt'opArant que pa.r r1uo-
I,u,tiort,, ignore dans sa masse les beaux fruits qu'elle possede, et
l'Allemagne plus ouverte par son developpement inclustriel )
tout ce qui est nouveaute, I'Allemagne revele i Ia France que la
France a des genies."
(d) !\'hile Flance rluickly tired of the art of the Secession, Ger-
many perseverecl along this path and gradually recliscoverecl the
validity of the earlier researches (Schinkel, etc.) into classicism.
"1910 montre l'evolution amenant i un point inattendu, quoique
logique et pr6pare depuis des d6cades: le retour a l'empire-et
probablement le depart en avant depuis cette periode-la. Ainsi
la chaine continue cles arts est renouee et la logique sauvee.
Mais I'Allemagne, si elle repart depuis l'empire, trouvera en les
fl'anqais les maitles. Et la France, qu'a fini par fouetter le mepris
allemancl et Ia constatation flagrante de son inferiorite econo-
mique va se secouer'."
(e) "Quand je vous marque les tendances retrogrades quoique
logiques du mouvement moderne, je sous-entends cependant,
qui'etant donnee la nouveaute des problemes, les materiaux nou-
veaux etc., les oeuvres produites pour la plupart, sauf quelques
cas deconcertants, sont empreints cl'un souffle nouveau.''
94. Ibid.: "cette simplicite, cette joie, ce besoin cl'unite et ce
retour i 1a sante." The altists Jeannelet has in mind here ale
Coulbet and Manet, then, omitting the Impressionists, Cezanne,
Gauguin, Van Gogh, and Roclin, encling rvith the contemporary
work of Maillol, about which he is especially enthusiastic.
95. Ibid.: "essentiellement faite de volont6 et de raisonnement
et non d'intuition."
96. rbid.
97. In addition, a book by the Srniss Cingria-Valneyre, Les En-
tretietts de la Villa du Rottet (Geneva, 1908), reacl u,hile at
Behlens's offlce, enckrrsecl Jeanneret's opinion that a levival of
Suisse-Romande alt shoulcl be based on Latin, not teutonic,
trarlition. The book is discussed in Turner's thesis.
98. Letter to Ritter, I March 1911: "pour clore ma vie d'etucle."

99. Letter to Ritter, September 1911 (see note 102 for dating).
"J'avais autrefois cette cure, ce voyage pour me guerir. Et . . .

j'avais cru m'etre gueri. . . ."
100. Letter to L'Eplattenier, 6 July 1911. La Nouvelle Section
was an extension of the Art School designed to provide the
educational basis for the new art movementlThere, t)re students
were to benefit from the new knowledge, which the first gen-
eration of students, including Jeanneret, had gained abroad.
101. Letter to Ritter, summer 1911 (undated): "la terreur d'une
petite vie provinciale, puisqu'il apportait tout Paris avec ses
pobtes moclelnes et ses musiciens et ses peintres."
102. Letter to Ritter, undated. The postmark seems to read 8
September 1911 or perhaps 18 September 1911 (Athens). "Je
suis pret I aimer beaucoup; je me surprends m6me souvent
h6r6tique; le pape de li-base en aurait des craintes. Mais voulez-
vous que je le laisse tout seul, ce pape, mon ami le plus devoue?
Aprbs tout ce qu'il a fait, il faut que j'aille quoique ma foi soit
tombee. Car je sais I'impossibilite d'une reussite" (The pape de
1ti-bas is L'Eplattenier).
103. Letter to Ritter, postecl 1 November 1911 from La Chaux-
de-Fonds on his return. "Il resterait de nous alors des Colisees
et des Thermes et une Acropole et des Mosquees, et nos monts
du Jura leur seraient un car.lre aussi beau oue la mer! "
104. Letter to Ritter. l0 September l91l] "Je me suis aperqu
particulidrement pendant ce grand voyage de ce que sont les
vraies amities . . . plus il y a d'appui, plus il y a de stabilit6, de
s6curite, rle ser6nite. Je sens l'immensit6 de I'Europe et combien
un homme est pe]'du ia-clessus."
105. Letter to Du Bois, 15 September 1914 (see note 135 belou.):
"vivre cl'un milieu."
106. Lettor to Ritter, 5 March 1912 (from La Chaux-de-Fonds):
"etre un jalon d'apport et non de combat . . . etre petit dans une
grancle masse."
107. Letter to Ritter, September 1911 (see note 102 for dating):
"sous la despotique et aigre etreinte d'un autocratisme quele
sens en mcli."
108. See notes 99 and 102.
109. Letter to Ritter, posted 1 November 1911 from La Chaux-
de-Fonds on his return.
110. Letter to L'Eplattenier', autumn 1911 (no date): "quelque
chose de tragique et d'ipre qui demeure en moi."
111. Letter to Ritter, 25 November 1911: "pa.ys . . rev6che,"
"incroyablement sombre," "les sapins sympathiques comme une
scie qui va vous tronquer," "les horizons sur le nez."
112. Lettel to Ritter', 27July 1917: "commis-voyageur"; "le mas-
que gorgonien qui fait s'evanouir l'occasion."
113. Letter to Ritter, 15 December 1911(posted 18 December).
The politics involved local maneuvering as a result of hostility
towarcl the Nouvelle Section and what it stood for: "on nous
deteste a-priori parce que nous pensions faire bien. Alors,
les socios haissent L'Etrilattenier parce que le monument l'a fail
radical (- Monument de la R6publique, note 80). Les bourgeois
nous cl6testent, les jeunes, parce que nous ne frayons pas avec
eux, parce que 1a plupart cle mes amis sont des rustres, cles
sauvages aux barbes fauves. . . . Et puis, toute I'Ecole d'Art,
clont nous ourdissons soi-disant la perte, avec notre Nouvelle
Section, ourdit notre perte a nous. Plut6t, ils sentent que nous



sommes jeunes .et plus .capables; ils ont .une peur.-bleue de la
comparaison qui pourrait un jour etre faite: et voila la guerre
declaree, a mort." A similar eiucidation of the situation is given
in Jeanneret's Urt MotL'uenrcnt d'Art a La Cha'ux-de-Fo,tds,
1914. The main factors were jealousy of L'Eplattenier's success
among the young ivith his nerv, raclical ideas about art teaching
and the r6le of art in society, and fear at the possible conse-
quences of this success for the o1d part of the school. The So-
cialists, due to take control of the municipality in spring 1912,
jumped on the bandrvagon and tried to make political capital out
of the feud.
1 14. Articles on the journel. to the Orient u,ere published in the
Feuille r1'Ali.s of: 20, 25 July; 3, 8, 18, 25, 31 August; 4, 13,
September; 13, 19, 24, 25, 30, 31 October; 14, 16, 18, 22, 25
November l9ll. L'Etttde su,r un Mou,'uement d'Art DAcoratiJ'en,
Allemagne. La Chaux-cle-Fonds, 1912 (see notes 31 and 76).
Accorcling to,Ieanneret, the torvn reacted scarcelv at all to the
book, u'hile abroacl it ri-as quickly sold out ancl brought him some
celebritv in afi dbcoratil circles.
115. Letter to Ritter,'9 May 1913: "on ne fait pas de gros
travaux dans cette ville on ne bitira pas en 1913. Mon
ambition . . . me poussai(ent) a grands travaux. Ce metier pousse
a I'autoclatisme."
116. Lettei'to Ritter, 19-23 December 1913. "Les semaines et
les mois passent et il me semble que mon energie s'emiette."
117. Letter to Ritter, 22May 1916. "Et le business! Cette im-
passe: plaire aux gens et fauter, pecher, se venclre. Faire ce
qu'on sent devoir faire, et cleplaire, et cr6er du vide autour de
soi. "
118. Letter to Ritter, 9 January 1915 (posted 19 January 1915):
"c'est alors que le calvaire commence."
119. Letter to Ritter,.,22 May 1916 (cf. note 117). "Les affaires,
les sousl les combines!'
120. Letter to Du Bois, unclatecl, probably late 1913: "qui cloiv-
ent rester couvertes d'un voile puclique: autant un pansement rie
lvsol sur une siphilis."
121. Letter to Ritter, 16 February 1916 (posted 23 February
1916). "J'6crirai. . . 'Le Livre d'un Eleve qui crtt pouvoir croire
en son Maitre'. 'Nous sommes plusieurs, ces jours, a croire aux
noirceurs clu monde', 'clans I'impasse ou l'on est foutu'."
122. Letter to Ritter, 5-8 March 1912 (cf. note 106): "quand je
vois les notes glorieuses cle Paris l'espoir me gonfle, le
courage me revient. Oui, l'art d'aujourd'hui est beau et combien
je voudrais etre un tesson de brique dans la gigantesque muraille
qu'il elevera."
123. See corresponclence u'ith Ritter, September 1911, notes 99,
101, 102, 104, 107, and accompanying text.
124. See above in text, chronology of the Dom-ino idea (1912).
125. Letter to Du Bois, 26 February l9l2: "la mise en propor-
tions architectoniques de votre travail d'ing6nieur."
126. Letter to Du Bois, undated, but probably written c. 18
November' 1912. The ]etter states that the Salon d'Automne has
just closecl, and in 1912, it closed on 18 November 1912. It also
records the removal of the Jeanneret family into their new villa
eight days before. "Votre usine en fort beau et bon beton devra
clonner a ce site de Ia grandeur et non l'avilir. . . . Un probleme
ainsi, c'est une tentative cl'Architecte. Le groupement de yands

ptisntes gbombtdques. Seul le rythme se veut, seul le rapport
agit. C'est du vrai travail d'architecte avec des materiaux neufs
et la griserie de la creation" (quotation in text here italicized).
127. Letter to Ritter.4 September 1912: "'aprtls l0 mois de
souffrance'. 'I1 a fallu terrasser . . . ecraser etjeter loin beaucoup
de choses, des espoirs et des gens que j'aimais.' 'J'ai commis,
sur'les maisons que je batis cette annee des anachronismes. . . .

J'ai ecoute d'une oreille poltronne des on-dits et des aphorismes
douteux. J'ai et6 scandaleusement inconvenant'."
128. Letter to Ritter, 17 November 1912. "Le Grec triomphera
. . . Et l'Asie, receptacle, giron et matrice de toute poesie, n'aura
p1u-s d'empire que sur nous, les inactifs, qui la pleurerons. Le
gratte-ciel triomphera, Pathe, et le phonographe et la verroterie
allemande . . . et les rues droites . . . et les hommes d'affaires
et ies societes allemandes de construction."
129. Letter to Ritter, undated, probably mid-December 1912.
"Le beton-arme et I'orientalisme me dominent, et le neuf, im-
pliquant la tres forte comprehension de nos ancetres."
i30. Letter to Ritter, 27 September 1913. "L'espoir d'agir." For
Jeanneret's publications and travel, see above in text the chro-
nology of the Dom-ino idea and notes 16-19.
131. Letter to Ritter, 3 November 1913. "L'bre de la r6alisa-
tion. "
132. Letter to Du Bois, late 1913 (see note 120). "A tout prix,
Du Bois, aiclez-moi a me dep6trer de cette ville. Si j'etablis un
pied-a-terre a Paris, je suis un autre homme. Mais ici, il faut
trop ravaler . . faire le poing dans sa poche et se mordre Ia
langue au point de se la couper."
133. Letter to Ritter, 15 January 1914. "Je pourrais travailler
hors du labeur commun. Mais je ne sais que commencer. ."
134. See above in text, chronology (1913), and notes 13, 17-19.
135. Letter to Du Bois, 15 September 1914 (see also note 20 and
105). 'Je vois poindre l'occasion favorable," "Mon r6ve de m'en
aller la ou je puisse jouer mon role, etre utile, oeuvrer dans un
milieu, vivre d'un milieu, realiser ou du moins tenter mon ideal
cle constructeur."
136. Letter to Ritter, 6 April 1913: "le tremplin pour l'escalade,"
137. In view of the complexity of the ideas, 

-which 
Dom-ino

synthesizes, an architecture radically new in appearance would
probably have been premature. Further, it should be noted that
the story of Dom-ino, of Jeanneret's strategy to win support for
!t, even the description, much later, in the Oeuare Complete,
Vo]. I., 1910-1929, all bear witness to the fact that the alliance
between art and industry in the new eontext was rzot intended
to be an open one, for all three are informecl by the dictum: "att,
yes, in petto, but outrvardly a businessman" (Letter to Ritter,
27 htly 1917: "de l'art, oui, in petto, mais il faut etre homme
d'affaire en fagade"). A radically new aesthetic at this stage,
u,hen Jeanneret was trying to persuade Du Bois and others of
the scheme's validity, \,r,ould have been misplaced.
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The two pieces th,at follow address
themselues in decided|y diffirent
ways to the signiJicance of tlte Dom-
ino paradigm, alth,ouglt, the initial
approaclt, in both cases cLeady stems

from Colin Roue---a figure wlrcse
writings haue certainly contributed
much to our understanding of Le
Corbusier, aboue all h,is seminal text
"Tlte Mathematics of the Ideal
Villa." But while the common origin
is euident and acknotuledged as such
by botlr, authors, the differences tlrut
are manifest in their secondary
interpretations are by no means so

easily perceiued. Wlrcre Maitland
concentrates upon the contingent
orid of the Dom-ino as a seriaL
generator and dialecticaL fi.e\d for
tlrc reciprocal modulation of
stt-ucture, uolume circulation, and
geometry, Eisenman interprets the
Dom-ino as a kind of minimalist
hermetic form whose importance Lies

not in its generatiae ca,pacity but
ratlter in its own intrtnsic discotryse.
He posits this o,rchitectortic
inuention as a Neoplatonic
speculum wlrc se sttl,lctural dis course
is reflexiue and infi.nite. The Dom-
ino is thus seen as the deJinitiae
6pisteme of architecturctl
modernism, an apocalyptic
ideogram conjured into being by Le
Corbusier soon after the turru of the
century.

Such, a prospect red,uces the Dom-
ino to a self-referentia| objectlo a
kind of degree zero, the ful|
implications of wlr,ich, may tuell haae
remained opaque eaen to the master
himself. In this hermetic reading of

Readings of the Dom-ino

Le Corbusier's oeuvre, the poetic
elaboration of the Villa Garclrcs is
seen as merely modern rather than
modernist, as a rorlantic synthesis
of Platonic form and empirical
tecltnique wlfich only escapes its
literal and formal references when
th,e entry facade reduces the third
dimension to a T2ictoria\ly
mctclernist, shal\ow space; that is to
say, wlten the frontal datum
collapses the energy of the other
tlryee sides into a single shallow
plane. In all of th,is, the boundartes
between a late Humanist uolumetric
cuLture and a modentist process-
ortented conception of the world
seem to become curtous|y conflated,
the former category inaading the
latter and uice-uersct. And yet to
claim th,at the markinq alone is the
sine qua non o/ modernism---<t
minimalist recording of data and
notlr,ing more---<t"nd at th,e same time
to attaclt a pnority to "'u)clllness,"
"beamness," and t'planeness," is
surely to return, despite the "anti-
illuminist" jargon, to some of the
self-same essences which uere an
intrinsic pafi of the Renaissance.

Maitland on the otlter hand sees the
"grid," of the Dom-ino as an agent of
selection capab\e of generating a
rtch sequence of pemnutations on the
basis of a singalar three by Jiue bay
matrix. Tltis constitutes tlrc initial
Dom-ino paradigm---<t Pythagorean
schema wlr,iclt deter"mines by uirtue
of its intersections the potential
positions for twenty-four columns.
This primarg rectang\e whose three
ba fine ratio approximates to the

golden section is constituted by tr'uo 89

otlter basic sch,emas whose ratios are
related to the golden wle(rn, namely
the square and the double square.
Maitland demonstrates hotu the half-
bay cantileuer beyoncl the d,ouble

square of the basic Dom-ino plan
initiates tlrc princip\e by tolich the
ordering grtd may be counterpointed
in such a waA as to mark certain

facades as prtmary (i.e., front or
back) or alternatiuely to create
special conditions in the central
baa.

Tlr,e Viltas Garclrcs and, SauoYe

incorporate both, of these operations,

for apart from ltauing cantileuered

facades tltey each dffirentiate their
central ares in a similar way: the

former by syncopating tlrc rhythm of
its bag stmtcture, the latter by
subdiuiding two inner bays so as to
accommodate a central ramp.
Maitland goes on to identify the
possibility of performing th.ree basic
operations on anA giuen grid: Jirst,
tlrc permuted selection of dffirent
sectors from the gridlhe three by

.fiue forunat in tlte Dom-ino; second,
the distortion of elements in tltis
grid so as to accommodate
centralized inflections ; and th.ird,
th,e introduction of a Freudian
andlor Mannerist'effect of error'. In
all tltis it is clear tlrut Maitland sees

tlte Dom-ino in particular as
perunitting the infi,nite manipulation
and enricltment of the free plctn
whi\e still maintaining precise
proportional and uolumetrtc control.
K,F.
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The Grid

Barry Maitland

"Architecturai abstractiotr has this about it rvhich is mag-
nificently peculial to itself, that ri'hile it is lootecl in harcl
fact it spiritualizes it, because the nakecl fact is rtothing
more than the matet'ialization of a possible iclea. The na-
ked fact is a meclium foi' itleas cinll' by reasott of the 'orcler'
that is applied to it."I

We could take this stalement of Le Corbusier's as provicl-
ing us u-ith three aspects of architecture with which this
analysis u,ill be concernecl: fact, iclea, ancl order. Without
a proper consicleration of each one of these aspects, ar-
chitecture becomes to some clegree unsatisfactory. With-
out recourse to the nakecl fact we have formalism, which
is architecture insulatecl from what Yeats called "the bar-
barism oftruth"; without an acceptance ofthe role ofideas
we have a sterile functionalism, in r,t'hich the buiiding is
envisagecl as a passive response to facts; without order
rne have a willful ancl arbitrary artistry. Each of these
exclusive positions, which u'e have callecl unsatisfactory,
makes an appeal to some external authority: the flrst to
some unique conception of ortler; the second to a miscon-
ception of the scientific methocl; the thircl to some mys-
terious aesthetic sense. In this respect the worcl "possible"
in our original quotation is important, for the element of
choice, rvhich will alu'ays come betu'een the facts ancl

theii' r'esolution, suggests that a building cannot be au-
thoritarian in this u'ay, but must ahvays be just one of
any numbei' of possible ot' conceivable architectural
rvorlcls. It ma1'be that not all of these possible rvorlcls rvill
be acceptable at a given time, but the consistency ancl

richness of the relationships betu'een fact, iclea, ancl orcier
can, in an1' given case, be knou'n anrl therefot'e analyzecl.
As a program for architectural analysis, one could not do
better than take another passage fromVers tnte architec'
ture, in u'hich Le Corbusier describes his aims in writing
that book: "We wishecl to set forth facts of greater value
than those in many dissertations on the soul of stones. We
have confined ourselves to the natural philosophy of the
matter, to things that can be known."2

Analysis is inevitably historical, for in considering an ex-
isting building one is clealing with the past. The purpose
of analysis, however', may not be simply historical. If we

concentrate upon a parliculal architectr.ti'al 'ul'ot'lcl. as u'e 91

clo here upon the builclings of Le Corbusier, it is not
because rve rvish to c1o a piece of histolical i'esearch, ttor
is it because rve u'ish to lealt.t hou' to make buiitlittgs itl
the style CorbtL. We clo it because u'e rvish to understand
better the relationship betu'een fact, idea, antl ortler, ancl

because rve believe that both theory ancl practice in ar-
chitecture can ancl shoulcl be accessible to reason as well
as to imagination.

In this essay u'e shall consider a patticular class of ideas

which might be described as grid-like. By this is meant
anything rn'hich exists Iess for itself than as a discipline or
frame of reference to something else. In its usual sense

the ll'ord "grid" suggests something of a geometric nature,
as in 'planning grid', 'structural gricl', 'gridircln'. Here,
however, it is intended to use the u'orcl in a wider sense

to cover any idea which has this function: to select, relate,
fix, or otherwise orcler a set of particulars or possibles.

We choose to discuss this idea because the establishment
of a frame of reference of some kincl must be a basic action
in the making of an orclered architectural language or
rvorlcl. Ancl since the grid is useful insofar as it relates to
other things, ll,e have coupled u.ith it the idea of a dialec-
tic, rvhich describes these relations. We shall be princi-
pally concerned u'ith these two, the grid and the dialectic,
as they are found in the buildings of Le Corbusier in the
interu-ar period.

The Gficl as an Agent o.f Selectiort
To consicler a building as a small world, with its own
elements and lau's, raises the question of the relationship
betu'een this artificial world and the 'real' one.

Le Corbusier gives one interpretation of this in his de-
scription of the primitive man clearing a space in the
forest and establishing within it his axis, right angle, and
square.3 The relationship is not simply one of contrast,
however, as might be seen from those recurring state-
ments in architectural theory that a building is'like' some-
thing or other-an animal perhaps, or a tree, a steamship,
a transistor radio. For these similes are used not only for



1 (frontispiece) Le Corbusier's
perspectiue of the street eleuation oJ'

tlrc.flats at Porte Mo|itor, Parts,
1933.
2 The four compositions, 1929: 1) La
Roclre ltouse type; 2) ail\a at
Garchcs: 3) uillo, at
Tunis? lStuttgart?; /+) uilla Sauoye.
3 The artifi.cia| jungle. Illustration
from L' Art Decoratif d'Aujourd'hui.
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instruction. but also as a source of ai'chitectural material.
It might be a principle of organizatiou u'hich they evoke,
or an appeal to some authority. The t'eferettce might also

appear as a symbol or auecclote, and the referrecl-to object
found as a u'hoie ot'in fragments u'ithin the builcling. The
picture of the man in the forest is t.tot cotrtradictecl by this
process, frl' one imagines a relatively simple artificial
rn,orlcl providecl in this way ri'ith material which has been

mined, visually ancl intellectually, fi'om a profuse ancl ap-
parently chaotic source. Thus the means of selecting this
material, of choosing references, is important ancl a func-
tion of u'hat 'nve have callecl a giid.

The situatior-r rlight be further explored b.v consiciering an

extreme case, iu u'hich the simple artificial u'orid is cotl-

structed rn,ithin a natural u,orld u'hich can itself be seen

to be simple ancl orclered. Such must have been the case

in ancient trgypt, for within the clearly clefinecl boundaries
of the flanking cleserts the immediate worlcl hacl a simple
Iinear structure, beginning u'ith the su'amps to the south
ancl encling at the Niie delta. Within this framework, ancl

maintained b1' the seasonal floocling of the dver, a limited
number of species of plants ancl animals flourishetl, aucl

the forni ancl charactei' of these species u'as emphasizecl

both b-v their economy iu number anrl by the emptiness of
the cleselt rvhich containecl them within its narrou'fertile
strip. One might say then that the material u'as prese-
lecteil, the agent of selection being the cleseft. As the only
available material, it had to serve as vocabulary for all of
the artificial u,orlcls that the Egyptiarls u'ishecl to create.
In their alchitecture this vocabulary carl be recognized in
a number of modes-in the valieties of vegetable forms
for colun-urs ancl their capitals; in the human caryaticl col-

urnns in tl-re temple of Hatshepsut; irl the s1'rnbolism of
the p1'lons ar-rcl in the star-paintecl ceilir"rgs u'hich suggest
that the building is intencled as a reprocluction of the
natulal rvorkl. Both the axis ancl the right angle are most
explicitiy present in this architecture, but then the whole
country is an axis along which date palm plantations deflne
a rectangular of geometry with a precision approaching
that of the columns at Karnak.

rl-tHa. Ilral utl I

b. * a,ao I t.ao

gardecl the invention of writing may be judged from a wall
relief at Karnak which portrays the cleity of this craft
shorvering the symbols of life ancl immortality upon a

seatecl Pharaoh. A simiiar enthusiasm can be seen in the
way in which such scenes, together with their histories,
are spread over everT available column and wall surface
of temple or tomb. Partly perhaps because of the way in
u,hich they are cut back from the surface of a seemingly
homogeneous material, these solemn graffiti are strikingly
similar to those "sigrs" u'hich Le Corbusier cast in the
concrete of his post-rnar buildings. At Chandigarh, for
example, the subjects imprintecl into the concrete as

"signs," the bullock-cart wheel, the snake, the bolt of
Iightning, suggest their affinity rvith Egyptian hiero-
glyphs. Similarly, the attendants of Rameses are full-
sizecl, broad-shoulderecl, narrow-hipped Modulor men.

However, it could be argued that the intentions involved
in the use of such signs are in each case quite different.
In the Egyptian case, they are a vivid and an inevitable
vocabulary used to express abstract and literary ideas.

For Le Corbusier such signs are far from inevitable, their
sole purpose is to remincl us that the things they represent
are significant objects in a worlcl full of objects; that the
human scale, the rule of the sun, the natural elements,
are the basis of all, a fact u'hich might other"wise be for-
gotten. That is, while the purpose of the Egyptian sym-
bols was to build up a rich var"iety of abstract systems
from a few natural forms, Le Corbusier's intention is
reductivist, using his signs as his primitive man uses his
axe to clear the forest.

This metaphoric opposition betu'een the desert and the
forest seems to be implied by the illustrations of Le Cor-
busier's attack on the decoi'ative arts of 1925 in L'Afi
Decoratif d'Attjourd'lizi,a rvherein the nature of this for-
est or rather jungle is made frighteningly evident (fig. 3);

a tropical proliferation of vegetable-like chandeliers, pep-
per pots, sofas, and ceilings. Le Corbusier opposes this
cultural jungle with two arguments which point in oppo-
site historical directions: in the first place he asserts that
it betrays the spirit of the moclern age, that it represents
an insufferable schizophrenia in modern man; in the sec-
oncl he claims that it also falsifies our historical origins,

l-
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that it represents a corruption of the tradition. Both of
these arguments aim at selection ancl eraclication of the
irrele'nant, ancl contain elements tvhich we can clescribe as
gricl-Iike, in the same sense in rvhich the desert acterl as
a gricl for Egyptian culture.

Le Corbusier arguecl that in the moclern world the indus-
trial methods afford us a means of selection, a way of
establishing standards, ancl thus they act as a selective
grid, as the modern counterpart of the desert. Le Cor-
busier cloes more than just accept industry, he extols it.
If it is saicl that our inclustrial cities are u'astelancls, he
leplies that thel' are not u'astecl enongh. To the charge
that the Ville Radieuse is an aricl ancl steriie piace, he
ans\\:ers yes, for that is its virtue. In his eyes the whole
city becomes a gricl, a fi'amework which enhances, bv
contrast, the importance of its inhabitants ancl their sig-
niflcant objects. One must imagine a citizen of this place,
a conficlent businessman perhaps, returning after a clay's
work to his apartment, where, after a refreshing bout on
the verancla with a punch-bag, and u'ith no thought of
night clubs, he meclitates, with his briar pipe, upon a
painting. This painting, a L6ger perhaps, is the only focus
of attention on an otheru,ise bare rvhite rvall plane, an
oasis in a lr.hite desert. One might propose one of those
paracloxical aphorisms which John Summersons attributes
to Le Corbusier; namely "an oasis sits in a desert" to
which Le Corbusier is supposed to have replied "no, we
will put a desert in an oasis, a city of glass in a sea of
verdure."

I-hroughout this argument there is a strong moral ur-rcler-
cui'i'ent u-hich is pt'e-seut also in the seconcl argument, that
coliter.r.rl.lolarl' alchitectnle has lost its continuitt' ri'ith the
past. It is a-q if the prophet is scokling his people {tri'
har,ing forsaken the tr.ue 1tath.

'l'he current disillusionment with the industrial world is
entirely absent in the earlv Le Corbusier, who on the one
hand, appeals to industr.y and science as providers of a
neu, and healthy architectural vocabulary, ancl on the
other, makes a comparable appeal to the authority of the
past ancl nature. It should not be supposecl that these
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I The anatotnical analogy. Sketclrcs

from The Home of Man, 19[8.
5 Interior o.f Tttgendhat house. Mies
uan cler Roh,e, 1930.

appeals are contraclictory, for it is felt that an animal, a

machine, and a builcling can all attain an internal harmony,
the consequence of evolution, selection, ancl refinement,
by which they accluile that air of inevitability which places
them in accorcl rvith the larvs of nature. The iclea is put
more fluently by Antoine Saint-Exup6ry, in this descrip-
tion of an airclaft: "It is as if there \l'ere a nalural latr
rvhich orclainecl that to achier.e this encl. to refine the
curve of a piece of furtriture, or a ship's keel, or the
fuselage of an airplane, utrtil graclually it partake-s of the
elemental purity of the curve of the human breast or
shoukler', there nrust be the experimentation of several
generations of craftsmen. In anything at all, perfection is

finally attained not u'hen there is no longer anything to
acld but rvhen there is no longer anything to take away,
u'hen a body has beer-r stripped clou'n to its nakeclness
. so that in the encl there is no longer a u'it.tg hooked
to a frarner,l'ork but a form flarvless in its perfectiot.t, com-
pletelv clisengaged from its matrix, a sort of spontaneous
u'hole, its parts mysteriousll' fusecl together atrtl resem-
bling in their unitl' a poem."6

Le Corbusier asserts that this is as true for the airplane
as for the steamship, the motor car, ancl the Parthenon.
But rvhat of modern architecture? It is the problem of the
house, he says, to u'hich these principles must be first
applied.

In consiclering whether such principles catr be seer-r in his
domestic projects of the tu'enties, we shall take the iclea

of the gricl :rs a theme of clevelopment, but apply it nou,
in its more speciflc sense as a structural and planning grid.

Tlte Etol utiotr o.l'tlte Doirt-irro PcLt'crdigrtt

Describing the stt'uctui'al cliagram of the Dont-itro House,
Le Coi'busiei' r'elates that there \\ as art iuterval of fifteer"r
years bets'een its cotrception and realization. Accrirrling
to hin-r these u,ere years, he says, "of experiment, of
specific clarification, and of the different details of the
system."7 Thc investigation was not, however, confinecl
to the structural implications of the diagram. As Colin
Rou,e has emphasized in his essay "Chicago Frame,"8 it
rn'as to play a major role in developing the formal system

of modern architecture. The essence of this role is illus- 95

trated in the third of Le Corbusier's Four Compositions.
In this the Dom-ino structure is used as a disciplining
frame of reference to a system of non-load bearing walls
u'hich deflne the speciflc volume of the building (fig. 2). A
clialectic operates betu'een trvo systems which are anti-
thetical in every u'ay. The first is structural and general,
in the sense that it is unclistortecl by the demands of the
particular building ancl catr be imagined to extend beyond
the limits of its realization. The seconcl is non-structural
ancl specific, enclosing and defining just those volumes
which the particular building requires.

The work of Mies van tler Rohe also provides examples of
this clialectic in which the opposed characteristics of the
two systems are maintainecl in a very correct manner. In
the Barcelona Pavilion, the Tugenclhat House, and the
1931 Berlin Builcling Exposition House, for example, the
structural character of lhe columns is expressed by the
regularity of the bay size, n'hile the non-structural char-
acter of the partitiotrs is emphasizecl by their decorative
finish of marble or timber (fig. 5).

The abor,e clescription of the rlialectic implied by the third
composition, however, is insufficient to describe the
ll'ork of Le Corbusier. It serves as a first approximation
only, for, unlike Mies, Le Corbusier cloes not maintain the
column grid in its pristine form, but rather distorts it so

that each of his buildings has its own specific grid. It is
rvith the logic of these distortions that we are concerned,
ancl before analyzing particular eramples, we might con-
sicler some of the possibilities u'hich are open to us.

In the first place, the irregular column grids of Le Cor-
busier"s builclings seem to ai'ise fi'om pressures external
to the dialectic mentioned above. We should therefore ask
u,hat other systems are operative in a building, a question
u'hich presupposes the idea that a building may indeed be
considered as a set of discrete but related systems. This
idea brings to mind Alberti's clefinition of beauty as de-
pending upon the relationship between parts. To demon-
strate the truth of this definition, Alberti in the ninth
book of his De re aedificat.ona states that: "The most



6 Eleuation draruings of tlrc Maisons
Minimum project, 1926.
7 The proportions of the rear
e\euationof the uiLla at Garches,1929.
8 Diagrammatic pLan of Dom-ino
sttttcture, 191/1.

9 Plan of a primitiue teruple:
A) entrance, B) portico, C) peristy\e,
D) sanctuarA, E) instruments of
worship, F) obLationuase, G) altar.

96 expert artists among the ancients were of the opinion that
an ediflce was like an animal, so that in the formation of
it we ought to imitate Nature."e In order to discover the
roots ofarchitectural beauty, therefore, he analyzes those
of natural beauty, and concludes "that the beauty of all
edifices arises principally from three things, namely the
number, the figure, and the collocation of the several
members."'0 This reference is interesting in that Le Cor-
busier makes use of the same analogy between architec-
ture ancl biology to demonstrate a similar point. In The
Honte oJ' Man he shows four sketches of the body of a
man (fig. 4) and comments below, "Nature, the eternal
lesson, Architecture, town planning, determination of
functions, classification of functions, hierarchy. Architec-
ture, town planning : impeccable biology. Final harmony
crowning a complex work, an arrangement of perfec-
tion."rr Le Corbusier's argument differs from A1-
berti's, however, with regard to the nature of the
elements which constitute the whole. For Alberti these
were such things as armsr torso, columns, ancl pediment;
rvhile Le Corbusier is here concerned not u,ith these
"members" but u,ith the systems functioning within them,
a reinterpretation of the old analogy macle possible by the
invention of the structural frame. His sketches show the
human skeleton, the organs of the digestive system with
its entrance and exit, the circulatory system of the blood,
and finally the complete human figure. A corresponding
Iist of the elements of a building would run: the structural
skeleton, the volumes of the building defined by their own
system of walls independent of the structure, the circu-
lation system (r,r,hich might be said to begin beyond the
limits of the building proper), and flnally a proportional
or geometric system demanded by the building as a whole.
For Le Corbusier, these four systems-structural, volu-
metric, circulatory, and geometric-are the 'elements'
from which he builds the complex dialectics of his house
designs. The geometric element may be thought of as
being analogous to the way in u,hich a complex and asym-
metrical system of organs is contained within a relatively
simple and symmetrical form, imposed by demands made
upon the complete organism.

In Le Corbusier's work such a geometric cliscipline is

()

exerted upon the building as a whole, although it is not
necessarily symmetrical. One aspect of this is the "regu-
lating line," the importance of which can be seen in Vers
u,ne architectut"e. In the chapter devoted to the subject,
he describes the regulating line as "an inevitable element
of architecture," u,hile "the choice of the regulating line
fixes the fundamental geometry of the work; it fixes there-
fore one of the 'funrlamental characters'. The choice of the
reguiating line is one of the decisive moments of inspira-
tion, it is one of the vital operations of architecture."r2 It
is clear from this chapter and from his later work on the
Modulor, that Le Corbusier was to accord particular im-
portance to the golclen section regulating line.

Le Corbusier's third composition only uses two out of
the four terms operative in Le Corbusier's work, namely;
the stru,ctural and the uolumetric, or the point support
system (columns) and the non-loading bearing elements
(screen walls, etc.). In theory it would be possible to
devise six such diaiectical pairs from a permutation of
the four terms, i.e., structural/volumetric, str-uctural/
circulation, stmctural/geometric, volume/circulation, vol-
ume/geometric, geometric/circulation.

In the same chapter on "Regulating Lines" in Vers u,n,e

architectt+re there is a suggestion ofanother ofthese pairs:
"A unit gives measure ancl unity; a regulating line is a
basis of construction antl a satisfaction."13 Later, this
satisfaction is taken to arise from "the quality of rhythm"
which the regulating line confers on the work. This dual-
ity, betu,'een measure and rhythm, arithmetic ancl geom-
etry, might be taken as the relationship between the sys-
tems of structure and gerimetry. On the one hancl there
is the even measure of the grid, providing a repetitive
series of units, columns ancl bays; on the other, the par-
ticular rhythms, or regulating lines, adopted for the spe-
cific rvork. This is a stratrge relationship for, more oftetr
than not, it is clifficult to achieve, and for this reason, the
preferred rhythm is the incommensurable golden section
which is to say that it cannot be expressed as the ratio of
two whole numbers, or sets of units. An example of the
effect of this is the drau,ing in Volume I of the Oeu,at.e

Complbte (fig. 7) of the rear elevation of the villa at
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Garches, rnhich, it is claimed, can be considerecl in tvvo
parts of lengths A ancl B, such that A:B : B:(A + B).
This woulcl mean that the tu'o parts rvoulcl form a golclen
section ratio, but since it is also requirecl that A ancl B be
formed of a u''hole number of units, the equation in fact
states that 3:5 : 5:8, which is not quite true. The ratios
3:5 and 5:B only approximate the golden section ratio, with
an error in the first ratio of about minus three percent
ancl in the seconcl of plus one percent. We fincl these
approximate ratios corrstantl1' r'ecurring in Le Corbusier's
projects, presumably as a consequence of this geometric
system. In the Maisons Minimum project of 1926 for ex-
ample (fig. 6), the numbers, ancl not merely the ratios,
are employecl to climension the house, the ir-rternal climen-
sions of rvhich are 8.00 meters in height ancl 8.00 rneters
by 5.00 meters in plan. The plan rectangle is then broken
dolvn into a main space of 5.00 meters square u.ith lhe
secondary spaces in a lectangle 3.00 meters by 5.00 me-
ters.

Having rliscussecl the dialectical relationships existing be-
tn'een structttre a'el'.sr{s L'olunte, anrl .slltrc/iri'e L\ersus ge-
onr,etry, we are left with one othel dialectic involving the
structural eiement namely that betrveen structure and
circulation. We shall l'eserve the cliscussion of this aspect,
however, until u'e come to consicler the $,ay it matrifests
itself in particular buildings. In choosing our foui' systems
u,e have been guiclerl perhaps too literally bi' Le Colbu-
sier's biological metaphor. There are no cloubt other sys-
tems which are of greater importance in particulal build-
ing types, as for example builclirrgs which require an
elaborate and articulatecl system of mechanical services.
These four-structule, volume, circulation, ancl geome-
try-should, ho\A,evel', provicle some basis for a cliscussion
of the clomestic buildings of Le Corbusier projecteci cluling
those fifteen years of experiment, from 1914 to 1929. At
any rate it is apparent that the deformations of the struc-
tural grid cannot be considered in isolation, and that the
analysis of these buildings must read as a kincl of history
of the relations between all the systems involved.

We must begin with the illustrations of the structurai
skeleton of the Dom-ino houses (see page 118), for here
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10a The basic grid of the .first
sequence of houses.
10b Non-aligtnnent of pLannittg and
stt'uctural grids in, tlrc Dom-ino
h,ou,se.

10c Basic gricl applied to Citrolur"tt
house plan, 1922.
10d Basic grid applied to later
uersion of Citrohan pLan, 1922.
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Le Corbusier first intimates the character of the new
elements, the horizontal floor slabs supportecl on vertical
columlls. Yet these clrau'ings shou- more than a structural
idea; thel, shor,v the application of that idea to the problem
of the house. The other three elements, of volume, cir-
culation, ancl geometry, are already involved, and it will
therefore be worth considering the Dom-ino diagram more
closely. We flncl that it does incleecl seem to possess three
peculiaritie-s, each of rvhich might be seen as a function of
the other systems. In the first place, the plan (flg. 8) mav
be considered in two parts. The first consists of two large
square bays, definecl b.y columns and the side-cantilev-
erecl projections of the floor slab. This part would house
the main rooms of the builcling, or the system of volumes
referred to in the thircl composition. The second, a nat'row
half-bay lying at one end of the first part, is devotecl tri
the stairs, which serve as the building's system of vertical
circulation. In its entirety, taking the width of the narrow
bay as a module, the proportion of the building in plan is
dictaterl by the geometry of a rectangle measuring three
b-v five moclules.

Each of these characteristics, volume, circulation, and ge-
ometry, is quite distinctive, and typical of the series of
buildings we shall consider. In connection with the first
characteristic-the double square of the living quarbers-
it is interesting that in the chapter of Vers u,ne architec-
tu.re to u,hich $re have referred Le Corbusier shows the
plan of a "primitive temple" (fig. 9) as a double square,
and writes below, "it is the plan of a house, or the plan of
a temple. It is the same spirit that one flnds again in the
Pompeian house." ra The second characteristic, namely the
end half-bay with stairs, gives us our first distortion of
the regular grid which has been set by the columns defin-
ing the double square. It is perhaps significant that the
majority of Mies van der Rohe's domestic projects, in
which we have seen a strict adherence to a regular column
grid, are single story structures in which the problem of
the staircase does not arise. In his Weissenhof apartments
and in the Tugendhat house, both multi-story structures,
the stair is supported by r,r,alls, and thus treated inde-
pendently of the column and slab system (fig. 11). With
respect to the third characteristic-the overall three by
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flve rectangle-il rvoulcl seem likely, in the light of what
has been said of the geometric element, that this plan
proportion is determined not only by convenience, but
also by the "vital operation" of flxing the fundamental
geometry of the work. Further, we can infer a planning
grid (fig. 10a) rvithin this rectangle, three square bays by
five, providing the "measure" for the "rhythm" of the
golden section rectangle. It would seem that the column
gricl should assume this function, but since they share a
common module, the two grids do not coincide and a kind
of syncopated effect is produced (fig. 10b). This non-align-
ment of column ancl plan grids arises from the desire to
piace the two rorvs of columns symmetricaily about the
Iong axis of the rectangle, and it is the dropping of this
traditional notion of alignment which produces the next
development in the sequence of rectangular houses.

The Citrohan project (fig. 10c) of 1922 resolves the slight
arvku'arclness in the Dom-ino plan, and in so cloing estab-
lishes the characteristics of a u,hole subsequent family of
domestic buildings. In this project we find all the themes
u'e have cliscussed in the Dom-ino house-a columtr ancl

slab structure, a lrlan rectangle three ba1,s by flve, a

clouble square for living quarters, ancl a sicle bay for stairs
and circulation-but these elements have been rearranged
and the previous symmetry abancloned. The double square
is nou' pushecl to one corner of the rectangle, so that it is
flanked on tu'o sides by narro\\'bays, the stairs running
in a continuous flight up the longer side. Structural and
plan grids thus coincicle so that we coulcl nor,l, interpret
the irregular gricl as having been clerived from a single
square grid, three bays by five, from which one row of
columns has beer-r eiiminatecl. Whatever interpretation we
care to put on it, horvever, the result is a gricl u'hich is no
lor.rger static, but directional, a quality which is common
both to it and to the rectangular plan of the house. This
directionality is emphasized in the Citrohan house by a
seconcl clistortion of the gricl, for rnhen we look more
closely rve find that its bays are not square at all, but
rectangular, as if the u,hole structure had been stretched
along its length. Moreover, the main columns are now
rectangular, so that the span of the floor slab across the
builcling is firmly established in the one direction.

11 PLart of Tugen"dhat house. Mies
uan der Rohe, 1930.
12 Sketch of a uiLlcr, beside the sea;
aersion of the Citroltan house, 1922
13 Section of Citrolmn house, 1922.
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llt Bosic gtid applier{:
a) to the plan o.f tlte uilla at
Strtftgart, 1927, b) to the'third
cornposition', 7929.
15 Grtd of the uiLla at Garches, 1927
16 Tlrc generaL PaLlacliatr, grid, as
proposed by Wittkower.
17 The Citrohan house as built at
tlrc W eis senhof Siedlung, Stuttgart,
1927.

1l)

18 Basic grid appLied to tlte 1926
plan Jor th,e uilla at, Garches.
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Other cliffelences betu'een the Citrohan ancl the Dom-ino
project arise from the gleater three climensionality of the
volumetric development (flg. 13). The tu,o squares of the
living areas are clistinguishecl by one being given a clouble
height and containing the principal room of the house.
Aiso, the main bocll'of the house no\r emerges above flrst
floor level as a rectangle two ancl a half bays by four (that
is, flve by eight half-bay's) rvith the resiclual areas of the
original rectangle taken up by a first floor terrace. In
further Citrohan house projects (flgs. 10c1, 12) this resiclue

begins .to be contracted until it is little more thau an
armature loo-qel), ertenclecl from the builtling. in the Villa
at Weissenhof Siediung in Stuttgart of 1927 (figs. 14a, 17)

it remains only in the balcony projecting over the ground
floor entry-a coccyx u'here there once u'as a tail.

This then gir:es us a numbei' of buildings rvhich \\-e calt

relate to the basic grid. Indeecl, were we lo take this gricl
Iiterally a-q a unit four bays by tu'o, s'e coulcl regard the
third composition as a fragment of it (fig. 14b), being that
part u'hich is regular and unclisturbecl by the peripheral
circulation. The basic gt'icl, we have arguecl, is initially
square. This area is then overlaicl by an ideal geometry
that subclivirles a sector of it into three bays by five; into
this format are inserted the volumetric and circulatory
systems and a rou' of columns is lost. This gives us an
effective grid which cortsists of a juxtaposition of u'icle and
narro\\'bays in one clit'ection ancl equal bays in the other.
The Iatter are then stretchecl, emphasizing the clirection-
alitl' of lhe grid ancl establishing a set of tensions u'ithin
it, in its tu'o directior.rs. These characteristics give the
grid a life of it-q orvn, inclepenclent to some extent of the
initiai parti of a staircase flanking living spaces. This may
be also seen it-t the plan of the Pavillon de I'Esprit Nouveau
in rvhich the alterrtating u-ide ancl nan'ow bays are only
partly clepenclent on the placing of the stairs. This clialec-
tical theme of structule and circulation t'eaches its most
fruitful expression in the villa at Garches, the gricl of
which has been subjectecl to a brilliant analysis b-v Colin
Rou'e in his essay "The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa."ls

The geometric system, as the title of Colin Rorve's essay
suggests, is particularly clevelopecl in this structure.
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Acloss its length, alternating nar.ro\\' ancl rvide bays of
one and trvo modules in width make up a total of eight
units (fig. 15), u'hiie in the other clirection regular bays
one and a half modules wicle, with a cantilevered half bay
at the front, provide the building with a depth of five
units. The plan rectangle is thus five by eight, the ap-
proximate golclen section proportion which is reiterated,
as the clrawings of Lhe traces regulatettrs inclicate (see fig.
7), all over front and back elevations. The building is in
fact fir,e by eight bays in proportion. As u,e have seen this
is a significant proportion and hence the basic gricl of the
villa is the same as that of the Dom-ino or Citrohan
houses, but it is irregular.ly inflated so that the bays,
though correct in number, fluctuate in size. This interpre-
tation is further suggestecl by an ear'ly scheme for the
r.illa (fig. 18) in rvhich the buiiding is five equal square
bays wiile.

The same three by flve ba.y structure does of cout'se ap-
pear in the plan of Palladio's Villa Malcontenta as Colin
Rou'e has clemonstrated. But Rou'e's leference creates a
problem offormal interpretation. This arises from the fact
that in the Malcontenta the central ancl peripheral rvicle
bays, although of equal wiclth, ar.e not of equal weight in
the composition, u'hich may be termecl "pyramiclal," u'ith
a concentration towarcl the center'. In Le Corbusier's third
composition, on the other hancl, there is no such implica-
tion; each bay has equal importance. A further difference
betu,een the two systems is that the Palladian "pyramidal,,
grid is complete u'hile that of the third composition (see
flg. 14b) is potentially unlimited. To which system does
the villa at Garches belong?

The peculiarity of the situation is that it seems to repre-
sent a special case of both the continuity of the thircl
composition and the pyramiclal for.m of Malcontenta. On
the one har-rcl the general Pailadian gr.id (fig. 16) n'hich
Wittkower proposes,r" ancl u.hich is illustrated bv that of
the Villa Thiene at Cicogna (fig. 22), clear.ly shou,s the
pyramiclal tendency in that the central bay is wider than
those on the edge of the building (the Villa Malcoutenta
tfig. 231 is a special case of its ABCBA bay spacing, in
u'hich A ancl C are equal). On the other hand, if the grid
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19 Entrance eleaation of tlte uiLLa at
Garches,1927.
20a Plan diagram of artisans'
dwel|ing proj ect, 1 92/1.

20b Stntcture of artisans' dweL|ing
project, 192[.
20c Platt dtagram of Maison Cook,
Paris,1926.
20d Strttctural grid of Maison Cook,
1926.

21 Le CorbtLsier's tntertor
perspectiue of the artisan's duellirtg.
22 DiaqrcLntntatic platt o-f Villa
Thiene at Cicogn,o, as iLlu,strated by
Wittkott,er.
2,1 Diagratnnzatic pLatt of ViLLa

Mctlcontertta, as illtLstrated by
Wittkotoer.
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104 of the villa at Garches is to be considered as part of a con-
tinuous ABABAB system, then the choice of that
particular part gives rise to a central symmetry which is
by no means an inevitable corollary of the general grid.
If the flrst or Palladian "pyramidal" interpretation is cor-
rect we should expect the central bay to be clominant; if
the second or continuous interpretation obtains, then we
should expect the peripheral bays to be equal in impor-
tance to the central bav.

The entrance facade of Garches (fig. 19), so nearly sym-
metrical about the axis of the central bay, suggests the
pyramidal interpretation, but we soon note that r,r,,e do not
enter on this bay, but rather through the narrou, bays,
one of which is preferrecl. The plans and rear elevation
reveal that the axes of these tvl,,o narrow bays ancl rzol
that of the central bay are in fact the axes of symmetry
of the composition, and that at each level one or the other
is clominant. We may then reacl the pian as two groups of
three bays each, ABA, overlapping in the central bay
which thus corresponcls to either of the peripherai wicle
bays, which one depending upon which narrow bay is
dominant. This reacling reveals the villa at Garches as the
most elaborate example of the grids developed through
the f)om-ino and Citrohan houses. Throughout the same
period of experimentation however, a seconcl gricl-type is
being explorecl u'hich offers an illuminating comparison.

If the mark of the flrst family of grid buildings was a
golden section rectangle, then that of the second is a
square. Our first example (figs. 20a, 20b) though not
chronologically the first of the series, is a project of lg24
for mass-produced artisans' du'ellings, for this is perhaps
the simplest statement of the problem. The ideas may be
summarized as follows: the plan is square ancl a column is
simply placed in the middle; this square is entered asym-
metrically-in this case in one cornet'-ancl an internal
diagonal heavily emphasized (flg. Z1). In its enigmatic
juxtaposition of column and r.l'all, ancl in the literal expt.es-
sion of the diagonal, this house is unique among those we
shall consicler, but it never.theless carries, almost in cari-
cature, the principal ideas of the sequence.
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2/t E ntrance eleuatiort oJ' M aisort
Cook, Pofis, 1926.
25 Le Corbusier's isontetric dratuittg
of theVilla Meyer, Pafis, 1925.
26a PLctrt. diagrcrm o.f Intntettb\es
Villas project, 1922.

26b Stntctural gtid o.f Inrttettbles
ViLlas project, 1922.
26c Plart diagrcrm qf Villa Meyer,
1925.

26d Structural grid of Villa Meyer'.
27a Plan dictgt"atn oJ'Villa Sauoye at
Poissy, 1928 pro.iect uersiort.
27b Plan diagrant of'Villa Sat'oye,
as e;tecuted, 1930.
27c Strttctrrral grid of Villa Sat,oUe,

1928 project uersiort.
27d Stru,cttrral gt'icl o.f Villa Sauoye,
as erecuted, 193().

The Immeubles-Villas ploject of 1922, the Villa Meyer of
1925. ancl the Maisrin Cook of 1926 all share the charac-
teristic of a basically square plat-r, and all differ fi'om the
artisans' houses in that the-v are ttot open on all four sicles

to their sites, a conclition ti'hich tencls to confine their
format to a front, a back, ancl two sides.

The Maison Cook (figs. 20c, 20d) shou's the simplest acl-

aptation of the strr.tcture to meet this conclition, a line of
three columrts situateci at micl-span betu'een the party
u,aIls. This structure implies the prirnary breakclou-n of
the square into its four quarters, into rvhich confipgratiotl
the plan comfortably adapts itself. We entet' ou foot to the
left, and b1' car to the right of the ceutt'al axis. The tu'o
movements thetr converge at the foot of the stairs which,
with kitchen ancl batht'ooms, r'ise through the top right
hancl cluarter of the square. At secoucl floor level the
clouble-height living room takes up both left hancl quatters
ancl rve no\\' move lo the othel sicle of the central axis to
mount a single flight of stairs to the third floor, 

"l'here 
atr

'L' is formecl b)' the ititernal volumes arouncl an opetl roof
terrace in the bottom right quarler. Within the aclmirable
econom)' of this plan there is in this last movement a

tension in the vertical circulatior-r from one sicle of the
central axis to the other. This axis is firmly helcl by the
line of structure, the movements of entry ancl itltertlal
circulation to be devisecl arouncl it and to be shiftecl from
one sicle to the other. The question of an asymmetrical
entry is less acute here than in the at'tisans'houses, but
the thircl-floor projection in the facacle (fig. 2a) seems as

perfunctory ar-r indication of which side of the aris we
shoulcl enter as the canopy at Garches. In other $'ords,
the dialectic betr,l'eeu the structural system ancl cil'culatiotl
is truly operative here, and u,'ill prove to be a central
theme of this series of builclings.

In the Immeubles-Villas project (flgs. 26a,26b), the jock-

eying for position in the central axis is resolved in favor
of the stairs, about which the central line of columns
divicies, creating a ltarrow bay clown the center of the
square. While this may be read as a partial ABA unit
taken from the villa at Garches, a simpler interpretation
would be to read it as a square grid in which some clefor-
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106 mation has occur.r.ecl about the central axis. As in the
other examples we enter asymmetr.ically, and the diagonal
of the square is emphasizecl, more clearly than in the
Maison Cook, by the arrangement of r.ooms about two
sicles of a garclen terrace, the double-height living room
being situatecl at the enci of one al.m of the ,L,, opposite
the point of entry.

In the Villa Meyer (fig.25), the querstion of precedence in
the central axis is neatl-v avoiclecl by clivicling the square
into three equal bays across its width, so that the stairs
lie in the centi'al bay without disrupting the structure
(figs. 26c, 26cl). In the other rlirection, however, the gricl
fluctuates, the square being diviclecl first in half ancl the
front half then sub-ciivicled unequally. Further, ther.e is a
preliminary narro\\. bay u,hich lies between the square
ancl the fi'ont facade, a sort of buffer zone lr.hich is present
also in the Maison Cook ancl the villa at Garches. In the
Viila Meyer this zone continues ti'ith a ramp ar.ouncl the
flank of the squar.e, further emphasizing the diagonal es-
tablished by the 'L' of the livitrg quarters about an open
terrace ancl reminiscent of the first-floor promenade which
flanked tu,o sicles of the flrst Citrohan house.

The Villa Savoye at Poissy, of 1928, conclucles the se-
quence of square plans ancl most clearly illustrates the
nature of the structural grid in this sequence. Unlike the
prer,ious tht'ee examples, this buiiding stands fi'ee on its
site, so that "the house ought not to have a front.',r7
Nevertheless it is apploached fi.om just one side, a fact
lr,hich is sufflcient to clisengage "front" and ,,realJ,facacles

from the line of columns, as at Garches, ancl to establish
one of the central axes as dominant. The Oeuw.e Corupl,bte
gives us two prelirninar-v plans for this builcling (figs. 27a,
27c) cliffering in some respects from the final prriject (flgs.
27b, 27cl). Both, however, have a basic structural gricl
four bays by four. establishecl by the peripheral coiumns,
and therefore immediately concerned with the question of
the centi'al axis. 'l'his concern is particulai.ly acute here,
since "situatecl at the summit of the hill, the house ought
to be open to the four horizons,"r8 anrl thus the point
which lies at the center. of these four horizons is of the
utmost impoltance. It seems r.ather.anti-climatic to place
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28 Generic grid o.f .flats at Pofie
Molitor, Patis, 1933.
29 lrrtermediate gfid o.t'.flcLts at Porte
Molitor.
30 Firtctl gricl o.f .flats at Porte
Molitor.
31 Ground.floor plcrrt o.l'.flats at
Porte Molitor.
32 Upper .floor plcrtt of .flats at Pot'te
MoLitor.

a column here, as the grid u'oulcl imply, ancl one wonclers

whether perhaps the resident will stancl here, baskir-rg in
the importance of this central position. Le Corbusier,
hou,ever, assures us that this will not be the case, for the
builcling is organizecl on "a principle contrary to that of
baroque architecture il'hich is conceivecl on paper, about
a theoretical fixecl point. I prefer the lesson of Arab ar-
chitecture."le It is interesting to examine hou' he accom-

plishes this. We first enter the square of the building on

a corner', as in the artisans'houses, ancl then circle behincl

the peripheral screen of columns until the principal axis

is reachecl. On this axis a peripheral column is established,
but behincl that the line of columns splits, allowing us to
reach the central point only by moving to one sicle in order'

to mount a ramp on rvhich we revolve about the unassail-

able position. Incleecl, the point can hardly be said to exist
at all. The center of the square end of the four horizons

is, in fact, as in some Dantesque allegory, an upwarcl
spiral.

The difference betu een the column gr ids of the trvo

schemes lies in the tt'eatment of those six bays of the

square g:'id rvhich are clisturbed by the clisruption of the
central line of columns. In the earlier plan (fig. 27c) the
nine rectangular ba-vs u'hich result from the splitting of
this line are macie equal, so that we have a'U' of squal'e

bays contaiuing an area of grid which is regular but more

dense. In the built version (fig. 27d) the central bay,

containing the ramp, is made narrower than the flanking
pair zrncl the result reads as tu'o interlocking U's lvith the
ramp in the miclclle.

When we come to compare the two families of plan-types
rvhich rve have cliscussed-the "golden section" arlcl the
"square"-1heil clifferetrces become immediateiy appar-

ent, the more so rvhen tve recognize the different methods

rve had to aclopt in orcler to aualyze them. With the first
group we could proceed in an almost determinist fashion,

defining first the systems ancl then their consequeuces'

ancl finally arriving at a gricl which was not specific, if by
this is meant something clependent on the pafiicular cle-

mands of each site and building. Rather, the rectangular
gricls solvecl the problem on a general level ancl coulrl then

be appliecl to a range of particular builclings in which the 107

position of each column was preclictable.

The seconcl series could not be cotrsidered in this way, for
the column grid, at first seemingly regular and neutral,
as in the Maison Cook, became in the Villa Meyer, a

means of subdividing the total volume of the cube and

subservient to the voiumetric manipulation. Each building
thus had its own gricl, quite orclerly and geometric, but
nevertheless quite specific as to its content.

The situation is summarizecl by the villas at Garches and

Poissy; the grid of the former is at first complex and

irregular but, once recognized, predictable and repetitive'
while that of the latter is first estabiished around its pe-

riphery as simple and regular and then allowed, within
this general framework, to become unpredictable ancl spe-

cific.

Fu.rther E;rampl,es
Within a ferv years of completing the houses so far ex-

amined, Le Corbusier designed three buildings, the Porte
Molitor flats, the Cit6 de Refuge (Salvation Army build-
ing), ancl the Pavillon Suisse, with rn'hich we shail extend

the scope of this study to cover some building types other
than houses.

The Porte Molitor flats in Paris (see fig. 1) built in 1933'

serve as a couvenient transition since they are related to
the houses both in pt'og't am, rvhich is clomestic, and in the
use of manv of their themes. The structural g::id of this
building is not rvhat it seems, if u'e begin, that is, with
the gr"ound floor plan (fig. 31). Here u'e see four columns,
tu.o at the front ancl two at the back, on a central axis

between the party rn'alls. Betrveen these columns, in the
micldle area of the building, two more free-standing col-

umns are placecl ott each sicle of the axis, in a manner
which seems somewhat ranclom, if responsive to move-

ment through the entrance hall. These six columns are,
however, only part of the system, which in fact comprises

ten internal points of support in all, and which can be

founcl in the basement plan. From this we see (as illus-
tratecl in cliagrammatic form in fig. 30), moving from front
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108 33 Sttuctural grids at entry .floor
leuel of the CitA de ReJuge, Paris,
1933.
3/t. ModeL of the Citb de Refuge.
35 Ground.floor plan oJ' Pauilton
Suisse, Paris, 1930-19J2.
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to back, the tu'o columns on axis, follorvecl by a pair tvhose
center lies slightly to left of axis, then another pair with
center rather more to right of axis, a further pair u'ith
center to left of axis as ririth the first pair', ancl finally' the
two columns on axis at the rear. The clevelopment of the
argument rvhich results in this an'angement might lurt as

follows.

The "generic" structure (flg. 28) is a central litle of seven
columns running clown the site between the party walls
(cf. the Maison Cook). Lying on the central axis of the
site, this line of columns interferes u'ith the etltl'y, r,l'hich

otherwise would tend to be placecl centrally. Consequently
the entry is clispiacecl to the left of cettter, atrcl u-e pass

alongside the first two columns. The entry vector then'
as at Poissy, moves into the usurped central aris, ancl in
so doing causes the splitting of the central columns. This
substitution of a pair of columns fbr a single one appears
as a fragment of the grid of the villa at Garches, for the
two columns divide the space between the party u'alls in
the proportion 2:l:2. The movemetrt to the right, chan-
neled by the surrounding wails, ir-r fact compensates for
the previous non-axial position, and takes us across the
center line ancl into the entrance hall. From this rve turn
back across the axis once more, torn'arcl the elevator and
stairs.

We note three systems at u,ork here; the r,l'alls which, in
accordauce u'ith the third composition, curve against the
discipline of a system of columns which is, however', dis-
turbed by the circulation from the entry, r,vhich in turn is
chanrreled by the u'alls. There is also anothel clisplacemetlt
which arises from the plan of the upper floors (fig. 32)'

Unlike the grouncl floor plan, u'ith its entrance from the
street and main axis running from front to back, each

upper floor consists of two apartments, more or less sym-
metrically plannetl about the other celltral aris of the
builcling rectangle, at right angles to the first. On these
floors the positions of "front ancl back" and "sicles" of the
builcling are reversecl, and the symmetry of plan about
the second axis produces a corresponcling symmetry in
the structure. There is then an initial amendment to the
generic diagram, whereby the middle three columns are

replacerl b1'thlee pairs, each balattcecl about the central 109

axis, ancl proclucing a system symmetrical about both axes
of the plan (flg. 29). The seconcl clistortion occurs on the
upper floor plans $'hei'e the transverse cettter litte substi-
tutes for the major axis on the grouncl floor'. For when we
reach the etttrance to these apartments on the upper
floors. \ile are in a similar situatiort to lhat etrcounterecl

',vhen first entering the building. The logical place f<-rr

entry il'oulcl seem to be on the cetrtral aris, but this is

again taken up by a line of structure. Once more the
entrance is clisplacecl to the left, ancl the offencling col-

umns, insteatl of splitting, t'esponci by a shift foru'arcl, in
the direction of movement of the entry vector. This de-

stroys the symmetry of the columu system about the long
axis, and, in compensation, the two pairs of columns to
each side of the clisplaced central pair are similarly moved
off axis, but to the other sicle ancl b1' a smaller amount'
The final result (fig. 30) is a symmetrical system about the
short axis ancl a balancecl but asl'mmetrical one about the
Iong. There is one other acljustment to the gricl which
should be notecl, namely the slight broaclening of the bay
widths tou,arcl the center alotrg the longet' axis, a distor-
tion which furlher emphasizes the short axis.

Having arrived at this system, u'e fincl that Le Corbusier
never reveals it completely on an)' one floor, but rather
picks out just a ferv columus to stancl fot' it in a parlicular
situation. Thus only six of the tetr columns are expressed
at gtouncl floor level ancl flve on the floot's above. Thus an

ambiguity arises in the roles of the columtrs ancl the vvalls.

Our first impression is that the former are somewhat
ir-rformally arrangecl, ancl thus can harclly be expectecl to
cliscipline the free play of walls. Upon analysis we find
that the columns in fact do form palt of an orderecl system,
but one which shows the influence upon it of the form of
the walls, resulting from the latter's ability to control and
define paths of movement. The clominant character of the
column system is thus throu'n into tluestiott, ancl we might
be led Lo speculate whether it lr,oulcl be possible to envis-
age a situation in u'hich the roles are entit'ely reversecl;
in which, that is, the walls act as the clisciplining frame of
reference for a subsicliarl' s}''-step of colutnns. For this to
be possible the rn''alls must make some form which we



110 coulrl recognize as being grid-like. We shoulcl erpect such
a reversal to occur u,hetr movement is uppermost, as in a
difficult entry situation, or in apt"otnenad,e qrchitectu,rcrle.
This foliows from the observation that it is the walls,
rather than the columns, w-hich define movement. Such a
situation is to be found in the Cite de Refuge of 1988, in
Paris.

This building may be consiclerecl iu tu,o par.ts: first a long
narrow block, taken up mostl.y by the dormitories for men
and women and rising eight floors above the entry level;
then a series of lou' pavilions placerl in front of the long
block and accommoclating social services (fiS. B4). The
photographs of the long block in the course of construction
remincl us, as they are presumably intendecl to, of the
diagram lbr the Maison Dom-ino, ancl we coulcl note in
this connection a slight contraction of bay u.icith arounrl
the stairs (fiS. 3:l). There is, it is true, in the columns at
the Cit6 de Refuge, a tapering tou.arcl the top of the
builcling, at which point only are the.y cylindrical, but u,e
accept this amendment to the normative structure as both
respecting the lalr's of statics and implying the finality of
the top floor. On lower. floors the columns are elongaterl
in the direction of the length of the block, but rve also fincl
that the gricl of these columns is subject to a similar
stretching in the other direction, perpenclicular to the rear
u'all. Whereas the colurnns are kept back from the surface
of the building r,vhen this surface happens to be a glass
wall, they appeal'to be pulled tou'ard it rnhetr the u.all is
solicl. The result is not the ambiguous situatiou of the
house at Stuttgart, or the early scheme frir. the villa at
Garches, .,vhere the lines of str.ucture ancl envelope coir.r-
cicle. Here the two functions are clistinguished but the
columns are pressecl so harcl against the u,all that they
appear in places to be attached columns ol pilasters.

With the column systems of the pavilions ir-r front of the
long block we return to our conjecture regarcling the pos-
sibility of reversing the roles of column ancl u,all. The
organization of the long block divicles it in tu'o parts, for
men and women, with services, stairs, and an exptrnsion
joint between. It is here that u'e enter the block, ancl
sir-rce this point is some distance from the main entrance

to the site, the pavilions form a sequence of volumes lvhich
Iearl us to it. By adopting primary forms, the cube and
cylincler, the flrst two pavilions coukl be said to satisfy
the requirement that they shoulcl be, in some sense, ge-
neric. The thircl volume in the sequence of entry, the
great hall, is mor.e ambiguous in this respect, and might
be read more as being dragged out from the long block
than as an independent cell. This is suggested also by the
sicle u'a11, to r,r'hich columns attach themselves in much
the same manner as in the long block. There is thus a
sequence established by increasing dependence upon the
clormitory block, beginning with the free-stancling cube
anrl followecl by the cylinder, this time ph.ysically con-
nectecl rrith the thircl pavilion, u'hich encls the sequence
and is firmly attached to the block. A similar progression
may be seen in the column system, which falls into three
parts: fir'st there is the primary system of the long block
rn,hich, though subject to the distortions we have dis-
cussecl, establi-qhes the kind of prececlence seen in the
Dom-ino cliagram; this major system is followed in the
great hall by a minor one, in which the columns maintain
the gricl establishecl in lhe clormitory block; flnally, in the
cylinclrical vestibule, the columns are no longer part of
this gricl, and become secondary elements tvithin the
strongly ciefinecl form of the r,l,alls. A complication is pro-
vided by the cloubling up of the line of columns of the
seconcl group ciosest to the c.ylincler. This results in a
column being situated on the axis of the cylinrler, ancl has
the clouble effect of implying a screen through vvhich rve
pass from one volume to the other., and of relating, by
means of the axial column, the columns of the seconcl ancl
third groups, so that \\e may recognize them as parts of
the same family. We might also regartl this axial column
as similar to those at Poissy and the Porte Molitor flats,
ancl suggest that this choice of position, which here seems
structurally unnecessary, proves that the intention in
those other buildings is to bring the structural gricl into
conflict u.ith the axis of entry. The theme is illustrated
here inclependently of any structural or planning problem
u-hich may have been its source, just as the thetne of
alternating wide and nal'row bays achieved independence
at Garches ancl in the Pavillon ,," 1tg."prit Nouveau.



36 Grotrnd.floor plan of hall and
refectory wing of'Pauillon Suisse,
Paris, 1930 -1932 pro.ject uersiort.
37 Ground.floor pLan of hall and
refectory tuittg oJ Pauillott Suisse,
erecuted uersiott.
38 Implied stntctural grid of hall
and refectotg wing of the PauiLLon
Srrisse.

The Cite de Refuge introcluces three new ideas into the
discussion of the column grid. In the first place, u'e fincl
that the column system may, under certain circumstances,
become secondary to that of the walls, rvith its gricl de-
termined by the form of the iatter. Secondly, there is the
possibility of breaking the column system clorvn into a

number of gr"oups, or fielcls, of columns, as here the first
group is clistinguishecl from the seconcl by a change in
scale, and the seconcl from the third by a change of grid.
Thirclly, rve fincl the density of columns rvithin a given
gricl subject to alteration, as rvhen the line of columns of
the seconri gr'oup cloubles in number. The first iciea shorrs
the column system in a passive relationship r,l'ith the walls;
while the seconcl ancl third reveal a new attitude of the
column system to the problems of entry ancl movement,
anci one rvhich rnay be consiclerecl both active ancl passive.

It is active in the sense that the form of the column gricl
is now calculatecl to affect our passage through the build-
ing. The four columns in the vestibule cause a momentary
pause in our movement; the cloubled line of columns sug-
gests an imminent change of direction; the elongated grid
in the great hall denotes this turn; ancl the change in
column scale flnally tells us that rve have arrivetl. In orcler
to clo all this, ho'ul,ever, it must relinquish its position as

a cletachecl frame of reference. The circulation must be
determir-recl before the glitl, ancl in this sense the Iatter is
passive. We are here one stage further removecl from the
idea of the generic gricl, for this is not simply the distor-
tion of a precleterminecl gricl b1, a specific situation. Here,
the gr"icl may not be fixecl at all until the speciflc conditions
are knou'rr. We might put it another \\-ay by saying that
it is the architect, and not some entry vector ot' other
inevitable force, u-ho detet'mit-res the irregular form of the
Crid.

Such an interpretation surely must also be applied to the
clistortions in the column gi'id in the Pavillon Sui-sse of
1930-1932 (fig. 35). As with the Cit6 cle Refuge, a clear
clistinction is macle betu'een a tall lesidential block and
auxilliary functions housed in a low structure at its base,
by rval' of u'hich the building is entet'ecl. We rnight thele-
fore begin by noting the similar contrast in scale between
the column sti'uctures of the tu-o parts at ground floot'
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172 level. However, the supports of the resiclential block are
quite different in nature from the columns of the Cit6 de
Refuge. These are pilotis which act as props to a platform
which is raised above the ground, and upon which a sep-
arate structure is erectecl, inclepenclent of the pilotis. The
spacing of the pilotis, ABBBA, and the evolving sequence
of their forms emphasize the central axis of the residential
block above, but neither this axis nor the pilotis gricl
seems to be recognizecl expiicitly in the column grid u,ithin
the low building-or rather grids, fcrr the columns of this
lor,l wing fall into tr,\,o, or possibly three, separate groups,
and it is the form ancl relationships of these groups which
principally concern us here.

There are tu'o plans (figs. 36, 37) for this part of the
building, the one given in the Oeuttre Complbte and the
one executed which differs from it in some respects. In
both cases, however, the three groups of columns (fig. 38)
can be iclentifiecl as, first, a ro\\- of four columns in the
refectory A, B, C, and D, running alongside its southern
wall; second, the three columns of the first scheme F, G,
and J, and five of the second E, F, G, H and J, which
carry the wing which projects on the upper floors from
the back of the residential block and links this block to the
staircase; thircl, the remaining six columns K, L, M, N,
P, and Q, which are ambiguously related to the second
group in that, while the columns on the north sicle of the
hall appear to be part of the same system as those of the
seconcl group, the pair of columns on the south side, which
are met on entering the hall, seem to emphasize the ex-
istence of two clistinct systems. Both plans are subject to
what Le Corbusier describes as "deliberate deforma-
tions,"20 in which there is a band of tension about the
area at which the upper level connection to the residential
block occurs, and on either side of rnhich the walis ancl
column grid bend away from the block as if unwillingly
attached to it. One can hardiy speak here of the play of
walls against the discipline of the column gricl, for both
are warped by the same force and in the same manner. A
further deformation occurs, however, in the various ele-
ments that are "pulled" toward the resiclential block at
different points, the curve of the stairs, the wall between
hall and refectory, and the stone north wall to the refec-

tor1,. The clue to this distortior-r lies in the difference
betw-een the aaailt, pro.jet and the executed work. In the
first case the columns of the first groull, u'hile alticulatecl
fi'om the seconcl group, maintain the same grid, while in
the seconcl case they take up a regular spacing of their
own vr,'hich is nou, slipped off the grid of the second group.
The stages of the cler,elopment of the plan might therefore
be recunstructed as follows: we begin with the low block
running orthogor-ral to the resiclential block. A tension is
now set up between the tlr.o about the point where they
join at an uplter level. This causes the bencling of staircase
and rnalls and the tu,,isting of the grids of the first and
thircl groups of column-s. The third anrl final stage occurs
when the parts of the plan become disjointed and slicle in
relatiorr to one anothei., as if srime geological fault had
occurretl.

This flnal series of distortions leacls one, with Summerson,
to a cliscussion of Cubist ideas of space, and of the clislo-
cation and reconstitution of forms, a cliscussion which we
shall take up in the next part of this essay.

Spoce ortd Place: Gdd us. VoLu.nte
In his "Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy"
Isaac Newton wrote of space ancl place that "absolute
space, in its own nature, u,ithout relation to anything
externai, remains always similar an<l immovable" and
"place is a part of space which a body takes up."21 These
statements properly belong lo metaphysics, and were
challenged in their time by the relational theories of Leib-
nitz. Although the absolute idea of space is not necessary
for Newtonian dynamics, an inertial system is, by which
is meant a system of co-ordinates relative to which bo<lies
move in accordance with Newton's laws of motion. These
icieas might be consiclered in relation to the first part of
our analysis of Le Corbusier's buildings, concerning the
two sequences of clomestic projects, ancl in particular the
third composition and those projects of Mies van der Rohe
which express a similar argument. The Newtonian system
could act as a model for these buildings in that, as we
have arguecl, the function of their column gricls was to
establish just such an absolute space, or at least a refer-
ence system, within which a particular' "place" could be
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39 PaLazzo deL Te, Mantua. Giu,Lio
Rontano, 1526-1531. Garden front:
abrrtpt change of scale antl complex
iruegularities of the grid.
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rlernarcaterl. In some of Mies's projects the analogy is
macle more striking b1, the use of cruciform columns which
further imply the iclea of a co-ot'clinate system. Such a
rnoclel might suggest the follou'ing acljustment in our tel'
minology: the u'orcl "space" u,ould stancl for that three-
dimensional continuum rvhich is implied by the structural
grid, u.hile "volume" u'oulcl be that three-dimensional
"place" u'hich is clefir-recl b1' particular rvalls and masses.

One rvould say that space stancls to the gricl as volume
stancls to surfaces. Space, at least according to the New-
tor.rian notion. is ur-rifonn ancl "immovable." Volume, on
the other hancl, is subject to the formal larvs operating
u,ithin the context. Thus volumes, but uot spaces, may be
clescribecl as "flou'it.tg," "compressed," and so on.22 It
should also be notecl that, in our analyses rif the sequences
of houses, s'e triecl to account for irregularities in the
column giid by h;rpothesizing some external force, an en-

try movement or clirectional stress, a kind of explanation
u'hich itself rvas Nervtonian. This kind of mechanistic ex-
planation became more clifficult in the second group of
analyses, particularly u'ith respect to the Pavillon Suisse

ancl the Cite de Refuge u,here both the generic grid and
the reasons for its distortions \\'ere more obscure. We
might u'onder', theu, u'hether a trerv model for these build-
ings might not give us a more aclequate picture of their
formal structure.

In a popular book u'ritten in the twenties, James Jeans
describecl the recent changes in the ideas ofphysics: "The
effect of a mass of gravitational matter was not, as New-
ton had imagined, to exude a 'force', but to distort the
four-dimensional continuum in its neighborhood. The mov-
ing planet, or cricket ball, ll'as no longer clrawn off from
its rectilinear motion by the pull of a force, but by a
curvature of the continuum."2r This idea, that the contin-
uum, or, in our case, the grid-space, may be itself totally
warped, and not merely irregular in the disposition of
some of its defining members, is an interesting one in
relation to the Pavillon Suisse, which, for the first time in
Le Corbusier's work, presents the example of a non-rec-
tilinear grid. In another passage Jeans referred to "the
crumplings, some large and some small, some intense and
some feeble, in the configuration of the space itself't24-z

d0 Palazzo del Te, Mantua. Giu,Lio

Rornano, 1 526-1 53.1. Garden front :
analysis of fluctuations in spacing
of at"ches, columns, cLnd bays.

11 Two courtyard eleuations:
anaLysis of column grids iLlustrating
apparently arbitrary uatiation s.

12 C out'tuard eLeuatiort :

fiuctuations in column spacing ruith
a weak central zone.
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116 description u'hich is perhaps reminiscent of the modula-
tions from zone to zone in the grid of the Cite de Refuge.
Some such analogy may be of assistance in unraveling the
involved relationships between the grid and the other
elements in these buildings, relationships rnhich, as was
seen in the case of the Porte Molitor flats, depend upon
one another, so that the result is dialectical rather than
a simple statement of opposites.

Mcmnerism, Error, and the Distortion of the Grid
In his Introductor-y Lectures on Psych"octnalysis, Freud
defined errors as "mental acts arising from the mutual
interference of two intentions" and, in a series of lectures
devoted to the psychology of errors,2s cites a classification
of verbal mistakes which runs as follows: interchanges (in
the positions of words, syllables, or letters), anticipations,
compoundings (contaminations), and substitutions. One
could apply all of these, by analogy, to a Mannerist build-
ing, such as Michelangelo's Laurentian Library and its
details. The list is also remarkably similar to Wittkoweris
classification of Mannerist principles as being those of
double function, inversion, and permutation.

Since Mannerist buildings, in their elevations, are con-
ceived in relation to the reference grid which the classical
orders impose upon a facade, an examination of a feu' of
these should tell us something of the u'ays in which the
grid may be affected by this notion of intended errors.

For example, a first, and minor, Mannerist adjustment to
the classical Bramantesque scheme is a slight expansion
of the central bay in an otherwise regular successicln of
equal bays. This may be seen in Sanmicheli's Palazzo Pom-
peii in Verona, or Peruzzi's Palazzo Massimi in Rome, and
the effect of this very siight amendment is to disengage
the central bay from its context and thus weaken the grid
at its critical point. This is particularly true in the case of
thePalazzo Massimi rvhose facacle is distorted by a shallou,
curvature which further emphasizes the weakness of the
central bay.

A second Mannerist acljustment affects the elevatior-r grid
along its u'hole lenigh, but in a i'egulai'or repetitive rlan-

to

ner. Thus in Sar-rmicheli's Palazzo Revilacqua in Verona
an even grid is replaced by an alternating ABA .

sequence of bays. This device, not in itself particularly
Mannerist, is made so by the similarity of the two bay
sizes. The effect, particularly at the level of the brackets
rvhich separate the principal stories, is inducing a confus-
ing ripple into the grid. The rhythm of the grid is further
compromisecl, or perhaps one should say syncopated, by
the fact that the alternation of bays cloes not coincide u,ith
the variable arrangement of circular or triangular pecli-
ments or with the inflection of the spiral or fluted columns.
Similar "disturbances" may be found in Giulio Romano's
Palazzo del Te u'here the pilasters, u'hich should establish
the preclominance of the gricl, imply arbitrary fluctuations
towarcl the ends of the facade, thereby weakening the
central area of the grid (figs. 39, 40).

Yet another Mannerist aberration in the glid illustrates
the garden fi'ont of the Palazzo del Te (figs. 41, 42). In
this case an even rhythm of semicircular arches is broken,
first on its eclges by unequal spacing, and then ir-r the three
central ba1's b1, a sudclen increase in scale. The similarity
of the elemenls across the facade and their ambiguous
coplanarity make them all part of the same grid, one that
has been mutilated bv expansion, contraction, and a vio-
lent inflatiorr of scaIe. One is remindecl of Parmigianino's
self-portrait in'a clistorting mirror, a painting in which
just such an effect is achieved, as if a Cartesian grid had
been subjectetl to some kind of Gau-ssian transformation.

One is tempterl to compare these Mannerist distortions to
the modulation of the grid in the Cite de Refuge, or with
the manipulation of the fenestration in the rear elevation
of the Pavillon Suisse, rvhich is basicalll' a flat, parallel
wall, interruptecl u'here the stair tor,r''er is joined to the
dormitory block and punctured by a number of square
winrlows which light its access corridor. This use of square
u,indou-s in a panel rvall occurs elseu-here in Le Corbu-
sier's rn'ork, for example in his Centrosoyus building in
Moscow where an even spacing of the standardized ele-
ments is relentlessly maintained. In the Pavillon Suisse,
however, the spacing is irregular and this is odd, for the
clisposition of rooms on the other sicle of the corridor is
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quite regular. According to the plans in the Oetture Colt-
plbte, the spacing of the rvinclorvs from left to right across
the elevation is ABCABXBBBA, u,here X clenotes the
link to the staircase torver. This highly irregular rhythm
is simpliflecl somervhat in the final solution (flg. 43), be-
coming ABAABXBABA. Once iclentiflecl, these fluctua-
tions seem Iike errors in the setting out of the industrial-
ized components of the rvall, unclermining the authority of
its mechanical system in the same rvay that the 'errors' in
Mannerist buildings underminecl the authority of the clas-
sical system.

This third possibility of ciistortion in the regularity of the
structural gricl-the result of a manneristic "effect of er-
1'61'"-1ps5f be aclded to the tu'o others alreacly describecl:
the first for rvhich a mechanistic explanation of a particular
discrepancy rvas adequate, ancl the seconci of u.hich an
explanation had to be sought in the deformation or'\\'arp-
ing of the gr"id as a rvhole. These three, I believe, may be
extenclecl beyoncl the u-ork of Le Corbusier to clarify more
generally the processes b1' rvhich an architectural lan-
guage is constructecl.
1965
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Aspects of Modernism:
Maison Dom-ino and the Self-Referential Sign

Peter Eisenman

The modes and identities of representation, so weigh,ted
down with their own material ltistory, haue ceased to
express tlte order of being completely and, openly.
MiclrcL Fottcault.

It can be argued that all changes in architecture can in
some manner be traced to changes in culture. Certainly,
the most tangible changes in architecture have been
brought about by advancements in technology, the devel-
opment of new conditions of use, and the change in sig-
nificance of certain rituals and their domain of perform-
ance. Thus, it would seem that the nature and significance
of the architectural object should reflect the gradual shift,
in man's consciousness that occurred between the mid-
fifteenth century and the twentieth century, from a theo-
centric to an anthropocentric conception of the world.

Such changes in architecture are most abstractly recorded
in spatial manipulations of plan and section, which become
the physical manifestations of developing formal strate-
gies made possible by new conceptions of notation and
representation. While more superficial stylistic changes
are easily grafted onto the facade like applied icons, such
changes in elevation are never so fundamental as changes
in plan and section; plan and section have been, since the
development of orthogonal projection, the repositories of
the animating principles that define architecture in the
classical Western sense. They are the primary notational
devices that reflect both changing concepts of use and
meaning and the technical capacity to produce such
changes. One has only to compare a plan of Palladio (fig.
6) to one of Bramante (fig. 11), or one of Scamozzi (fig.
12) to one of Palladio, to see in the movement from the
external expression of the cruciform to its envelopment in
a platonic square or rectangle and finally the cruciform's
complete dissolution, evolving spatial conceptions of an
anthropocentric society.

The record of the later history of Western architecture,
from the early nineteenth century to the present, also
documents the changes which have occurred in man's con-
ception of his object-world as they come to be reflected in
his architecture. For example, if one examines the differ-

ence in conception between two buildings like Charles 119

Garnier's Paris Opera House and Le Corbusiefs Maison
Dom-ino-admittedly of widely different use and signifi-
cance but nevertheless typical----one witnesses an altera-
tion of space so fundamental as to announce historical
rupture. The abandonment of the plaid grid of the opera
house for the free plan of Dom-ino, possibly one of the
most critical changes ever in the continuous cycle of
changes, appears to herald a decisive cultural phenome-
non: the birth of a Modernist sensibility that is to parallel
and even supersede classical Western thought.

Modernism is a state of mind. It describes the change that
took place sometime in the nineteenth century in man's
attitude toward his physical world and its artifacts-aes-
thetic, cultural, social, economic, philosophical, and sci-
entific. It can be interpreted as a critique of the formerly
humanist, anthropocentric attitude, which viewed man as

an all-powerful, all-rational being at the center of his phys-
ical world.

In arts other than architecture, where Modernism has

signaled a profound change, it is fairly easy to distinguish
a condition of objecthood and sign which can be labeled
"Modernist." In each case, this condition is characterized
above all by the object's tendency to be self-referential.
Thus the change from narrative to non-narrative prose or
from tonal to dodecaphonic music reflects in its historical
evolution a change in the conception of the relation of man
and his object world, a relation where the writer or com-
poser is no longer necessarily interposed between the
object and the reader or listener. Man is seen to be in
both a more direct and also more relativistic condition vis-
a-vis his object world-the "peer" of rather than the de-
terminer of his works. Modernist prose and music incor-
porated not only this new relation of the object/maker,
but also ofthe object's signification, that is, how the object
reveals its condition of being and its manner of coming
into being, how these are recorded and the inherent con-
dition of such notations. Since the object of prose, music,
painting, and sculpture is no longer merely a narrative
record and mimetic representation of man's condition, it
becomes more fundamentally concerned with its own ob-
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6 Villa Foscart (La Malcontenta),
Ma\contenta de Mira. And,rea
Palladio, 1560.

jecthood, with an existence outside of (if parallel to) its
inescapable origination by, and traditional representation
of, man. This new conception of the object world naturally
opens a potential for uncovering entirely new modes of
existence within the object world itself.

But what is curious about most interpretations of modern
architecture, and in particular those of Le Corbusier-
supposedly the most modern (i.e., abstract, painterly) of
all the modern architects-is that they do not view their
subject in very modern terms. In fact, far from establish-
ing the tenets of a Modernism in architecture, they seem
intent on seeing modern architecture as a continuation of
the Renaissance tradition. For example, up to now the
most significant critical and theoretical writings on Le
Corbusier have been by Colin Rowe. However, one has
only to look at the titles of some of his texts to see that
their thrust is decidedly anti-Modernist. In fact, of his
five major texts dealing with Le Corbusier three of them
contain key words in their titles which link Le Corbusier
with Renaissance thought-"Mathematics of the Ideal
Villa," "Mannerism and Modern Architecture," "The Ar-
chitecture of Utopia"-and all of them develop an attitude
toward space which has its origins in the sixteenth cen-
tury. From a reading ofthese texts, there is little question
that while Rowe exhibits a consistent respect for Le Cor-
busier he simultaneously sustains only a fragile tolerance
for modern architecture and for that matter much of what
can be called Modernist thought. And since Colin Rowe
has provided one of the few critical matrices for analyzing
modern architecture, it may be well to ask how much of
his thinking has conditioned our received view of Le Cor-
busier, and thus even much of second generation modern
architecture; and conversely, how much of his thinking is
in fact a product of modern architecture itself, which it
can be argued is not necessarily modern or Modernist, but
rather a phenomenon of late humanism; and finally, how
much the free plan, supposedly the 'canonical' spatial dia-
gram of modern architecture, is merely a manifestation of
a late Enlightenment view of man, and how much the free
facade is merely an icon of Le Corbusier's technological
genius.
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Once these questions are admitted, then it can be argued
that Rowe's ideas have in fact obscured the one aspect of
Le Corbusier's work that makes it truly Modernist: that
is, its aspect as a self-referential sign, its existence as azz,

arclitecture about architecture. In the interpretation of
modern architecture put forward by Rowe and others,
while the style preference changed and new descriptive
metaphors were used, the conception of what architecture
was and what it could be remained relatively constant.
Architecture remained conceived by man, representing
man and his condition. It assumed physical structure and
shelter to be absolute conditions of architecture, and when
it considered signification it was in terms of a meaning
which was extrtnsic to architecture itself; that is, to ideas
which related architecture to man, rather than to intrinsic
ideas which explained architecture itself. It continued to
rely on the traditional drawing modes of plan, section,
and elevation to concepttalize its values. But if, as Saus-
sure has suggested of language, words tend to divide a

conceptual spectrum in arbitrary and specific ways, simi-
larly the continuing representation and conceptualization
of architecture in plan, section, and elevation can be said
to have determined and probably also obscured many as-
pects of architecture.

As a plan and a section diagram, Dom-ino seems a rather
simple and straightforward statement. Perhaps for this
very reason-its apparently extreme clarity-it is often
taken as an icon and a structural paradigm, an example
ofthe potential ofthe then new technology, a prototypical
unit expressing ideas of mass production, repetition, and
so on. The famous perspective drawing is cited by Rowe
as the initial didactic statement of the spatial concepts of
the Modern Movement (fig. 1). He argues that here in the
concentrated energy of a few simple gestures are con-
tained implications which for the next twenty-five years
are to condition the development of modern architecture.
But it is only within the context of a Renaissance concep-
tion of space, rather than a Modernist one, that the Maison
Dom-ino can be considered a canonical spatial diagram.
For in a Modernist context the Paris Opera House and
the Maison Dom-ino appear merely as successive varia-
tions of the same phenomenon: historical change mirrored
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in unchanging modes of representation. 'Modern' in l2l
Rowe's context seems merely to indicate the new style of
supposed abstraction and the symbology of the machine
rather than to signal changes apparent in the notations of
plan and section which might suggest a fundamental
change between man and object. Thus, if we see Maison
Dom-ino through the eyes of Rowe as the canonical free
plan diagram, a certain category of conceptions about ar-
chitecture is made available to us, but within this category
only a limited concept of change can be discerned.

Moreover, while the canonical spatial diagram of Dom-ino
is often alluded to as if its invocation was sufficient to
support its supposed lucidity, it has never been formally
analyzed in any systematic way. The general acceptance
of Rowe's thesis suggests that the recognition of an ob-
vious and compelling truth, which in turn suggests that
in the diagram itself there must exist, in the few elements
and their precise size, shape, number, and location, a level
of communication that goes beyond the mere fact of their
existence. While this communication has been described
in one way by Rowe, it is also possible to read the parlic-
ular configuration of the diagram in terms of an othnr
condition of representation, an other significance, anothc,r
realm, which exists simr'.ltaneously with the accepted in-
terpretations. It is precisely the simplicity and clarity of
the diagram taken together with the fact of its impact in
the history of modern architecture that leads us to look
for this 'otherness', which might be defined as a Modernist
context for Dom-ino.

Thus, looking now at Maison Dom-ino with a different
lens, proposing a different conceptual spectrum, it is pos-
sible to see in the precise selection, size, number, and
location of the elements in the Dom-ino diagram the incip-
ient presence of the self-referential sign. Such a sign no-
tion as initiated in the Maison Dom-ino may begin to define
not only a Modernist condition of architecture, but beyond
that, insofar as this notion of sign is different from that
which is classically thought to be architectural, to define
certain minimal conditions for any architecture. Our anal-
ysis must begin with the basic elements-the three hori-
zontal slabs, six box-like footings, six linear columns, and



122 one staircase in a primitive geometric configuration. First,
it can be assumed that in any such diagram ofarchitectural
elements, the columns and slabs and their positioning have
something to do with holding things up-probably also
with some primitive intention to shelter, enclose, and di-
vide, but fundamentally with obeying the laws of statics
and physics. This much can be taken for granted. Thus,
the configuration is initially seen as the result of necessity
rather than any other intention; the columns and slabs are
not read as signs, but merely as "integers" ofconstruction.

Yet a floor slab or a door, a window or a wall may be
necessary conditions for building or function but they are
not sufficient in themselves to define 'architecture'. Be-
cause while all buildings have doors, windows, walls, and
floors all buildings are not necessarily architecture.
Equally all of these elements, as physical entities, neces-
sarily have three spatial dimensions, but these, no matter
how pleasing their proportions, which may be recorded
and understood geometrically, are not necessarily archi-
tecture.

If architecture is not geometry, it must in some way be
differentiated from it. In order to distinguish any one
class of objegts from any other, it must be possible not
only to signal the difference of that class from all others
(a negative signal) but to signal or identify the presence
of the particular class itself (a positive signal). While all
Ford Motor cars, as a class, may say something about
movement, vehicles, etc., any single motor car is not nec-
essarily the sign of another nor of the general category of
motor cars. Similarly, any column, wall, or beam, while
it may be saying something about structure and statics,
is not per se a sign either of itself or of any general
category which could be considered architecture. It is
merely a column, wall, or beam.

The dimensions of any rectilinear plane, whether floor,
wall, or column, can be designated simply by two nota-
tions: A A or A B; that is, either the two perpendicular
sides are equal or they are unequal (flg. 2). However, if
the dimensions of a plane are A B, and this dimension is
marked, that is, designated in some waA as different,
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11 Early plan for St. Peter's, Rome
Bramante, c. 1506.

then this marking can be considered to be a sign of that
condition. The presence of an intentional sign may be the
most imporbant quality which distinguishes architecture
from geometry, distinguishes an intention to be something
more than a notation of a physical presence from the facts
of literal existence. The three horizontal slabs of the Mai-
son Dom-ino have an A B relationship of end to side.
Initially, we do not know if this A B relationship is ilrten-
tional, since such a relationship in any non-square plane
is always literally there, so we begin to look for its mark-
ing as a sign. We also notice that the particular relation-
ship of the three slabs suggests a geometric condition
which can be defined by a set of proportional relationships.
Of course, any number of arbitrary proportional relation-
ships which still respect the laws of gravity can be made
from these particular elements. For example (fig. 3), the
three horizontal elements can be placed one over another
with their corners in line so that they are equidistant from
one another. They can also be placed so that while they
remain equidistant from one another vertically and the
two sides remain in alignment the planes step away from
one edge at equal intervals (fig.  ). Alternatively, still
leaving edges aligned, the interval between horizontals
can be changed so that they are no longer equidistant but
rather in a proportional ratio (fig. 5). These examples are
merely three of many simple variants of a regular ordered
geometry, but of course an almost infinite number of such
alternatives could be posed. Each can be described by a
different set of proportional systems and placement rules.
These in turn can be explained by a simple rationale or
strategy, and plans and sections can be drawn for them.

But are any or all of these variations anything more than
geometry? And even in terms of their use as floor levels
and the necessity to enclose them so as to provide shelter,
are they anything more than a set of geometric relation-
ships plus this use, which together in some way approxi-
mate what we have always thought architecture to be?

And if we answer in the affirmative that they do constitute
architecture, then do all such variations ofthese elements
when combined with their uses constitute architecture?
And if it immediately appears elear that not all of the
examples qualify, then how do we begin to distinguish
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between those that do and those that do not? Or if none 123
of the variations are considered architecture, how do we
begin to identify at what point these primitive configu-
rations become architecture and when in this process they
become a canonical spatial diagram of modern architec-
ture? Beyond this, what, if an1'thing, might make them a

Modernist as opposed to a classical architecture?

Clearly each diagram is potentially a framework for ar-
chitecture, but no more or no less than any other three
dimensional configuration. In fact, a highly simple geo-

metric scheme is perhaps less likely to transcend its ex-
istence as mere geometry than a more complex one since
it is more difficult to change it-to add or to subtract any
element-without changing its description and its ration-
ale (that is, without transforming it into some other geo-
metric structure); the elements tend to be the manifes-
tations of a closed system which allows for no alternation
or interpretation except for more'or less minor changes
in their size and shape. Thus, in cases where a simple
geometry exists as a basic diagram, the 'architecture'
seems to be reduced to the decorative grafting of some
aesthetic skin or the inserbion of a particular use into the
given geometry. Likewise, if we reverse the proposition
and begin with some program of use or a site context
which logically suggests a simple order, the question of
whether the diagram is any more or any less architecture
would remain exactly the same.

But let us return now to the original Dom-ino elements
and their precise configuration in the Dom-ino diagram.
If we analyze this configuration we begin to see that the
elements together with their precise size and location ex-
hibit an articulate level of intentionality. This cannot be
seen in the configuration ofthe slab alone, but only in the
relationship of slab to columns. Once more, one has to
imagine a range of possible or reasonable column locations
and a set of alternative shapes-round, square, or recti-
linear. The fact that the three pairs of columns are set
back at an equal distance from the long sides while on the
ends they coincide with the edge of the slab provides the
clue to the fact that they are more than simple geometrical
notations (fig. 7). First, because the columns are also in
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724 an A B relationship to the edge of the slab they can be
seen to reinforce the difference between side A and side
B of the slab itself. Second, while in themselves A and B
are only a notation, a proportional difference-the literal
fact that the slab is not a square-it can also be seen that
the envisioned function-house-is not the determiner of
the proporbional relationship since most functions can be
accommodated in any simple shape. For example, a house
can just as easily be accommodated in a square as in a
rectangle. Third, an equivalent A B distinction, if that
had been the only proportion, could have been made by
setting the two pairs of end columns back from the side
and the side columns flush with the front and back of the
slab (fig. 8). Again, the columns could have been set back
equally, the same distance on the ends as on the side (fig.
9). In this case, it would have been only the unequal sides
which would have marked the A B distinction; all the
columns would have been seen in an equal A A relation-
ship to the edge. Finally, the length B could have been
marked as a function of the width A by inserLing another
pair of columns (fig. 10), providing two equal increments
of width A. All-and of course any number of others-
would have worked equally well from the point of view of
structure, function, and geometry.

But again, since only one of these possibilities is in fact
the case, we must assume an intentionality in the partic-
ular configuration with respect to all other permutations,
and insist that the precise location of the columns with
respect to the slab reveals the presence of an intention to
treat the column-slab relationship as a sign and the precise
location of the columns as a mark of that intention. The
idea of marking and the presence of the column as a mark
as opposed to a mere division or structural element are
understood through the general linguistic concept of re-
dundancy. Thus, when the column locations act to rein-
force the original geometric A B relationsltip which in
itseLf is so clear as not to need reinforcement, one inter
prets this as an intention to underscore a condition of
being, that is as a significant redundancy. While A and B
are literally present, there is also an intention to have A
and B become something other than their actual presence.
The redundancy of the mark thereby signals that there is

something present other than either the geometry or the
function of the column and slab.

There is then an unintentional, or literal, reading of col-
umn and slab which posits A and B as unequal sides of
the slab, and then an intentional reinforcement through
the location of the columns, which makes A and B take on
an additional presence. Thus, the fact itself-the slab-
plus the spatial marking-the location of the columns-
suggest an idea about sides A and B which is an idea only
about itself, a self-referential statement. This then may
be a primitive though truly Modernist phenomenon, one
that speaks about its mere existence and its own condition
of being.

A second aspect of the Dom-ino diagram which can be
called self-referential is the horizontal datum. The notion
of a datum in the traditional architectural sense is not
Modernist but an attitude to the vertical plane which
seems to have originated in the sixteenth century. A da-
tum was something which existed by virtue of its domi-
nant configuration or location, and acted to inform and
direct the observer's experience ofthe object. This can be
understood if we look at Le Corbusier's villa at Garches,
where the strong condition of frontality derives from the
sixteenth century. It is true that its peripheral as opposed
to centric composition-its conceptual "density" at the
edges-seems to define it as "modern," but peripheral
composition also existed in the sixteenth century, al-
though the idea was lost in the centralizing tendencies of
the Beaux-Arts. But again, the modernity, if it may be
called that, exists only in the sense of the structure or
composition of the image and not in a changed condition
of object-viewer in relation to both the sign and the object.
Garches can be said to be Modernist only when the front
facade is considered as a frontal datum, as the collapsed
energy of the other three sides being projected on the
single plane. For in these terms it is a self-referential
datum. It fixes a new object-man relationship, that is,
man is no longer required to walk around the building to
understand the object. Rather conception is from a single
static position. It differs from the classical conception of
frontality and datum in the sense that while the Renais-
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12 Plan of Vi\la Pisani alla Rocca
Scamozzi, 1576.

sance datum fixes a preferred viewpoint of man to object, 125
it does not imply the collapse of the other three viewpoints
into a single position.

Dom-ino places primary emphasis on the horizontal as
opposed to the vertical datum. Setting the column grid
back from the edge of the horizontal plane provides a
dominantly sandwich-like character to the space. And, it
is the location of the columns on the front, back, and sides
which reveals the self-referential nature of the datum. In
the equality of the setback there is the suggestion of
symmetry and stasis, i.e., that the long sides are complete
and will not grow (fig. 13). At the same time, the location
of the columns flush on the ends marks an opposition to
the setback columns on the sides, and furlher suggests
that the ends of the slab have been cut off, implying the
possibility, or forrner condition, of horizontal extension of
the slab on the long axis. Horizontal extension is an idea
about horizontality, in fact about "horizon." And since
extension is implied in only one direction of the horizontal
axis, the differentiation of extension and stasis themselves
is what is being marked. Thus, the horizontal plane be-
comes a datum carrying the idea of both an infinite exten-
sion of space in longitudinal vectors and the denial of the
same proposition in lateral vectors. Moreover, since its
reference is only to horizontality, to spatial extension or
compression which are intrinsically architectural ideas, it
differs from both the concept of datum of Garches and the
traditional datum of classical Western space. For in both
of these, datum is primarily concerned with relating and
str"ucturing the perception of a vievi,er to an object. Datum
provided the viewer with a physical reference to under-
stand both the narrative of his movement to, around, and
in an object as well as his static position at certain points
along that movement. In both cases datum structured the
experience of man. In this sense it speaks outside of itself
and can be seen as extra-referential. The horizontal datum
of Dom-ino speaks only of its own physical condition. It is
a sign of that condition and nothing more. In this sense it
is self-referential. It exists as a mark of its own condition
and is only known through its own marking. This concep-
tion of datum at Dom-ino also begins to alter the concep-
tion and definition of architecture.
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126 This brings us to the next element of the Dom-ino dia-
gram, the staircase. Since Le Corbusier himself shows it
in subsequent drawings as the element by which the units
clip together, it is always assumed that its particular lo-
cation derives from this intention. However, again at-
tempting a different kind of interpretation, it is possible
to find in the particular location of the staircase with
respect to the slab a third self-referential notation. There
are three interpretations of this relationship. First, the
slab can be read as extending to the outer edge of the
staircase (fig. 14); in this case, the void in the corner is
read as a cut-out in the slab. Second, the slab can be read
as terminating at the inner edge of the staircase; in this
case, a small square piece can be read as added to the slab
(fig. 15). Third, the slab can be read as extending to the
mid-point of the stair; the stair being seen as half inside
and half outside the slab (fig. 16). In this case both cut-
outs-subtraction, and addition-can be read simultane-
ously. While the actual location of the staircase in relation
to the slab establishes a series of vertical layers perpen-
dicular to the long axis, it also establishes a sign notation
which calls attention to the actual addition and subtrac-
tion. These, like extension and stasis, involve both the
actual object and the ideas about architecture itself. There
is also the counter proposition inherent in the placement
of the staircase; one which expresses the integrity or
wholeness of the horizontal plane. For one must leave one
plane in order to go up, re-entering the next plane from
outside rather than puncturing its surface from within.
Thus, the location of the staircase produces two proposi-
tions which are in opposition but together refer only to
the nature of the horizontal surface itself (fig. 17).

Finally, one must consider the six square base elements
in relation to the first horizontal slab. Certainly their size,
shape, and location suggest something more than support
because, as one can easily see, other configurations could
have provided equivalent support. For example, the slab
could have been set on the ground (fig. 18), so the mere
gesture to raise it and place it on a base makes a first,
although conventional, distinction between ground and
slab; but second, the particular way that the slab is raised
on what seem to be traditional construction footings,

which equally could have been buried, suggests another
intention for them. The most obvious gesture would have
been to continue the columns through the lower slab as
pi\otis (fig. 19). But in this case there would have been no
distinction between the way the vertical element meets
the top and bottom of the slab. It is precisely because the
columns do not continue through the slab and instead
become blocklike elements that the notation is self-refer-
ential. It marks not only the literal difference-that which
exists between the top and bottom surfaces of the slab in
structural terms-but it also marks the bottom slab as
something other than the two upper slabs. This marking
indicates that the shape, size, and location of the footings
are something more than structural. They function, but
at the same time they ouercome their function, an idea
which begins to suggest another primitive condition for
an architecture.

For if architecture can be distinguished from geometry on
the terms we have suggested, what distinguishes it from
being sculpture? We know that sculpture too is more than
simply geometry in three dimensions, it is more than a
physical representation of some mathematical concept. It
may, like architecture, contain geometrical orders and be
explained in certain cases by them (although unlike ar-
chitecture, since sculpture is not necessarily intended to
be walked on and in, it does not demand surfaces which
in their flatness and horizontality are determined by the
laws of gravity, and hence by some form of rectilinear
geometry). Sculpture then seems to contain all of what
has so far been said to be the sufficient conditions of
architecture without any of its necessary conditions: like
architecture, it is concerned with objecthood-with phys-
icality and spatiality, and it is also concerned with the
characteristics of sign which distinguish it from geometry.
But while the two have a similar relationship to geometry,
what distinguishes them from each other is their relation-
ship to use. Sculpture does not have walls, except in a
metaphorical sense. It is this difference which deflnes a
necessary condition for architecture distinct from sculp-
ture.

'Planeness' is a quality of all planes and thus all walls. It



involves dimension, physicality, and extension; it signals
division and contiguity. But 'planeness', as opposed to
'wallness', is not a sufficient or distinguishing condition of
architecture because sculpture has'planeness' too; more-
over, it does not intrinsically imply shelter, support, and
enclosure, aspects of function which we have said consti-
tute the minimum traditional necessary conditions of ar-
chitecture. 'Planeness', then, is not a necessary or suffi-
cient condition of architecture. 'Wallness', on the other
hand, contains those qualities which supply the necessary
distinction between architecture and sculpture; but, by
definition once again, these are merely necessary but not
sufficient conditions of architecture since while they dis-
tinguish architecture from sculpture, they fail to distin-
guish it from mere building. As has been seen, to distin-
guish architecture from building requires an intentional
act-a sign which suggests that a wall is doing something
more than literally sheltering, supporting, enclosing; it
must embody a significance which projects and sustains
the idea of 'wallness'beyond mere use, function, or extrin-
sic allusion. Thus its paradoxical nature: the sign must
overcome use and extrinsic significance to be admitted as
architecture; but on the other hand, without use, function,
and the existence of extrinsic meaning there would be no
conditions which would require such an intentional act of
overcoming.

In sum, a collection of planes and lines as projected in
geometry or as materialized in sculpture can never be
architecture precisely because they do not have inherent
conditions of use and significance which must be overcome
and subsumed. That same collection of planes and lines
once they are also invested with'wallness' and'beamness'
may become architecture when there is the presence of
an additional intention to mark the 'wallness' and'beam-
ness' as architecture. The marking itself, the intentional
recording of a condition beyond use, geometry, and ex-
trinsic meaning, reveals that the 'sufficient' component of
architecture is not merely the adding together of every-
thing else, but rather exists as a separate, parallel, and
potentially intrinsic condition of any space.

Thus, architecture is both substance and act. The sign is

17
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128 a record of an intervention-an event and an act which
goes beyond the presence of elements which are merely
necessary conditions. Architecture can be proposed as an
ordering of conditions drawn from the universe of form
together with the act of designating conditions of geom-
etry, use, and significance as a new class of objects.

In this sense the Maison Dom-ino is a sign system which
refers to this most primitive condition of architecture,
which distinguishes it from geometry, or from geometry
plus use and meaning. But more importantly in this con-
text, the Maison Dom-ino can be seen to reflect a Mod-
ernist or self-referential condition of sign, and thus a true
and seminal break from the four hundred year old tradi-
tion of Western humanist architecture.

Figure Credits
1 A S.P.A.D.E.M., ParislV.A.G.A., New York, 1980.
1 From Oeuure Complbte 1910-1929 (Zurich: Editions
Girsberger, 1935).
2-5,7-10,13-19 Courtesy the author. Drawings by Jay
Johnson.
6 From Andrea Palladio, The FotLr Books of ArchitecttLre
(Neu, York: Dover Publications, 1965).
11 From Haruard Architecture Re"-ieu', 1, Spring 1980.
12 Courtesy the author.



The profound influence of the
clasical tradition on tfu uork of
Le Corbusier has been surprisingly
neg\ected by contemporary
historians. Concerned to explore the

formation of a new lanEruge, the
apotheosis of functionalism, or the
aicissitttdes of urbanism, most
critics haue been content to refer to
the early sketchbooks, the fonnatiue
years of tlte 'Yoyage d'Orient," as
euidence of Le Corbttsier's self-
education, and to ignore the internal
euidence of ltis designs as
contintting the high tradition of
architecttr,re. OnLy Colin Rowe in
his two se'minal stttdies, "The
Mathematics of the ldealVilla" and
" M annertstn o,nd M odent
Architectttre," has atruluzed the

fonnal qttotations and
transforunatiotts of Purist
architectttre to disclose their hidden
debt to Hutnanism.

The parallel drau,n by Rou:e betueert
the uilla-type o.f Palladio and that o.f
Le Corbusier ls, os demonstrated by
careJttl geometticaL proo.f', ntore thart
a passirtg or sttperJtcial relatiortship:
adopting tlte oltentsting bay
rhythrus of PaLladio, Corbusier
delibercLtely defonns the oigino.l
stnLcttLre o.f the type to deuelop, rcith
an intensity rarely ettained since, a
rteu' .fottrtttlcrtiort; a neu' "uillo"
relying for tts ctLlttLral nteaning on

the re.fbrence to its traditional
cottnterpart and establishing its ttett:
semantics ott the basis of inuersions
attd displcLcenlents of the old. This
ideal uil\a uas not so much a
ntpture with the past as a cat.eJir,L

The Abstraction of Historv

de-constnrction of tlte cLassicaL
tradition in orcler to renew the
possibility for inaention. Tllat Le
Corbusier deLiberately chose the
PaLLadian uilla as his "type"
htdicates the force of tlrut originaL
fomt in sustaining its message of
Humanism oaer tlmee centuries,
often by tlrc depLoymetfi of the
slightest reference. It couLd be

utilized as the basis of a new
"gram,mar" preciseLy becattse its
plun organization constituted the
quintessentiel "sig?t" of the classicaL
Renaissance.

Bttt if the clues laid by CorbtLsier
hintself, and foLloued up by Rorce,
haue been ignorecl in respect to the
Renatssance they h,ctue been euen
ntore consisterily s'upressed irt
relation to Arutiquitu; and here u:e

tnttst confront a cLear difference
bettaeert Le Corbusier's ttse o.f the
cl q s sical R enai s sa nc e --*i s re.ferert ce

to precedents frort Palladio to
Frarucois BlondeL---<Lrtd his rettLnt to
Arttiqttity. For wltile the .fonner is
u,nderstood to be the "sigrt" o.l' a
speciJtc cultttraL traclitiott, the lutter
is open to no stLch academicizatiort.
For the fonns oJ'Greek temples,
Roman ntonuments, and Potnpeian
Itottses as illustruted by Le
Corbusier in his canonicel lert Vers
une architecture do not refer to any
already formt+Lated H umo,nist
traclition. Ittstead they stand for the
origin of "architecture" itseLf. Tltat
is, they are not so mu,ch to be

tneaslLred and encoded into copy-
book lexicons as tlrcy are to be

erperienced in their essence. Their

Lights, shad,ows, and their textu,res, 129
Ir,otaeuer ntitterl; tlrcir hnages of
etertrul fonru, howeuer Jragmented;
and their spatial qualities rnust be

as simiLated and incorporated
through direct erperience if they are
to become the motiuating agents of
architectural dis cotLrse. Antiqu,ity is
thereby equ,ated uith an eternal
architectural "ual7le" to be reinaoked
by means of prtmal alLu,sio'ns oJ' an,
em,otionaL kincl, as opposed to
Classicism,, ruhich, as the reaLized
lcLnguage ctf a self-conscious modent
architectur"e, is to be referred to by
ptrreLy abstract and intellectuaL
tneanLs---4nothematic s, propotiions,
the "idea" oftype. In this sense
Antiquity is seen as the
etymological sottrce, the Adamic
and primitiue root of Hu,manism.

Ort tlte one hcLnd then, u:e are
cortfi'onted u,ith the care.firl, tL,itty
i rr.t,ersiort o.l' a codi.fied a rch itecture ;

tr discourse on the pro-fbssional
H umarrtst tradition tltcrt endou:s
rrtodenrist siqns u,itlt culttu.al
sieni/lcettort; ort the otlter ue stand
beJbre the play o.f-esserrces, entbodied
irt "origitts," u'hich, uthether they
etlerge as a serrsibility totuard the
light on a stn'face or 0s 0 deeper
con,sttttct'iue n ofion o.l- ty pe, rentaitt
as Lut.codified artcl as inchoate (rs

that |{eoplatonic iclea o-l- ttype so
pouterJullu de.fined bu Quatrentbre de

Qtr,incy: "a kind oJ-ruLcleu.s abou.t
whiclt are collected and subsequentl,y
to u.thi.ch. lt.aue been coorditLated
deueloprnents on,d uariations of'
.fbnns."
A.V.
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1 (frontispiece) La Roche-Jeanneret
houses. Vieru front the roof of the

Jeanneret house toward the galletry
wing of the La Roche house. Le
Corbusier, 1923.

Antiquity and Modernity
in the La Roche-Jeanneret Houses of 19231

Kurt W. Forster

The Lesson of Rome
Must we consider Le Corbusier's prototypical machine d,

habiter of the early twenties an alien earthcraft landed by
its inventor into the ruins of nineteenth century architec-
ture? To be sure, this is exactly how Le Corbusier wished
his work to be seen, and he never tired of extolling its
novelty and necessity in modern times. With a barrage of
propagandistic articles for L'Esprtt Nouueau, and their
re-edition asVers une architectu,re,2 Le Corbusier called
for a modern architecture in response to the challenges
posed by the industrial exigencies of the present and the
architectural lessons ofthe past. Past architecture for him
consisted mostly of Greek and Roman buildings. Yet he
was not alone in finding modern the "unity of procedure,
force of intention, and classification of elements"3 adum-
brated in the architecture of Roman antiquity. His Italian
contemporary Giuseppe Pagano observed in 1931 that in
wandering about the ruins of Pompeii and Ostia he "felt
the strange desire to complete these remains in a modern
manner, as if they had been left momentarily unfinished
by a Le Corbusier or a Mies van der Rohe who did not
yet know the use of steel or ferro-concrete."a Reconsti-
tuted in the modern architect's eyes, "these beautiful old
macchine per abitare could not be more disconcertingly
modern. " s

Le Corbusierrs interest in ancient architecture grew to
include particularly rigorous examples of classicizing
builclings: there is already a marked Palladianism in his
Villa Schwob of 1916, refracted through Behrens's Cuno
house at Hagen, just completed when the young Jeanneret
arrivecl in Berlin. His contacts and experiences in Paris
reinforced the attraction of classicizirrg ideas-classiciz-
ing, one must add, not so much in terms of actual borrow-
ings as in terms of generalized standards. The mass pro-
duction of houses demanded not only standardization of
component parts, but also the definition of new "house
types." Moreover, however urgent this practical need may
have appeared, Le Corbusier's personal identification with
classicism was no less powerful. He found in Roman ar-
chitecture a partial answer to his own quest for a formal
balance between the contradictory requirements of use
and design. In his view Roman architecture had achieved
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132 both highly rational systems of distribution and clarity of
volume. The wall envelopes which defined the all-impor-
tant volumetric qualities were necessarily perforated for
windows and passages, for example, but these perforations
received a par"ticular patterning within the wall-planes
which tended to restore a general and impersonal order.
The formal resolution of the conflict, while still an act of
ingenuity on the part of the architect, was valid precisely
because it established standards rather than personal
preferences.

Among historic architecture only that of Roman times
appears to have produced the kind of standardization Le
Corbusier had in mind. His education led him naturally to
Rome and Pompeii, but only his acute sense of modernity
enabled him to draw momentous conclusions from the
"Lesson of Rome."6 He found himself in full agreement
with his friend Elie Faure-who dedicated a copy of his
History of Ancient ArJ (written in 1921) to the "redemptor
Jeanneret"-when the arl historian declared that
"throughout history, the Roman ideal has the sameness
and constancy of an administrative rule."7

Before the war and during the planning of the Villa
Schwob, historical, examples, chosen and combined with
unorbhodox ideas, had furnished the formal vocabulary of
Le Corbusiey's designs. But after he moved to Paris,
elements of vernacular building, engineering, and indus-
try one by one replaced the traditional vocabulary of ar-
chitecture. If his villas Favre and Schwob at La Chaux-
de-Fonds shared the zeoclassical interests of Perret and
Behrens,8 his postwar houses tapped the classical sources
themselves. Many of the antique Roman structures he
sought out during his visit to Italy in 1911 either had long
been stripped of their marble veneer and sculptural dec-
oration, or where these had survived, he cut through
them, arriving at what he considered the essential quali-
ties of Roman architecture: "On the whole," he affirmed,
"the Romans constructed superb chassis."e These "chas-
sis" were more than a mere plan, but less than a complete
building. Hence, Le Corbusier was not bound by typo-
logical schemes or infatuated with period trim like other
architects interested in ancient buildings. From the time

of his early studies he must have suspected a profound
analogy between his own inclinations and the tendencies
manifest in Roman architecture. The polychromy of his
houses of the twenties with their earth colors recalls the
browns, burnt siennas, and reds of Pompeian houses he
had committed to memory by sketching and rendering
them in watercolors during his visit there.ro Much later,
in 1945, when he mapped the reconstruction of St. Di6,
and in 1951, the Capitol of Chandigarh, he still had not
forgotten his sketches of Hadrian's Villa. And the enor-
mous street front of the Roman theater at Orange looms
in the pages of Elie Faure's Historg of Ancient Afit1 like
the mass of a mute Unit6 d'Habitation.

More pertinent for the definition of Le Corbusier,s archi-
tecture than any particular elements of antique architec-
ture that may have been absorbed into his own thinking
is the coincidence of his interests with broad tendencies
of the postwar years. The early twenties were marked by
a pervasive restoration, which led Picasso to take up
overtly neoclassical motifs, r2 Stravinsky to compose para-
phrases of classical music,r3 and even Schoenberg to re-
cast dodecaphonically structured material in traditional
suite and sonata form. The study Le Corbusier and Ozen-
fant undertook of analytic Cubismla-their Aprbs te Cub-
fsme published in 1918-and their joint development of a
severe Purism kept them from falling into an easy type of
classicist "charade." Instead Le Corbusier attacked the
problem of modern building from the two extremes of the
architectural scale: at the Salon d'Automne of 7g22 he
exhibited both the prototype of his individual dwelling
unit, the Maison Citrohan, and the Plan Voisin for a city
of three million inhabitants. His ambition was to single-
handedly refashion the scope of modern architecture to
the dimensions and with the systematic coherence of Ro-
man times.

The first outline for his article on the "Lesson of Rome" rs

betrays at once his fascination with the Roman totality of
planning and its congruence of social strategy and archi-
tectural design. The mediation of the grand abstraction in
every detail recommended Roman architecture to him as
a point ofdeparture for the solution ofcontemporary prob-



lems. Horv could the neeci to house masses in incliviclual
structures be met r,vithout sacrificing the clesire to deflne
a composite orcler in a series of repeated units? How coulcl
the incessant movement of modern life be reflected inside
the house u'ithout a simplistic recluction to functions?
Where might one fincl the outlines of a conceptual struc-
ture capable of establishing a bold unity of idea, construc-
tion, and experience? Before one can seek ansu,ers from
Le Corbusier's planning of the trventies and uncover the
historic climension of his thought, one must examine the
fitful evolution of one of his earliest Parisian projects.

C ontpl e 
"* 

S y nt ntetrte s | 6

After a number of years of theoreticai clarification ancl

elaboration of plans ancl standard models, as well as an
involvement with painting, a series of fortunate circum-
stances offered Le Corbusier the first chance to realize a
major project for a moclern house. Up to 1922-23 his only
commissions in Paris had been a small house at Vaucres-
son and a stuclio-residence for his co-author and painter
friend Ozenfant. His commission in 1923 for the Raoul La
Roche house came through his involvement u'ith an un-
usually sensitive collector, ancl at just about the same
time, his sister-in-law also askecl him to design a house.
This gave Le Corbusier hopes that other commissions
u.ould folloiv so that he might construct an entire series
of closely connected houses.rT Moreover, the patronage of
La Roche and the Jeannerets promised favorable condi-
tions for projects unencumbered by tight buclgets ancl
petty concerns.l8

But once Le Corbusier started negotiating for several
plots of lancl in a subdivision of Auteuil, limitations began
to reappear. Due in part to his inexperience in the acqui-
sition ofreal estate, in part to the obvious foul play ofthe
Banque Immobilidre de Paris and its architect-agent, Le
Corbusier fbund himself in the end with only a poorly
sitecl parcel of land in a cul-de-sac soon to be completely
ringed by hr-ruses. If the originai prospect of an area large
enough for four houses had had its attraction despite the
unfavorable location, the final reduction of his schemes to
an L-shaped block of tr,r'o contiguous buildings took its
toIl. The threat of lawsuits by neighbors and the near

sabotage by the bank aclclecl to the difflculties of the site 133

and its heavy constraints of rrcn cLeclificandi.

Yet the tortuous changes required of him only seemed to
have proclucecl a more thoroughly consiclered ancl more
succinctly' realizecl project in u'hich the principal aim, the
deflnition of a type, also generated its own contracliction,
the creation of a unique house. Acknowledging that the
plan of the La Roche-Jeanneret houses \\.as vexed and
laborecl, Le Corbusier helcl that it "could be a palace"
nonetheless.te In the early sketches the complex of houses
was palatially symmetrical (fig. 2), but by Iate autumn of
1923 Le Corbusier u,as forced to reduce his original plans
for four houses s'ith a separate garage and a free-standing
porter's iodge2o to just two contiguous buildings. In the
final version, which dates from late 1923, one entire wing
u,as eliminated from the originally U-shaped configura-
tion. Despite these massive alterations, Le Corbusier
stuck to the determining axiality of approach and hence
the implied symmetry. As if to counterbalance the loss of
almost half the original site, he imposecl a symmetrical
scheme on the clesign of the lateral facacle, extending it
some twenty-five meters along the cul-de-sac. The large
number of sketches and plans testifies to the graclual evo-
lution of the project. The two chief clesign problems re-
volvecl arouncl the unification of the Jeanneret house u,ith
the living quarters of the La Roche house, and the addi-
tion of a separate gallery for La Roche's growing collection
of paintings. Five unpublishecl studies (figs. 3-i),2' when
arrangecl in proper sequence, mark the main stages in the
development of the project. The earliest among them, no.
15116 (see fig. 3), envisagecl four buildings clustering
arouncl a perfect square at the end of the cul-de-sac: two
symmetrically iclentical houses to the right, and one at
the back linking up with a similar one to the left. The two
contiguous units to the right ancl the house opposite have
principally U-shaped plans with small courts facing the
perimeter of the lot, u,hile the central house has its L-
shaped plan completed by the adjacent units to fcirm an
elongated U-conflguration. The outline of this composite
form (flg. 8) enunciates the main elements, their sym-
metrical counterpoint, ancl the joint deflnition which Le
Corbusier maintainecl throughout later changes in the
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2 Study for a oroup offour houses,
Square du Dr. Blanche, Auteuil,
Paris, 1923. Fondation Le C., no.
151 13.
3 Floor plan offour connected
residences, Square du, Dr. Blanche,
1923. F.LC, rto. 15116.
.L Pencil sketch of reuised plans uith
a central gallery toing, 1923. F.LC,
no. 15101.
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5 Study of fl"oor plans for three
residences, Square du Dr. Blanclrc,
1923. F.LC, no. 15100.

6 Pen sketch of tlrc eleuatiott for a
group of three connected residences,
1923. F.LC, no. 15111.

7 Pencil study .for the eleuation of
tlrc La Roche-Jeanneret h,ouses.

Early aersion of the fenestration,
1923. F.LC, no.75111t.
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8 Outline of composite form of
residences on the Square du Dr.
Blanche.
9 Main facade of the House in
Vaucresson. Le Corbusier, 1gZZ.
10a Eleuation of the La Roclrc-
Jeanneret houses. Final uersion of
the .fenestration, 1 923 .

10b Second story floor plan ofthe La
Roche-J eanneret houses. The
prottttding liuittg-room bay of tlte
Jeanneret house to the right
establishes the im,plied aris of
symmetry for the tuto sm,all
balconies on the gallery and in the
haLL of the La Roche house to the
leJt.

136 project. The rough pencil sketch no. 1b101 (see fig. 4)
introduced a new component, the convex shape of the
closing wing at the rear. In contrast to this soft curvature
and its circular staircase, the double unit to the right
emerges in complete symmetry, its balance emphasized
by extruded window bays. A measured and more detailed
study, no. 15100 (see fig. 5), reduces the number ofhouses
to three, essentially massing the Iiving quarters into one
extended wing to the right ofthe street and reserving the
cross wing for the La Roche gallery. Raised off the ground
and treated as a bridge between the living quarters ancl
a gloriette, a U-shaped supporL at its end, the elevated
wing permits access to a garage at the very back of the
house. Le Corbusier noted at the lower right of this plan
that he stopped working on it on May 10, 1928, by which
point it must have become certain that the lot to the left
ofthe street was no longer for sale. After the final contract
between the developers and Le Corbusier (acting as the
agent for his sister-inJaw and La Roche) had been signed
on September 21, 1923, he complained to the architect of
the Banque Immobilibre de Paris that he was obliged ,,to
redo completely the plan of the three houses . . ., to let
one of his clients go, and to put up only two houses with
a joint facade now reduced to thirty meters."22

The pen sketch no. 15111 (see fig. 6) offers a first glimpse
of the new scheme, with its bold stress on the lateral
symmetry of the main block in plan and elevation while
the short gallery wing is thrown off balance rather se-
verely. The gallery elevation at the terminus of the cul-
de-sac soon receives an equally symmetrical facade. After
the principal axis of approach and the seconclary cross-
axis are anchored in the plan, Le Corbusier begins to set
the weight of individual parts in motion. He not only had
to cope with the obvious issue of accommodating spaces
of greatly varying size and character behind the strict
geometry of the elevations, but also with his desire to
establish a "complex symmetry" among its parbs. This
complex symmetry came about through the use of a tra-
ditionally asymmetrical internal distribution and it was
heightened by the continuous alterations of the project in
response to changing conditions of the site.

From his earliest buildings Le Corbusier had tended to
modify symmetric schemes in such a way as to give vol-
umetric presence to certain asymmetries of use, such as
those created by stairwells, while maintaining overall bal-
ance. The small house at Vaucresson, for example, has a
fully symmetrical garden facade, whereas the addition of
a stairwell extends to one side the elevation facing the
street (flg. 9). In Le Corbusie/s practice, the axis of
symmetry did not need to coincide with the prominent
elements of the facade, such as the portals. It tended
either to disappear in a blank area devoid of any mark, or
to fall onto the edge of a corner. Frequently he would
design his fenestration pattern by unrolling the continuous
envelope of the house onto the plane of his drafting pa-
per.23 Thus, if the two facades of Ozenfant's house are
projected onto one plane (fig. 15), their symmetry is in-
stantly apparent.

Le Corbusier was still preoccupied with the ,,house-type',

and its replication in composite groups when he began the
early schemes for the La Roche-Jeanneret houses on the
Square du Dr. Blanche. Plans such as no. 15100 (see fig.
5) and no. 15111 (see fig. 6) with their starkly symmetric
block recall his projected agglomeration of Dom-ino
houses. Yet the final planning stages of the La Roche-
Jeanneret houses propose much more than a mere varia-
tion of the type. While the facade's axis of symmetry stays
within the wall dividing the two properties so that the
traditional osymmetry in the elevation of each is main-
tained within the balanced whole, the fenestration of each
floor follows a different rhythm, and relates differently to
that of the other two stories and to the facade as a whole.
Three of the four identical square windows on the top
floor (excluding those ofthe protruding bay) coincide ver-
tically with windows of equal size on the second story-
though they are integrated into a horizontal series there-
while no such overt correspondence exists between the
ground floor and the second story (fig. 10a). The nearly
continuous band of second-story windows makes its ap-
pearance very early in the project and never ceases to
function as a tie, while the linking element itself is marked
by a composite rhythm, assembled as it is from three
different units. In drawing no. 15114 (see fig. Z), the
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11 American grain eleuator as
reproduced on the title page of Le
Corbusier's Trois Rappels, Le
Yolume,1920.
12 La Roch,e ltouse. Staitwell giuing
onto rear tet*race.
13 La Roclte lzouse. View from below
the bo,Lcony of the picture ga\lery
toward tlze eleaation of the hall.

1/t Second story Jloor plan of the
Ozenfant house, 1922.
15 Projection of botlt, facades of the
Ozenfant house onto one plane,
1922.
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other"u,ise fairly advanced stage of the facade design em-
ploys only windows of even size in groups of three and
four, except for the contracted last window group to the
left with its trn o-and-one-half units. While the overall sym-
metry of the facade has here received neither the clear
centering nor the composite elements of the final solution,
two contrasting segments of the facade are spatially de-

tached from it on both ends. Thus, the extruded bay on
the right side of the Jeanneret house and the correspond-
ing set-back of the entrance hall in the La Roche house

on the left are seen as displacements of the facade plane
rather than as mere divisions in it (see fig. 7). The initial
contrast of four and three windows in the Jeanneret and
La Roche bays respectively is later refined to a permu-
tation of their differing number of narrow and wide win-
dows, three naflrow units framing two wide ones in the
extruded bay as against three wide ones enclosing two
nalTow units in the set-back portion. Such reversals are
dialectical in nature, for they imply reciprocal moves
among the component elements and not a static equiva-
lence of their parts. Hence, the correlated elements cease

to make a simple statement of fact and define instead the
mutual transformations caused by their interrelationship.

The logic in the parallel clisplacement of u'all planes is not
confined to the treatment of facades but begins to manifest
its ultimate consetluences in the definition of the overall
plan. The floor plans of every story are replete lvith
internal symmetric corresponclences among elements
shifted laterally into balance with respect to various par-
allel axes.

As the project develops, Le Corbusier is forced to com-
press the initial scheme further and further. Thus, the
cubic units begin to interpenetrate and yield a succession
of parallel axes amollg which the division through the full
length of the two houses holds the truly central position.
This can be read most clearly on the level of the second
floor where a number of secondary elements are also
drawn into symmetrical correspondence: for example, two
balconies, one jutting into the hall of the La Roche house
and the other extending from the left-hand corner of the
gallery pavilion, find their axis of symmetry established

I T]TII]
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by the on11,' other protruding element of the second story, 139

the bay adr.anced over the entrance to the Jeanneret
house (fig. 10b). These con'esponclences ancl many olhers
like them estabiish a vertical layering parallel to the ap-
proaching street, a layering that makes the role of actual
.,valls appear conceptually relative rather than physicaliy
absolute.

Entrance into the Square du Dr. Blanche is also concep-

tual initiation into the sphere of Le Corbusie/s architec-
tural definition of space. The continuous pattern of the
fenestration and the countermanding displacements of the
facade plane strongly suggest a reading of the outer walls
of the building as mere membranes. During the early
twenties Le Corbusier came to think of facades as screens

with only minimal volumetric definition. Manifestation of
solid form began to require a curvature, a stretching of
the wall-skin. He introduced such curvatures in the La
Roche house with great restraint, to be sure, but also
with conviction and purpose. The most conspicuous cur-
vatures, the swelling body of the La Roche gallery (fig.

13) ancl the softly rounded stairrnell (flg. 12) giving onto
the rear terrace, reassert Le Corbusiey's explicit distinc-
tion between volume and space. He illustrated his first
rappel in celebration of volume exclusively with photo-
graphs of American grain elevators (fig. 11), and the sec-

oncl rappel, on surface as the definition of space, chiefly
u,ith skeletal factory buildings, demonstrating the mem-
brane-like nature of spatial envelopes. The setting of the
two into a dialectic relationship for the first time in the
La Roche house gives that house added significance for
the subsequent experimentation u'ith curvilinear surfaces
and plastic volumes which occurs in most of his projects
of the later twenties.

The House as a Still Life
The taut facades of Le Corbusier's early Parisian houses
do not prepare one for their often curvilinear interior
spaces (fig. 18). Within the stark cubes of these houses,
defined by rigid wall slabs, bathrooms and toilets are
scooped out of adjoining rooms, rounded stairways pro-
trude from their wells, and hallways bend softly through
the house. Curvilinear enclosures invariably accommodate

nil I
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140 bathrooms, closets, smaller spaces such as the library

cubicle in the Ozenfant house, toilets, ancl chimney flues.
Tubs and toilets, plumbing, fixtures, and lamps are always
incorporated into the plans in such a way as to emphasize
their compact, near-round boclies.2a These swelling vol-
umes cannot be dismissed as a holclover from the malleable
walls of Art Nouveau, such as those which perret em-
ployed in the flexibly adjusted distribution of his flats.

As if to bear out Le Corbusier's assertion that ,,painting
nowadays has movecl ahead of the other &rts,', zs the work
ofJuan Gris and the early Purist efforts of Ozenfant and
Jeanneret himself anticipated the architectural dialectic
between the cubic envelope of the house and the curvilin-
ear dividers and objects insicle it.26 The first purist paint-
ings, taking their cues from such works as Juan Gris,
Nature morte a la guitare2T of 1918 (fig. 16), were at once
more rectilinear in their composition and their recogniz-
able objects were more illusionistically plastic than ad-
vanced Cubist images. In this respect Purist painting from
the first had an affinity with the abstractions of architec-
tural plans and a shared appreciation for plastic volumes.
The formal configuration of Le Corbusier's l,{ature morte
d. la piLe d'assiettes2E of 1920 (fig. 17) closely resembles
the intersections of straight ancl bent u,alls on the second
floor of lhe 1922 Ozenfant house (fig. 14). In Iess than two
years Le Corbusier broke the spell of rectilinearity which
the Dom-ino schemes had held over the architectural pro-
jects of his flrst years in Paris. By 1920 Fernand L6ger,
under the impact of L'EfJ'orl modenr,e and the Purists,
had also reduced his images to a sparse juxtaposition of
curvilinear and sometimes human shapes within the per-
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18
16 Juan, Grzs, Nature morte a la
g:uitare,1918.
17 Le Corbusier, Nature morte i la
pile d'assiettes, 1920.

18 La Roche house. Picture gallery
Phntograph by F. R. YerburY.
Collection of the Arclr,ttectural
Association, London.
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19 Tro,cing of a part of Fernand
LAger's Composition 7, 1gZS.
20 Tracing of a part of tlte floor ptan
for the "rez-de-chaussbe infArieur" of
the project for the Villa Meyer. Le
Corbusier, 1925.

742 pendicular geometry of colored planes. In the pavillon de
I'Esprit Nouveau his work falls naturally into place next
to the Purist paintings. The affinities between such con-
temporary works as Le Corbusier's Villa Meyer and
Leger's Composition Z, both of lg?b, reveal a common
basis in late Cubist imagery (figs. 19, 20).

Throughout the twenties Le Corbusier was preoccupied
with the image quality of his plans. The composite curvi-
Iinear shapes of, say, the roof level of the villa at Garches
(fig. 23) or the lower stories of the project for the Villa
Meyer (see flg. 20), suggest a relationship with such paint-
ings as Gris' Guitare et compotier2e of 1921 (fig. Zl). Le
Corbusier rendered the swelling volumes of baths and
stairs in his architectural drawings in much the same way
that the Purists painted bottles, glasses, and guitars in
their still lifes. The connection is not established by a
superficial similarity of shapes, but by the essential same-
ness of their purpose. The curvilinear enclosures in Le
Corbusier's plans (fig. 22) play the same role as the plastic
objects in the pictorial work of Gris, the Purists, and
Leger. Simplified shapes of vases, glasses, bottles, and
guitars share fully in the geometry of Purist images with-
out disappearing in it. As recognizable images of familiar
objects they contrast with the non-objective nature of the
picture as a whole. The presence of "tlpe-objects" within
an abstract setting establishes a connection to the viewer's
world, but it also gives rise to a conflict within the picture.
The Purists and L6ger took a positive view of this conflict
between utilitarian object and pictorial construct, as Ozen-
fant and Jeanneret argued in La Peinture moderne: ,pur-
ism begins with elements chosen from existing objects,
extracting their most specific forms. It draws them pref-
erably from among those that serve the most direct human
uses; those which are like extensions of man's limbs, and
thus of an extreme intimacy, a banality that makes them
barely exist as subjects of interest in themselves."3o What
could be more immediately necessary for human use, more
banal and intimate, than bathtubs, bidets, and toilets,
precisely the "existing objects" which, shaped to the cur-
vature of human limbs, were incorporated into the pristine
envelopes of Le Corbusier's houses? Utilitarian installa-
tions were thus separated from the habitable spaces by

19 20
means of a radical formal distinction. During the later
twenties, Le Corbusier allowed the curvature of stairs,
ramps, and alcoves to distend more generously into space
and to escape the rectilinear confinement of the plan al-
together. But even then, as in the project for the Centro-
soyus in Moscow of 7929, expansive curves and swelling
spaces were virtually limited to areas of circulation: the
turning radius of an automobile determines the curvature
of the ground floor lobby of the Villa Savoye in Poissy,
just as the only protruding element on the perpendicular
facades of Ozenfant's studio-house, the u,inding stair, hacl
served the practical purpose of direct access to the ele-
vated ground floor.

Movement and the equipment needed for comfort retained
for Le Corbusier such immediate and, one feels, psycho-
logical association with the body that he thought of them
as "extensions of man's limbs" and considered them to be
at once objects of "extreme intimacy" and "banality"-like
cups, glasses, spoons, and pipes. An inevitable distinction
arose between them and the far more abstract qualities
of space. In many architectural sketches and in photo-
graphs of interior spaces the softly curving Thonet chairs
and heavily cushioned/auteuils, teacups and kettles, felt
hats and ripe fruit are placed as bodily tokens into the
mostly untenanted rooms. Curvilinear surfaces, like those
of the grain elevators celebrated in the first rappel, rep-
resent "volume"; they are or can be filled and tend to be
considered as solid bodies, whereas the openness of inte-
rior spaces represents the "plan," as laid out in the second
rappel. The plan is "an austere abstraction; nothing to the
eye but an arid algebraization".3r "s'mple or complex sym-
metries," "compensation" by counterbalancing equiva-
lences, and "modulation" arise from the plan and give
architectural definition to space. Thus, interior space con-
stitutes "the basis of architectural experience,"32 and the
presence of an occupant establishes the contrast between
the Cartesian geometry of space-((an austere abstrac-
tion"-and the dense volume of one's own body.

Le Corbusier built this experiential distinction between
the organic form of the human body and the geometric
structure of spatial abstractions into his architecture. In

t



21 Juan Grds, Guitare et compotier,
1921.
22 Pen sketch ofthe bathroom in the
Maison Guiette. Le Corbusier, 1926.
23 Villa at Garches. Plan of the roof
Leael. Le Corbusier, 1927.

moving through the house, gesturing into space, or re-
treating to the 'hidden places' where purely utilitarian
equipment modelled on the human body has been installed
in compact volumes, one experiences the dialectic oppo-
sites of conceptualized space and bodily presence. Space

comes to represent abstract totality, equipment the real-
ity of neecl. Inside the houses are the instruments one
picks up for a purpose and drops after use. Stairs are
passed through, toilets left, tea kettles carried away, but
the walls remain and the sheer space they enclose-
though equally a human creation-opposes time and
change.

Le Corbusier pitted the bocly and its needs directly
against the timeless abstractions of the human mind. If
one can attribute to him a "tragic view of architecture"33
it springs from this implacable confrontation of life with
the absolute categories generated by the intelligence of
that very life. The house encompasses the temporal,
shaped to the body for its immediate needs, and the time-
less, erected in pristine geometry over it. The sparseness
of the utilitarian spaces and the complete exposure of
appliances and fixtures refuse all embellishment. That no-
torious bidet next to the architect's own bed3a admits
human life from ecstasy to excrement more completely
than any rhetorical clevices, but without sacrificing the
capacity to project absolute concepts. Raoul La Roche
perceived this dimension of Le Corbusier's rvork when he
congratulated the architect on the completion of the
house, declaring that he was moved by the recognition of
"the constants that are found in all grand works of archi-
tecture." "Your merit," he continued, "in linking our ep-
och to the preceding ones is particularly great."3s But to
grant such historical significance to Le Corbusier's work,
one must also try to uncover the epoch of the past in
which he found these constants of architecture.

The House of the Tragic Poet
As one enters the private dead-end street of the Square
du Dr. Blanche, Le Corbusie/s houses, for all their in-
complete realization of an originally self-contained
scheme, define their sphere so totally that one stands
inside the ideal house before reaching the door (fig. 1
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2.1 La Roclte house. Vieta of the hall
as reproduced in the Oeuvre
complete, 1923.
25 La Roche hou,se. Vieu: from tlte
tltird.floor across the hall, 1925.

26 Early pen sketch o.f the projected
haLl in the La Roche ltouse, Le
Corbusier.
27 Sketch of the interior of' a hottse
in Pompeii as reproduced by Le
Corbu,sier irz Vers une architecture.
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28 Gromtd pLan of the House of the
Tragic Poet in Pom,peii (afier A.
Mau.).
29 The interior of a Pompeian house
in the reconstntction of August
Mau, 1899.
30 Map of Pompeii ruith Le
Corbttsier's annotations in his
Baedeker.

146 [frontispiece]). Once actually inside the hall of the La
Roche house one is curiously re-exposed to movement and
passage as if the closure of interior spaces were noll, in
question (fig. 25). The house had barely been built when
Sigfried Giedion wrote that "the cool walls of concrete are
partecl, cut and divided so as to allou, spatial com-
partments to enter from all sicles." 36 The interpenetration
of volumes is immediately conveyed in the familiar pho-
tograph from the Oeu"ure complbte (fr9.2q. The La Roche
hall, an area of passage open through the full height of
the builcling, occupies a nodal position. It both clivides the
gallery ancl upstairs library from the living quarters and
establishes, on all three floors, the necessary connections
between them. Moving through the house one is guided
by it up and clown the stairs and led along landings on the
second and third floors. In its height and with its light
streaming in from above, it assumes the character of an
atrium. The walls are treated as neutral slabs, and all
apertures remain unframed and cut, as in an exterior
facacle, so as to keep the core of the house bounded like
its courtyard.

A lofty hall with an open stairwell and upstairs gangway
insertecl between evenly spaced piers created a similar
impression in Joseph Hoffmann's Palais Stoclet of 1905 in
Brussels. The rich materials of Hoffmann's hall cover the
skeleton of the house with the garb of a monumental
building, but they fail to disguise the starkly exposed
internal structure. The connection with Le Corbusier's La
Roche house lies in a similar concern with a central area
spaced to the full dimensions of the entire dwelling and
capable of drau.ing all spaces into its orbit. The cleliberate
identity of matelials and surfaces inside and out, the light-
ing, and the exposure of the circulation system in the La
Roche house all combine to create a thoroughly moclern
kincl of interior, one that Henry-Russell Hitchcock rightiy
considered a "particular invention of the International
Styls." r'

But as much as La Roche is thoroughly modern, a com-
parison of Le Corbusier's tentative rendering of the La
Roche hall (flg. 26) with his early sketch of a Pompeian
interior (fi5.27) reveals the same eccentric passages (seen

from a central position!) which spare the large expanses
of wall. Their neutralized surfaces enhance spatial defi-
nition while suppressing weight and bearing structure. In
his discussion of plan and space, Le Corbusier had cle-

ciared that "there is no other architectural element for
interiors [but] light, ancl walls rvhich reflect it on their
u,ide expanse."38 His concept of space, as opposecl to solicl
volume, aspires to a state of cubic ciarity. Passages leacl-

ing along the rvalls anci unframed corner doors intimate
the concept of layered depth which logically entails the
modiflcation of spaces by lateral shifts of walls and wall
segments. But the sketch from Pompeii represents only
a token of the vast significance Roman architecture held
in the clarification of Le Corbusier's thinking. It is in fact
to Pompeii that one must turn for the ultimate sources of
the La Roche-Jeanneret houses.

The originally contemplated lot at Auteuil had approxi-
mately the dimensions of an average urban lot in the
better sections of Pompeii, and the limitations imposed on
Le Corbusier by the builciing code amounted to little more
than the de .facto restrictions one would have encountered
on a comparable site in ancient Roman towns. Essentially,
the site provicled only frontal access and, as an enclosed

urban lot, required a plan tleveloping the house toward an
open core rather than torvard externally lit facades.

Le Corbusier had devoted exceptional attention to Pom-
peii in his travels: he annotated his Baedeker (fig. 30),re
kept a list of houses he had examined, and made numerous
sketches and watercolors on the site. Moreover, he must
have been familiar with the reconstructions of Roman
atrium-houses as they appearecl in the widely published
book by August Mau.ao The facacle-like treatment of in-
terior elevations (flg. 29), lhe open stairs ascending to
internal balconies, ancl the gathering of adjoining spaces

around an open core were not totally new to architecture
after the turn of the century-as the example of the Palais

Stoclet indicates-but the Roman houses Le Corbusier
examined in Pompeii combined familiar elements in a de-

cidedly uncommon manner. The axial deployment of the
atrium-house afforded a "promenade" from the street to
the rear garden across hallways and atria. The unfolding
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of public spaces-squares, passages, colonnades and shut-
off habitations----outside it. Roman houses miniaturized
the order of the Roman city. For an architect whose am-

bition it was to plan a modern city of three million but
who needed to content himself for the time being with the
constmction of two houses on an undesirable lot, the
temptation to shape those houses against the background
of a vast urban order is obvious, and the houses of Pompeii
were better suited for this exercise than any others.

The sequence of highly differentiated cubicles and the
subtle shifts in their alignment are especially remarkable
in the Pompeian House of the Tragic Poet. Le Corbusier
recognized in it the "subtleties of a consummate art,"ar
and, not surprisingly, singled it out for discussion in

"L'ILLusion des plans" (fig. 28). The judicious displace-
ment of emphasis from the central axis recalls immedi-
ately the shift of Le Corbusie/s little balcony from its
originally central position on the La Roche gallery to the
extreme left side, as well as the counterbalance between
the extrusion of the living room bay in the Jeanneret
house and the recessed hall-bay of the La Roche house.

The centric entrance to the atrium of the Pompeian house

and the lateral displacement of the right-hand walls in
front and back of the atrium-corridor (fig. 31) imply a

comparable relation to the guiding axis of the houses in
Auteuil. Le Corbusier observed that in the House of the
Tragic Poet "the axis is not dry theory, it ties together
the principal volumes which are neatly inscribed and dif-
ferentiated one from the other."a2 The long wing to the
right with its slanted, blind end wall and staircase behind,
seen upon entering the Square du Dr. Blanche, recalls in
its layout the compartmentalized chambers of one half of
a palatial Roman town-house, and not just any Pompeian
house but the very one Le Corbusier had sketched to
illustrate his argumentinL'Esprit Nouaeau.a3 If one blots
out those areas from the ground-plan of the Pompeian
house that correspond to the abandoned wing of Le Cor-
busier's original plan, the affrnities become self-evident
(flgs. 32, 33).

There is more to the correspondence than a similarity of
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31 Le Corbttsier's sketch of the
groundpLan of tlre House of the
Tragic Poet in Pompeii, 1911.
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site ancl an affinity of planning concept, more than the
curious impluvial image in Le Corbusier's repeated rec-
ommendation that water "be drained from the roof
through the interior ofthe house";o, the fundamental con-
nection resides in the ambition to make a house in u'hich
the larger world is present.

In the twenties Le Corbusier aspired to redefine the en-
tire structure of the house in explicit connection to modern
life. This attempt meant rendering habitation more ma-
chine-like, but it also entailed accepting the compulsion of
movement into the internal organization of the house.
Especially in his villa projects of the 1920s Le Corbusier
attached thematic significance to the connection between
inside ancl outside, ancl he spoke repeatedly about the
mutual clependence of optical perception and bodily move-
ment. "Axis" became a key word and the deployment of
spaces was tied to it, yet it was conditioned by the dis-
placement of their envelopes. For this reason alone cate-
gorical distinctions betu,een inside and outside, betrveen
total rest and incessant movement, had to yield to a me-
diated sense of contrasts capable of reflecting their con-
tradictions one within the other.

Le Corbusier's sketches rarely failed to give prominence
to the automobile, and the planning of the Villa Savoye
was explicitly predicated on its use.as It seems highly
fitting that La Roche expressecl his appreciation of the
architect's work by offering him a five horsepower Citroen
of his choice. Motor cars give particularly tangible ancl
highly symbolic expression to the mobility of moclern 1ife.
As an early object of standardizaLion and mass procluction,
they held a special place in Le Corbusier's architectural
polemics of the twenties, second only to airplanes and
ocean liners. The imagery derivecl from these means of
transportation u,as not altogether neglectecl in the La
Roche-Jeanneret houses; on the contrary, the roof of the
La Roche house is equipped with its own little navigation
bridge and the curving ramp inside the picture gallery
carries the compulsion of movement fully into the house
(flgs. 34, 35). Le Corbusier's statement that it is "by
walking, through movement, that one sees an architec-
tural order develop"46 loses its obviousness when put to



32 Ground plan o.f the House oJ the
Tragic Poet itr. Pompeii with tltose
parts cancelled that con'espond to

the elimincLted pofiions of Le
Corbusier's originol plans for the

ltottses on the Squat'e dtt Dr.
Bl,anche.
33 Grouttd plan of the Lq Roche-
Jeanneret hotLses, 192;1 .
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35
the test in the Auteuil houses. The movement implied in
the stmcture of the La Roche hall (see fig. 2q and gallery
with their multifarious intersections and centrifugal ex-
tensions conveys even to a seated visitor an architectural
analogy to the sensation of an immobile passenger in a
moving car. If, for Le Corbusier, "everything was in or-
der"47 in the Pompeian House of the Tragic Poet, then for
us the movement of modern life is momentarily arrested
in the categories of architectural space when we visit the
La Roche-Jeanneret houses.
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3/t La Roche house. Viezo toward the

"nauigation brtdge" on the roof Leuel.

35 Rendering of the La Roche
ga\Lerg, 1923. F.LC, no. 15290.
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152 Notes 1. I am obliged to Andr6 Wogenscky, President of the Fondation
Le Corbusier in Paris, for permission to reproduce unpublished
drawings by Le Corbusier, and to Mme. Frangoise de Franclieu
and her staff for their assistance during mv research at the
Fondation. Ir_*X brief_ analysis of the underpinnings of Le
Corbusier's deflnition and transformation of space I am [enerally
indebted to Peter Eisenman's theoretical claiification oT modern
architecture. Stanislaus von Moos's writings on Le Corbusier
and our conversations on the topic have been especially helpful.
I have also berreflted from the new examination of Le Corbusier's
early work which is now being undertaken by H. Allen Brooks.
4s in many earlier instances Dr. Herbert H. Hymans and Diane
Ghirardo liLave given generously of their time aird knowieclge for
an editorial review of mv draft. A11 translations are my own
unless otherwise acknowildged.
?. Th" "Trois Rappels i MM. les Architectes" were first pub-
lished.in 47 sprtt Nottueau, | (1920) and subsequently incorpo-
rated in Vers une architecture (Paris, 1923).
3. Vers une architecture, p. \27.
4. Giuseppe Pagano, "Architettura moderna di venti secoli fa,"
La Casa Bella, 47 (1931), reprinted in Architettura e cittd. dur-
qryle il fascismo, ed. Cesare de Seta (Bari: Laterza, 1976), p.
205.
5. Ibid., p.207.
6..Title of a chapter in Vers une o.rchitecture, pp. 119-140;
originaily published in L'Esprit NouLteau, 14 (1922).
7. Elie Faure, Histoire de l'art, L'Aft antique (Paris, 1924). The
personal copy in Le Corbusier's library carries the author's ded-
ication "au r6dempteur Jeanneret avec mon admiration, mon
amiti6 et ma reconnaissance-Elie Faure." Le Corbusier also
owned a now lost copy of Charles Chipiez & Georges Perrot's
Histoire de |art dans I'antiquit,4 (Paris, 1894-1914).
8. The villa Schwob achieved the neoclassicism of Behrens with
the structural means of Perret but stressed more overtlv Pal-
ladian traditions such as the central two-storv hal1. SeL also
Colin Rowe, "The Mathematics of the Ideal Viila: Palladio and
Le Corbusier Compared," The Architectural Reuiew, 101 (194?),
pp. 101-104. I cannot share Rowe's view that "the world of
classical Mediterranean culture, on which Palladio drew so ex-
pre.1'qively, is closed for Le Corbusier" (p. 54).
9. Vers une architecture, p. 126.
10. Among other relevant books on the topic Le Corbusier
or'"'ned Pierre Gusman's La dAcoration mttrale d, Pompei (Paris,
1924; thirty-two loose pochoir prints in bright colors and inac-
qLrrate but striking geometrization of Pompeian u'all painting).
Placed in this folder is a rvatercolor by Le Corbusiei with an
ilscription on the back: "Aquarelle . . . faite sur place en 1910.
-L-C."
11. Er Faure, Histoire de l'art, L'Aft arttlque, p.27,5.
12. Cl. Sir Anthony Blunt, "Picasso's Cldssical Periocl, 1912-
1925," The Burlington Magazine, CX, 781 (1968), p. 187.
13. Igor Stravinsky, An Autobiograplzy (New Yoik, 1936), re-
edited in the Norton Library, N.Y., 1962, esp. p. 115.
14. Amedee Ozenfant and Charles-Eclouard Jeanneret, Aprbs le
cubisme (Paris, 1918).
15. Handwritten, detailed outline in the dossier on Vers une
architecttLre, Archives of the Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris.



16. Vet's utrc architecture, p. 37.
17. The sketch u,as published in Le Corbusier and Pierre Jean-
net:et, Oetnre complbte, 1910-1929 (Zurich, 1929), p. 60 (bot-
tom).
18. The history of the project is amply documented in the cor-
respondence files of the Fonclation Le Corbusier. The brief out-
line of the builcling history given here is far from exhaustive but
attempts to avoid the inaccuracies and confusion of Russell Wal-
den's "Nell' Light on Le Corbusier's Ear:ly Years in Paris: The
La Roche-Jeanneret Houses," Tlte Open Hand, Essays ott Le
Corbusier (Cambridge and London, 1977), pp. 116-161. Walclen
has failed to examine the many ciozen sketches and plans of the
La Roche-Jeanneret project and he deals with the alchitecture
oniy in terms of a feu, anecdotal observations. His single-minded
stress on Le Corbusier's allegecl Rousseauism amounts to a
serious distortion.
19. Oeuure corttplite, I, p. 64.
20. The final plan and elevation of the loge cottcibrge is preserved
in drauing no. 15136 at the Fondation Le Corbusier.
21. A11 of these clrau'ings are kept at the Fondation Le Corbu-
ster.
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Tlte heroic years of early modenr,ism
in ParislhcLt is, the epoch 1909-
1939-may be seen as being subject
to wild sruitrgs itt e,rpressiort as
painting grauitated from abstract
fi,guration toward a fig'ureLess
"mecltanicism" and back ago,itz. In
this sequence comprising anaLysis,
synthe sis, recapittilation, a nd

fusion, the relatiue|y shor"t-liued and
rather unique Purist mouement is
no erception. It simply suffers the
initial condensation and later
elaboration ofthe Scltool of Paris in
a different way. Thus one may settle
on the year 1925 as the end of the
neoplatonic Mach,inist phase as far
as Purism is concerned, for in that
year tlte .final fruit of tlre theoretical
collaboration betw eett AmedAe
Ozenfant and Clrurles Jeanneret (Le

Corbusier) sees the light of day,
namely the publication of their
ultim,ate treatise La Peinture
Moderne. In this s(Lme ?/eo.r,
Fernand Lbger, who, like Juan
Gris, had been situated on the frinoe
of tlte Purist entetprise, is brought
into the polemical fold, so to speo,k,

toith the inclusion of his painting Le
Balustre in Le Corbusier's Pauillon
de l'Esprit Nouueau erected for the
Erposition des Arts D4coratifs.

This conjunction adds weight to the
uiew that it is LOger who euentually
causes Le Corbusier to abandon tlle
exquisite but limited poetics o/
Purism to embrace forms and, theses
more resonant with the social and
sensual tactility of life. A form of
"fi ,guratiae" but transcended, " social
realism" begins to insinuate itself

Aprbs le Purisme

into Lbger's painting Le M6canique
of that year. Meanwhile his
preoccupation with the city as an
ab stro,ct mac hine -inspir ed by
R obert D e\aunay's N eo-F uturist
uisions 

-reaclte 
s its apotheo sis, at

least as.far as Lbqer is corrcerned,
with, his fi,lm Le Ballet M6canique o/
192t+.

From the mid-twenties on, LAger's
" ab stract" c anuase s are increasinoly
dominated by the appearance of tlrc
human figure in conjunction witlt, a
certain range of objects, which (after
L4ger) Le Corbusier Later cLassifies
as objets evocative d'emotion
po6tique: such unmistakenly earthy
images as cordage, fru,it, g\oues, and
bread. In this context one TnaA

effictiuely haue reason to cite Le
C orbusier's Jongleuse d'accord6on o/
1926, tahich not only features a
LAqer-lilte wo?nan but also a
musical instrument of "social
realist" connotations. It is obaious
that the accordion, was a symbolic
departure, both formally and
culturally, from the neoplatonic,
elitist oaertones toltich both Cubism
and Purtsm alike had succeeded in
attaching to the image of the guitar.

On tlte other ltand, as Kathertne
Fischer shows, tlrc metltods and
iconography of Purism were not
simply abandoned ouernight. The
strategy of the mariage des contours
and the principle of rendertng
Purist " sculptural" perspectiu e and
spatial displacement in terms of
relatiaely undistorted plans and
sections were to be adltered to by Le

Corbusier until around 19321he
year that he reworked Jongleuse
d'accord6on . Tltereufter the Purtst
elements would be deJinitiuely
dismembered if not totally
eliminated from tlre body of his
work.

Thus Le Corbusier's Nature morte,
1927, may be said, to look botlt, ways:
bctckward toward such Purist
classics as Le Corbusier's Nature
morte b la pile d'assiettes et au livre
of lszo ulrcre tlte objects, apart from
their spatial resonance, are botlt an
architecture in miniature and
normatiue utensils for a "classic"
ciuilization; o,nd fonoard toward
suclt totally Jiguratiue works as his
graffi.ti mura|, Sous les Pilotis,
made for the GraylBadoaici house in
Cap Martin in 1938. Thus, as
Fischer sholos, the Purtst objects of
this Nature morte are embodied in a
textured, shaded rendering whiclr,
comes close to that used for Lbger's
"tubist" figures antl hence permit tlte
Purtst "fi,guration" to read, not only
as tactile form and as an
architecture in miniature but also
as a metaphor for the absent human
fi.gure.
K.F.
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1 Le Corbusier, Nature Morte, 1gZZ.
Kunstmuseltm, Bern.
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A Nature Morte, 1927

Katherine Fraser Fischer

Le Corbusier intended the appreciation of his painting as

a meditation, the frame cloistering the eye from the dis-
tractions of daily life, the eye directing the mind toward
some divination of the picture's internal order and mean-
ing. Often quoted is a passage from La peinture modert[b
of 7925, in which Le Corbusier and Ozenfant justified their
choice of still-life objects as being a subject matter so

banal that it could not detract from contemplation of the
abstract Purist harmony: "[we] prefer to choose among
those objects serving the most immediate human needs;

those that are like extensions of the human limbs and
therefore partake of an extreme intimacy, a banality that
minimizes them as subjects of interest in themselves, and

hardly suits them to anecdote."r Yet in 1948 Le Corbusier
decried the "taste for a rarefiecl kind of painting, very
remote, nourished by a hundred forces piled up behind a
wall of hermeticism."2 Surely both attitudes apply to a
painting in the collection of the Kunstmuseum in Bern, a
Nature morte dated 1927 and signed Jeanneret (fig. 1)

which might best be characteized asfrondeuse. Its awak-
ening objets-types strain against their Purist boundaries,
which were to burst only the following year.3 Indeed, the
adjective .frondeuse is used by Corbusier himself, with
much trepidation, to describe the analogous stirrings of
synthetic Cubism in defiance of the abstract austerity of
analytic Cubism.a But more interesting than the appear-
ance of stylistic and iconographical strife are the under-
lying systematic organizational principles that hold fast
and stress the continuity, rather than the break, in Le
Corbusie/s stream of painting.

The permutation of a standard Purist device at the lower
Ieft of the still-life focuses one's meditations: a small, heav-
ily drawn black circle quarantines the profile of half a cup
and handle. The circle is the only pure geometric form in
the painting; it rims a glass in the foreground. The cup
handle, by contrast, is animated and ear-like, recalling
the grotesque modeled faces on ceramic beer steins. The
outside hatf of the cup is gray, while the sequestered half
is pink. It is as though the neutral cup of Nature morte
had been injected with cosmetic paint, brought to life, and
isolated beneath a magnifying glass. This prominent motif
serves as a legend by which to read the painting.

First, the still-life is bounded by a rectangular black and 157

gray band with rounded corners, drawn slightly inside the
edges of a tall, rectangular canvas. Outside this frame, at
about one-fifth the height of the canvas, a thin black ho-
rizon line divides an upper field of pastel violet paint from
a lower field of pastel ochre paint (fig. 2). The line is not
maintained within the frame, just as a line continuous on

either side of a magnifying glass is displaced within the
magnified area. This second and larger space shares the
color of the upper field, its "magnifying" frame lifting the
still-life off the warm table, in a sense, into the cool, bluish
air. In the denial of their environmental context, the ob-
jects of the still-life lose their referential scale. Lacking
clues to absolute size, they become generalized and mon-
umental, quite beyond the context of the traditional do-
mestic table.

However, the impure shape of this larger frame mediates
between the rectangularity of the canvas and the blocky
curvature of the objects it encloses. The modulated gray
edge of a coffee pot, the brown edge of a siphon bottle,
the black and gray bands of the frame, and the border of
surrounding canvas are parallel bands of color connecting
the inside to the boundary ancl the exterior. This reading
suggests the transparency of a section taken through dif-
ferent types of space, an effect often observed in Le Cor-
busierJs Purist villas. A formal link is established between
the art object and/or its interior, and the object's context,
even though the outside is a qualitatively different
realm-its horizon line signifying the context of nature or
of traditional painting.

The relationships among the objects and the space within
the Purist frame comprise a more rarefied version of the
same theme. The conflicting aims of idealization and in-
dividualization of the contents are reconciled by distilling
the difference among the objects to a common denomina-
tor. In the standard Purist painting, the included objects
differ visually only in terms of their common property of
plasticity. Their interiors and outer surfaces are formally
equated, for the object is characterized in its totality by
its silhouette and the system used to project it-a problem
reconsidered for each object and therefore not consistent
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2 Nature Morte. Diagram indicating
the dominant color of each outlined
a'rea.

m

throughout the canvas. Thus the Purist painter selects
the most characteristic aspects of each object-front, pro-
file, top, or base-and combines them with the ingenuity
of the ancient Egyptians (whom Le Corbusier revered).

Through this process, each object retains a distinct per-
sonality that is not diminished by an overall pictorial syn-
thesis (the undesirable situation against which Le Cor-
busier and Ozenfant joined forces). Yet personality is
predicated on spatial characteristics, for silhouette ex-
presses plasticity: "It is the outline of things which ex-
plains their volume. Le CorbusierJs pictures represent
objects seen from in front, but their depth is implied in
the lines."s This fertile conflation of properties enables
him to reassemble the dismembered Cubist subject matter
into usually recognizable objects, to preserve their three-
dimensionality, and yet to unite them in a two-dimensional
plane. The specific personality of the Purist object also
occasionally derives from the interchange between the
object's internal space and its spatial context. Each object
maintains sovereignty over its own area of the canvas and
may be found to alter or influence other obiects that enter
or obscure its boundaries, as in the case of the transfor-
mations of the cup by the glass in the foreground. The
painting is in this sense made up of a number of semi-
autonomous and different spaces, which are described by
silhouettes and which interact in various ways.

Le Corbusier distinguished between the viewing of nature
and the viewing of a painting. Nature has a moral exist-
ence independent of the eye; indeed it puts the eye at a
Ioss, only revealing itself in fragments. A painting, on the
other hand, must cater to the eye for its existence. In Le
Corbusierrs thinking, a painterly feature like a silhouette
was preserved from such unsightly natural accidents as
foreshortening in order to perform two functions: to give
information about the form of an object as we know it in
its integrity, and to participate in a complete and self-
sustained composition. By linking depth to silhouette, Le
Corbusier freed form from the conventional accidents of
Iighting that obscure it by shadow as often as they illu-
minate it. Chiaroscuro as an indicator of deep space van-
ishes from his paintings early in his Purist career, and is
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replaced b1 occasional moclelings of curvecl edges that
abstractll' "cl'eate a rh1'thm u-hose relationships shall be
dictatecl b), the nature of the feeling to be stimulated."6
In the classic Pulist phase mocleling is generally used
expediently to accent ancl clistinguish among profiles, and
it indicates a qualitl' that may be termed clensity or grav-
itv.'

While the objects of the classic Purist still-life reappear
in the 1927 painting, they are in the process of metamor-
phosis. Their suggestive, allusive capacities have been
selectively increased by the addition of another formal
property: surface. Normally in Purist painting every out-
line is understood to denote a complete object, even
though such objects are often shown as only partial flelds
of color. These fielcls are relatively textureless and become
transparent at u,ill; they are another secondary means of
differentiating forms. In the 1927 painting, opaque sur-
faces, distinguished by harsher textural brushwork and
by modeling, become sharply contrastecl with those areas
which are tranquil, passive fields. The problem of pictorial
spatial relationships gains its seconcl dimension: to the
physical relationship betr.veen insicle ancl outsicle is added
the optical relation betrveen transparent and opaque. This
realization of the nuances of actuai and virtuai adds im-
measurable complexity to the structure of interlocking
silhouettes that unifiecl the earlier still-Iifes.

The right half of the painting separates from the left along
a central vertical divide composecl by abutting profiles of
very different types. The mocleled siphon bottle ancl coffee
pot on the right seem to lie one behind the other in con-
ventional depth. Their opacity is offset on the left by the
transparency of the silhouettes rif wine bottles, another
coffee pot, a flask, ancl jars. The bottles and coffee pot
form a mbnage d fi'ois, in which the green bottle lends its
right side to complete the outline of the gray bottle, but
relinquishes its left side in order to assume the left profile
of the coffee pot. This nlartutle cles contours occurs lat-
erally, but implies contradictory hierarchies in depth. The
contradictions are compounded by the fact that the green
portion ofthe coffee pot reads as part ofthe green-necked
bottle that other"wise appears to lie behind it. Behind

them, the jar, licl, and flask interpenetrate in even gteater 159
complexity, creating an area of paracloxically transparent
depth that defines the opposition betu'een transparency
ancl opacity. Moreover both these regions share a literal
compositional densitl, that is opposecl to the scarcity of
objects in the lower third of the painting.

The upper regions separate from the lorver without a
distinct boundary. They are stabilized by opposing com-
positional force rather than by their relative location in
the common homogeneous space of the table or ground
plane. The two horizontal axes establish this fact. A pipe
overlaps the lower field within the frame, its upper edge
conducting the exterior horizon line into the still-life.
However this line disappears u,here the pipe turns a right
angle near the center of the painting, ancl instead is seen
to pass behind the framed area to reappear on its other
side. The apparent continuity betu'een line inside and line
outside is only a ploy to stress its change in meaning. The
tme organizing axis occurs well below, where it cannot be
confused u,ith the external horizon. It reads like a street
elevation: approaching from the right, one sees an
obliquely projected rectangie; a second rectangle in front
elevation pierced by six small winclou.-iike rectangies; the
section of a pipe; and the semi-circular base of a glass,
hanging belorv the horizontal axis rvhile the rectangular
forms rise above it. Like row houses, these forms share
party u'alls-a literalization of the nruriage des contours.
Most importantly, the iconography of street facade sug-
gests an inversion of natural scale: iarge architectural
elements are reduced and groupecl 1ou' in the composition;
small kitchen-table objects are enlargecl and grouped high.
This puzzle-like, non-naturalistic clistribution objectifies
the space within the frame.

Certainly the framed area has an objectivity apart from
its contents, resulting from its heavy outline and irregular
shape. Initially one is unsure whether the border is in-
tended as a frame or as the perimeter of a table. In the
Iatter case, one would expect the objects to sit on top of
the plane, and indeed lips, necks, and handles protrude
slightly beyond the implied perimeter. But again color
and silhouette preclude a reading in terms of window



3 Georges Braque, Le Goblet, 1978.
PhiladelphicL Museum of'Art: A. E
Gallatin Collection.
lt Le Corbusier, Nature morte b la
pile d'assiettes, 1920.
Mttseum of Modern Art, Neu York
5 Le Corbusier, Nature morte aux
nombreux objets, 1923.
Musbe d'Afi Moderne. Paris.

6 Diagramfronz Modulor 1. Le
C orbu,sier distinguish.e s between the
objectiae, i.e., uisual, read,ing of
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as opposed to the subjectiue, i.e.
conceptual, reading of a site layout
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160 perspective 01' evet.) the shallotr, space of Cubist collage.

The violet atmosphere near the top of the composition,
continuous with the violet at the bottom, seems to project
in front of the yellow field outside the frame. For this
reason, the sur{ace of the "table" seems to tilt back into
space, and we obligingly read the Iow range of small ob-
jects projected from above as also receding into depth.
But contradicting this impression are the kitchen-table
objects, portrayed nearly in elevation in a shallow space
that has already been shown to defy precise analysis.

This opposition has several effects. One is to make these
larger objects read as though they had been forced into
frontality against an inclination to recline into depth; we
wonder whether the flask and siphon bottle are bent for-
ward at the neck in order to overlap the frame. Another
is to increase their seeming monumentality by our sudden
drop in vantage point-a further instance of magnifica-
tion. A third effect is to create a skew in ostensibly frontal
objects, the upper ones tilting forward, the lotver ones
backward. This skew occurs laterally as well: the rn,hite
cloud-like element at the left seems to float behind the
frame, while the handle of the coffee pot projects in front
of it on the right, su,iveling the picture plane into depth
tolr-ard the left. Complementarv tu.ists result from the
u,ay the dense configuration of objects in the upper left
half falls off tou,arcl the lou,er right corner; a reverse
vector joins the opposite corners. This virtual skel,r,'ing
helps to heal the breaches betu'een the various parts of
the painting which are treated differently, but only by
deflating the meaning of those approaches to a common
surface plane.

Such emphatic two-dimensionality should be considered in
relation to the treatment of space in earlier Purist paint-
ings. Space is the central problem of Purism, whether
architectural or pictorial: "We think of the painting not as
a surface, but as a space."8 The Cubists, Le Corbusier
maintained, were enlightened Impressionists. They
stressed the "correct" feature, the plasticity of form, but
they dissolved its concrete objectivity through a pictorial
surface comprised of disconnected edges. To restore that

,]

integrity, Le Corbusier resorted first to an iliusion of
shallow relief in which each object occupied a tangible
space but shared its boundaries with its neighbors. These
conflations occurred first in depth, as Bernhard Hoesli has
shown in his diagram of the relationship of the sound hole
of the guitar to the uppermost plate in the Museum of
Modern Art's l{ature morte a la TtiLe d'ussiettes of 1920
(flg. 4).' Later Le Corbusier developed more ambitious
and ambiguous constellations of objects seen frontally,
effecting the Cubist collage (flg. 5). With the incongruities
in scale and placement of the objects of the 1927 Nature
morte, Le Corbusier anrived at his own alternative, some-
thing apparently similar to the Surrealists' non-gravita-
tional space, but far more deliberate and two-dimensional:
a space with the integrity of an object.'o

The rhetorical flatness of this 1927 painting is furthered
by its ovoid frame, which cannot be mistaken for a window
view into depth. The device alludes to Picasso's and
Braque's painted frames and shaped canvases, which in
this way acknowledge their typically centripetal compo-
sitions. The use of such a frame is a novelty for Le Cor-
busier, whose Purist compositions were generally orthog-
onal, and he adapted it as he adopted it. His frame is oval
to the extent that it establishes the reference, yet recti-
linear to the extent that it includes empty corners and
assimilates to the form of its own contents (as noted
above). It is no acciclent that the Rraque composition Le
Goblet of 1918 (fig. 3), which heads the collection of ex-
emplary plates in La Peintu,re ntoderue, virtually dia-
grams the anti-illusionism common to both paintings. Bra-
que's faceted diamond appears to rise from the flat canvas,
but its point is quashed by the overlying planar forms,
including a fragm'ent of rectilinear frame that floats like
a refugee over the facets as a reminder that this is an
easel painting and not a sculpture on a base. Although the
troublesome external frame is eliminated, the rectangular
canvas rernains, the space left between its edges and the
oval contents becoming a series of pendentives that rhe-
torically reconcile spatial architecture to the rectilinear
plane.

Having infused spatial quality into the painting's bound-

1i.



aries, Le Corbusier is able to realize the flatness of his 161

medium as an asset. He freezes his relationships in a

temporary stasis by affixing them to the plane. If one
were to walk around these objects (or to diagram them in
Hoesli's manner), they would, of course, lose the unique
conformations that bind them into a picture. In such an
experience-that of urbanism-the effects of parallax
might be planned, but the process of perceiving them
would be more subjective, depending on the viewer's sen-
sitivity. For this reason, Le Corbusier, normally suspi-
cious of pictorial illusion, regarded the surface of a paint-
ing and the facade of a building as being equally 'objective'
(figs. 6, 7). Though this sketch is not published until much
later, in Modulor 7 of 1948, its relevance to the present
discussion is borne out by the picture's date as well as its
form: it was done the year before the painter Jeanneret
began to sign his paintings with the pseudonym he had
assumed for his architectural work in 1921. The meta-
morphosis of identity indicates that Le Corbusier had
resolved the relation between his two-dimensional and
three-dimensional compositions and felt able to record
both types of work as efforts of a unified artistic person-
ality.

Yet curiously enough, while the form of the painting is
more 'objective', its contents are ever more subjective.
The ideal sense in which Le Corbusier conceived of the
frame as containing a complete composition which could
be grasped by the viewer in a single glance led him to
invoke the visual cone as the basis for the painting's shape.
Since the eyes are set horizontally, the cone of vision is
elliptical; for this reason, Le Corbusier also advocated a
horizontally over a vertically oriented picture.ll But in
fact (as in many of Le Corbusie/s previous Purist pic-
tures) the orientation of this painting is vertical. In ad-
dition, the already noted shift in axial direction from a
high vertical to a low horizontal compels one to interpret
this structure in the physiological terms Le Corbusier
proposed. The horizon is associated with landscape; the
vertical format connotes a close-up truncated view, which
brings to mind portraiture. The situation of still-life within
this schema is ambiguous. The objects are either situated
in a panoramic space, where their interrelationship is
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162 stressed, or they are brought into near-focus, like a por-

traiL manqul of the period that produced them. In the
former case, the natural antecedents of the stilt-tife ob-
jects are invoked, recalling Le Corbusier's characteriza-
tion of objets-types as "extensions of the human limbs." In
the latter case, the structure denotes mechanical purpos-
iveness; the way that the objets-types are articulated vis-
ually parallels the way they condense natural needs and
actions into the streamlined tools of single functions in
actuality. It is highly significant that analysis of the struc-
ture of the painting and the integral character of its ob-
jects should lead continually to iconographic conclusions.
Even as a Purist, Le Corbusier chose his objects not so
much for their unpretentious and incidental value as for
their more literal iconographic meanings.

The double character of still-life as nature and as artifact
is explicit in the imagery of the lg27 Nature morte. Per-
haps its most ubiquitous motif is the faucet, in various
forms. Through the siphon and the pipe, for example, Le
Corbusier alludes to the machine; he plays more heavily
on the ancient analogy between the shapes of vessels and
the human figure. The modeled coffee pot, above all, takes
on the character of an animated machine. Le Corbusier
reinforces the biological metaphor suggested by its pastel
color and its self-contained volume through the articula-
tion ofits apertures and protrusions for intake and output.
The combination of the curved and natural with the rec-
tilinear and machined within a common context entails a
further conclusion: architecture, like the body or vessel,
is a container, and a qualified environment within a larger,
more inchoate context. In this respect, it is significant
that these objects, despite their naturalistic allusions, re-
main artiflcial tools for structuring a world from nature.
The Cubist siphon bottle, for example, should be seen as
a mechanical device representing man's action on his
world, and this sense infuses its role as a container. The
old Cubist objects are here expanded into a class of forms
that all share the property of enclosure, involving engulf-
ment or consumption and the alteration of objects from
the external world.

ry

painting alone, are verified by the fact that certain Purist
elements in it have undergone metamorphoses from ear-
lier paintings to become members of this work. The
changes are traceable through a long span of work, as
Eduard Sekler has demonstrated,r2 and the moment of
change itself, where the associations between forms be-
come evident, is in some cases preserved as a theme in a
sequence of paintings. The transformation of the cup han-
dle into the ear can be found, for instance, in more em-
phatic form in a painting from 1940 (fig. 8); the ear itself
emerges as a persistent theme in later work, both as a
form (in the Ubu series) and as a metaphor (acoustic
architecture). The animated coffee pot is also to be found
in work from 1930. 13 The rectangle with rectangular win-
dows in the 1927 work is derived from dice; that ancestor,
with round markings, is still close at hand in the painting.
The geometric pipe, here suggesting a plumber's elbow
section, was once the rotund briar pipe that concludes
Vers une ,.,.rchitecture, while the cloudlike white form in
the upper left corner, which lends a quality of levitation
to its neighbors, comes not from the pipe smoke, but from
a stack of mass-produced plates such as the ones in the
Nature morte d la pile d'assiettes. The frame itself, once
a table, is here the Purist looking glass, isolating the
objects literally undergoing before the eyes the mutations
that the mind was previously intended to imagine.

Similarly the thematic groupings of objects in this painting
persist throughout Le Corbusier's career. The juxtaposi-
tion of natural forms in the upper part of a painting to
machined objects below can be traced back to the Nature
morte d, la pile d'assiettes, whose hill-and-dale backdrop
is provided by a guitar. However the inversion of scale in
this 1927 Nature morte and its juxtaposition of humanoid
forms with an architectural foreground attain a certain
fulfilment in an odalisque/streetscape composition of 1935
(fig. 9). A comparable metaphor appears in his rendering
of architecture where component elements are treated as
though they were the contained objects in a still-life. In
the plates of Oeuure complbte V, the apartment unit is
literally scaled to the hand (fig. 12), and Le Corbusier
discusses the image as "bottle rack" housing (flg. 11), a
frame into which containers are inserted.raSuch conclusions, accessible through meditation on this



7 Diagram fronz Modulor 1. ,Le

Corbusier draws paralLel
distinctions betueen the
tetturaL I objectiae and the
organic lntbjectiue.
8 Le Corbusier, Le grand vette i
c6tes et I'echarpe rouge, 1927-19"10

The process is one of punning, but a punning in which the
elements are often related in more than a formal sense.rs
Structural logic unclerlies the associations; in this case the
Iink is the common issue of containment. Le Corbusier's
related verbal puns al'e equally incisive and polemical.
Nature, until 1927 or so, is considered better off asnature
ntotte;16 the city, by virtue of its form, is morally ra-
diant.l7 But most relevant to this painting is Le Corbu-
sier's comment that Lhe objet-types belong in the limelight
of a white-r,r'ashed wall'8-u,ith this the Purist object is
clearly not merely banal; rather it is seen as heroic, as its
magnified scale in this painting implies.

The change, then, from the Purist to the Surreal, though
strained, is hardly abrupt, for a basic shared iconography
and set of formal problems can be traced from this work
back and for-w-ard into both periods. In the articles of
L'Esprit noLlueau the Purist Jeanneret had long been in-
volved r,r,ith allusion in the place of illusion. Forms for
their own abstract sakes he considered vacuous; worse
yet u'ere formai fragments disintegratecl from the familiar
objects for which he professed an Aristotelian affection.
Rather, these objects were to be chosen and combined so

as to rouse the mind to musings on their meanings and
associations, the criteria of choice based on both their
familiarity and the richness of their ramifications. Still-life
objects were ideally banal in the sense only of avoiding
the exotic, that is, in avoiding subjects that would draw
an audience regardless of moral or formal worth. A con-
tinuum was established in an arlicle in the first number
of L'Esprit tloxLn-ea'tL between primary forms u,'hich evoke
basic and universal experiences and themes, and the in-
creasingly complex forms of particular objects, whose
functions and connotations are correspondingly more cul-
tural or personal.te This correlation between the abstract
geometric purity of form and the accessibility of its mean-
ing seem un-Platonic, although the priority given geom-

etry can be called Neoplatonic;2o a Platonist could not
subsume the idea of "bottle" or "building" under the class
of "cylinders."

On the other hand, Le Corbusier and Ozenfant suggest
that there is an impassable breach betlveen primarily ab-

8
stract forns and the subjectively meaningful objects of 163

daily life when they insist that primary forms without
secondary resonance do not make painting. Barred from
abstraction, one is led to conclude that the Purist objets-
types were the closest one could come to bridging the gap.

The relative universality of these objects is supposedly
reflected in their relatively abstract forms; their moral
(and social) purity is manifest in their formal purity. But
one feels a Neoplatonist could not concede this primacy to
objects of daily life. Moreover these abstracted forms
were ultimately justified by their allusion to natural form.
In a surrealistic picture like Le dAjeuner au plmre of 1928
(fig. 10), essentially Le Corbusierrs version of Picasso's
still-lifes before balconies of the previous decade, the as-

sociations between stiil-life objects depend on the literary
associations spelled out in Purist texts and implied in
other Purist paintings: the extensions of the human limbs
are visually related to the glove, which is set on the table
like one more utensii, and which reminds us how knuckle-
like are the flutings on the glass, and how finger-like are
the modeled tines of the fork. The surrealistic imagery
only extends the secondary resonance of objects already
proposed in La peinture tnodente.

The objets d r(taction pobtique usually taken to be the
agent ofthe change to Surrealism are often characterized
as the natural objects that enter the Purist repertoire in
this period and that Le Corbusier first dispersed among
the furniture of the Pavillon de I'Esprit Nouveau in 1925.

But it should be noted that Le Corbusier did not take a
strict position on this matter. The Purist objets-types were
equally intended to evoke a poetic reaction: note for in-
stance the 1925 still-life drawing entitled La Pobsie.2t In
1923 and 1924 respectively, he published the same form
in both mechanical and natural guises, and he included
machined objects among his examples of the objets d rA-
actton pobtique in a later essay of 1948.22

If the issue of iconography is somewhat confusing, indeed
if the painting exhibits strain, that perhaps reflects a
certain ambivalence on Le Corbusie/s pafi tou,ard the
literalization of subject matter. Witness his mixed review
of a parallel situation, the introduction of an expanded

I
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9 Le Corbusier, Femmes XX" siecle,
1935.

10 Le Corbusier, Le dejeuner au
phare, 1928. Fondation Le
C orbttsier.

11, 12 Sketches ancl presentation
druring of the "apartment|bottle-
rack ptittciple in th,e Llnitb
d' H abitcttion, M arseilles, of t ssz.
TypicaL of microlnracro scaLar shifis
in his munner of cottceiuing
architecture.

10

11

o

164 subject matter into Cubism:
"The first Cubist period (1912) resultecl in a quasi-imper-
sonal art, one so removed (with its austere limitation, its
ascetic means) that even its own inventors could not main-
tain it; these painters, seduced by abundance, by the mul-
tiformity of individual sentiments, by the need to unbosom
confidences, and dispersed by individual tastes and by the
attraction to more familiar states, closer to claily life ll.ith
its intimacy and its emotions, returned to a renewed
Impressionism.
"Thus each one prolifically carried out every sort of in-
vention, of uneven value; they venture into all the newly
opened directions: freedom of technique, freedom of sub-
ject, joyous affiuence of themes resurrected by a new
optiqu,e, avid, clairvoyant, enthusiastic , frondeuse, para-
doxical. . Everyrnhere there rn,as the joy of rediscov-
efy'" 23

One concludes that it is this tension among the motives of
the painting that necessitates its painted frame. The
frame insists that the objects, however diverse, are re-
lated, and compels one to meditate on the relationships.
The earlier paintings stress the formalistic issues pre-
sentecl here, while the later paintings expand the icono-
graphic ones. In this frame, the two are brought together
most didactically. Le Corbusier could not but use his sub-
ject matter to describe his major structural concern: the
qualification of and yet the continuity between painting
tradition and modern painting, and between architectural
container and the natural u'orlcl. In this \\.ay \t'e under-
stand all too literally the transformation of the cup when
it enters the boundaries of the glass.
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notion of the fourth dimension in the Purist years as pictorial
fantasy, he reconsiderecl in Neil World of Space, p. 8: "I may
say something about the 'magniflcation' of space that some of
the artists of my generation attempted around 1910. . . . They
spoke of tb,e foufih dintension u,ith intuition and clairvoyance
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Cambridge, Mass. ed., 1968), p. 170, the to$,nscape is linked to
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forms, in the Purists' insistence on characteristic form: "Purism
would never permit a triangular bottle, rn'hich could eventually
be executed by a glassmaker, but remains an exceptional object,
a fantasy, like the conception of such an iciea." "Le Purisme," p.
377.
16. La PeinttLre moderne, p. 65: Deacl nature-that is, slaugh-
tered animals and picked produce-is contrasted to the radiant
nattLre morte found in the modern citv market; "natural" still-
life is opposed to the ordered rmture itorte of moderrr painting.
17. Creatiott is a patient search, p.50.
18. "Lau, of enamel paint of whiteu,ash: suppression of the
equivocal. The concentration of intention on the proper object.
The attention concentrated on the obiect. . . . We have within
us a direct command u,hich is the spirit of truth and which
recognizes the true object u'ithin the limelight. The true object
shines rvith power . ." Neu World of Space, p. 37.
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ueou, pp. 4244.
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Histortans of the Moderu
Mouement, confused by so many
po\emicaL statements against the
o,cademic buiLding .forms of the
ninete entlt. c entttry, and Jbl Lotuin g

tlte modetnists' own desire for a
compLete ntpture toith a histortcist
o,nd eclectic past, h,aue genet'ally
oaerlooked the deep strttctural
relations betueen the ro\e of
arch,itecture in the nineteenth
century clnd q,s it later emerged in
terms of modentist theory and
practice. Between the forbidding
rualls of the asylums, prisons,
hospitals, and schools ofthe
nineteenth centurry and the new
open, white, transparent membro,nes
of tlrc CitA Industrielle attd the Ville
Radiettse, there seemed to be no
relation, tutLess it uas one of
compLete antitlrcsis. The "social
condenser" was, after cLll, the uery
opposite of the "engine of
conJinement." Yet tlrc recent
research, of a number of
contemporary histortans, notabLy
Micltel Foucault, Bntno Fortier,
o,nd his colleagues in Parts, has
underscored tlte continttity of
"panopticism" throughout the entire
modern pertod, a, continu"ity which
coruesponds to that of the economic
stt'ucture of monopoly capitalism
from the end of the nineteenth
century to post-World War I
reeo n st ruct io n . Th e gro w i n g
importance of tlrc "socictl" question
as companA paternalism and
mi|itary repression toere supplanted
by mass consumertsm and
"c'ultttral" incentiues to social ord,er,
only meant that "panopticism"

Universal Panopticism

ruould gradu,ally be hidden beneath
the clean white u,topia of modetnity
The prtson and tlte asylttm wouLd
giue way to the Y.M.C.A. or the
Saluation Army hostel.

Wltile no "ttostalgic" uision of a.first
age of industriuLism is qbLe to
u,ncouer the speciJic contratlictions of
the second, tlrc ideoLogy oJ

"functional" arch,itectu,re, forged in
the time of Bentlrum, neuer Lost its
originaL force. Indeed the
relationships assunted to erist
between institutionaL effectiu ene s s

and arch.itectural form are tlte direct
results of that early ftLnctionaLism.
Whether rue look at the
Constttr,ctiuist images of social
institutions or the therapeutic cities
of Le Corbusier, it is euident that
the modetnist professional architects
lrurdly rejected tlteir role inlrcrited
from the nineteenth century as

"agents of sociaL order." The
scientifi.c maTlagement of indn strry
as aduanced by Freclertck W. Taylor
was seen to lruue its analogue in tlrc
social sector: Taylorization wos the
"Benthamizatiott" of tlte moclern
period, atul its tooLs uere those
rationalizecl u,nits of space that
constituted and enforced the
institutional solutions to politica|
and econotnic conflict. Here the
notion of the "type," regenerated in
form from its academic predecessor,
became the essentiaL theoretical
armature: if Darwinian Laws

applied to th,e sut'uiual of forms as
to the sut'uiual of species, tlten tlrc
"family" of institutionaL forms that
serued to crysta\lize ?nass society

into mano geable u,nits toas the
special preoccupation of the
architect.

Irlo attempt to clcrint aru etnpirical
fttnctionalism tlrcLt "stan-ted o,neu)" in
front of eaerA progro,mmatically
deJined problem cou\d hide the
contintt ing propensity of architects
to reify their sohttions into
general izo,b I e, ma s s -pro dtrc ed

elements. Tlrc work of Le Corbusier
for the Saluatiott Army in Po,ris
betrueen 1926 and 1933 is
paradigmatic; both itt his dormitory
for tlte "Pulais du Peuple" and in
the "machine for cLeansing"
described by Brian Brace Taylor, h,e

m,ay be seen as conforming to the
prestr,ppositions of early nineteenth
centtr,ry hospital or prison design-
btr.t with one essential difference:
nameLy, that the polemic o/ I'esprit
nouveau presented suclz
institutionalized reform and c ontro|
o,s benefi.cent, obscuring for a
moment the ltidden agenda of such
institutiotts.
A.V.
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1 CitA de Refuge, aieto from upper
leaeL, rue Cantagrel, of tlze entrance
and social seruices buildings, 1950's
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Technology, Society, and Social Control in
LeCorbusier's Cit6 de Refuge, Paris 1933

Brian Brace Taylor

The CitA de Refuge is not a fantasy, tlrc CitA de Refuge is
n, proof.
You couLd tell me that it's a negatiue Woof. To which I
wou\d repLy with an obser-uation made a thousand times
oaer: it is, that the ittterested persons fthe Salaation
A*a) make a fuss and discuss in perpetual confusion
their psychological and physiological reactions. Th,e,g

don't know clt all what tltey're talking about; they are
obsessed by fixed ideas and it is this obsession that is the
cause of their protests. We, toe haue the obligation to
ignore this and to pursu,e positiue and scientif.c research
with serenitA. . . .

Le Corbusier, Letter to Col. Isely of the Salvation Army.
9 Nouember, 1931.1

On Inauguration Day, December 7, 1933, when the Sal-
vation Army, client for the Cite de Refuge, took posses-
sion of the building, the project was already three years
overdue. The effort had involved a greater financial outlay
than had been expected and fund raising to pay for the
building was continued after its completion. In this re-
gard, Commissioner Peyron was especially gifted in pro-
curing the necessary publicity and monetary aid from the
privileged classes of French society. The official opening
was honored by the visit of the President of the French
Republic,2 Albert Lebrun, accompanied by his Minister of
Public Health, Mr. Israel. Several daily newspapers car-
ried long articles and photographs ofthe inauguration and
one of these which appearecl inLes Temps merits quoting,
not only for the richness of the analogies evoked in con-
nection with the building, but also for the spirit of pater-
nalism conveyed by the writer: "This ediflce, whose facade
appears first of all like an immense glass window, has the
following inscription over the entrance: 'Refuge Singer-
Polignac', with which its founders wish to remind us that
the Princess de Polignac, profoundly moved one winter
night by the distress of the outcasts to whom Salvation
Army soldiers were giving help in front of her, has given
no less than three million francs to this enterprise. . . .

Its architects, Messrs. Le Corbusier and Jeanneret,
whose fecund originality we know already, have given the
edifice the appearance of a beautiful ship, where every-
thing is clean, comfortable, useful, and gay-the turntable

at the entrance, the long counter where unhappy people 169
will come to deposit their misery like the rich deposit their
valuables at the windows in a bank. In small private of-
fices like confessionals, they will confide in officers on duty
at all hours, day and night. In this kind of'central social
station' or 'clearinghouse', one will direct them on their
way. ." 3

The population for whom the Cite was intended-the
tramps and vagabonds (whose romantic existence under
the bridges of the Seine had become a well known symbol
abroad), the unwed mothers, the former convicts, and the
unemployed-transformed the building almost immedi-
ately into an operational institution. And, almost as rap-
idly, there appeared the first difficulties with regard to its
proper function. It was not merely a question of adapta-
tion but of serious imper{'ections in the building's concep-
tion and execution. The most critical issue which arose
concerred the mechanical services, the heating in winter
and the ventilation in summer. Le Corbusier interpreted
the dissatisfaction expressed by the Salvation Army and
the public authorities they consulted as a threat to his
entire theory of architecture and urban planning. He ex-
plained the situation in a letter to his patron the Princess
de Polignac: "But here we are: the Salvation Army has
got it into its head, instigated by certain employees of the
Cite de Refuge, to make modiflcations in the building that
will purely and simply destroy the principal qualities we
have obtained. I'm speaking of the intention of these Mes-
sieurs four or five months ago to open fifty or so gratings
in the hermetically sealed facade and to replace the inner
circulation of vacuum-cleaned and temperature-controlled
air with direct air intakes from outside, by windows.
I am flnishing at the moment the correction of proofs of
my book The Radiant City, which is the sum total of
fifteen years of research into the question of dwellings
and the city. The fundamental chapter in the book, the
keystone if you will, is precisely on the question of the
lungs in dwelling places; that is to say, the quality of air
to be introduced into buildings. And the fundamental hy-
pothesis is the following: if one introduces the methods of
controlled air, or lively air, or air-conditioning inside of
dwelling places, then a whole series of indispensable re-



2 CitA de Refuge, axonometrtc aiew.
Redrawn from original plans and
uertJication by H. Lappro.nd.
3 Garden on rue Cantagrel, with
dormitory and refectory for e\derly

persons, and main entrance
pauilion and bridge to rotunda
aboue.
/+ Ground f,oor plo,n, 1931.
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forms could be brought about economically and efficiently'
Without this, there is nothing to do [but] maintain the
status quo."o

The struggle between Le Corbusier and his presumecl

adversaries with regard to the "exact respiration" in-
stalled in the Cite became public virtually within a week
after the builcling u''as opened: "At that moment fDecem-
ber 7, 19331 Commissioner Peyron, wishing to exploit the
technical resources of the constructed building to a max-
imum, made a request to the Public Health authorities
indicating that he intenclecl to occupy all of the building in
the most intense \\.ay possible, even though the codes

would be violatecl, and to justify this through the utiliza-
tion of a system of air-conditioning in the building. On
December 15, 1933, Mr. Drouet, architect at the Prefec-
ture of Police, macle a first report concerning the above
request, a very intelligent report, very favorable to the
building, noting that all of the rooms were, in fact, cLttti-

regulatiort, but that under such conclitions it seemed to
him that the logical consequence would be to change the
codes." s

Thus began a debate that was to last eighteen months,
with, on the one hand, the Salvation Army seeking to
placate residents of the Cit6 who claimed that they were
suffocating at night because they could not open a windorv
when the ventilation was turned off,6 or the doctor who
supervised operation of the child-care center, who claimecl
that the children were suffering from a lack of oxygen,
extremely high interior temperatures (thirty to thirty-
three degrees centigrade), and the deprivation of ultra-
violet rays from the sun; on the other, Le Corbusier at-
tempting to block efforts to install windows that opened
in his curtain wall. The ultimate significance of the debate
for the history of modern architecture hinges upon the
fact that he had erected a building that did not conform
to the codes then in force since he believed that they
should be modifled and updated. The architect's conscious
strategy had been to construct a building that varied from
the plans that he himself had previously submitted to the
municipality for their approval in September, 1931,7 with
the intention that it become a test case for the authorities.

The system employed by Le Corbusier u.as already lawful 771
for ventilating such places as the Liclo cabaret of the Rex
cinema,8 but r,r'as not yet approvecl by the cocles for spaces

that could be ventilated directly from outside, particularly
dwellings.

Had the architect been supportecl by the client in ques-

tion, he might have had a greater chance of convincing
the authorities; however, Commissioner Peyron had re-
tirecl and hacl been replaced by another officer, Colonel
Isely, u,ho was moved neither by Le Corbusier's economic

arguments, nor by the testimony of specialists procured
by the architect. Parlicularly sensitive to the problems

raisecl in the section of the builcling for mothers with small

children (fifty-one roomettes and the nursery), Colonel
Isely countered Le Corbusier's "expett advice" with crit-
icisms of existing conclitions made by the doctor in charge
of the nursery and also emphasized the necessity for his
institution to conform to the legal codes. Citing expetts
r,r'ho claimecl that lack of air and abnormally high room
temperatures of trnenty-seven or twenty-eight degrees
centigracle hacl a clrastic influence on chilcl mortality, the
colonel observecl that these had even been surpassed dur-
ing the summer of 1934. Moreover, the doctor had had

tests macle of the carbon dioxide content of the air in the
children's dormitory and in one of the roomettes and the
results had proved to be too high.e When the architect
obstinately refused to be impressed by these tests, the
Salvation Army arranged to have others made by a spe-

cialist of the Technical Services of the Seine Prefecture,
which showed that "With the present system, at the end

of the day toward four o'clock, when the rooms have been
unoccupied since morning, the amount of carbonic acid

varies between forty-five and fifty-four liters/one hundred
cubic meters, while outside there is only forty liters; and

after the space is reoccupied, the amount goes up as high
as 272 liters in certain rooms. For the summer season,

the system has not been developed to bring cool air into
the hermetically sealed and overheated rooms behind the
glass facade." 1o

The architect responded first of all with arguments based

upon the poor per{ormance of the mechanical installation,



172 suggesting that the problem was essentially one of insuf-
flcient air movement, which could be resolved by speeding
up the number of air changes from one to three cubic
meters of fresh air per second. He also claimed that it
would be erroneous to open windows on the vast glazed
facade because the air entering would not only be polluted
but, having been attracted to and heated all day long by
the glass wall, would also be extremely hot.

Le Corbusier then felt constrained to ask expert advice
of specialists whom he knew shared his own theory, in
particular the physicist Gustave Lyon, who had been re-
sponsible for the installation of air-conditioning equipment
in the Salle Pleyel concert hall.l t Lyon's report on his
visit to the Cit6 de Refuge was predictably favorable.
Second, he consulted Doctor Jules Renault, professor and
honorary consultant at the Hospital Saint Louis in Paris
who, ten years previously, had created a model child-care
center provided with air-conditioning. He too visited the
Cite and the child-care center on the flfth floor, where he
found that the air change at the rate of three times an
hour per cubic meter was sufficient for the spaces to be
considered well ventilated. As to the assertion made by
the doctor in charge, Kreyts, that the airtight glass facade
prevented the ultra-violet rays from reaching the chil-
dren, Doctor Renault replied that in any case ultra-violet
rays from the sun in Paris were a "fantasy" because mists,
dust, and pollutants in the atmosphere tended to block
these out and not the glass, which permitted any available
rays to pass through it.12 Le Corbusier thus concluded his
inquiry, which he then sent to the Salvation Army with
the proposal that they employ the money destined for
opening windows on the south facade to installing a cooling
system in the nursery and the roomettes, something
which had initially been deemed too costly.

Events reached a turning point in January 1935, when the
Seine Prefecture officially condemned the code infractions
of the Cite de Refuge and, two months later, a second
administrative body (the police) ordered operable win-
dows installed in all parts of the building within forty-five
days.13 Le Corbusier, exasperated and desperate, tried
two tactics as a last resort: the flrst, entirely typical of
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5 CitA de Refuge, under
constr"uctiott, 1I31.
6 Le Palais du Centrosoyus,
Moscom. Le Corbusier, 1g29.
Dictgram slrcruing
u entilatin g I h e atin g sy stem.

7 Rotunda roof garden under
construction, 1932.
8 Section througlt, west wing.
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9 CitA de Refuge, rotundo, reception
counter, 1930's.
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10

10 Main entrance hall, ffices for
social workers and stairs to ladies
lounge and rotunda rooJ'temace.
11 Intertor of the rotu,ttda entrance;
receptiort cou,nter or so-ctLlled
"tut*ntabl,e."
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ru CitA de Refuge, nursety and
child-care center in use, 1930's.
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13 Main entrance lruLL and stairs to
upper Leuels.
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14 15
1L Assembly of one tlrcusand square
meter glass cufiain wall, rue
C antagreL facade ( south).
15 Large auditortum at rue
Cheualeret Leuel. Note window of
glass bricks at eastern end uthich
greatly disturbed audiences in the
h,al| because of light.
16 Entrance hall and stairs, 1977.
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17 CitA de Refuge, interictr uieu of'a
men's donnitory, 1 93 /1.

178 his previous behavior, was to call upon people of political
influence to support his cause;ra the second u'as to hire a
court-accredited expert. As regarcls the former, he ap-
pealed to Senator Justin Godart, former minister and then
chairman of the Salvation Army's patronage committee.
His letter reveals his extremely defensive frame of mind
at the time: "Another facet of the attack against us is the
open struggle, at present so violent in France, betrveen
building tradition and those rn ho preserve them-archi-
tects, contractors, the building trades now in decline-on
the one hand, and on the other, those who are trying to
evolve the tools necessary for our time amid a thousand
difficulties and all sorts of imaginable obstacles. We have
already come up against the public authorities with the
Cite de Refuge. I do not see, personally, the origin of this
converging attack of two prefectures, but it is plausible
that it has a very specific origin." t's

As for the seconcl, a civil engineer who was also accredited
to a specialist in a iegal court was engaged to produce a
repott on the ventilation of bedrooms in the Cile. His
conclusion was that the rooms were weli ventilatecl in
winter since the hot air entering above the cloors was
drawn toward the cold glass wall which naturally cooled
it as it descended toward the floor, after which it was
evacuated beneath the door. Part of the usecl air escaped
to the outside, and part was extracted by fans near the
thermostat in the hallway to be returned to the basement
for purification and reheating. However, in summer, when
fresh air was simply pumped into the rooms without first
being cooled, it ran up against a large stagnant body of
heated air by the window, moved downward and imme-
cliately exitecl under the door. To counteract this situation,
he aclvised piercing a row of approximately sixty openings
one centimeter wide and four centimeters high at a level
of two-thirds the height of the glass wall. These openings,
which could be entirely closed in winter, would permit a
through circulation of air in the summer, thereby elimi-
nating the necessity for full-size windows.'6 Both this
proposal and an estimate of the cost of installing a cooling
system \ ,'ere sent to the Salvation Army and to both
Prefectures in June of 1935. These efforts were to no avail.
Le Corbusier was required to ask the M.M.M. company,

I 'l&
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which had originally installed the glass curtain wall, for
a cost estimate to put in forty sliding windows, measuring
0.9 meters in w'idth, in the upper third of each window
section.

Aside from chronic difficulties with the interior and ex-
terior plumbing due to clefective workmanship at the time
of installation, a progressive decay in other physical as-
pects of the Cite de Refuge also became apparent much
sooner than it normally shoulcl have. The exterior finish-
ing of ceramic tiles manufactured by the Graiblanc com-
pany was innovative, but not so unusual as to excuse a
Iack of technical expertise in the execution; Henri Sau-
vage's famous apaftment buildings in the rue Vavin and
the rue cles Amitaux, the Paris Metro, and other construc-
tions hacl all been previously clad rn ith this kind of material
and had not proved defective within a few years after
their execution. However, individual tiles began falling
off the rotunda of the Cite de Refuge as early as 1936.
The Salvation Army reported to the architects in June
1937 lhat the director of the nursery felt that the children
u,hom he brought clou,n from the flfth floor to the garden
for air ancl sunshine (rather than taking them to the roof
terrace!) were in serious danger of being hit by falling
tiles from the rotunda.'7 They insisted that Le Corbusier,
as well as the contractors, take the necessary measures
to repair this defect, and they refusecl all legal responsi-
bility for any eventual acciclent.

Since both the building contractor, Quillery, and the man-
ufacturer/subcontractor, Graiblanc, considered them-
selves blameless in the affair, the architects were com-
pelled to call in an arbitrator, in the forrn of legal experts
called Bureau Securitas. The Securitas report, r,l,hich
coulcl have been introriuced as eviclence in court, reiter-
ated for the benefit of the parties involvecl the clause of
the Civil Code stating, "If an ediflce of a given price
perishes partly or completely, either through faulty con-
struction or soil conditions, the architect ancl the contrac-
tor are responsible for a period of ten years."18 Never-
theless, it'ur,as also their opinion that in a court of justice,
the problem would not be considered sufficiently extensive
to invoke the above-mentioned clause, and that it was the
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Salvation Army's responsibility to maintain this part of
the building at their own cost. The architects and con-
tractors were encouraged to offer to pay fifty percent of
the repairs as a goodwill gesture in the hope of avoiding
litigation, and the matter u'as in fact settled this way.

Poor quality u,orkmanship, in fact, was a reality of the
day. As far as the concrete work was concerned, Le Cor-
busier submitted his plans to a contractor who applied
methods of scientific rationalization to his Iabor force, and
finished the structural frame in less time than had been
foreseen. However', at the time this was only possible in
certain flelds of the building industrv, where the scale of
the operation was sufficiently great to merit overall plan-
ification and where sufficient control could be carefully
exercised. For the rest of the industry, the methods of
craftsmen still prevailed, and concepts of Taylorism or
Fordism-so admired by economic theorists and politi-
cians of the period-were hardly known or applied at all.le

Once the stmcture ',vas advancing, the bidding for con-
tracts to execute the rest of the Cite followed the tradi-
tional pattern. Typical of this was the heating and venti-
lating contract for which numerous bids were solicited
early in the constmction phase, but most were eventually
deemed to be too expensive for various reasons. Only in
the last stages of finishing was a contract awarded to a
company with a relatively lou' estimate. Whether it was
trrre in this instance or not,20 it rvas not unusual for con-
tractors to submit a low bid just to obtain a portion of the
market (especially in times of economic crisis), knowing
full well they were incapable of delivering the quality of
performance originally demanded. The risk of poor quality
workmanship was even higher when it was a matter of
materials or equipment that were still in an experimental
stage of development. A 'sound' and pr"udent contractor
inevitably raised his estimates as a measure of protection
whenever the requirements of a job deviated at all from
traditional materials and normal routines. Such were the
hard competitive practices accounting for the disparity
between the architect's ideal product, or prototype, and
the finished product which the client received.

To recapitulate the astonishing richness ofthis building as 779

a crucible of multiple intentions and conflicting values, one
might first consider Le Corbusier's attitude toward the
finished product and its utility. For him, the Cit6 de Re-
fuge, as built, as the proof of the hypothesis that the
physiological well-being of city dwellers could be guaran-
teed by means of enlightened architectural conceptions
which incorporated mechanically controlled interior envi-
ronment (i.e., high-rise glass-enclosed edifices plus air-
conditioning). He considered that as an architect he, in
collaboration with other specialists, should pursue scien-
tific research that would lead to improvement of the phys-
iological conditions for human habitation, and that spirit-
ual or psychological well-being would follow [maybe even
reiuctantlyl, adapting itself to the 'fruits' of modern tech-
nology. He coupled his physiological arguments with oth-
ers based upon economic utility procured through envi-
ronmental controls, such as savings in fuel consumption
(although he did not go so far as to elaborate a notion of
solar heating). On these grouncls, he adamantly defended
the systems installed in the Cite de Refuge against all
attempts by the Salvation Army to modify the conditions
of his experiment.

Twenty years later, when Le Corbusier was over sixty
years ofage and preoccupied with seeing the Cit6 restored
to its original condition, his concerns seem to have been
purely aesthetic in nature. Even though his theoretical
ideas had evolved in the interim, it nevertheless seems
clear that he had less inclination to engage in polemical
battles for the sake of a progressive techno-aesthetic
ideal. Of greater importance for the by then world-re-
nowned architect was the preservation of a certain image
of modern architecture.

A large segment of the active users of the Cit6 was com-
posed of transient male residents who came to spend a
limited number of hours at night on an infrequent basis.
Consisting of a vast diversity of society's most marginal
elements, these men, who were out of work and suffering
from alcoholism or other disturbances of social origin,
could not be expected to share in Le Corbusier's techno-
logical or aesthetic system of values. Their anarchist ten-
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18
fi CitA d,e Reluge,lnen's dormitory
with bunk beds of steel o,nd canul,s,
1930's.
19 Men's reception bootlt.

20 Dedication of the Citb de Refuge,
December 7, 1933. Visit to a
dormitory for men by Commissioner
Albin Peyron of the Saluation Army
(right), President of Fro,nce Albert
Lebrun (center), and Le Corbusier.
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21 PrincipaL dining room.
22 Detail uiew, exterior of rotunda,
showing detertoration of ceramic
tiles, glass brtcks, and metal frames
(photo taken 1976, since restored).
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182 dencies, if in the main only passive, were directed against
the very capitalist society which continued to exploit them
but yet could afford to pay for a shining new refuge. That
they occasionally fought with one another in front of the
rue Chevaleret entrance, as was reported to Le Corbu-
sier,2l breaking the plate glass in the doors so that it had
to be replaced, is only a minor yet significant indication of
their total disregard for a great masterpiece and the so-
ciety that produced it.

Neither a hotel nor a school, nor a workshop nor a hos-
pital, the Cit6 de Refuge incorporated, to one degree or
another, all of these socially important functions. How-
ever, as Michel Foucault aptly points out,22 shelters like
the Cit6 de Refuge have a close kinship with penal reform
institutions, although, to be sure, they constitute a middle
ground between incarceration and free movement. The
key attribute which such institutions have in common as
hbtbrotopies (places set apart from the rest) is their quality
of isolation; yet of course in the case of prisons, there is
also an emphasis tpon discipline as the decisive method
for reforming the soul and body of those persons consid-
ered socially marginal. Discipline, according to Foucault,
is exerbed upon individuals by penal institutions-and, to
varying degrees, by affiliated organizations-according to
three general models for manipulation: "The politico-moral
schema of individual isolation and of hierarchy; the eco-
nomic model of force applied to an obligatory task; the
technico-medical model of cure and normalization."23

The 'grand scheme' of the Salvation Army's founder, Wil-
liam Booth, and the "colonies" which grew out of that
program, correspond in essence to Foucault's description
of the way in which the mechanisms of discipline are
utilized by the dominant class in capitalist society.

The brief for the Cit6 de Refuge arose as part of a coor-
dinated building campaign by the Salvation Army in
France during the late 1920's. This campaign even in-
cluded a proposal for building a shelter in French Guiana
to accommodate recently released convicts from the
"Bagne de Cayenne" prison,2a and Le Corbusier ex-
pressed interest in designing that project as well. The

manner in which the dominant class in France, and the
government in particular, actively supporbed the Salva-
tion Army's programs is evident from the list of members
on its patronage committee. Economic and political moti-
vations permeated the Army's existence from starl to
finish, as George Bernard Shaw so clearly perceived early
in the century. That religion was an essential part of the
ideology of the Salvation Army derived from the ethical
value that Protestantism attached to a person's economi-
cally useful role in the society.2s Labor signified submis-
sion to a discipline, and the production of wealth was the
means by which one could hope to obtain God's approba-
tion. The Salvation Army, which its roots in Methodism,
thus used two interrelated tools to rehabilitate the alien-
ated individual: religious conversion and labor as a daily
discipline. While it did not renounce the former in favor
of the latter, as did an early nineteenth century prison
reformer quoted by Foucault, their economic motives
were ultimately similar: "If, in the final analysis," writes
Michel Foucault, "the work of the prison has an economic
effect, it is by producing individuals mechanized according
to the general norms of society: 'Work is the providence
of the modern peoples [observes the reformer], it replaces
morality, fills the gap left by beliefs and is regarded as
the principle of all good. Work must be the religion of the
prisons. For a machine-society, purely mechanical means
of reform are required." 26

While there are hierarchies of authority in the Salvation
Army's organizational structure, their methods do not
include the individual isolation or forced labor character-
istic of the politico-moral model employed in prisons;
nevertheless, what has been described as the technico-
medical model for healing and normalizationis an integral
part of their operation. Since there was, as a rule, a limit
to the number of paid nights one could stay in the Refuge
unless one was part of a "work-aid program," those who
did stay for protracted periods were morally obliged to
submit to the rules and requirements of the system.

Any critical evaluation of the building itself has ultimately
to be grounded in the very nature of the institution it was
intended to serve. Spaces in the Cit6 were designed to



accommodate the procedures by which an individual en-
tering the premises was progressively taken in charge by
the institution's social services-from initial reception at
the rue Cantagrel entry to the counseling rooms at the
opposite end of the main level thoroughfare. An individ-
ual's physical health and his dress were controlled at the
infirmary and clothing exchange in the lower levels of the
rotunda, while his spiritual state was treated just opposite
in the large meeting hall. Activities occurred not only in
specific places but also at specific times, and some (such
as eating) were regulated by bells which rang throughout
the building.2T

The Salvation Army's imposition of a pervasive collective
discipline upon an individual's use of spaces and his social
behavior was extended a degree further, to his body's
functioning, thanks to the architect's introduction of an
artificially controlled environment in which the quality of
the air he breathed and the temperatures of the rooms he
inhabited were likewise normalized. In this way architec-
tural and mechanical engineering formed the complement
to the social engineering of redemption to which the Sal-
vation Army aspired.

The general mystification surrounding Le Corbusier and
his oeuure arises from the following paradox: a proliflc
writer, experienced lecturer, and irrepressible strategist,
he extolled the virtues of efficiency and rationality in plan-
ning, while continuing to practice his profession as de-
signer in the idiosyncratic ways of a traditional craftsman.
The necessity for a compreltensiue plan (a 'grand scheme'
in General Booth's terminology) to resolve the pressing
problems of economical construction and structured urban
development was something Le Corbusier preached but
did not believe in sufficiently to apply in terms of his
office's production. In the final analysis, his ideological
justifications for what he built rarely had much to do with
the aesthetic power of a work or the way he went about
accomplishing it.

As an architect operating on the level of daily realities,
Le Corbusier had little immediate impact upon customary
practices in the building industry. Like many other proj-

ects, plans for the Cit6 de Refuge left the office at the last 188
possible moment, and those destined for contractors car-
ried the usual notation, "Dimensions to be verified on the
site by the contractor." This being the usual disclaimer of
the period, the architects played a relatively minor role
in the actual development of new constructional tech-
niques. The techniques for installing the one thousand
square meters of plate glass on the facade, for instance,
or the glass bricks were left entirely to the initiative of
the industry. A man of large ideas, Le Corbusier was
prone to leave the details, particularly of execution, to his
collaborator cousin, Pierre Jeanneret, and it is to him we
owe the very existence of many buildings of this period.
Le Corbusier lacked the capacity, or perhaps the interest,
to develop the crucial knowledge that a closer relationship
with the builders would have brought him-as it did in
Alvar Aalto's case for example-thereby permitting the
architect to gear progress at a conceptual level to that
which the productive forces were capable of performing.28

Instead, Le Corbusier's convictions concerning scientific
rationalization of production remained on an intellectual
and political level. He aligned his thinking to that of one
Ernest Mercier and an association known as the "Re-
dressement Frangais," occasionally giving lectures for
them,2e precisely at the moment he was designing the
Cite de Refuge. His active affiliation with this group at a
time when he was also flirting with the Soviets accounts
for the latter's fundamental criticism of his position:
namely that Le Corbusier was not in favor of a revolution
in social relationships as an indispensable prerequisite to
advances in material culture. Instead, like the Redresse-
ment Frangais, he advocated the formation of a manage-
rial elite of economic experts within capitalist society and
above party politics, who would plan and direct a peaceful
social revolution. Impressed by the administrative tech-
niques of Taylorism, found to be effective in ordering
industrial production and labor relations, the participants
in Redressement Frangais felt that class conflicts could be
avoided and economic progress attained through social
engineering; it was only a matter of making the workers
understand and accept certain necessities. They believed
that laborers needed self-discipline, or discipline imposed



184 upon them from above, in order to adapt themselves to
the ultimately desirable results of engineering.

Le Corbusier found common ground for cooperating with,
and serving the needs of the Salvation Army precisely
because he shared their attitudes toward the economic
necessities of social engineering. Reform of society, as of
individuals, whether psychologically or in terms of eco-
nomic utility, would be best accomplished according to
technico-meclical methods of control. Where the client and
the architect found they differed, was over the persuasive-
ness of meclrunical means, namely an airtight building
with malfunctioning machines for heating and ventilating.
Le Corbusier's reaction to the protests of the women who
objected to being unable to open their windows in the Cit6
("We have a moral right to ignore them and to continue
scientific research!") put him at odds with the Salvation
Army; but it also raised the frindamental issue of tech-
nocracy, of the political principles that would eventually
govern the relationships between men and machines.

Notes

Tltis at'ticle is an eiLited aersiott oJ'att ercerpt from Brian" Brace
Taylof s book La Cite de Refuge di Le Corbusier 1929-1933
pubLished in, ItaLian, by OfJicina Edizione, Rome, 1979. The book
is deuoted to the building's desigrt, constm,tction, and utiLization.
The author uishes to th[rnk thiFonctation Le Corbusier o,nd, the
Saluation Armu, Paris, for their helpful cooperation..
1. Archives FLC, box 7/3, item 160.
2. The principal function of presidents of France during this
period of history u,as essentiaily symbolic. This was particularly
the case with the presidency of Lebrun-who spent much of his
time at dedication ceremonies while the real power remained in
the hands of the president of the Conseil d'Etat. His principal
role was humoristically regarded as being one of officiating at
"inaugurations of chrysanthemums."
3. Unsigned article, Les Temps,8 December 1933.
4. Letter, Le Corbusier to the Princess de Polignac, 4 December
1934. Archives FLC.
5. Note concerning the visit of Le Corbusier to the Services
d'Hygiene des Garnis (to Mr. Ragonet, editor at the Prefecture
of Police), 16 April 1935, Archives, FLC.
6. Letter, Salvation Army to Le Corbusier, 27 December 1933.
Archives FLC, box 17, item 118.
7. Note (handwritten) by Pierre Jeanneret on the contracts with
the architectural services of the city concerning the mechanical
ventilation system, no date. Archives FLC, item 127. "The first
authorization to build was given on December 24, 1930. It con-
cerned the first three stories oniy. The plans submitted to the
city included indications for window frames that opened. Me-
chanical ventilation created a situation that went beyond the
scope of the codes, which the cit.y architect could not resolve
alone. We had to follow the normal channels to obtain a building
permit and then defend the mechanical system for ventilation
ourselves if the Department of Hygiene raised the issue. The
permit for the whole building u,as given to us on September 30,
1931. . . ." See also the letter from the Director of the Plan de
Paris, Prefecture of the Seine, to the Salvation Army, 11 May
1935. Archives FLC, box 7/3, item 170.
8. Letter, Director ofthe Plan de Paris, Prefecture ofthe Seine,
Bureau d'Alignements, to Mr. Huismans, Director General of
the Beaux Arts at the Ministry of National Education, 11 July
1935. Archives FLC, item 91. Mr. Huismans, Director of Fine
Arts and an admirer of Le Corbusier, had written to the au-
thorities in Le Corbusier's favor asking that they consider the
case of the Cite de Refuge with a benevolent eye.
9. Letter, Salvation Army (Colonel Isely) to Le Corbusier, 12
January 1935. Archives FLC.
10. Letter (copy), Director of the Plan de Paris, Prefecture of
the Seine to the Salvation Army, 11 May 1935. Archives FLC,
box 7/3, item 170.
11. Letter, Le Corbusier to Gustave Lyon, acoustical and ven-
tilating engineer, 20 September 1934. Archives FLC, item 97.
"Dear Friend, I don't know whether you have had the
opportunity to see this building [Cite de Refuge] which has
gotten a lot of publicity and is visited by people from all over.
Here is the reason that I am writing: we have fifty-one rooms
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A Yilla of Le Corbusier, 1916

Julien Caron
Translation by Joan Ockman

In his remarkable articles in L'Esprit Nouaea'Lt, Le Cor-
busier-Saugnier, architect, has modestly occupied himself
with nothing but the relations between the engineer ancl
modern construction in order to demonstrate the primor-
dial conditions of architecture: the play of forms in space,
their conditioning according to processes of construction.
He has shown what calculation can introduce into a great
architecture, horv the present means of construction (fi-
nancial and technical) offer resources more vast than those
of past epochs.

An artist himself, Le Corbusier knew how in his articles
to momentaneously abstract such qualities of sensibility
as allow the artist to extricate, above ail, the methods of
the engineer, methods that each architect must possess
today. Without full possession of the qualities of the en-
gineer, the architect-artist is not able to use his creative
imagination fruitfully. The spirit of reason and the spirit
of "finesse" ought to be intimately linked in him and to
operate not successively as so often is the case, but si-
multaneously, according to the choice of the particular
subject. The artist cannot content himself vuith being the
rectifier ofthe engineer. The artist and the man ofscience,
as a single man, ought to labor in a single moment; and
here lies the immense difficulty of architecture.

Human nature is such that minds of this sort are rare: all
reason and the man is an engineer; all sensibility and he
risks being only a decorator; neither of these two men is
an architect. How many architects are there really?

Architectural conception is ofthe nature ofthe conception
of all plastic works: that is to say that it necessitates the
alliance of reason (orcler) and a certain lyricism; but in
architecture, the extreme presence of multiple necessities
prodigiously complicates the problem.

Contemporary architecture is in a period of follies, the
fatal consequence of a schism between the particular con-
ditions of architecture which are on the one hand all those
which arise from progress-means of construction ac-
quired by the disciplining of materials, absolutely new
programs which are the product of the violent evolution

of society, etc.-and on the other hand the great constants 787

of the plastic arts rnhich are eternal because they depend
always ancl exclusively on light (volume) and proportion
(mathematics).

A house and a palace are organisms that are no longer
fictive like the musical or pictorial work, but real, with
practical ends. Who does not comprehend the complexity
of the architectural work?

Thus, for example, a ll,inclou,, in order to relate plastically
in a facacle to some other windorv and to the ensemble of
the facacle, must be at certain distances, must possess

certain climensions, must be of a certain proportion, and
yet its place cannot be fixed without a direct concordance
with conditions of utilitarian orcler totally alien to the
plastic one. It must be placed where it fulfills a determined
function.

The facade is only the counterpoint of the interior, which
itself is only the expression of the plan, which is governed
by the needs ancl necessities of terrain, of climate, of
processes of construction, and especially by the particular
goal of the house. Nor can it be of concern in an organic
work to create a pleasing facade to the detriment of the
purposes of this facade. The functions of this facade (in as
much as it is a puncturecl wall) are to respond in a useful
manner to the division of the rooms and their illumination.
The plastic qualities of the house are determined by the
eurythmy of the volumes; how many times do the windows
(punctures) come to destroy their plastic qualities? If one
follou,ecl the aesthetic views of Guyot, the facade would
be as beautiful as it was useful. Yet it ought also to be as
beautiful as possible according to plastic conditions only.
To make an organism with both excellent practical quali-
lies and excellent plastic qualities-here is a problem
.which is no longer for the engineer but for the architect.
'When the architect has cletermined and then clisposed of
the different surfaces which respond to utilitarian needs;
when, not without difficulty, he has established the utili-
tarian relationships by taking account of necessities of
service, of orientation, of hierarchy; when flnally, he has
groupecl all the elements according to the minimum ex-



188 pense; then at that moment he has determined, by his
plan, the volumes which will inevitably come to be
erected, one above the next, and which together will come
to form a mass in the landscape, a mass which will be a
house. What will this house be like? It is necessary that
it be beautiful; and this is no longer a problem of the
engineer; it is a problem of the architect.

A bedroom is a volume, a measurable space which im-
presses one according to its three dimensions; the succes-
sion of the different volumes of different bedrooms reg-
isters strongly on the viewer and constitutes one of the
main aspects of architectural sensation (let us note in
passing that architectural sensations are among the most
intensely felt, along with musical sensations, even if they
are often involuntary on the part of those who undergo
them; architectural works attach themselves more di-
rectly to memory and propose themselves with more force
than pictorial works; architecture is like music, it acts
forcefully and immediately because of the important phys-
ical reactions that it provokes). This sensation obtained
through the experience of several rooms is of the order of
volume before all and above all. Other sensations are
added to it: that of the order of light (illumination); of
color, which follows; of the order of decoration, which
comes last. To arrange the successive volumes being of-
fered to the viewer passing from one room into the next,
is to do rn,hat a musician does when he orders the succes-
sive phrases of a musical composition. By the volume, the
architect actsprincipalLy, whether it be at the Coliseum,
Hadrian's Villa, or the "Hangman's House" of C6zanne.
The lesson of Pompeii is a lesson of volume. It bears
equally on the important question of the opening and the
proporbion of doors in the wall. The dimension of the doors
and the dimension of the rooms; the proportion of the wall
and the proportion of the door are, for architecture, sim-
ilar to the valencies which cletermine the individuality of
the human body.

Certain aestheticians have attributed characteristic sub-
jective signiflcations to the play of diverse ground levels
in an architectural ensemble which are perfectly true,
controlled, and perceived; one step, three steps play very

different aesthetic roles. The flow of light into a work of
architecture is one of the essential factors; a room can be
transformed according to whether Iight penetrates well
or poorly. Full clarity of diffused daylight reacts strongly
on our sensing system; architecture has its chiaroscuro-
physical chiaroscuro and psychological chiaroscuro.

In conclusion, architecture acts by volume, by light, and
by the relations of dimensions-foundations of plastic in-
vention which one must reconcile with exigencies of a
practical order. One face of the problem addresses itself
to the engineer-architect, the other to the architect-artist.
The solution cannot be the work of an engineer nor of an
artist working independently of the other, or even in suc-
cessive collaboration. It must be the result of a constant
and intimate creation in the same brain, in a single indi-
vidual possessed of both plastic qualities and complex in-
genuity, qualities capable of satisfying our epoch's need
of comfort and the demands of a taste more informed than
ever.

Architecture actually is the least liberated art. AII the
epochs of the past weigh upon it. Among those of the
profession, when one speaks of taste, one hardly hears
oneself anymore; one lives in a conflned atmosphere, full
of the musty odors of past time. In any other profession,
one would go mad! Here one exploits tradition. When one
has, at this point, the slavish respect for "the art" and for
"the past," one sacrifices through narrow borrowings to
the masks, the costumes of this past: to the reign of
pilasters, of architraves, of manners of doing, of "styles."
Everyone is reassured when a facade is ornamented. P6-
ladan proclaims a law stating, on pain of imprisonment,
the employment of the styles. Architecture has displaced
its own field of application. It is all in the facade, in the
decoration of the facades, and the plan is nothing but the
annoying part, the "so much the worse"; the facade is the
"so much the better." One sighs, one opens his buttons,
and one designs consoles, cast iron objects, handsome
Corinthian columns, corbeils of roses. When the hour of
the facade is sounded, the sculptor with the long white
beard and white smock mounts the scaffolding in an evo-
cation of the exquisite hours of the High Renaissance; the
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6 InitiaL sketch of the bathroont itt
the ViLLa Schwob, otherwise called
"ViLLa Tu,rqLLe," 1916. Once again
the influence of Hoffmann is
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7 Perspectiue sketch of ltouse and
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architect is content to say to himself, "I am an Architect."

And all the same, this man is a criminal.

A house is an important object which holcls a space, rvhich
everyone is obliged to see, it is expensive, and it can
endure for centuries.

This man is a criminal because his rvork impofiunes soci-
ety. The canvas of a bacl painter occupies a corner of a
private wall, and no one is obligated to read the novel of
the worst writer. The architect is one of the moving
wheels of society. He participates more than one realizes
in the fortune and misfortune of this society. If Paris is
such a desirable abode, it is because of its architects----of
former times. If Berlin arouses the spleen ancl pushes its
inhabitants to the conquest of the Ile cle France, it is
because of its architects.

Each new product of reason has always provoked a dis-
accorcl with sensibility, a simple phenomenon of instan-
taneous liberation on the one hancl ancl of the retardatttire
attachment to familiar habits on the other. Reason liber-
ates itself easily, while feeling is more recalcitrant. One
easily admits a mechanical invention, but one shudders
before a new painting. Thus, in architecture, reinforcecl
concrete has provokecl the most violent reactions, anrl if
its technical clevelopment has follou'ecl a regular ancl as-

tonishing course, its plastic expression has not yet been
manifested.

Reinforced concrete carries u.ith it great liberties: like all
liberties it entails strict rules and demands discipline; if
it permits the crossing of great spaces, it imposes the
need for precise calculations.

The aesthetic of reinforced concrete is in the periocl of
unconsciousness; on a certain side of the barricade, that
is among the engineers, where reason dominates, this
aesthetic is being developed with ease (in factories, silos);
on the other side, among the architects, rvhere feeling
acts, memory and the persistence of traclition befuddle
and paralyze.

It remains to confront the bases of architecture-volume, 191

rhythm, ancl modulation-u'ith rational problem-solving
techniques. Only on these bases rvill one attain an aes-
thetic.

Le Corbusier, after having solved numerous functional
problems, hacl the occasion, in 1916, to clo a work of ar-
chitecture: a villa for a rich bourgeois client. In itself, the
problem u'as banal; a comfortable apartment with its sa-

ion, bathrooms, servants' quarters, etc.

He r,l,as not permitted to be innovative in the plan, nor to
introcluce new aruangements which might be the expres-
sion of ner,v needs and clesires as rvell as of a ne\v manner
of living atrcl a neu' philosophy' of life. Few people have
reflected on this question ancl conceivecl of a truiy modern
house u'hich u'ould adapt its ways to encls which are truly
expressive of our life. A large part of the society lives a
life vr.hich is totally different from that which was possible
cluring past centuries; yet r,r'e still live in old places and
the problem of the plan remains suspenclecl: it au.aits its
architect.

Moclem life implies a new ot'ganization of private life; this
organization has not yet been formulated; but all the more
has it beer-r vaguely sensecl by certain people.

It u-as not opportune for Le Corbusier to attempt here
the solution of this nerv problem.

What is interesting in the u'ork of Le Corbusier is, on the
one hand, the search for an architectural aesthetic ofrein-
forcecl concrete, and on the other hancl, the search for
proportions, the application of canons, in a rvorci the
search for a true architecture.

Nevertheless, the conditions of pragmatic and functional
order of which I have spoken above had to intervene in
an important vl,ay since this villa contains all the comforts
that one can clecentll, clemancl u'hen oue restricts oneself
to a normal budget.

In commissioning him at the encl of August Le Corbusier's
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client demanded that the roof be up before winter. Rein-
forced concrete alone provided the solution, Le Corbusier
erected groups of four columns of twenty centimeters on
a side to carry the floor slabs and in this way within
several weeks reachecl the roof, which was completed with
its covering before u'inter arrived (a winter in the moun-
tains with a meter and a half of snow and temperatures
of minus tu,enty degrees centigrade). The masons, in the
middle of hailstorms, had only to flll in the bricks in the
intervals betw.een the columns ancl the slabs, bricks that
were tharn ed on braziers and laid with mortar to which
anti-freeze substances had been added.

The whole house is carriecl on four interior columns, and
the partitions are no more than membranes utilizing the
insulating properties of the steel which constitutes them.

Such progress has singular consequences: the central
heating which sends a continuous and intense warmth into
the roof no longer tolerates the old pitched roof which
drained water to the outside; in winter this water, pro-
ducecl by the snow melting because of the interior heat,
would become cold and freeze in the gutters, provoking
disorders which architects generally did not dare to rem-
edy in a definitive way. Central heating no longer de-
mands roof-timbers but a copper roof from which water
flows to the interior of the building where there are drain-
pipes that are maintained at an elevated temperature. Az
im:portant ae sthetic conseqttence !

Furthermore, Iiberation and gain; gain of money for one;
also gain of one of the best usable surfaces (the terrace so
much envied of Mediterranean countries); ancl aesthetic
gain-the cube replaces the hesitant pyramid of the roof
and suppresses the vexing lack of homogeneity between
the roof surface and the wall.

Le Corbusier-engineer, by discovering this solution, aids
Le Corbusier-artist.

Judging rightly that light is one of the joys of existence,
Le Corbusier adclresses the difficulty of creating a large
window, even one that is double-hung, in a cold place.
very

A room can be overheated; a large piece of glass will 195
transmit heat in spite of all the continuous waves of cooled
air in the center of the room, renclering it uninhabitable
(like the halls of palaces). Le Corbusier-engineer fur-
nished the solution himself at Sulzer; he placed heating
pipes between the two panes of the double glazing; of one
of the coolecl surfaces, he made a neutral surface. Light
could be aclmitted from then on as an aesthetic element.

It ll'as necessary to bring to each corner of the house hot
water, cold water, heat, electricity, ventilation; to remove
plumbing water, roof water. The thin double-hung win-
dows macle of steel fllling the space between the reinforced
concrete columns accommodated these innumerable pipes,
the veritable viscera of the modern house.

One can measure by this, once again, the necessity for the
control of the engineer by the artist, and vice-versa, and
their intimate collaboration; is it possible to believe that
two specialists, an engineer and an architect, could solve
such complex problems so well alone?

Reinforced concrete has found a certain plastic expression
in large industrial construction. It has up to now always
been considerecl by architects as a poor and ungracious
material, and it has only been tolerated in order to permit
certain liberties which other means of construction do not
allow. In architectural circles it is permissible to use rein-
forcecl concrete when one no longer knows which saint to
address one's prayers to for a solution to a structural
question. Truth to tell, it is made to do uniikely things,
and the engineer is called to the rescue like the doctor in
a grave situation.

Cerbain architects have always, in an effort that was too
precipitous, sought aesthetic solutions in reinforced con-
crete, and fragile theories have been applied. Thus we
have seen houses covered in ceramic "scales" that resem-
ble lizards. Thus, as part of an entirely different aesthetic
order, we have seen houses with viscous forms, under the
pretext that since concrete is a plastic material, since it
is fluid, one should make the house resemble something
which has been cast, and houses should have the appear-



12, 13 Street and garden eleuations
with regulating lines as published in
L'Esprit Nouveau, no. 6.

196 ance of immense tortured candelabra, desperately sad in
their gray epidermises and especially desperately inau-
thentic, unharmonious, crying out their error and destroy-
ing yet again the fragile means which created them.

Reinforced concrete is a liberating process in that it takes
considerable loads, and suppresses the need for bearing
walls, thus aerating the structure. Moreover, reinforced
concrete, contrary to what was just claimed above, pro-
ceeds above all from the right angle, from the horizontal
which here takes a decisive importance. Arches and
vaults, save in certain very specific capacities, no longer
have anything to do with reinforced concrete.

In afflrming that reinforced concrete is liberating, we do
not deceive ourselves, for one must remember that vaults,
arches, and so on in the history of construction have been
constraints imposed by imperial necessities, entailing un-
pleasant efforts and expenses. But today, among archi-
tects, arches and vaults have become the most sponta-
neous elements, without any memory of the reason for
their evolution-selection and economy.

Reinforced concrete, aside from a number of other aes-
thetic consequences, maintains this fundamental condition
of the right angle, which is a condition worthy of this time
and worthy of satisfying the people of our time. But, it is
precisely this innovation which is still displeasing to ar-
chitects; even nationalism has become mixed up with it
and certain fine spirits have decreed that the straight line
is German (witness the Parthenon, the Egyptian temples,
and palaces of Gabriel). The straight line is one of the
rights of man.

In his villa, Le Corbusier has adopted an extremely daring
plan, since the whole house rests on only four small inte-
rior columns of twenty centimeters. The walls of former
days, thick and cumbrous, have been replaced by insulat-
ing membranes with cushions of air that are thin as a
shell. Large air conditioners with double partitions of
eleven centimeters and an air space between these par-
titions have been constructed; and this light, economical,
and useful system Le Corbusier has applied to his villa.

Outside of this structural application, Le Corbusier has
resolved a delicate problem; having been given the task
of creating a work of pure architecture, he has made a
plan whose volumes are of a primary geometry: the square
and the circle. This stratagem has rarely been tried in the
construction of residential buildings, except in the Ren-
aissance. But then again, the use of large simple prisms,
of cubes, of cylinders, and so forth entails as a conse-
quence certain constraints whose result has been a com-
promising of the comforts of living. Here the difficulty has
been to compress into a framework as formal as the plan
the complicated organs with complex connections that are
necessary to the dwelling of a rich bourgeois.

On the exterior, Le Corbusier has manifested his aesthetic
concept of reinforced concrete. Neither impoverished nor
bursting with gleaming scales, the concrete appears as a
skeleton, as is most useful, as a firm armature, without
any more pretension than in the human body where the
bones give to the posture and the spirit the satisfactions
of security and beauty. The interior of Le Corbusier's villa
is a knowing arrangement of volumes engendered by an
intelligent and clear hierarchy, in accord with the re-
sources of the light which is distributed through the rooms
and determines the character of each one. No decoration
intervenes to differentiate the rooms from one another.
The form (the volume) suffices here, as does the light
streaming through the windows positioned and propor-
tioned according to their function. What is striking in this
house is the smallness of the dimensions and the impres-
sion of architectural grandeur which is developed in all its
parts, as much in the interior as on the exterior.

My role is not to praise in words the work of Le Corbusier;
the photographs illustrating this article will permit one to
appreciate the sureness ofthe taste, the fecundity ofimag-
ination of the author, the discipline which reigns every-
where; but as much as photographs are already misleading
when they reproduce surfaces, they are all the more so

when they pretend to reproduce volumes.

I have visited this villa. There is an ease, a cohesiveness
to the volumes, to the surfaces, and also a science of the
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detail, infinitely rare in our clay, of that which most people
call the "details," the molclings in particular. It is perhaps
in the molclings that one recognizes the limits of an archi-
tecture: they are almost the signature of an architect. The
architect who is capable of making a good plan is lecl in a
certain measure by this plan r,r,hen he creates the volumes.
But u,hen it comes to the molclings, nothing any longer
guicles him but his imagination, the sureness of his taste,
ancl his orvn aesthetic; ancl it is necessary to underscore
this point. The moldings are so precise in this house, so
perfectll'aclaptecl to its encis, so much in accorcl rvith all
the rest, that cluring its construction the error of a plas-
terer' (an en'or of eleven millimeters in a profile) com-
pletely clestrol'ecl the harmoni, of the living room; it rvas
necessar)' to clo it over again. One should not think \ re are
exaggerating: it is a precise fact that true sculptors u.ill
understancl, but u'hich u,ill astonish most architects, who
are not able to appreciate that architectural proportions
are measured to the millimeter. We believe that Ictinos
was very much of this opinion. To be an architect is to be
able to comprehencl this and to be able to accomplish it.

The reacler might fruitfully refer to the substantial afticles
of Le Corbusier in L'Esprtt Nouueau numbers 1, 2, ancl
4. We reprint here tu'o plates u,hich appearecl in "Traces
r6gulateurs"(L'Espt"it lrlctuteau, number 5) and u,hich al-
low one to appreciate the moclular methocls u.hich Le
Corbusiel has lecapturecl from so many past masters, in
spite of the pararloxical ancl blincl opposition of our con-
tempolaries.

The house constructed by Le Corbusier is a reasonable
house, but it is also certainly one of the first realizations
of the speciflcally modern problem of reinforced concrete.
This is u'orth pointing out because it constitutes a beacon
for the architectural aesthetic of our time.

For the first time, perhaps, there is no affectation arising
from the technique used; pragmatic solutions are achievetl
with ease and in complete accord with the plastic concli-
tions; there is a remarkable accord ofpractical, structural,
and artistic necessities.

The villa of Le Corbusier is more than a house. It is an lg7
architecture.

Notes
Sr.rrrlce trcte: This afiicLe wos originally publislrcd i,rL Frettch as
"Utte uilla de Le Corbusier 1916," it Esprit Nouveau, No.6,
( tt.d.), pp. 679-70!. This original pu"bLicatiort ittcl,u,ded a Large
rttrtttber o.l' photogt'aphs of uhiclt we haue selected.si:r.' Nos. 2-5,
I J. unrl 1.1.-E d.
1. The u'allpaper, the pictures on the rvalls, the little pieces of
furniture u-ith their knick-knacks are the brutal ransom exacted
b.r' the taste of the client. When the architect gives back the
keys of the finished house he has a shrinking of the heart; he
knorvs that the proprietor, u'hom he considers a vandal if he so
much as lightly touches a picture, will not hesitate to paint the
rvalls ri'ith tempestuous papers that u'ill disturb the spaces, to
encumber the rooms with furniture not carefully selected which
annihilates the value of the volumes, to hang up pictures and
prints rvhich disturb the order desired by the architect. It is for
this reason that'r,r,'e are able to reproduce here only the secondary
rooms of Le Corbusieds villa, the corridors, the roof, etc. . . .

2. Le Corbusier has asked me to render to Caesar that which
is Caesar's. Ten years ago while working in the office of Auguste
Perret, for whom he maintains a high esteem, he had the op-
portunity to design on Perret's instructions a project for a villa,
which was born ofthe ingenious initiatives ofthat fine architect,
but u.hich sacrificed itselfto the "expressiveness ofconstruction"
n'hich rvas the style of the day. in 1916 a client of Le Corbusier,
ieaflng through a portfolio in his atelier, feli upon the drawing
reprorluced above [not reprinted here] and said: "Make me some-
thing similar." Le Corbusier is very happy to mix in his work
the memory of his old master Auguste Perret.

l'igui'e Creclits
2-7, 12, 1J A S.P.A.D.E.M., ParislV.A.G.A., Neu'York,
1 980.
1, 8-11 Drau'ings by Val Warke.
2-5, 12, 13 From L'Esprtt Nozueau, No. 6.
6, 7 From Jean Petit, Le Corbu,sier ltri-lr|nrc (Geneva:
Editions Rousseau, 1970).



1 Guest bedroom usith'pull-out and
sofa beds, Weissenltof Garden City,
Stuttgart. Le Corbusier and P.
Jea,nrrcret, 1927. Drawing by A.
Roth.
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The Significance of the Garden-City of Weissenhof, Stuttgart (1928)

Le Corbusier
TransLatiort by Christiatt Httbert

Some more or less interesting controversies have issued
from the confusion which the Werkbund exhibition in
Stuttgart arousecl in the public mind. Architects of some
merit workecl there with complete disinterest. They sat-
isfiecl a segment of public opinion ancl occasionally even
created some enthusiasm. On the other hand, they stirred
up the considerable mass of spirits and appetites that one
can call bourgeois; ancl here the rvord bourgeois simply
means, "I clon't u'ant to change my habits one bit, I u'ant
to go on being just like 'Mister Anybody'." There is no
doubt that such protestations are absolutely legitimate.
We might also admit that u'e are entirely indifferent to
them, for u'e have never sought to achieve that miracle
of provoking the development of the ideas of the great
mass. It is much more reasonable to admit that any de-
velopment affects restricted circles, u'hich rviden bit by
bit ancl finally encl in the overturning of the general con-
ditions of the sociai state . . . just like sound waves or
stones clroppecl in u'ater, etc., etc.

aclmitted to me that they $'ere not used to reinforced 199

concrete, ancl this admission makes it unnecessary for me
to analyze the high price of their contracts, completely
out of proportion rvith those rve have in France. . . .

I said that our aim is to attain the affordable. And the
afforclable can only be attained by standardization, indus-
trialization, ancl Taylorization.

Standardization means researching and fixing type-ele-
ments that conform to and fulfill precise functions, such
as, for example, column elements, beam elements, rn'in-

clou' elements, stair elements, etc. . . .

Industrialization: once constant dimensions have been es-

tablished, it is possible to equip machines u'hich u,ill re-
duce hand labor.

Taylorization: this r,,,orkmanship is specialized in the fab-
rication of stanclarcl elements; the rvorker alu'ays executes
the same piece of work and a consiclerable amount of time
is saved; more is proclucecl and of better quality.

This proglan-r has been knou'n ancl discussed for some
time; but it is nou,' a matter of leaving the realm of theory
and entering lhat of facts. One must have, above all, an
exact conception of the fleld of activity of this program,
ancl here is the afflrmation that I aliorv myself to submit
to your juclgment: it is not a matter of standardizing
houses, Iittle houses, bigger houses, or very big houses;
it is a matter of stantlarclizing a system of structures
. . . . I am not saying that one should seek to bring in-
clustrial profJress to the plans of nern houses, but a rruw
syst,em, with a structure rtch eno'ugh irt cortsequences to
be able to cletermine an infinite variety of plans, to re-
spond to the multiple modalities of life, to responcl to
widely differing conceptions of existence, to respond to
small programs, medium or large ones. TO CREATE A
SYSTEM OF STRUCTUREI

All periods of architecture are basecl on a system of struc-
ture that is destined to resolve the most cliverse problems
of domestic usage, the most numerous adaptations: the

Let's talk about Stuttgart: so as not to commit any injus-
tice, r,le u,ill content ourselves u,ith talking about the two
houses u,hich u'e built: Groups 1 and 2, Le Corbusier and
Pierre Jeanneret.

We find from the imposing mass of criticism that many
types of families rvere not accounted for in such construc-
tions, in particular the innumerable German families with
four, six, and ten chilclren, etc. Novl, that this objection
has been made, \ ,e are in a position to clarify the aim
r,r,hich u.e pursued.

I u.ill attempt to make clear the reasons for modern ar-
chitectural evolution.

We shoulcl point out tight all'ay that as far as the clr,l,elling
in particular is concerned, this evolution can only be dic-
tated by one imperative aim: to ottain th,e afJbrd,able. And
here I must loyally cleclare that the prices of our houses
in Stuttgart u.,ere extremely high; they were that way
because the contractors were so impressecl by the large
pile of exact plans that they received that they assumed
that these houses were complicated to builcl. They even



200 Gothic ogive served to construct catheclrals, but chateaux
as well, fortresses, warehouses, etc. . . The construction
of a house in ston,es, under the kings Louis XIV, Louis
XV, Louis XVI, under the Empire, under Napol6on III,
leads us to the very limits of comfort. No new initiative
was possible beyond these limits because the technical
means were extended to their limits and had furnishecl
their every resource. And here is a recent example of the
multiple use of a system of structures: Auguste Perret
has created in Casablanca docks of reinforced concrete
which exploit the ultimate capabilities of reinforced con-
crete: columns ancl abutting flat arches. Norn' he is askecl
to do a church; this is no warehouse for barrels or pack-
ages of merchandise, but a warehouse for worship (in
Raincy). The Casablanca warehouse becomes the house of
God, and the church becomes a type for modern religious
architecture. And if this warehouse has become a religious
monument, it is because the i'nterior proqranl enclosed by
this structure consists of the furnishings of a church; and
so as not to seem totally barbaric to you, I will readily
agr:ee as well that Perret has chosen dimensions and pro-
portions, that he has placed the light sources in such a
way, that he has directed his work toward a manifestation
of dignity appropriate to tI e house of God.

I was saying that in Stuttgart we wished to show the
revolutionary architectural applications resulting from the
application of the neu. structures to the construction of
the house; and this standardized structure allowed as well
for the standardization, the industrialization, and the Tay-
lorization of the other constituent elements of the house.
The standardization applies to the individual elements
supporting the house: the columns and beams. I thus claim
to be able to achieve a considerable decrease in cost, as

we did in Pessac, u'here the price of the houses had noth-
ing in common rvith those of Stuttgart. Standartlization
extends from the stairs to the windows, etc., elements
that are generally costly. But this new system ofstructure
is not only studiecl to attain a low cost of manufacture, but
it is also conceivecl in such a manner as to offer new ancl
characteristic architectural solutions. These characteristic
solutions, in the present state of our research, provide
the roof garden on top of the house, the pilotis beneath

it, the free plan insicle, the free facades on the outside,
and finally, the maximum illumination through the ribbon
u,indows. This system of structure furnishes an arclLitec-
tural stock. I insist upon this 

"l'orcl 
"stock," which signifies

that an inventive spirit can appiy this stock to the con-
struction of a house as well as a palace. So these houses
will be type-houses; but rnhat type will they be?

And it is here that ail the controversies concerning our
participation at Stuttgart lie. The French language has
provided a useful deflnition, thanks to the double meaning
of the u'ord "type." A deformation of meaning has led to
this equivalence in popular langJuage: a man-a type;r and
as soon as the type becomes a man, we become aware of
a considerable possibility for the extension of the type.
For the type-man is a complex of a single physical type,
to which a sufficient standarclization can be applied, and
a number of different ntoral types, which are consequently
only standardizable by categories.

The physical type (the human body) is unique and stan-
dard, varying within sufficiently generalized limits for it
to be possible to establish a standardized apparatus, typ-
ical and unique, u.hich is perfectly suitable to it (train-car,
automobile, bed, chair, armchair, glass, bottle, etc.). Ac-
cording to the same rules, which are sufficiently general,
one can establish for this type a standard apparatus for
dwelling: cloors, rvindou,s, staircases, height of rooms, etc.

Here Iies one of the essential points of the problem that
concerns us: in order to satisfy the physical type, we
create elements that constitute the apparatus for the
household, standarclized type-elements whose stanclard-
ization will permit the industrialization of construction
sites (u,hich is to say the introduction of machines) and
Taylorization of the u'ork (that is to say, organization of
teams of specialists).

But we must be aware, on the other hand, that the moral
type is multiple but not infinite, that it still forms a certain
number of categories.

And this plurality of moral types, which manifests itself



in clifferent conceptions of life ancl its ways, combines u'ith
the diverse mannel's of grouping individuals (as far as the
problem of habitation is concerned): bachelors, chilclless
families, families r.vith children (one child, tr,vo chilclren of
different sexes, three children of rvhich one is a boy ancl

two girls, fbur chilclren, etc., etc.).

Ancl these clifferent conceptions of living, combinecl with
the different gr:oupings of indivicluals, ftu'rrish an irrtpor-
ta'rut nu.rnber of problents o-f druellittg, with uarying diflbr-
eltces rnlong thent.

So I conclucle quite simply: it is an error to believe that
there is a house-type. There are many different sorts of
habitation. But the house has type eleruen ls (the letters
of the alphabet) rvhich leacl to constitution of ensembles,
houses (the words macle rn-ith the letters) having an ele-
mentary ancl thorough unity among them, and conse-
quently a common style.

The whole controversy over Stuttgart concerns this: the
visitors who came to flnd something that could not be
realized, that is to say, an omnibus-house capable of sat-
isfying everyone, rvere astounded by our houses ancl led
to exclaim, "My family couldn't live in this house!" My
answer to them is simply this: "Were you able to pass
through the cloors, to see out the u,inclorvs, to go up the
stairs, to spend time on the roof garclen, to pass uncler
the pilotis of our houses?"

Ancl I aclcl, "You lvho are planning to buy a house, please
fix your program: u'ith the stanclardizecl ancl combinable
elements that we have established we can, in accordance
rn,ith your prog'nam, construct a house for a working class
family lr.ith no chilclren, with one or six chilclren, as u,ell
as a house for an intellectual, for an aesthete, etc. . . .

And the solution will be in proportion to the size of your
budget." A house like an automobile, that's understood;
but also tell me rn hether you are buying a race car or a

car for the city, five horsepo!!'er or forty horsepo\.,er,
etc., etc. . . . Please establish thecategory. We have es-
tablished the type e\em,ents of a house and will combine
them for your own use.

Irr this mannel'lve buiit, using the same elements (slabs, 201
columns, r',r''indows, staircases, etc.), the houses of the
village of Pessac, artists' houses in Paris, and the Palace
of the League of Nations in Geneva.

In Stuttgart, after being vexed not to find the house you
neecled, you left full of blame, rn'ithout realizing that with
the absolutely revolutionarv freeclom furnished by the
nerv technical means, u'e built two sorts of houses with
completely different uses: one was a sort of sleeping and
clining car combinecl, u,ith equipment for clay and for
night; the othel u'as a clrvelling u'hich clerived a certain
force and a certain simplification in its manner of iiving
from the primitive hut.

During the clay, the sleeping car became a parlor car
(Group C2). One of these tu.o houses would include three
completely separate beclrooms, attached to each other by
normal doors placed betr,l'een the metal columns and the
rvinclorvs, ancl attachecl to the rest of the house through
the famous seventy centimeter wide corridor which
shocked so many visitors. This hall, of the same width as

all the train cars in the u,orlcl, through which thousands
of travelers pass everyclay in trains speeding at a hundred
kilometers per hour, linked the rooms to the toilets, the
Iavatory, the bathroom, the kitchen, the roof garden, and
the garden itself.

In fact, this "emergency" hallv'ay \\.as rarely used.

Ancl this type of house permittecl the extension of the
apaltment through the attachment of stanclarcl pieces 2 m.
50 in width, and the adclition of one, t"r.o, or three becl-
rooms, etc. At the back of each of these cells or cabins
measuring 2 m. 50 x 4 m. was a speciai ancl economical
construction of reinforcecl concrete allorving the bed to be
put away, ancl furnishing for each occupant a closet to
hang clothes, shelves for clothing and bed linen, for hats,
shoes, etc. . in short, a complete set of shelves calcu-
Iatecl to replace all the pieces of furniture that usually
clutter up a room, those traditional pieces that not only
obstruct beclrooms, but oblige architects to build them
larger, too large.



202 Upon getting up in the morning, the inhabitants of the
house find their breakfast servecl in the parlor, which is
an extension of the stairwell. One could also receive the
occasional early visitor here. The maid has her room under
the piLotis rvith direct and separale access lo the kitchen.

In the evening, when the children are asleep, the father
can work in complete tranquility in his study, which con-
nects directly to the roof garden, and I can imagine that
in fair u,eather those woulcl be very pleasant hours for
him, up there.

During the day, one can if desired make one big room out
of all of these cabins, or out of two of them, which connects
directly to the staircase. Our sliding partitions were de-
signed to insure a much greater degree of soundproofing
than an orclinary door.

In order to make our intentions comprehensible to the
visitors to the exhibit, we wanted to construct a double
house, so that one would be equipped for the day anclthe
other for the night. But u,hen \ re came to Stuttgart on
the twenty-eighth of September, we founcl, to our regret,
that both houses were presented with their day equip-
ment, so that our intent remained incomprehensible.

The other house (Group C1) represents a way of living
that is perhaps uncommon in Germany, but which offers
a number of advantages to the Parisian.

One does not have to be one of those almost immoral
"bohemians" to stand to live in such a house for ten days
at most, as was pointed out in writing. The first floor, on
the roof garclen, inclucles two bedrooms for children with
four beds, or one bedroom for children with two beds and
a study.

The grouncl flooi' is clouble height, rvhich is to say that it
includes a lofL 2 m. 20 in height.

The kitchen area, the W.C., and the maid's room are
indepenclent and clustered together.

Thus, once the children are in bed, Monsieur ancl Madame
have at their disposal a vast space on the ground floor, a
large boudoir, bedrooms, baths, W.C. under the eaves.
Vast standarclized closets separate these areas from the
loft and corre-spond to precise functions.

I must admit that upon execution an important element
was simply forgotten: sliding screens were supposed to be
located on the parapet of the boucloir that opened up onto
the living room, u,,hich would permit one to close off com-
pletely the domain of the bedrooms, the baths, the bou-
doirs. In the Pavillon de l'Esprit Nouveau, in 1925, we
hacl alreacly inclicatecl this type of closure. A look at our
plans ancl the re-establishment of this omitted element
will sufflce to convince one that it is no small matter.

We receivecl many complaints about the large living room
winclow. I created this type of u,indow more than ten
years ago, at one thousand meters altitude where the
snow reaches 1 m. 50 in depth, ancl we also proposed the
same system as a solution to the lighting and the heating
of the Great Hall of the Assembly in the Palace of the
League of Nations. It is in fact not a matter of a cooling
surface, but on the contrary a neutral one. And this is
achieved by placing the two rvindou,s sixty centimeters
apart and passing the heating pipes betueeri them. One
thus creates a uarm volume, and the panes of glass be-
come a sort of greenhouse where plants can grow in
enough soil and regular temperature; and these plants will
make a charming curtain of greenery. This sort of winclow
works equally well in our "Immeubles-Villas" in cutting
off the outdoors in terms of the cold and of visibility.

Ancl I claim that in such a house a great number of nonnal
families that love comfort, space, and light coulcl fincl a
home endowed with a certain splendor, quite different
from the little rooms all the same size that one normallv
flnrls in villas of the same importance.

Our participation in Stuttgart should be seen as a dem-
onstration of the freedom brought about by technique.
This freedom allou.s for immense reforms in the concep-
tion of the planning of the house. This freeclom is revo-



lutionary, for it provicles the basis for the creation of
houses on entirely'nerv grounds. But it is sad to speak to
the visitors to Stuttgart of the new techniques, when the
deplorable execution (not of the overall work, but of the
details) at every turn of our houses at the exhibition r,r'ould

leacl one to think that this nerv freedom that results from
the introcluction of new techniques is quite dangerous or
hypothetical. And here, although I find it painful to say

this, I must affirm that rvhen the suspicions provoked by
the impedect execution of the Stuttgart houses are ap-

plied to the architects or to the overall conception they
are misdirected. And I invite all those who had doubts or
fears to come to Paris to see the conclusive results of our
experiences of the last ten years.

I conclude thus: the research into the application of the
house to current social and economic conditions should not
iead to the chimeric fixation on atype-plari, but on to the
application of a neu, structural system conceived of in such

a manner as to allow for all the combinations imaginable
and thus to respond to the varied needs of numerous
categories of individuals.
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Notes
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"La Sigtti.fication de la cit1-jarditt du Weissenhof d Stuttgart,"
L'Architecture Vivante, SpringlSumrner 7928, p. I (reprinted
bg the Da Capo Press. New York, lg75).
l. "Un type" is French slang for "a fellow"-Trans.
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1 e) S.P.A.D.E.M., PaislV.A.G.A., New York, 1980.
1 From L'ArclritectureViuante, Spring/Summer 1928, p. 32
(New York: Da Capo Press, 1975).
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h,e worked utith U.D.C. ctrcltitects u,as
com.pLeted in 1976 as the Marcus GaruelJ
Po,rk Vil\age, Brownsaill.e, Brooklyn,
and is now Ju.l.lu occupied. He is the
ntLthor o/ A Critical History of Modern
Architecture (to be published in June
1980 by the O4ford (Jrtiuersity Press).

Eleanor Gregh
Dle.anor Gregh u,as born in. Engla.nd in
1952. She receirted her B.A. itt Modertt
ancl Medieual Languages .fr"om
Cambrid,ge Uniuersity a'n,d her M.A. in
th.e History o.l'European, Art and
Architecture .from Londort Uniuersitg.
She is cunetLtly u.torking ott her Ph.D.
th.esis "Le Corbu,sier and Pairuting 1918-
19110: a study of the relati,onship betueen
Le Corbusier's painting and
architecture" und, is teachittg at the
Uniuersity oJ' Glasgott, Scotland.

Barry S. Maitland
Barry Maitlarid ila.s bortt itt Scotland itt
19.11 , and graduat,ed froltt th.e Sch,ooL oJ'

Ar c h'i.t e ctur e o.l' C am b rid g e U rt,ia er sity irt
1965. From 1965-1969 he worked on the
ttaster plan .for I?,uttcont Neu' Totctt nttcl
n'os respoiisrble for its Central Area
PLatt artd Jbr tJr,e urban reneutal project
for its o\d towtt. From 1969-1971+ he
worked os Princ'ipal Architect. t.L:ith

Iruirre Deuelopntertt Corporation ott the
desigrr o.f'a neu centraL are(t Jor Iru'ine
Nett Town and il)as resportsible for its
Phase I contract colnprtsing en,cLosed,

deck shopping certter, o.ffice and mu,l,ti-
storell car parkirrgT derelopntetrts. He has
taught at Nottittoham Uniuersity (1966)
and at StrathcLyde Uniuersit,u, GLasgow
(197J). He is crtnen,tly writirtg a book
(in coLlaboratiort u,ith. Dauid Gosling)
entitled The Pattern of Shopping.

Brian Brace Taylor
Bri,an Brace TayLor ruas born in Neu
Hampshire in 191,J. He obtained his
doct.orate from H(Lt'uard Uttiuersity in
197/+. He was o. resedrcher, tlrcn curator,
at t,he Fondatiott Le Corbusier in Paris
front 1970 to 197/t, dttring ruhich, time he
produced the exhibitiorz "Le Corbusier
and Pessac, 1914-1928," sh,ctton aLso at
the Carpenter Cen,ter at Haruard. An
editcn' o.f Architecture d'Aujourd'hui
magazine from 1971t to 1978, he made
nta.jor corttrtbtttiorts to isstres ort Aalto,
Teatn 10, and Ne'u York City. He nota
wrttes criticism. Jor tlae Financial Times
of Lottrlott os ruell as ua riotts
pro.fessionaL .iournals, and has tau,gh.t at
the Ecole cles Bettu,r: Arts in l-rance
s'[ttce 1973. He was a uisitirtg prrtfessot'
at th,e Uniuersity oJ' Il\in,ois irt 1972. His
cul-reilt research in,cLudes a book on the
architect Herm.arr Hertzberger, studies oJ'

colonial urbart det,elopntent, attd a
study o.f the restoration problents of
modern, buildirt qs ( with C hristtan
Gim.on,et).



Now Available in Paper-
The Modulor Modulor 2

Le Corbusier
Published together for the first time, The Modulor and Modulor 2 describe the development,
applications, and critical reception of Le Corbusier's innovative system of visual measurement
based upon the mathematics of the human body.

'Anyone accustomed to struggling with the meaning of Le Corbusier's architecture suddenly
feels a key to comprehension in his hand."-Art Journal
One volume, Paper $12.95; cloth, $25.00

Le Corbusier at Work
The Genesis of the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts

Eduard F. Sekler and William Curtis
Contributions by Rudolf Arnheim and Barbara Norfleet, preface J. L. Sert
"What's important about this book is. . . what it tells us about a great
architect's creative process, which is more than enough to make it a
probable classic."-Robert Campbell, Boston Sunday Globe

"This handsomely designed and beautifully printed book is a major
document in the history of modern architecture... No one interested in the origins of artistic
creativity, the roots of 20th-century architecture, or the mechanics of contemporary
civilization should overlook this book."-Gerald W. R. Ward, Museum News

490 pp. 235 halftones 25 line drawings 9 color plates $35.00

Le Corbusier and the
Tragic View of Architecture

Charles Jencks
"Presents a biographical analysis of Le Corbusier's motivations and their outcome in a well-
documented lavishly illustrated book."-British Book News

"[Jenck's book] must. . . rank as one of the finest studies of the great French architect yet
produced. . "-Paul Goldberger, New YorkTimes Book Review

198 pp. 108 photographs Cloth $13.95; paper $5.95

Harvard University Press
Ca m b ri d ge, M assach usetts 02138
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Le Corbusier:
Elements of a Synthesis
by Stanislaus von Moos
"As a subject. Le Corbusier looms so
large that one wonders how to get a
handle on him. He has greatly influenced
design vocabulary, construction technol-
ogy. housing, urban design, the interpre-
tation of the machine-indeed. just about
every aspect of architecture. His direct
influence is still felt today; in fact. it is
growing as his design vocabulary is
becoming the basis of a new academic
architecture.,..

"This book. . . systematically reviews
Le Corbusrer's buildings and writings,
and should easily become the standard
reference of its kind-the ideal com-
panion to the multivolume set of Le
Corbusier's complete works. lt surveys
his development from his early educa-
tion through the various stages of his
career. The book is a thorough piece of
scholarship. each of its chapters a major
essay. . . ;'-AlA Journal

'' . . . provides an in-depth historical
study of the intellectual and artistic
content of the work of Le Corbusier,
one of the major visionaries of the 20th
Century. His entire career is vividly dis-
played in more than 200 line drawings
and photos of his architecture, paint-
ing. sculpture. and town planning."-
Library Journal
s30.00}\l

- The Open Hand:
Essays on Le Corbusier
edited by Russell Walden
''This is one of the first sizeable works
containing original research on LeCorbu-
sier to appear in English. The fruits of
the first generation of scholars to have
worked on the vast archive in the Fonda-
tion Le Corbusier in Paris must be of
interest to all specialists in the field. And
anyone interested in the roots of con-
temporary architecture will surely find
sustenance in this volume."-The
Architectural Review
$27.50
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Lived-ln Architecture
Le Corbusier's Pessac
Revisited
by Philippe Boudon
ln the mid-nineteen-twenties-at
Pessac near Bordeaux-Le Corbusier
built his first large-scale project. the
Quartiers ltlodernes Fruges which
consisted of some 70 housing units.
Acting simultaneously as architect and
town planner. and taking accounl of the
prevailing social and economic factors.
he wished to provide people with low-
cost. predetermined. homogeneous.
cubist structures-"machines to live in"
or empty containers that their presence
alone would activate and fulfill.

This book describes what happened
as people moved in and proceeded to
live their lives over. around. and against
the architecture and the architect's
designs for their behavior. lt reviews
the history ol the project. describes
reactioRs to it in the contemporary
press ("Fascist." "Bolshevist") and exa-
mines Le Corbusier's own conception
of the proiect as revealed in various
writings.

"A new and important departure for
the evaluation of the built environ-
ment. " 

-Arch itectu ral Reco rd
$5.95. paperback

The City of Tomorrow
by Le Corbusier
This is a translation of the eighth edition
of Urbanisme. a landmark work in the
development of modern city planning.
It was so recognized when it f irst
appeared in English in 1929. As Edgar
Johnson wrote at the time in the Neuv
York Evening Posf. 'This book is. both
practically and artistically. a work of
vision."
$6.95. paperback

The MIT Press
Massachusetts lnstitute ot Technology
Cambridge. Massachusetts 021 42
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milGulr !t4
Jacques Derrida, Meyer Schapiro; Heidegger et les souliers de Van Gogh

Walter Benjamin ; Fuchs collectionneur
lean Louis Schefer; Ltenhetien suspendu

Lawrence Gowing: C6zanne - la logique des sensations organis6es
Lawrence Gowing : Hercules Segers aquafortiste

lohn Coplans : Weegee le Grand
Kasimir Mal4vitch : L6nlne

Yve-Alain Bois t Tsfuri dans le labyrinthe

DOSSIER ROBERT RYMAIY ;
analyses crltlques (Naomi Spector, Barbara Reise, Jean Cluy)
et tcxtes de peintres (Chistian Bonnefoi, Stephen Rosenthal)

222 p. - 130 ill. - 21 x 29,S - $16

mrculn 5 G
Hubert Damisch: Ltorigine de la perspectlve

Jacques Bouveresse : l* concept dtlmage chez Wlttgensteln
Rosalind E. Krauss; Notes surl'hdex (l'art des ann6es 1r97Dl

Joseph Rylattert: Gottfrled Semper et la theorie du style :
pour une nouvelle hlstotre de ltart

fean-facques Marty-Lherme: [.cs anatomles tn6dttes de Lcqueu

QUELQUES ASPECTS DE L'ART KECENT
Enhetlens sur ltavenir suppos6 de la pelnture

(Yve-Alain Bois, Chistian Bonnefoi, Jean Clay, Jean-Luc Vilmouth, etc.)

DOSSIER PONTORMO :
Lc Joumal (nouvelle hdition italienne et version franqaise

par J ean- C laude L e b en s ztejn)
Miroir noir (6tude citique dz Journal par lean-Claude Lebensztejn)

255 p. - 150 ill. - 21 x 29,5 - $20

Single coples at: Jaap Rietman, lnc., 167 Spring Street, New York, N.Y. 10012

Subscriptions :4 issues (postage freel $50 to: Pierre Brochat - 313, rue Lecourbe - 75015 PARIS



A
rquitecturas bis was born out of the common interests of it s Editors 

-although 
their answers to the

problems that arise from these interests may not always be the same, It has avoided identification with any
particular architectural trend, and it's lack of an explicit program and aim has been replaced by a signifi-
cant subtitle: informacidn grdfica de actualidad. But the deliberate lack of programmatic defurition,

-obvious 
if one considers that there does not exist a consensus between the Editors-. should not be understood as a

proposal of theoretical eclecticism. Similarly, the magazine's subtitle does not mean that cultural contributions can be

reduced to the mere "architectural news of the day". On the contrary. the nonexistence of a programmatic line could
derive from recognizing the danger of frivolousness that lies behind the invention of orthodoxies: from the belief in
the priority of knowledge over specific propositions; from the mistrust of universal values and a belief in the positive

aspects of the medium's cultural complexities.

ARQVIT
B I S informacion srafica de actualidad

Recent articles include,

Querido Leon. lPor que 22x22'l \'lanuel de Sola-\lorales. (ArquitlOcturas bis).

Despues de "After Modern Architecture" y el asesinato de Pepe le \loko. Oriol Bohigas (Arquitecl2uras bis)

Entrados ya en el ultimo cuano de siglo. Rafael Monm {Arquitec22uras bis)

La vigencia del funcionalismo: a proposito de las estaciones de bomberos americanas. Juan Antonio Cones 1' \laria Teresa Munoz (.{rquitectur25s bis)

Sanoris: la primera vocacion clasicista en la vanguardia. Oriol Bohigas (Arquitectur35s bis)

.La arquitectura del franquismo: a proposito de una nueva interpreucion. Tomas Llorens 1 Helio Pinon (-\rquitectura26 bis)

Roben Mallet-Stevens. Fernando Montes (.\rquitecrural 6 bis )

Arquitecturas bis 
-which 

first came out in 1974- is published six times a year b1' La Ga1'a Ciencia S..{.. Alfonso XII 2-?. Barcelona 6, Spain.
Subscriptions $20 (five single issues and one double issue a vear).
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HICAGO
Siaee 1891, Pablisben of Scbolar! Bool: andJoanalt

The Sense of Unity

The Suf iTradition
i n Pers ian A rch itectu re

Nader Ardalan and Laleh Bakhtiar

"This is one of those rare books that combine
technical prof iciency in a highly specialized area
with beauty of illustration and design. . . . lt is
valuable for its beauty, its relevance to both
theology and architecture, and its contribution to
universal aesthetics." -Review ol Books and
Religion
Paper 172 pages $17.95
Also available in cloth.

at

ElielSaarinen
F i n n i sh-A meri can A rch itect a nd Ed ucato r
Revised Edition
Albert Christ-Janer
Albert Christ-Janer's informative monograph
attests to Eliel Saarinen's ingenuity and brilliance

-his cultivated and informative prose is a f ine
tribute to Saarinen's stunning architectural
achievement.
Cloth 190 pages $25.00

The Universtffof Chicago Press . chicago 606y o a

IAUS Catalogue 1

Massimo Scolari: Architecture
Between Memory and Hope

Introduction by Manfredo Tafuri

IAUS Catalogue 7
Gwathmey/Siegel Architects:
Five Houses

Introduction by Kenneth Frampton
Preface by Ulrich Franzen

IAUS Catalogue 13
A New Wave of Austrian Architecture

$12.00/copy, $1.50 shipping
All orders must be prepaid.
Add $3.00 for each foreign order ($15.00)
Available May 1980. tr No. of copies 

-.

$12.00/copy, $1.50 shipping
All orders must be prepaid.
Add $3.00 for each foreign order ($15.00)
Available March 1980. tr No. of conies

$14.00/copy, $1.50
All orders must be
Add $3.00 for each

shipping
prepaid.
foreign order ($ 17.00)

Introduction by Kenneth Frampton
Texts by 5 Austrian architects

Available May 1980. tr No. of copies 

-.

Catalogues may be purchased at the Institute or by mail (add $1.50 shippingihandling, or $3.00 for foreign
orders). Mail orders to: The Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies, 8 West 40 Street, N.Y., N.Y.10018
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Individual Sponsors

Michael S. Adams
William Howard Adams
Diana Agrest
Stanford Anderson
John Andrews
Lily Auchincloss
Edmund N. Bacon
George Baird
Richard A. Baiter
Edward Lanabee Barnes
Jonathan Barnett
Howard Barnstone
Armand Bartos
Lawrence Booth
Robert Borg
Charles H. Brewer, Jr.
John Burgee
Duarte Cabral de Mello
Giorgio Ciucci
Henry N. Cobb
Elaine Lustig Cohen
Stuart Cohen
Peter Eisenman
William Ellis
David Elwell
Michael M. Fieldman
Earl Flansburgh
Kurt W. Forster
Kenneth Frampton
Suzanne Frank
Ulrich Franzen
James Ingo F reed
Mario Gandelsonas
Robert Geddes
Frank O. Gehry
Romaldo Giurgola
Robert Golder
Michael Graves
Robert Gutman
Charles Gwathmey
John Hagmann
Frances Halsband
John Hejduk

Charles Herbert
Peter Hoppner
Arata Isozaki
Franklin Israel
Estelle Jackson
Barbara Jalobson
Philip Johnson
Gerhard Kallmann
J. Michael Kirkland
R. M. Kliment
Alexander Kouznanoff
Theodore Liebman
Samuel H. Lindenbaum
Rodolfo Machado
Michael McCarthy
N. Michael McKinnell
Richard Meier
John C. C. Meunier
Henry Millon
Rafael Moneo
Charles Moore
James Mount
Peter Papademetriou
Anthony Pergola
G. Daniel Perry
Steven K. Peterson
Patrick L. Pinnell
James Polshek
Stephen Potters
Louis R. Pounders
Ma:r Protetch
Jaquelin Taylor Robertson
Richard Rose
James Rossant
Colin Rowe
Paul Rudolph
Peter Samton
Pieter Sanders
Denise Scott Brown
Sean West Sculley
Vincent Scully
Der Scutt
Werner Seligmann

Robert Siegel
Jorge Silvetti
Carla Skodinski
Jemy Soltan
Bemard P. Spring
Robert A. M. Stern
Friedrich St. Florian
Wiltard B. Taylor
Stanley figerman
Susana Torre
O. Matthias Ungers
Gino Valle
Robert Venturi
Anthony Vidler
Massimo Vignelli
Lauretta Vinciarelli
John Carl Warnecke
Benjamin H. Weese
Richard Weinstein
Tod Williams
Harry C. Wolf, III
Timothy Wood
William Zinsser


